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introduction to radio 

THE GREAT DAY CAME December 12, 1901, on a winter-S\.vept hill 
outside St. John's, Newfoundland. There tluee men-Guglielmo 
Marconi, G. S. Kemp, and P. '"-' · Paget-confidently but tensely 
adjusted their apparatus, which was connected to a very long wire 
dangling from a balloon high in the air. At i2:30 Marconi heard 
it, faintly but distinctly. 

The letter S tapped out in Morse code time after time in Eng
land was being received in North America. An intelligible signal 
was being sent through the air-without any wires-from OJ?e side 
of the earth to the other. For a startled world, the age of inter
national radio had begun. 

Actually, Marconi had been sending commercial wireless mes
sages over shorter distances since i898. Before long, ways were 
found to broadcast sound-voices and music-through the air. And 
now pictures, too, are transmitted so that we can see and hear in 
our own homes events tllat are taking place thousands of miles 
away. 

1 
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Of course, Marconi did not really "invent" radio. Like all other 
great discoveries of science, this one resul ted from the work of 
many men in many countries. 

In the i86o's in England , a famous mathematician, James Clerk 
Maxwell, studied the magnetism that electric currents generate. 
His calculations showed that clcctromagneli<.: waves could be 
created and that these waves would travel through space as fast 
as light travels. In fact, he theorized, light itself is a particular 
kind of electromagnetic wave, to which our eyes happen to be 
sensitive. 

An abstract theorist, Maxwell never constructed any actual radio 
transmitters or receivers. The first experimental equipment was 
demonstrated in the i88o's by Heinrich Hertz at the University 
of Kiel, in Germany. He set up two large loops of wire at opposite 
sides of his laboratory. To one he connected a pair of metal rods 
separated by a very small air gap. To the other he connected 
similar electrodes and also a high-voltage induction coil. (Today, 
we'd call the latter a step-up transformer.) When the induction 
coil was activated by current from a battery, sparks jumped across 
both gaps in unison. Since there was no connection between the 
loops of wire, it was evident that electric energy from the sparking 
transmitter was bridging the space across the laboratory to make 
itself felt in the isolated receiver. For many years after this classic 
demonstration, electric impulses in space were generally referred to 
as "Hertzian waves." 

Before he was able to carry his pioneering work any further, 
Hertz died in i894, at the tragically early age of thirty-seven. 

Marconi was more fortunate. The son of a well-to-do Italian 
father and an Irish mother (she was a member of the noted 
Jameson family of whiskey d istillers ), he had studied Maxwell's 
theory and he knew of Hertz's experiments. He repeated ·them 
over longer and longer distances, Brst on his fami ly's estate, then 
in England, and finally over the thousands of miles separating 
England from America. His success led almost immediately to the 
first commercial use of radio, aboard ships. 

Marconi transmitted telegraph signals. He sent out electromag
netic waves which were turned on and off in a recognizable 
pattern-the Morse code-by a telegraph key. At the receiving end, 
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the operator decoded the on-and-off sequence of the incoming 
waves to get the message. H.adiotclcgrapby is still used for fast, 
economical communication; it is what most amateurs start out 
with, since it requires only simple eq uipment. 

The telephone was already in use when Marconi startled the 
world with his transatlantic messages. Inspired by his sensational 
success, other experimenters of the period figured that telephony 
without wires should also be possible. ln the United States, Reginald 
A. Fessenden in igoo sent speech a distance of about a mile, but 
it was fuzzy and hardly recognizable. Practical radiotelephony 
had to await better equipment, particularly the three-element 
vacuum tube invented by Lee De Forest in igo6. Once this be
came available, development proceeded at a very rapid pace, and 
was further accelerated by the communications requirements of 
·world \Var I. Soon after the war ended, many amateurs were on 
the air with homemade "phone" stations. Among them was Frank 
Conrad, a Westinghouse employee who operated 8xx in his back
yard garage near Pittsburgh. His transmission of phonograph rec
ords, to save h is breath between conversations with other amateurs, 
aroused keen interest in the area. Seeing great public relations pos
sibilities in this activity, Westinghouse officials obtained a com
mercial license for the station, which becaine KDKA. It broadcast 
the presidential election returns of i 920 and almost overnight 
laW1ched the broadcasting industry. 

The idea of sending pictures as well as code and sound over 
long distances had intrigued men since the invention of the tele
graph. Largely through the pioneering work of Vladimir Zworykin, 
a Russian-born scientist long a citizen of the United States, this 
goal too was achieved, culminating in l'he great television system 
that has grown so rapidly sinc.:e the end of World War II. Radio 
waves can do many other things. They send measurements from 
scientific instruments in high-flying rockets to receivers on the 
ground; they turn valves on and off in oil pipelines; they feed data 
to big calculating machines; they guide airplanes and missiles on 
their courses through the sky. 

In all these jobs, the radio wave is a carrier for some kind of 
message: This may be Morse code, music, pictures, or directions 
to guide an airplane. Only the messages differ in the various kinds 
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1-1. The basic elements of shortwave equipment commonly used by 
radio amateurs . Arrows show the direction of signals. 
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of transmissions; the radio waves carrying these messages are 
basically similar in all cases. Most radio amateurs deal only with 
code and voice transmissions, so these are vvhat we shall concern 
ourselves with. However, much of what we say will apply equally 
well to more complicated systems of communication. 

Both transmitters and receivers vary very widely in circuit de
sign, but they can be broken down basically to the elements shown 
in Fig. 1-1 . 

RADIO-FREQUENCY OS C ILLA TO R 

Alternating current flowing through a wire creates electromag
netic waves which radiate outward from the wire into space. This 
action is weak at very low alternations, or rates of change of cur
rent, and quite marked at high rates. Each complete change of 
alternating cmrent (AC) is called a cycle, and the actual rate of 
change is the frequency of the current. This is expressed as cycles 
per second, usually shortened to cps or merely cycles. These tenns 
are very widely used in all phases of electronics. 

At frequencies below about 10,000 cps, wave radiation is too 
feeble to be useful. However, above this value, the radiation effect 
becomes quite strong, and radio communication over long dis
tances becomes a reality. Because of this, AC above approximately 
12,000 cps is called radio-frequency current. As the numbers be
come larger, it is convenient to use larger cps units, such as kilo
cycle (kc) for l ,ooo cycles and megaetjcle (Mc) for 1,000,000 

cycles. 
The starting element of a practical radio transmitter must there

fore be a radio-frequency ( m· ) generator of some kind. This is 
more often called an osciUator. Amateur frequencies range from 
a low of 1 ,800 kc to about 22,000 Mc. 

RADIO-FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIEH 

The current produced in most HF oscillators is rather low. The 
standard practice is to strengthen it in one or more amplifier stages, 
the last of which is called the power amplifier or final. There is 
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virtually no limit to the amplification that can be obtained by using 
a succession of stages. However, amateurs are restricted to certain 
power limits, as e>q)lained later in this book. 

KEYING 

The combination of an tu~ oscillator and a power arnpli£er pro
duces a continuous wave (cw ) signal which by itself conveys no 
intelligence. For radiotelegraphy, which is universally called cw, 0 

the carrier wave is merely interrupted by a manual key to form 
the dots and dashes of the International Morse Code. Keying is 
usually done in the RF oscillator section, so that the entire trans
mitter remains silent during periods of reception. 

SPEECH AMPLIJ!'I E Cl·MODULATOR 

Modulation is the process of putting voice on the cw carrier. 
We start with a microphone. The sound waves from a person's 
mouth enter this instrument and cause an element in it to vibrate 
in accordance with the variations of the speech. In so vibrating, 
the element generates an alternating current that changes in fre
quency and strnngth just as the voice does; AC voice currents 
range from about lOO to 3,000 cps. Musical sounds go as high as 
io,ooo to 12,000 cps. These signals are called auclio frequencies 
(AF) , to distinguish them from radio frequencies, which are not 
directly audible to the human ear. 

There is really no dividing line between high AF and low RF. 

Some high-fidelity sound systems used for home entertainment 
can reproduce signals up to i5,ooo and i 7,ooo cps; frequencies 
in this range are actualJy used for long-distance radio comnrunica
tion between United States naval land stations and submerged 
submarines. 

The AC created in the microphone is very weak and must be 
strengthened by audio amplifiers very much like those found in 
hi-fi sets. The reinforced speech signal is then combined with the 

0 Not RT, as you might expect, because this might also represent radio
telephoriy, which amateurs call phone. 
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carrier, usually but not always in the power-amplifier stage of the 
transmitter. The l1i therto continuoi1s-wave carrier then varies up 
and down in amplitude in exact accord with the original speech 
variations. This method of transmission is called amplitude modula
ti-On ( Al\·f), and is the kind used by most broadcasting stations as 
well as by amateurs. 

In another system of modulation, used mainly by broadcasting 
stations that specialize in hi-fi music, the audio signal from the 
speech amplifier-modulator is made to vary the frequency of the 
canier without varying its amplitude. It is therefore called fre
quency modulation ( FM ). Amateurs use n-r only on a limited 
scale. 

TRANSMITTING AN T ENNA 

Strong RF currents circulate in the amplifier sections of a trans
mitter, and in normal fashion they can cause wave radiation di
rectly from the equipment. Generally, this is undesirable, because 
some of the signals are likely to be on frequencies other than the 
ones the transmitter is supposed to put on the air. To discourage 
this effect , the usual practice is to enclose some or all of the active 
transmitter components in aluminum-shielded boxes. The job of 
pushing signals into space is then given to an outside, elevated 
antenna (or aerial), which is connected to the transmitter by a 
cable known as a feed line. T he latter is designed to have minimum 
radjation of its own, and it too is usually shielded (by flexible metal 
braid) to keep RF energy from leaking out. 

Antennas range from simple wires a few inches long to elaborate 
structures containing many aluminum rods or tubes mounted side 
by side and stacked one above the other. They are discussed in 
another chapter. 

RECE I V I NG ANTENNA 

In most amateur stations the same antenna is used interchange
ably for transmitting and receiving by means of simple switching 
facilities. 
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When a radio wave passes over a receiving antenna, it induces 
a very weak current in it. The air is full of radio signals, and in 
actual operation any antenna has many currents induced in it at 
one time by many stations. 

RADI O -FREQU ENCY TUNER - AMP LIFI ER 

The job of selecting one desired signal of a particular frequency 
and giving it an early boost in strength is done in the first section 
of a receiver, the ru· tuner-amplifier. This contains adjustable fre
quency elements controlled by dials on the front panel. It is possi
ble to use a number of identical, tunable stages one after the other 
(in cascade) to obtain a high degree of amplification, but this poses 
an awkward problem from the mechanical standpoint. 

FR EQUENCY CONVERTER -AMPLIFI E R 

Instead, it is more practical to convert all incoming signals, of 
different frequencies, to one fixed frequency, which is then am
pli.fied by a fixed-tune multistage amplifier, adjusted for peak ef
fectiveness to this one value. This is called an intermediate-frequency 
(IF) amplifier. Virtually all modern receivers use this principle, 
known as the superheterodyne. 

DET ECT OR AND AU DIO AMP LIFIER 

The AM signal <::oming out of an IF amplifier is now quite strong, 
compared to its <::ondition on arrival at the antenna, but it is still 
inaudible HF being varied at an AF rate. The last section of the 
receiver changes the signal to a pulsating current, representing 
the original voice modulation. This process is called detection or 
demodulation. An audio amplifier builds up the detected signal 
still further, for eventual reproduction as sound by a loudspeaker or 
eai1')hones. In some transmitter-receiver combinations, a single AF 
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amplifier serves for strengthening microphone currents doing 
transmission and detected signals during reception. 

Now we have come all the way around a circle. \Ve started out 
with a message, converted it into electric variations, then into 
radio waves, then back into electric variations, and finally into a 
message again. Practically all that we do to achieve this involves 
electricity-the radio waves exist only in space between the h·ans
mitting and receiving antennas. To understand how it is clone, let's 
take a closer look at electricity. What is it? And how do we get 
it to do the strange tricks that make radio communication possible? 



2 

fundamentals of electricity 

TAKE A LOOK at yom hand. It's mostly electricity. So is the rest of 
you and everybody else and all the other things in the world. 
Strange, yes. But when you examine ordinary material things in 
very fine detail, you find that, ultimately, they are composed of 
electricity. 

All the things in the universe are made up of atoms, tiny build
ing blocks that nature puts together in different arrangements to 
make grass and trees and stars and people and so on. There are 
about one hundred separate kinds of atoms. 

It turns out that the atoms are themselves made up of even tinier 
building blocks. There are three main ones; they combine in dif
ferent ways to form the one hundred atoms. The three are: 

Electrons, which are small particles with an electric charge; 
Protons, which are much larger than electrons but appear to con

tain the same amount of electricity; 
Neutrons, which are about as big as protons but appear to con

·10 
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tain no electricity at all. We won't bother any further with them. 
The electricity in protons and electrons is exactly equal in amount, 

but exactly opposite in the way in which it acts. Two electrons push 
each other apart with very great force. So do two protons. But an 
electron and a proton attract each other. 

This means that there must be hl\IO kinds of electricity. The kind 
of elechicity that an electron has is called negative, and the kind 
of electricity that a proton has is called positive. Quantities of 
electricity-electric charges-that are alike (all negative or all posi
tive) repel each other. Electric charges that are unlike attract each 
other. 

If \Ve have equal amounts of negative and positive electricity, 
the two balance each other so that no electric effect is noticeable. 
An atom normally contains just as many electrons as protons. Its 
electricity is balanced. That is why you don't notice that there is 
any electricity in your body. 

Suppose we pull an electron or two off an atom. Then the atom 
will contain more protons than electrons and will no longer be 
electrically balanced. It will have more positive than negative 
electricity-we say it is positively charged. If we push electrons 
onto an atom, we also unbalance it-there are more electrons than 
protons and the atom becomes negatively charged. (You can also 
change the electric balance of an atom by adding or removing 
protons. Nuclear physics studies this condition. Proton changes are 
never involved in ordinary electric or radio work.) 

It's easy to move electrons from one atom to another. You have 
done it with your hairbrush. The next time you brush your hair on 
a very dry, winter day, notice that a few hairs stand up off the top 
of your head. They wave in the air apart from each other. If you 
push them do,vn, they fly up again. But if you bring the brush near 
them, they fly to the bmsh the way a nail moves toward a magnet. 

What happens is this. Brushing pulls electrons off the atoms in 
the hair and into the atoms in the brush bristles. That makes the 
hair positively charged. Since like charges repel, each positively 
charged hair pushes its neighbor away-they stick up separately. 
The brush is now negatively charged. And since unlike charges at
tract, the brush pulls hairs to it. 
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ELE CTR IC CURRENTS 

Just moving a few electrons from one group of atoms to another 
is not especially useful in everyday work. Vile simply have stationary 
electiic charges which we call static electricity. For the more im
portant jobs we need lots of electrons in motion-currents of elec
tricity. 

Suppose you connect a lamp to the terminals of a battery. Elec
b·ons leave one terminal ( the one marked negative, or - ) , flow 
through the wire and the lamp filament, then back into the bat
tery at the other terminal (the one marked positive, or +). It is the 
stream of electrons-electric current- flowing through the filament 
that lights the lamp. (Do not be confused by diagrams that show 
current Bowing from the positive terminal to the negative terminal. 
This is a long-established convention which is useful, but the stuff 
of the current-electrons-really moves from negative to positive. ) 

You might think of electrons as drops of water, and of electric 
current as a stream of water. Water standing in a pond, like static 
electricity, does not perform any work. But a running stream of 
water can turn a paddle wheel and drive machinery. 

An elech'ic current moves through a wire with the speed of 
light. This does not mean that the individual electrons move that 
fast. Far from it. The first electron pushed into the wire nudges 
along another electron already in the wire and so on until an 
electron is pushed out the other end of the wire. It's like one marble 
hitting the end of a long row of marbles. The time it takes be
tween the entry of the first electron into one end of the wire and 
the exit of the first electron from the other end (it's a different 
electron, remember ) is the time it would take for light to travel 
the length of the wire. So we say that electricity travels with the 
speed of light. 

You can make an electric current flow without a wire, too, for 
electrons ""ill flow through a vacuum. This is what happens inside 
a vacuum tube. A tube contains a cathode, which, when heated 
by a battery, pushes electrons off its surface. At the other side of 
the tube is the plate, which is connected to the positive terminal of 
the battery. Its positive charge attracts the electrons. They fly into 
the plate and then travel on to the battery and back to the cathode 

. ·~ 
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again. So there is a flow of electrons-an electric current-from 
cathode to plate, even though there is no wire between them. 

Electricity can also be carried by moving atoms in a gas or 
liquid. \~/hen an electron is taken away from an atom, the atom 
is left positively charged and is called a positive ion. When an 
electron is added to an atom, it becomes negatively charged and 
is called a negative ion. Both kinds of ions can be made to move 
through liquids and gases. Since ion streams are streams of mov
ing charge, they are electric currents, too. This is how electricity 
flows through a neon sign. 

AMPERES 

In many cases we need to know the rate of How of electr'icity 
tlU"ough a wire. This is measured in amperes. The number of 
amperes tells bow many electrons are passing a particular point 
in the wire in one second. The symbol used for electric current 

AMMETER 

VOLTMETER 

.--~~-i~~~~~~ L€i: AMMETER 
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1~ 
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< 
3 

0 
< 
0 
..J 

2-1. How the ammeter and voltmeter are used. 

ST. HYACINTH SCHOOL UBRARV 
BAY CITY, MICH!G·\/'J 
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is I , and the instrument that measures current flow is called an 
ammeter. An ammeter is always connected in series with the wires 
of a circuit ( Fig. 2-1) so that all the current B.ows through it. 

VOLTAGE 

How do we make electricity flow through a wire? To force 
water through a pipe we must exert pressure on it. The pressure 
can come from height- water flows from a high tank through a pipe 
to a low tank- or from a pump. 

The same is true of electiicity. Suppose we connect an area of 
negative charge to an area of positive charge by closing the switch 
in the wire between them ( Fig. 2-2) . Electrons will flow from the 

WATER PRESSURE 

...J 
~ t-
~ NEGATIVE t- r-----..... 
~ I CHARGE 

~{ 
~I 

SWITCH 

:%! L POSITIVE 
w --CH..;..A""'R""'c:.,..;:E:__-' ... ... 
0 

ELECTRIC PRESSURE 

2-2. Electric potential (voltage) con be compared with water p ressure. 

negative side to the positive side. It's as though one side were 
higher than the other. The force causing this flow is called the 
potential difference between the two sides. 

Vve could use a pump to maintain pressure on water in a loop 
of pipe so that the water would continue to flow around the loop. 
There are electricity "pumps," too-batteries and generators. They 
maintain a potential d ifference between their positive and negative 
te1minals so that there is a continuous electric pressure to push 
electrons around the circuit (Fig. 2-3) . 
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PUMP 
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A VALVE LIMITS n1E 
f"LOW OF WATER 

--lli---
BATTERY 

RESISTANCE 
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LIMITS THE Fl.l:>W 

OF CURRENT 

2-3. Electric resistance can be compared with a water valve. 

Electric potential is measured in r;oltage (the symbol is E). The 
number of volts tells how much electric pressure there is to force 
a cunent to flow. The instrument that measures potential is a 
voltmeter. It is connected across the wires of a circuit (Fig. 2-1). 

RESISTANCE 

Water flows more easily through a big, smooth pipe than through 
a small, rough one. The friction between the water and the pipe 
retards the flow. 

Much the same is true of electric flow. A current flows more 
easily tlnough a big wire than through a thin one. The kind of 
material that the wire is made of matters, too, for in some atoms 
the electrons can be nudged along more readily than in others. 
This opposition to the flow of electricity is called resistance (the 
symbol is R) , and the unit of resistance is the ohm. On actual re
sistors, this is usually represented by the Greek letter n, for omega, 
the last letter of the Greek alphabet. 

Materials are classified according to their resistance: 
Conductors have very little resistance. They are metals; copper, 

aluminum, and silver are the best. 
Resistors have enough resistance to limit the amount of current 

that can pass through them. They are made of carbon or of metallic 
alloys. 
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Insulators have so much resistance that they permit practically 
no current to pass. They are substances like glass, plastics, ceramics, 
paper, cotton, and silk. 

Semicondtt.ctors are special materials that generally have higher 
resistance than most conductors and lower resistance than most 
insulators. They are treated in detail in Chapter i5. 

OHM'S LAW 

You can see that there should be a connection between pressure 
(voltage) and the amount of current it can force through a wire of 
a certain resistance. There is a mathematical relationship, Ohm's 
law, which says that the potential difference, or voltage, across a 
wire equals the amount of current flowing in the wire (amperes) 
multiplied by the resistance of the wire (ohms) . In symbols, this 
is written: 

E = IR 

So if you know the current and resistance, you can compute the 
voltage. If you know the voltage and resistance, you can compute 
the current, for 

Or, if you know the current and the voltage, you can compute the 
resistance: 

R 

POWER 

E 
I 

Electricity is energy, the ability to perform work. \Vhen a re
sistance blocks the flow of some of this energy, it ca1mot destroy the 
blocked part but must get rid of it, dissipate it, in another form. 
(A resistance converts elecb·ic energy into heat.) The rate at which 
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a resistance d issipates electric energy is measured in watts and is 
found by multiplying the current by itself and then by the resistance. 
In symbols, this is written: 

P = I2R 

( F means 1 squared, or I times I.) 

If both the voltage and the current are known, the power in 
watts is simply: 

P EI 

CAPACITANCE 

Metal plates or other conductive mate1ials placed close to
gether but kept from direct contact by an insulating medium such 
as air, paper, glass, or mica, constitute a capacitor, sometimes 
called a condenser. The insulating medium is the dielectric. A 
capacitor has the ability to store electric charges. This is called 
capacitance, and is measured in farads ( f). 

The charging action of capacitors is not very well understood, 
any more so than the actions of many other electric devices. How
ever, we can benefit by observing a simple experiment with a 
capacitor, a battery, a meter, and a switch, as shovvn in Fig. 2-4. 

SWITCH CAPACITOR 

- BATTERY 

A B c 

2-4. The charging and discharging action of a copocitor is shown by 
movements of o meter in the circuit. 
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Start at (A ), with the switch in its off position; the circuit is open, 
completely dead. Close the switch to the No. i contact, as in 
( B); this puts the battery, the capacitor, and the meter into a 
simple series hookup. Now, since the plates of the capacitor are 
separated by a good insulating material, the circuit should remain 
open and nothing should happen. But something very definite does 
happen: the meter needle kicks sharply upscale in one direction, 
which means without a shadow of a doubt that some electrons 
have gone through the entire circuit; then the needle drops almost 
as quickly to zero. Did this pulse of current dissipate itself in the 
resistance of the wires? To find out, first return the switch to its 
off position, thus again isolating all elements of the hookup. Then 
move it to the No. 2 contact, as in ( C), putting the capacitor 
directly into the meter. The latter's needle again jerks violently, 
but this time in the other direction, and again comes to rest at 
zero. 

It is fairly safe to assume that the first push of voltage from 
the battery causes a jamming of electrons in the highly resistive 
dielectric between the plates. A few electrons apparently nudge 
through; this accounts for the meter reading in what otherwise is 
an absolutely open circuit. Most of them, however, seem to remain 
on or between the plates, maintaining a static push against the 
dielectric much as if the latter were a coiled spring. This ac
cumulation of electrons is considered the charging current. 

Does removing the push of the battery voltage cause the charge 
in the capacitor to collapse? No! \N e remove the battery when we 
open the switch. Closing the latter puts the low-resistance meter 
across the capacitor. The charged dielectric uncoils, so to speak, 
and discharges the electrons back through the circuit the same 
way they entered. The slight dielectric leakage that occurs during 
charging recurs during discharging, to again account for the meter 
indication. In a fraction of a second the electrons in the circuit 
settle down to a quiescent state, and the capacitor and the meter 
both go dead, electrically. 

Since the initial flick of cunent is only momentary, capacitors 
can be used in circuits to block off direct current where it isn't 
wanted. Capacitor function on AC is <Juite a different matter, and 
is taken up later in this chapter. 
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The pushing action of the electron charge on the dielectric of 
a capacitor has tangible physical effects. If one plate is thin and 
flexible, and if the applied voltage is high enough, variations of 
the latter make the plate vibrate. This is the basis of the elec
trostatic loudspeaker, which has been in existence since the i92o's. 

It is also interesting to know that a capacitor that has been 
charged, and then removed completely from its circuit, can retain 
its charge for a long time: hours, days, or even weeks. However, 
it is not a really useful storage device in the sense that a storage 
battery is. The instant it starts discharging, the voltage starts to 
drop, and full discharge takes place in a very short time, usually 
a fraction of a second, sometimes more, depending on circuit condi
tions. 

ELECTROMAGNETISM 

In i820 Hans Christian Oersted discovered that electricity and 
magnetism are related. He held a compass near a wire connected 
to a batte1y and noticed that the compass needle moved. It acted 
exactly as if it had been held near a magnet. 

Moving electrons-electric currents- act just like permanent bar 
magnets. The current creates a field of magnetic force around the 
wire. The way this magnetic field is distributed in space is often 
indicated by drawing lines. ' i\There the lines are closer together, the 
field is stronger and the magnetic force exerted is greater. You can 
see from Fig. 2-5 that a stronger field is created by shaping the 
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2-5. (A) Magnetic lines of force about a single conductor and (B) about 
a coil. 
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current-carrying wire into a coil. The strength of the field is also 
increased by placing a piece of soft iron inside the coil. This iron 
bar is not a permanent magnet like the ones you buy in the dime 
store. It has no magnetism until electricity Bows through the coil 
surroUJ1ding it, and it quickly loses its magnetism when the current 
is shut off. 

A coil designed to create an electromagnetic fi eld is technically 
named an inductor, but it is usually referred to simply as a coil. 
Its ability to create a magnetic field is called its inductance (symbol 
L ) and is measured in henries ( h). 

Since electricity can create magnetism, you might e::-..-pect mag
netism to be able to create electricity. This turns out to be so. 
When a magnetic field changes, it causes electricity to How in any 
conductor that is in the field. The change in magnetism pushes 
electrons around in the conductor-and moving electrons constitute 
a current. 

Any kind of change in the magnetic field has this effect. You can 
induce a current in a wire by moving a magnetic coil or a permanent 
bar magnet near it-by moving the magnetic field you change the 
amount existing at the points where the wire is located. Or you can 
induce a current in a wire by varying the current flowing in a 
nearby coil- the varying current changes the magnetic field created 
by the coil. 

ALTERNATING CURR ENT 

So fa r we have been talking about electricity that flows steadily in 
one direction, from the negative terminal of a battery to the positive 
tem1inal. This is di1'ect current ( oc), which is provided by batteries 
and certain types of electric generators, such as some automobile 
generators. 

The electricity that flows through your house wiring to light your 
lamps and run your phonograph is generally not like that at all. It 
does not flow stead ily in one direction, but regularly changes its 
direction-the electrons move first one way, then the other way. 
This is alternating current (AC). 
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You might compare direct current to water being pushed around 
a loop of pipe by a rotary pump (Fig. 2-6). The drops of water 
always Row in the same direction around the pipe loop. If we 
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2-6. Electric current flow can be compared with flow of water in a pipe. 

replaced the rotary pump with a piston pump, however, the water 
drops would move first one way, then the other way, following the 
back-and-forth motion of the p iston (Fig. 2-7). Much the same 
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2-7. Water analogy for alternating current. 

sort of thing happens when an alternating-cunent generator pushes 
AC around an clech·ic circuit. 

Suppose we had a special ki11d of ammeter that cou ld measure 
how much alternating current was flowing to a lamp at one par-
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ticular instant, then how much current was flo"ving a fraction of a 
second later, and so on. \iVe would find that at one instant there 
was no current at all-zero amperes. A brief fraction of a second 
later there would be a little current in one direction. A short time 
after that there would be still more current in that direction. As 
we continued our measurements, the current would continue to 
increase in the same direction until it reached a maximum value. 
Then it would begin to decrease gradually to zero again. After 
the current had reached zero, it would begin to increase in the 
opposite direction. It would increase to a maximum amount in this 
direction, then decrease once more to zero. And then the current 
would start increasing in the first direction and the cycle would 
start all over again. 

We could draw a graph of the value of the current, marking off 
the time of measw-ement along the horizontal line of the graph. 
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2-8. The two halves of an AC cycle vary in value the same way, but in 
different directions. 
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The number of amperes at each instant would be .indicated by the 
distance of our graph curve above or below the horizontal time 
line-we'd make a mark above the line for current flowing in one 
direction, below the line for current flowing in the opposite direc
tion. The graph would look like Fig. 2-8. If we measured AC 

voltage at successive instants of time, a graph of the results would 
be exactly the same as the graph of current. 

This kind of graph looks strru1gely like a picture of a wave, 
doesn't it? If you drop a stone into a still pond, you make the 
water move up and down (Fig. 2-9). The first up-and-clown mo
tion, or wave, makes adjoining drops of water move up and down, 
and so on. The waves move rapidly out across the pond. Notice that 
the water itself does not move across the pond, but just moves up 
and down. It is the up-and-down motion that travels across the 
pond. Since motion is energy, a wave is haveling energy. 

An alternating current of elech·icity is an electric wave. What 
about the electromagnetic field that is created by such an alter
nating current? If the current alternates, the fi eld alternates, too. 
Its alternations follow the same pattern as that of the cun-ent. So 
now we have another wave, an electromagnetic wave. This is a 
radio wave and it carries electromagnetic energy just as a water 
wave carries mechanical energy. 

RADIO WAVES 

If we make a graph of a radio wave-that is, measure the way 
electromagnetic intensity changes with time-we get a picture 
that resembles the one made by alternating electricity. Hemember 
that these graphs are not true images of the physical appearance 
of electric or radio waves-you can't see these waves, so actually 
they don't look like anything. The graphs merely illustrate the 
mathematics of wave behavior. 

We can gather some useful information about waves from their 
graph-pictures. The height of the peak, or the depth of the trough, 
is the maximum amplitude of the wave. The distance betw·een 
peaks (or troughs ) is the wavelength. The change in the wave 
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2-9. A study of wave motion in water. 
A. Dropping a rock into a still B. Cross-sectional view of the first 
pool causes waves that move away circular wall built up from the water 
from the splash in ever-widening displaced by the rock. 
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C. Cross-sectional view showing 
how a series of peaks and troughs 
are built up. Notice that each 
succeeding peak and trough is 
slightly lower and shallower. 

( WAVE LENGTH 

D. Cross-sectional view illustrat
ing the terms wavelength, ampli
tude, and cycle. The heavy line 
represents one cycle . 
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from one peak to the next (or one trough to the next) is called a 
cycle (heavy line in Fig. 2-9D). And the number of cycles that 
occur in one second-that is, the number of waves that pass a given 
point in one second- is the frequency of the 'vvave. 

If we multiply the frequency of a wave by its wavelength we 
get the speed with which the wave travels. vVe know that radio 
waves move at about the speed of light, 300,000,000 meters per 
second. So if either the frequency or wavelength of a wave is 
specified, we can compute the one that is not specified. 

A C VALUES 

How can we specify the amperage or voltage of an alternating 
current? The values are constantly · changing. We have to settle on 
an effective value that depends on power dissipated in a resistance. 
The effective alternating current equals the direct current which 
dissipates just as much power as the alternating current. This turns 
out to be .707 tin1es the maximum, or peak, value of the alternating 
current (or voltage) . Alternating-current ammeters and voltmeters 
read effective values directly. If an AC voltmeter indicates 70.7 
volts, the voltage is varying between zero and ioo volts. But 70.7, 
the effective voltage, is the value that is used. 

AC RESISTANCE, CAPAC IT ANCE, AND 

INDUCTANCE 

Alternating cunent encounters resistance when passing through 
a wire just as direct current does. At low frequencies-within the 
audio-frequency range-the AC resistance is for all practical pur
poses identical to the oc resistance. 

As frequencies become higher, however, the current becomes 
concentrated in the outer surface of the wire instead of being 
distributed uniformly through its thickness. At very high frequencies 
practically all the current Hows near the surface of a conductor; in 
fact, a hollow tube conducts such frequencies just as well as a solid 
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wire. This means that the resistance of a particular piece of wire 
depends on the fre<1ueocy of the cuneot, if the frequency is high. 
The radio-frequency resistance, therefore, may be quite different 
from the audio-frequency or DC resistance. 

Alternating cmrent causes an even more marked change in the 
action of capacitors. Depending on its capacitance and the fre
quency of the current in the circuit, a capacitor that blocks nc 
completely can pass AC with very little hindrance. It may not be 
correct from the theoretical standpoint to say that it conducts the 
current, because after all the plates are insulated from each other. 
From the practical standpoint, however, capacitors pass AC over a 
very wide range of frequencies. 

'What apparently happens in a capacitor working on AC is that 
the rapid charging and discharging action, under the influence of 
the constantly varying current, keeps the dielectric in a constant 
state of agitation. This is virtually equivalent to a movement of 
electrons, and by definition a movement of electrons is electricity. 
The explanation is reasonable if we consider that a capacitor's 
resistance to AC (more correctly, its reactance; sec below) goes 
down sharply as the frequency of the AC goes up. In other words, 
the greater the agitation the greater the internal clech·on movement. 

A capacitor's opposition to AC is called capacitive reactance 
(symbol Xe) and is greater for small capacitances and low fre
quencies than for high capacitances and high frequencies. The 
formula is: 

Xe = (27T}.c) 
where Xe is the reactance in ohms, f the frequency in cycles per 
second, and C the capacitance in farads. 

Reactance is measured in ohms, like resistance, and it Hmits the 
flow of current, like resistance, but it is not the same as resistance. 
The difference is that a resistor dissipates electric energy, but a 
capacitor can only store electric energy, not dissipate it. This again 
is the theory. There is unavoidably some dissipation of energy in 
the dielectric which shows up unmistakably as heat. In fact, some 
capacitors get quite warm in normal operation. 
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You can use Ohm's law to calculate the voltage across a capacitor 
and the cunent flowing in a circuit containing a capacitor: 

E = IXc, 
E 

I= Xe' 
E 

Xe= I 

An inductor also acts differently with AC than with DC. Here is 
why. Any current flowing through a coil creates an electromagnetic 
field around the coil. If the current changes, as AC does, the electro
magnetic field also changes. Now, a changing electromagnetic field 
generates electricity in a wire. So AC in a coil generates electricity 
in the same wire. 1~his induced voltage is entfrely separate from the 
voltage that causes the original current to flow. 

The induced voltage retards the flow of the cw-rent that causes 
it when that current is increasing. It aids the flow of the current when 
that current is decreasing. So a coil always opposes changes in cur
rent flowing through it. The net effect of a coil is to resb·ict the flow 
of alternating current. This restriction is called inductive reactance 
(symbol Xi,) . It increases with increasing inductance and increas
ing frequency. The formula is: 

X1, = 2r.fL 

where Xi is the reactance in ohms, f the frequency in cycles per 
second, and L the inductance in henries. 

Inductive reactance is also measured in ohms, but, like capacitive 
reactance, it is not the same as resistance-a coil only stores elec
tric energy, and does not dissipate it. There can be, however, the 
normal loss of energy in the straight DC resistance of the wires. 

Again, Ohm's law applies to inductive reactance: 

TRA NSFORMERS 

E 
I= X ' 

L 

E x,, = 7 

Suppose we place two coils near each other and send AC or any 
other varying current through one of them. The changing elec
tromagnetic fi eld of the first coil will induce electricity in the 
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second coil. The voltage and amperage of the induced electricity 
will depend on the number of turns of wire in each coil. If the 
second coil, or secondary, has more turns than the first coil, or 
primary, the secondary voltage will be higher than the primary 
voltage. But the secondary amperage will be lower than the 
primary amperage. If the secondary has fewer turns, its voltage 
will be lower and its amperage higher. 

Coils paired like this are called transform ers (Fig. 2-10) . There 

2-1 O. Coils coupled by mutual inductance in on air-coupled trans
former. 

is one on a light pole near your house to "step down" the high 
voltage of the power line to a lower voltage for your house wiring. 
Smaller transformers are used in radio equipment to step down 
or step up your 110-volt house power to the different voltage re
quired for various parts of the ec1uipment. The same principle of 
electromagnetic induction used in the power transformers men
tioned above is also the basis for the operation of smaller trans
formers intended for radio frequencies. 

PHASE 

When alternating current flows through a resistance, the voltage 
and <unperage change their values together. They always increase 
or decrease in the same direction at the same time. A graph of 
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one would exactly fit over a graph of the other (see Fig. 2-11 ) . 

This is not true of capacitors or coils. When the AC voltage ap
plied to a capacitor is zero, the cu rrent flowing in the circuit is 
at its maximum. \i\/her1 the voltage is at its maximum, the cun-ent 
Bowing is zero. 
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2-1 1. Sine waves of AC voltage and current. 

You can see why. The voltage determines the amount of stored 
charge. As the voltage is first building up from zero, the capacitor 
contains no charge and no excess electrons and can therefore 
accept the greritcst number of electrons-the greatest amount of 
current flow. At maximum voltage, the capacitor is fully charged 
and can accept no more elecb·ons, so no cunent can flow into it. 

The same sort of lhing happens in a coil because of the way 
the induced voltage from its electromagnetic field opposes the ap
plied voltage. The current is zero when the voltage is g.-eatest, 
and vice versa. 

In a capacitor, the cmrent starts its cycle before the voltage and 
is said to lead the voltage. In a coil, the current starts its cycle after 
the voltage and is said to lag the voltage (see Fig. 2-12 ). 

This difference in the timing of cycles is described in terms of 
phase. If current and voltage change together, as in a resistor, 
they are in phase. When one lags behind the other, they arc out of 
phase. 

The difference in pJ1ase is measured in fractions of a cycle, but 
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2-12 . Phase differences between two alternating voltages or currents. 
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it is not expressed as Y2 cycle, y,j cycle, and so on. Instead, a cycle 
is said to contain 360 degrees, and the phase difference is ex-pressed 
in degrees, Y2 cycle being i8o degrees, ~ cycle go degrees, etc. 
( Fig . 2-13 ). If current increases while voltage decreases in the 
same direction, the phase difference is go degrees. If current in
creases and decreases in one direction while voltage does the same 
in the opposite direction, they are i8o degrees out of phase. 

(-~:~--=·--=c-:-[0 _ _ _ 
\ / lcvcLi. , __ __..,, - 4 

2-13. Evolution of a sine wave into electric deg rees. 
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Phase difference is also used to describe the relationship between 
two or more voltages or two or more currents. 

CIH CU ITS 

Radio receivers and transmitters contain a great many resistors, 
capacitors, and coils connected together in circuits. Capacitors and 
coils am used to block currents of unwanted frequencies, since 
reactance depends on frequency. Resistors are used to reduce cur
rent or voltage. Transformers are used with AC to change current or 
voltage-increasing or decreasing one at the expense of the other. 

Often you will need to calculate how much current is Bowing 
through a circuit or how much voltage exists across a circuit. You 
may want to adjust current or voltage to meet the needs of parts 
of a radio by adding or removing resistances or transfom1ers. With 
nc, the calculations involve only resistance, since capacitors block 
DC completely. \Vi th AC, resistance, capacitive reactance, and induc
tive reactance must all be considered. 

There are two main circuit arrangements. A series circuit has its 
elements connected one after another, so that the same current 
flows through each of them, in succession (Fig. 2-14A). A parallel 

Supply 
source A 

~::~~ ~ ftffffffft B 

2-14. Simple series (A) and parallel (8) circuits. 

circuit has its elements arranged so that the same voltage is applied 
to each and the current is divided up, part Bowing tlu·ough each 
element (Fig. 2-14B). Both types may be combined into a series
parallel circuit (Fig. 2-15 ). For calculating cunent and voltage, a 
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+ 

2-15. Resistances in series-parallel. 

series-parallel circuit is cliyjded into subcircuits, each of which is 
all series or all parallel. 

The first step in analyzing a circuit is to find the total of the re
sistance or capacitance or inductance in the circuit. For resistors 
wired in series (Fig. 2-16), the total resistance is the sum of the 

+ 

2-16. Resistances in series. 

individual values. The same is true for the inductance of coils, 
provided the coils are far enough apart so that their magnetic 
fields do not overlap. 

R101n1 = R1 + R2 + Ra etc. 
L oou11 = L1 + L z + L:1 etc. 

Capacitors in series offer less total capacitance than any individual 
one would. The formula is: 
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l 
C rou11 = l l 1 

-C + -C + -C etc. 
I :! 3 

If resistors are connected in parallel ( Fig. 2-17 ), the total re-

2-17. Resistances in parallel. 

sistance is reduced: 

_!_ + l ..L l 
R1 R:! ' Ra etc. 

Riotnl 
l 

Again, the same rule applies to the inductance of coils: 

l 
Liotnl = l l l 

Li + L2 + L
3 

etc. 

Capacitors in parallel, however, add their individual values : 

C101a1 = C 1 + C2 + Ca etc. 

You can calculate voltage or current for a circuit containing re
sistors alone by simply applying Ohm's law to the total resistance: 

E = IR1utah 
E 

I - - -
- Rtotn l, 

E 
R totul = I 

Ohm's law also works for alternating current circuits containing 
capacitors alone or coils alone, but you must remember to use the 
capacitive reactance ( Xo = l / 27rfC 1.,1.1) or inductive reactance 
(XL = 27rf L,. ,,.,) in the formula, not the capacitance or inductance 
directly. 
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E = IXc, 

Most circuits contain all three elements mixed together. All three 
affect the flow of current. The total opposition they offer (that is, 
the effect of capacitance, inductance, and resistance combined) 
is called impedance (symbol Z) . Ohm's law applies to impedance 
as well as to resistance or reactance individually: 

E = I Z, 
E 

I= Z' 
E Z =-
1 

The impedance of a circu it is not the simple sum of its resistance 
and reactance. For a circuit containing resistance, capacitance, and 
inductance in series (Fig. 2-18), the total impedance is given by 

R 

L 

c 
2-18. An AC circuit with resistance, inductive reactance, and capacitive 
reactance. 

this formula: 

Z = yR:! + (X1, - X0 )
2 

that is, the square root of a sum made up of the square of the re
sistance p lus the square of the difference between inductive re
actance and capacitive reactance. 

If a circuit contains elements in parallel, it is divided into its 
branches, and the current in each branch can be calculated by 
treating the branches as series circuits. You cannot, however, simply 
add up these individual branch currents to get the total current in 
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the parallel circuit. Phase differences must be taken into account. 
Additional formulas for the calculation of impedance are given in 
the appendix. 

RESONANCE 

In some respects, capacitors and coils are like springs. They store 
electric energy, while springs store mechanical energy. 

When you strike a spring, it oscillates, alternately storing alld 
releasing mechanical energy. If you continue to strike it at just 
the right rate, or frequency, it will oscillate wildly. This very strong 
oscillation at a preferred frequency is called resonance. If a car 
goes over a series of bumps at a certain speed, the front wheels 
sometimes bounce up and down very strongly. This is resonance 
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2- 19. (A) Series resonant circuit and (B) graph of current flow vs. 
frequency in a series resonant circuit. 
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involving the front-wheel springs. The bumps are coming at just 
the right frequency to excite resonance. 

A circuit containing capacitance and inductance will resonatt; 
electrically. The "bumps" in this case are the variations in electric 
energy provided by alternating current. At the resonant frequency, 
the circuit will carry much more current than at any other fre
quency, or the voltage across the circuit will be much greater at 
the resonant frequency than at any other frequency (Fig. 2-19). 

'What the resonant frequency is depends on the product of induc
tance times capacitance. So, by adjusting the inductance or capaci
tance, you can make the circuit resonate to a desired frequency. 
This is tuning. \i\lhen you turn the dial on a radio receiver, you 
change the value of a capacitor or.of an inductor, or both, to tune 
a circuit to the frequency of the station you want to get. 

It makes a difference whether the inductance and capacitance 
are connected in series or parallel. With a selies tuned circuit, the 
current through the circuit will be high at the resonant frequency
the circuit behaves like a low resistance. With a parallel tuned cir
cuit, the voltage across the circuit will be high at the resonant fre
quency-the circuit' behaves like a high impedance (Fig. 2-20). 

THE ELECTRIC "GROUND" 

In the early days of radio, receivers and trnnsmitters were con
structed with front panels and interior chassis of Bakelite, hard 
rubber, and other good insulating materials. It was thought at 
the time that this insulation was necessary to prevent leakage of 
weak signals. The equipment was very sensitive to '11and capacity"; 
that is, the tuning would change as the operator moved his hands 
from one dial to another. 

To eliminate tl1is effect, which made shortwave reception par
ticularly difficult, engineers went to the other extreme. They did 
away with the insulated panels and subpanels and instead used 
sheet metal throughout. With the all-metal chassis connected to a 
water or steam-pipe groimd, hand capacity disappeared, and tuning 
became comfortable and reliable. 
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2-20. (A) Parallel resonant circuit and (8) graph of impedance vs. fre
quency in a parallel rxon~.t circuit. 

The surface of tbe}earth apparently acts as one large plate of a 
.capacitor, the human body as one small plate. ' i\Then an operator 
touches the grounded radio set, he connects himself directly to 
the ground and thus kills off his capacitance effect. With the 
older insulated sets, this action took place through the unshielded, 
unprotected circuit elements and naturally caused their resonances 
to shift. 

In its full literal sense, an electric ground is an actual connec
tion to earth. In some cases this is made simply by driving a metal 
pipe into the ground. In all w·ban and many suburban areas perfect 
ready-made grounds exist in the form of wa ter pipes buried below 
the frost line. 

TI1e ground is an essential part of some transmitting antennas. 
It acts botl1 as an artificial half of an aerial and as a reBecting sur
face to shoot the radio signals into space at various angles. 
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Any conductive body or surface that is large in comparison with 
associated equipment is considered a ground. Thus, the body of an 
automobile, although it is very effectively insulated from the actual 
ground by the rubber tires of the vehicle, is an excellent ground 
for a whip antenna mounted on a bumper or fender. 

In many installations it is found that removing the actua] ground 
wire from the receiver or transmitter makes no noticeable difference 
in operation. This is possible because a very low imped<uice path, at 
radio frequencies, is provided ben:veen the chassis and the grounded 
AC power line by the considerable capacitance effect beh:veen the 
p1imary and tne various secondary windings of the power trans
former. However, the ground wire should be retained to furnish 
a direct, low-resistance path to ground for possible static charges. 

Because the chassis is grounded, directly or indirectly, aJl con
nections to it are called grounds. The chassis is the common re
turn path for practically all the " , AC, and RF circuits in a unit. 
It is remarkable that the currents in these circuits circulate without 
any mutual interference whatsoever. 

, 
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electric parts of a radio set 

CONDUCTORS (FIG. 3-1) 
A PART OF THE RADIO well worth discussing-and sometimes over
looked-is the conductor : that is, ordjnary wire. Of course, there 
are many types and sizes of conductors, and it will later be clear 
why they are all needed. Meanwhile, in every construction job 
please observe this simple but important rule: always use the wire 
specified. 

The maximum amount of current that a wire can carry safely is 
determined by its diameter. The larger the diameter of the wire, 
the lower its resistance and the larger the current flow handled 
\:vithout the wire's becoming unduly hot. Wires are classified by 
gauge numbers; the larger this number, the smaller the wire. For 
example, .;+. o wire has a nominal diameter of 0 .325 inch, while 
-ft25 wire has a nominal diameter of 0.018 inch. The effect that the 
size of wire has on its resistance is apparent when we consider that 

40 
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3-1. Some of the conductors used in radio: (Al stranded and solid 
conductor hookup wire, (Bl high-voltage cable, (Cl multiconductor 
cable, and (DI shielded cable. 

10,000 feet of # o copper wire has a resistance of about 1 ohm, 
whereas there is approximately 1 ohm of resistance in only 30 
feet of 7f25 copper wire. 

The most common type of wire used for connecting the various 
parts of radio equipment is referred to as hookup wire. It employs 
either a solid or a stranded conductor covered by cloth or plastic 
insulation. A stranded conductor, made by twisting many small 
wires together, has the advantage of being more flexible and 
harder to break by bending than a solid conductor. Radio hookup 
wire is usually #ZO gauge solid. The standard for line cords, 
which connect equipment to the power supply, is # i8 stranded. 

In addition to hookup wire, there are many special types of con
ductors such as high-voltage cable, m.ulticonductor cable, and 
shielded cable. High-voltage cable uses a small conductor sur
rounded by thick insulation, which prevents the high voltage from 
arcing to ground. Small wire is adequate because in most high
voltage applications ( 2 ,000 volts or more) the current flow is small. 
MuJticonductor cable incorporates many insulated single-conductor 
wires in a protective casing. The individual conductors are marked 
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for identification by coverings of different colors. Shielded cable 
consists of one or more insulated conductors surrounded by a 
flexible metal braid. 

INSULATORS 

An insulator is any nonconducting material used to isolate one 
conducting element from another or form zero potential swface 
(ground) . Insulation of some sort is an integral part of virtually 
all elech·onic components. It takes tJ1e form of paper, mica, glass, 
fabric, fiber, rubber, wood, enamel, ceramic, etc., and of a very 
large variety of plastics that can be molded or machined. Insulators 
for outdoor use, specifically for supporting antennas and their re
lated wires, are invariably made of smooth-surfaced glass, ceramic, 
or plastic, because these materials shed water readily. 

All insulation, indoor and outdoor, should be kept as clean and 
dry as circumstances permit. Antennas mounted on or near chimneys 
are particularly vulnerable to furnace soot, which is quite a good 
conductive material; their insulators should therefore be inspected 
regularly and replaced if they cannot be cleaned. 

R ESISTORS (FIG . 3·2) 

The electric value of .resistors is expressed in ohms and their 
power-handling capability by their wattage ratings, while the 
effect that they have on current and voltage in electric circuits 
may be calculated by using Ohm's law. Insulated or uninsulated 
carbon resistors are the most frequently used. They are ine>..'Pensive, 
moderately accurate, and come in a very wide range of resistance 
values and wattage ratings. Insulated carbon resistors (encased in 
an insulating material such as plastic) are impervious to moisture 
and less apt to short against other parts. Uninsulated carbon re
sistors dissipate heat more readily, but should not be used in 
crowded quarters where they are apt to touch other uninsulated 
components. 
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3-2. Representative resistors used in radio: (A) insulated carbon, (B) 
uninsulated carbon, (C) wire-wound, (D) tapped wire-wound, and (El 
variable carbon or wire-wound (potentiometer). 

The value of fixed carbon resistors may be determined from 
their color markings, which follow a code used by all manu
facturers. On uninsulated resistors ( F:ig. 3-3), the color of the body 
indicates the fi rst digit of the resistance value; the color on tl1e 
end indicates the second digit; and the color of the dot tells the 
number of zeros to add to the fi rst and second digits to obtain the 
total resistance. On insulated resistors, the colors are a series of 
bands (Fig. 3-3 ). The first band indicates the first digit, the 
second band the second digit, and the third band the number of 

UNINSULATED TYPE 

Brown RE!d 

2 
Orange 

000 

INSULATED TYPE 

Fourth bond for tolerance 

I 

~ 
Brown Red Orange 

2 000 

3-3. Color code for carbon resistors. (Courtesy of the Heath Company.) 
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zeros to add to the first and second digits. The numerical values 
assigned to the various colors used in the code are given in the 
following table. 

COLOR CODE FOR RESISTORS 

UNlNSULATED-4 BODY fam D OT 
OR 

INSULATED~ FmsTRlNG SECOND RING TH!RD RING 
color ( first figure) ( second figure) ( third figure) 

Black 0 0 None 
Brown l l 0 
Red 2 2 00 
Orange 3 3 000 
Yellow 4 4 0,000 
Green 5 

.., 
0 00,000 

Blue 6 6 000,000 
Violet 7 7 0,000,000 
Gray 8 8 00,000,000 
White 9 9 000,000,000 

We can see from the table that the value of both resistors shown 
in F ig. 3-3 is i2,ooo ohms. In insulated carbon resistors, a fourth 
band is sometimes added to indicate the tolerance of the specified 
value of resistance. When no band is used, the resistance can be 
expected to be within ± zo per cent of the specified value; s~lver 

=IDlillD= 1
/4 w 

~1/2W 

=ti~m~ F= I W 

=1111 F 2 w 

3-4 . Relative full size and corresponding wattage ratings of carbon 
resistors. (Courtesy of the Heath Company.) 
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indicates a ± io per cent and gold indicates ± 5 per cent tolerance. 

Figure 3-4 indicates the relative size of carbon resistors and their 
corresponding wattage ratings. 

It is often difficult to identify the narrow color bands on y,\ -watt 
resistors, the smallest size made and the one found in the greatest 
number in amateur equipment. Browns and reds as one pair, and 
blues and yellows as another, sometimes cannot be told apart, 
especially under Huorescent lighting. Whenever there is the slight
est doubt about band colors, it is advisable to measure the actual 
resistance of suspected units. Fortunately, this is a very quick and 
easy job with a vacuum-tube voltmeter ( VTVM), such as the one 
described later in this hook. 

Wire-wound resistors (Fig. 3-2) are made by winding high-re
sistance wiTe around a form so that each tum is insulated from ad
jacent turns. They cost more than carbon resistors, but they have 
closer tolerances for their specified values of resistance. Wire
wound resistors with high wattage ratings can also be made rela
tively small. For these reasons, wire-wound resistors are used 
where accurate resistance or high current flow is required. 

Adjustable wire-wound resistors have part of the winding left 
bare so that a sliding metal band can tap off any amount of re
sistance between zero and maximum. Wire-wound resistors may 
also have any reasonable number of fixed taps. '~'ire-wotmd re
sistors with fixed or variable taps are also called voltage dividers. 
The resistance values and wattage ratings of wire-wound resistors 
are usually printed directly on their bodies. 

Variable resistors, as distinguished from adjustable ones, have a 
ring-shaped resistance element of carbon or wire, over whjch a 
shaft-controlled contact arm passes. They are available in many 
sizes. If connection is made only to one end of the element and 
to the contact, the device is called a rheostat. If both ends and 
the contact are used, it becomes a potentiometer (pot, for short ). 
The distinction lies in circuit application rather than physical 
constniction; obviously, a potentiometer becomes a rheostat if cme 
terminal of the resistance element is merely left idle. A rheostat is 
always connected in series with a circuit, and acts to limit the flow 
of current in it. A pot is usually connected across a circuit and 
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functions as a voltage divider; that's what the hame implies
potential (i.e., voltage) regulator. 

Turning the shaft moves the contact over the resistive element to 
give any resistance value from zero to maximum. Wire-wound are 
more expensive than carbon potentiometers and are used for ac
curate control or high current How. 

Switches to control the AC power line or other circuit elements 
are often mounted on the backs of pots. In receivers the volume 
control is the favorite. These switches are turned on and off either 
by a push-pull action of the central shaft or by the first few degrees 
of the latter's rotation near the seven o'clock setting of the knob. 

TRAN S FORMERS 

When two or more coils are inductively coupled, an AC voltage 
applied to one coil will cause an AC voltage of the same frequency 
but opposite polarity to be induced in the adjacent coil or coils. 
Such an arrangement, we learned, is C'alled a transf'ormer. 

For use on audio frequencies, which means everything from about 
6o cps house current up through speech and music, practically all 
transformers have box-shaped, laminated sheet-iron cores, over 

D 

3-5. Some representative low-frequency units: (AJ small high-voltage 
power transformer, (BJ output transformer with multitapped primary 
and secon dary, (CJ open-type power transformer with wire leads in
stead of terminal posts, and (DJ filter choke. 
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: 

• 11 , ; , , ' . 
3-6. Radio-frequency units: (Al IF transformer removed from its alumi
num case to show two separated windings on fiber form, (Bl cased RF 
transformer, showing terminal lugs in bo ttom, (Cl close-wound tuning 
coil using heavy enameled w ire, (DJ spaced tuning coil of heavy bare 
wire, and (El double tuning coil of widely spaced w ire on ribbed form. 

which the .coils are wound. See Fig. 3-5. For use on radio fre
quencies, h·ansformcrs have either air cores, which is to say no 
cores at all, or small cores of Bnely powdered iron in the fo1m of 
pressed sticks. See Fig. 3-6. In the air-core type, windings are 
supported physically on insulating tubing. The powdered-iron type 
is similar, with the addition of the core itself. This is a little slug 
that looks like a blackened io-24 or y,j-20 screw; in fact, in some 
transformers it is threaded and it can be adjusted axially inside 
the form on which the coils themselves are wound. In other trans
formers the slug is attached to a small brass rod, the encl of which 
protrudes through the case and is slotted for convenient screw
driver adjusbnent. 

It is not absolutely necessary for a transformer to have two 
windings insulated from each other; it can have a single winding 
and still work like a transformer. The explanation of this seeming 
anomaly lies in Fig. 3-7. The single winding has a tap on it, any
where along its length. If the transformer is intended for stepping 
down voltages, the entire coil, section A, functions as the primary; 
the part between the tap and the bottom end, section B, works as 
the secondary. If step-up action is desired, B is simply used as the 
primary and A as the secondary. Such a device is called an auto
tra.'11sformer, and is useful for numerous Ali and HF applications. 

It is important to remember that all transformers wol'k on the 
same principle. The cli.£Ference between AF and RF types is mainly 
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SECTION A 

3-7 . In the autotransformer, all of the winding, section A, can be either 
primary or secondary, and the tapped section B can be either sec
ondary or primary. 

that the former handle heavy currents, the latter very sma11 cur
rents. 

An important feature of transformers is that the voltage induced 
in the secondary coil~ can be either greater or smaller than the 
applied voltage in the primary coil, depending upon tT1e number of 
turns in the respective coils. For example, assume that we have a 
perfect transformer in which all of the magnetic lines of force gen
erated in the primary coil are coupled to a secondary coil. Then, if 
a primary winding of 200 turns has 200 volts applied to it, the 
magnetic flux established wi ll induce i volt in each turn of the 
secondary coil or winding. Thus, when the secondary winding 
consists of ioo turns, the total voltage across it wLIL be 100 volts. 
This is a reduction from the 200 volts on the primary to lOO volts 
on the secondary winding, or a step-down of 2 to 1. On the other 
hand, if the secondary winding has 2 ,000 turns, each with l volt of 
induced potential, the voltage across the winding will be 2 ,000 

volts. In this case, the voltage has been stepped up from· 200 to 
2,000 volts, or by a l to 10 step-up ratio. 

This relationship may be stated as 

N" Ep 
N. = Es 

where N,, is the number of turns in the primary winding, N. is the 
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number of turns in the secondary winding, E 11 is the voltage ap
plied across the primary winding, and F.., is the voltage induced in 
the secondary winding. 

For example, if a transformer has 100 tmns in the primary, l ,ooo 
turns in the secondary, and 50 volts applied across the primary, 
what is the voltage across the secondary? 

Nv _ Ev 
N. - E. 

100 50 
1,000 - E11 

E8 = 500 volts 

The current that flows in the secondary coil as a result of in 
duced voltage must produce a magnetic ilux equal to that in the 
primary. This magnetic flux is e:..'Presscd as the product of the 
number of turns in a winding times the cunent flowing thrnugh it 
(the ampere-turns). Hence, in a transformer where the magnetic 
flux or ampere-tmns of the primary must equal the ampere-turns of 
the secondary, 

Notice that the current in the primary and the secondary windings 
is inversely proportional to the number of tmns in the primary and 
the secondary. Thus, when the voltage is stepped up, the current 
is stepped down, and vice versa. 

Throughout the above discussion it has been assumed that lOO 
per cent or unity coupling of magnetk Hux exists between the 
primary and the secondary windings. Actually, it is impossible to 
make a transformer with ioo per cent coupling. Thus, the real 
step-up or step-down ratios ar e always smaller than the tt1rns ratios. 
However, good iron-core transformers come close enough to achiev
ing unity coupling so that the turns ratio may be used to compute 
alternating voltage and current transformation. In air-core trans
formers, only a small percentage of the magnetic Hnes of force 
generated in the primary cuts across the secondary, so the turns 
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ratio cannot be used to calculate voltage and cwTent transforma
tion accurately. Fortunately, these calculations are not necessary 
for the radio amateur. 

Radio-frequency transformers usually can be considered as two 
parallel-resonant circuits whose coils are inductively coupled (see 
Fig. 3-8). The major transfer of electric energy from primal')' to 

LOOSE COUPLING 

z 

FREO-

CLOSE COUPLING 

B;:::~ /'"\\\ 

LOAD 

- /I/ 
\' ::.1 

I 
I 
I 
I 

z~ 
FREO -

3-8. The effect of coupling on an RF transformer. 

secondary occurs at the resonant frequency. The amount of coupling 
between the two coils determines the sharpness of resonance. As 
shown in Fig. 3-8, loose coupling produces a sharply defined 
point of resonance, while close coupling produces a very broad and 
ill-defined area. Flattening of the resonance curve also results when 
the DC resistance of the coil increases. Actually, then, increasing 
the coupling of an RF transformer has the same effect as adding oc 
resistance to the windings. This effective DC resistance, which varies 
in accordance with the amount of coupling, is an important factor 
in matching the impedances of the radio-frec1uency circuits con
nected to the primary and secondary of an RF transformer. 'When 
the impedances of primary and secondary circuits are matched, 
maximum transfer of energy takes place. 
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To complete this picture, it should be pointed out that slight 
broadness of tuning rather than needle sharpness is quite desirable 
in sections of certain advanced types of receivers and transmitters. 
These sections are designed to pass a whole band of frequencies 
simultaneously; selection of individual frequencies is accomplished 
in other circuits. 

3-9. Radio-frequency chokes widely used in receivers and transmitters: 
(Al three sizes of pie-wound type, (Bl jumble-wound type of heavy 
wire, (C) iron-core type, having high inductance in small package, (DJ 
two sizes of smal l single-layer type, and (El heavy-duty line choke, two 
units on common form . 

S I NG LE-WI ND I NG I N D UCTORS 

Single-winding inductors serve a number of purposes, depending 
on their number of turns and core material. See Figs. 3-6 and 3-9. 
Those having relatively small windings, say a few turns to a 
couple of hundred turns, with air or powdered-iron cores, can be 
used with variable capacitors to form resonant circuits at radio 
frequencies. In this application they are called tuning coils. Identi
cal or similar inductors can be used to control the passage of RF 

currents in various circuits. In this application they are called RF 

choke coils, or more commonly, RF chokes. Because of the wide 
frequency bands open to amateurs, t11ese RF coils and chokes vary 
very widely in size and shape. 
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Many of the popular sizes of RF chokes consist of a number of 
small, flat sections of wire, called pies, separated about an eighth 
of an inch on a ceramic fonn. The wire itself is wound in a honey
comb pattern, so that the turns are slightly separated. The purpose 
of both spacings is to mil1in1ize the capacitance action between 
adjacent wires and groups of wires. This must be taken into con
sideration because it has the unwanted effect of turning the choke 
into a resonant circuit all by itself or of nullifying its choking action 
by providing a low-impedance path of its own to the very RF cur
rents the choke is supposed to block off. 

CAPACITORS 

Capacitors with fixed and variable amounts of capacitance are 
extensively used in radio. See Figs. 3 -10 and 3 - 1 i. Fixed capacitors 
perform such services as filtering the outputs of power supplies and 
preventing the flow of direct current ill circuits where it would 
conflict with AC in the same path. Variable capacitors are used 

3- 1 O. Fixed capacitors : (A) aluminum-can electrolytic, twist-lock mount
ing, (B) two sizes of paper type, (C) small low-voltage e lectrolytic, (D) 
four sizes of ceramic disks, (E) three types of mica, (F) two sizes of 
paper-cased electrolytics, and (G) "bathtub"-style paper. 
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3 -1 1. Common variable capacitors: (Al small screwdriver-adjustable 
trimmers, (Bl close-spaced small variable, (Cl three sizes of wide-spaced 
transmitting variables, and (DI dose-spaced rece iving type. 

mostly in series or parallel-resonant circu its with RF coils. Since the 
freguency of these circuits is dependent upon the values of L and 
C, varying the capacitance is one easy way of varying the resonant 
frequency. 

As the unit of capaci tance, the farad is much too large for prac
tical purposes. The microfarad, or one-millionth of a farad, is more 
commonly used instead. This is abbreviated to !tf, 11 being the 
Greek letter mu, pronounced "me-you." Frequently, the abbrevia
tion is shown as mf or MF because the printer does not have Greek 
letters available in his composing room. 

Very small capacitors are rated in micromicrofarads ( ~1~1f) or 
by a newer tenn, the picofarad (pf), which means the same. The 
shift to picofarad is taking place gradually, and both tem1s will be 
encountered in electronic practice probably for many years, or until 
manufacturers use up their old labels and stamps. 

Mica capacitors, made with conducting surfaces separated by 
thin sheets of mica, have values ranging from about 1 pf to 0.01 µf. 
They also have very low losses. The capacitance of a mica capacitor 
is often expressed by a color code on the body. The numerical 
values assigned to the various colors are the same as for carbon 
resistors. There are three different methods of placing the colored 
dots used to code mica capacitors (Fig. 3-12). If there is only 
one row of dots, they are read in the direction of the arrow that 
appears on the capacitor as shown. The first color gives the first 
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1 ~~1;-~ 
~~~"" 

Red Green Brown 
2 5 0 

250 pf = .00025 mf 

RMA AWS 

;BR=~ 
Brown Red Green Brown This dot Green Block Brown 

I 2 5 0 olwoys 5 O O 
11250 pt = .00125 mf Block 500 pf = .0005 mf 

3-12. Color code for mica capacitors. Note alternate abbreviations 
"pf" and "mf" (flf) for picofarad and microfarad. (Courtesy of the 
Heath Company.) 

digit of the rating in pf, the second color the second digit, and 
the third color the third digit. H there are Lwo rows of dots, the 
code used may be either of two types, the fuVJ:A ( H.adio Manu
facturers' Association) or AWS (American vVar Standard)' although 
the latter type should .be appearing less frequently now. In both 
codes the first three dots, read in the direction of the arrows, indi
cate the first three d igits of the pf rating, while the third dot on 
the bottom row gives the decimal multiplier. In the RMA code, the 
first two dots in the bottom row indicate, respectively, the voltage 
rating and tolerance, while in the A ws code they represent char
acteristic and tolerance, respectively. These two codes may be 
distinguished by the fact that the first dot in the top row of the 
AWS code is always black. Examples of how this works out for some 
commonly used sizes of capacitors are given in the table that 
follows. 

FmsT DoT SECOND DOT T1-1mn DoT pf µf 

Brovm (1) Bl::ick (0) Black (110 zero) 10 0.00001 
Green (5) Black (O) Black (no zero) 50 0.00005 
Brown (1) Black (0) Brown (0) 100 0.0001 
Red (2) Green (5) Brown (0) 250 0.00025 
Green (5 ) Black (0) Brown (0) 500 0.0005 
Brown (1 ) Black (0) Red (00) 1,000 0.001 
Orange (3) Black (0) Red (00) 3,000 0.003 
Brown ( 1) Black (0) Orange (000 ) 10,000 0.01 

The tolerance rating corresponds to the color code (i.e., red 
means 2 per cent, green 5 per cent, etc. ). The voltage rating cor-
responds to the code number multiplied by i oo (i.e., orange means 
300-volt rating, blue 6oo-volt rating, etc.). 
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Ceramic capacitors were developed as a substitute for mica 
capacitors and have the same characteristics-low losses and rela
tively high working voltages. Ceramic capacitors are made in the 
form of tiny disks or smaJl cylinders. The capacitance and the 
voltage rating are normally printed on the body. 

Paper capacitors, made by roll ing sanchviches of metal foil and 
waxed paper into a cylinder, have capacities varying ·from about 
0 .0005 to i5 µf. Paper capacitors are probably the most widely 
used in radio. They are inexpensive and have relatively low leak
age losses, and their range of capacitances is suited for many ap
plications. ·working voltage and values are usually printed on the 
body. Paper capacitors should be kept a\vay from excessive heat. 
The wire lead at the end with the colored band is connected to 
the outside foil. If one side of a paper capacitor is to be connected 
to ground, this outside foil lead should be used. 

A number of plastic materials have been developed as substitutes 
for paper for use in fixed capacitors. They offer the advantage of 
thinness combined with low leakage, and they pennit large ca
pacitance to be built into small space. 

Capacitors of the rolled type are enclosed in simple card
board tubes or in sealed plastic cases. Just as RF chokes have un
wanted capacitance, the roll-type paper capacitor has unwanted 
inductance; the coiled metal foil sheets act just like turns of wire. 
The effect is minimized and often eliminated if the external con
nections to the alternate foils are made to the edges of the latter 
rather than to their ends. 

Electrol~,rtic capacitors, usi11g a special chemical paste between 
two conducting surfaces, have high values of capacita11ce, yet are 
relatively compact. As we shall see, they are used in the filter 
circuits of power supplies where large capacitance is essential in 
smoothing out the ripples in rectified alternating cunent. 

Because of their chemical makeup elech·olytics possess the prop
erty of self-healing if the dielectric :film is broken down momen
tarily by excessive voltage. Mica, ceramic, and paper capacitors must 
be discarded once they have been punctured. Electrolytics must 
never be located too near a source of intense heat, since the film 
wiJI be weakened and the voltage limit thereby reduced. 

The variable capacitor usually consists of two sets of metal plates, 
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• 
3-1 3. Tube sockets: (A) top and bottom views of 7-prong miniature, 
(BJ top and bottom of 9-prong miniature, (CJ top and bottom of 
"octal," (DJ bottom of 4-prong, and (EJ bottom of 5-prong. 

one set fixed and the other movable. The movable plates are at
tached to a shaft so that they may be rotated between the fixed 
plates. The plates may be made se.i.nicircular or odd shaped, de
pending on the purpose for which the device is to be used . 

• c 

3- 14. A few of the switches found in electronic equipment: (AJ power 
type, (BJ shaft-operated rotary or push-pull, (CJ two types of multi
position rotary, (DJ lever type, (El three-position, center " off," toggle, 
(FJ bat-handle toggle, (GI short-handle toggle, (H) two sizes of slide 
type, and (I) very light action microswitch. 
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The greater the number of plates and their area and the closer 

their spacing, the higher the capacitance of a variable capacitor. 
For receiving purposes the spacing can be small, since the voltages 
in receivers are quite low. For transmitting purposes the spacing 
is often considerable. Variables run in size from about 5 to 467 pf. 
Double, triple, and quadruple units are common. 

The smallest variable capacitor is the trimmer capacitor, con
sisting of two conducting surfaces separated by a piece of mica. 
A screw forcing the plates closer together or permitting them to 
spring apa1t is used to vary the capacitance. A trimmer capacitor 
might vary from i or 2 to 5 pf. Trimmers arc often used in parallel 
with tuning capacitors for fine adjusbnent. 

HAHDWARE 

Large numbers of sockets, switches, plugs, jacks, terminal lugs, 
etc., are used in the consh·uction of electronic equipment. T11ese 
items can be hm1ped under the general heading lwrdware. An 
ex'Perimcntcr becomes familiar with them quickly when he under
takes the assembly of his first kit project. Three representative 
collections are shown here in Figs. 3-13, 3-14, and 3-15. 
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3- l 5 . An assortment of radio hardware: (A) screw terminal strip, (BJ 
varieties of terminal lugs, (CJ phono jock w ith two types of phono 
plugs, (DJ mole and female coaxial fittings, (E) phone p lug and jack, 
(F) microphone connector, (GJ two styles of phone tips, (H) banana 
plug, (I) multiprong plug, to fit octal or other tube socket, and (J) two 
styles of spring dip~. 
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FUSES 

The AC sides of most receivers and transmitters have protective 
fuses in their lines. These are usually of the small cartridge type 
and are mounted in insulated holders on the back of the chassis. 

MICROPHONES 

A microphone converts sound energy into elect1ic energy that 
varies in frequency and amplitude just as the sound does. The 
simplest type is the C(l:rbon, which is used in all commercial tele
phones. It contains a small cup holding tiny carbon granules. One 
end of the cup is fixed; the other is attached to a flexible plate or 
diaphragm. From the central office of the local telephone com
pany, direct cunent is fed to the mike (common short term) when 
the handset is picked off its cradle. ·when the mike is spoken into, 
the sound waves cause the diaphragm to vibrate, alternately com
pressing and loosening the carbon granules. This changes their 
resistance, and the current through them changes accordingly. The 
steady oc is thus converted into a varying "talking cun ent." 

Carbon mikes are cheap and efficient, and many are in use in 
amateur stations. However, providing them with pure nc from a 
source other than batteries is a great nuisance, and they are gradu
ally fading from the scene. All modern amateur transmitters are 
designed for self-generating types, as follows. 

The crystal microphone works on the principle known as the 
piezoelectric effect. A varyi11g pressure on a Rochelle salts crystal 
(or other piezoelectric material ) generates a small current that 
varies with the pressure on the crystal. Crystal microphones are 
of two types, the diaphragm and the grille. The Rrst uses a diaphragm 
mechanicaJly coupled to a crystal element. 'When sound waves 
strike the diaphragm, pressure is exerted on the crystals to produce 
a representative cunent flow. This type is popular with amateurs 
for a number of reasons- it is inexpensive, it requires no battery or 
transfo1mer, and it can be connected directly to an amplifying 
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vacuum tube. The grille type, which has a wider audio-frequency 
operating range, consists of a group of crystals cemented together 
in series or series-parallel. Here, sound waves strike the crystals 
themselves to produce pressure variations. 

Certain ceramic materials exhibit the piezoelectric effect, and are 
used in mikes in exactly the same manner as crystals. These ceramics 
arc less susceptible to heat and moisture than crystals, and are 
widely used. 

Dynamic microphones are also known as moving-coil micro
phones, because they depend on the movement of a coil in a mag
netic field for their operation. A thin coil of aluminum ribbon is 
attached to a flexib le diaphragm to form a unit that moves between 
the poles of a powerful permanent magnet. Movement of this coil 
due to sound vibrations causes representa tive audio voltage to be 
generated, which may be connected clirectly to an amplifier tube. 
Figure 3-16 illustrates a hand-held dynamic microphone designed 
especially for speech transmission in radio communications. 

3- 16. A hand-held dynamic mi
crophone for speech transmission 
with a press-to-talk switch. (Cour
tesy of Electro-Voice, Inc.) 
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HEADPHONES 

The headphone transforms audio-voltage variations from a radio 
receiver into representative sound waves. In actual practice t'\vo 
headphones are used, one for each ear. There are t'\vo types in 
general use, the magnetic and the crystal. 

The magnetic type consists of a permanent magnet shaped so 
that it fits into the shell as shown in Fig. 3-17. The poles of this 
magnet are bent up and wound with a coil of wire. Phones having 
only one coil around a central pole are known as single-pole phones, 
as distinguished from the b·ipolar type illustrated in Fig. 3-17. The 

CAP-.. -HOLE 

-~~O<AeHRAGM 
PERMANEN'.j:°) \,WINDING 

MAGNET 

3-17. A cross section of a bipolar type of headphone. 

electromagnets are wound with fine insulated wire and the soft-iron 
diaphragm is held securely in place by means of a screwed-on cap. 

vVhen no signal is received, the diaphragm is under a constant 
pull or attraction exerted by the permanent magnet. When the 
current increases, the disk moves inward from its neutral or no
signal position. As the current decreases, the pull weakens and the 
diaphragm moves outward from the neutral position. This back
and-forth vibration sets up sound waves that approximate the 
voice of the transmitting operator. 

If a permanent magnet is not used, and the windings are put 
instead on a soft-iron core, the assembly acts as a simple electro
magnet. Regardless of how the voice current vrui es? the resulting 
magnetic influence on the diaphragm is always attraction, never 
repulsion. The disk moves from its neutral position only inward 
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3-18 . A radio headset and its connections. 

to the elech·omagnet and then back to neutral. It does not move 
outward because there is no pushing force on it. This one-way 
vibration does create sound waves, but they are disto1ted versions 
of the original. 

The more sensitive magnetic phones have DC resistances of i,ooo 
ohms or more since a relatively high resistance indicates larger 
coil windings with corresponding larger flux densities. A good set 
of magnetic headphones might have a DC resistance of 3,000 ohms. 
A typical magnetic headset is shown in Fig. 3-18. Each receiver of 
a magnetic headset should have the same resistance, and be con
nected in series as shown. 

Crystal headphones operate on an entirely different principle. 
A crystal headphone consists of two piezoelectric crystals (usually 
Rochelle salt crystals) cemented together to form a single element. 
This crystal element is mounted to the frame of the earpiece with 
its free end mechanically connected to a fiber diaphragm (Fig. 
3-19). Operation depends on the piczoelecbic crystals changing 
thei1· shape when an electric charge is impressed on them. When an 

""'"'' "'" ~ m .. ,,,,,,,,m crystal element ,, . , , , . . l ) Mechon1col connection 

3-19. A cross section of a crystal headphone receiver. 
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alternating voltage is applied to the crystal headphone, the crystal 
element bends back and forth and causes the diaphragm to vibrate 
and reproduce the representative sound. Crystal phones are very 
sensitive over av.ride range of audio frequencies and have high im
pedances. Radio amateurs usually refer to headphones as "cans." 

LOUDSPEAKEUS 

Loudspeakers may also be used to conve1t the audio-voltage 
variations from a radio receiver into representative sound. A speaker 
is constructed with its cone fastened to the speaker frame. The 
speaker frame also mounts a permanent magnet ( Fig. 3-20 ). The 
speaker voice coil is wrapped around and fastened to the cylindrical 
neck of the cone that Bts over the magnet pole. ';\!hen audio-voltage 
variations are applied to the voice coil, a changing electromagnetic 

speoker frorne holds magnet and 

audio-voltage voriotions 

applied to voice coil 

~'\..,; 
voice coil 

3-20. Bosic construction of a permanent-magnet loudspeaker. 
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£eld is established, causing the voice coil either to be attracted or 
repulsed by the constant £elcl of the magnet. The voice coil, and 
hence the speaker cone, moves back and forth along its axis in 
accordance with the variations of the aJ?plied auclio voltage. The 
motion of the speaker cone causes a corresponding movement of 
air to create the sound. 

USED PAR TS 

In many residential communities, a common Monday morning 
sight is a discarded television set sitting sadly on the cl.ub, waiting 
to be picked up by the garbage collectors. If reh·ieved, dusted off 
with a brush or a vacuum cleaner, and studied carefully, this equip
ment can yield some usable parts for replacement or experimental 
purposes. See Figs. 3 -21 and 3-22. 

3-21. The remains o f two television sets actually rescued from the 
garbage collectors. It looks like a lot of parts, but actually many are 
charred and encrusted with melted-out wax. 
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3-22. These really useful parts were salvaged from the television 
chassis shown in Fig. 3-21. The power transformer on the left is the 
best find. 

If any tubes a.re still in their sockets, they should be wiped care
fully with a dry rag and retained only if thefr type numbers are 
visible. They might or might not still have some life in them. 

Components that are riveted to the chassis, such as tube sockets, 
terminal lugs, metal-cased capacitors, etc., are not worth the trouble 
of drilling out the fasteners. Attention should be paid instead to 
resistors, capacitors, and transformers with leads more than an 
inch or so long that can be snipped off readily with side-cutting 
pliers. Paper capacitors are worth keeping only if their marked 
values are still decipherable. All electrolytic capacitors are suspect 
and should be ignored. All resistors are desirable because they can 
be measured easily with a VTVM, as previously mentioned. 

Many sets of the AC-DC type do not use power transformers at all. 
If the available set appears to be of the AC type and if the leads 
of its power transformer are color-coded, the transformer should 
be saved. The usual cocling is as follows : two black wires, primary; 
two red wires, ends of high-voltage secondary; single red-yellow 
\vire, center tap of this secondary; two yellow \vires, rectifier 
filament secondary; any other pairs of green, brown, or slate wires, 
low-voltage filament secondaries. 

A smaller transfom1er, connected behveen the audio amplifier 
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and the loudspeaker, can b e identified with cer ta inty by its four 
leads: blue and red for the primary, green and black for the sec
ond~uy. 

Because of the virtual impossibility of identifying many of the 
other parts of telc\"ision sets (even the manufacturers, if they are 
still in business, often cannot furnish data on old models ), this disas
sembly work in most cases is more an exercise in handling tools 
than a profitable salvage operation. It's also fun! 



4 

vacuum-tube principles 

THE VACUU1vr TUBE is a marvelous device. As one of the most 
important advances of science in the present century, it has 
given rise to an entirely new field of engineeri.ng-electrnnics. In 
radio, the vacuum tube serves as a detector and amplifier of infini
tesimal electric currents, as a rectifier of alternating currents, as 
an amplifier of voice and music, and as an oscillator or generator 
of electromagnetic energy. 

SPACE OR EMISSIO N CURHENT 

Under ordinary conditions, elech·ons in a tungsten wire flow 
when voltage is applied. It would seem a difficult feat to remove 
these elech·ons from the wire; yet, if we change conditions slightly, 
we can make them jump out into space from the surface of the 
wire. 'Vhen the current Rowing through a tungsten wire is increased 

66 
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to raise the temperature and make the wire almost white hot, some 
of the electrons move fast enough to escape from the surface. This 
process of removing electrons from a conductor is called thenn ionic 
·ionization. 

If we enclose such a hot tungsten 'vvire or filament in a glass tube 
from which the air has been removed, and surround it by a posi
tively charged metal plate, electrons flow through space from the 
filament to the positive plate. This cloud of electrons emitted by 
the red-hot filament and attracted to the positively charged plate 
is called space or emission c·urre11t. The source of the electrons is 
called the filament or cathode, while the positively charged collector 
of the electrnns is called the 1Jlate or anode. This two-element tube 
or diode is the simplest form of electron tube. The evacuated glass 
(or metal ) container is called the envelope. 

CATHODES 

'While any primary source of electrons in a vacuum tube is tech
nicalJy a cathode, this term in common practice usually indicates 
a small metal cylinder coated on the outside with chemicals that 
emit eleclTons copiously with rising temperature. Inside the cylinder 
and insulated from it is a spiral of wire heated by AC or nc passing 
through. Called the heater, this wire heats the cylinder by close 
radiation. It tlu·ows off very few electrons of its own because it 
glows only dull red and also because it is shielded by the cathode 
from the influence of the positively charged plate. 

The term filament, by contrast, is generally understood to mean 
a bare wire burning at rather high temperature and pushing out 
electrons directly. 

The cathode method of producing electron flow is widely favored 
because the relatively cool heater lasts a very long time and can 
withstand accidental overloads that would quickly cause an in
candescept £lament to pop open. It is not at all unusual to hear of 
heater-type tubes that continue to work in perfectly normal fashion 
after twenty or twenty-five years of service. 

Filament and heater voltages vary all the way from i.2 to 117 
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volts. The cathode tubes used in the first AC broadcast receivers ran 
on 2.5 volts. ·when the market for automobile sets developed, the 
heater voltage was jacked to 6.3 volts, to match the three-cell storage 
batteries standard in cars for many years. Then it went up to 12.6 
volts when six-cell batteries were introduced. It is quite practical 
to mix 6.3- and 12.6-volt tubes (the two most popular types) in 
the same equipment to take advantage of the characteristics of 
particular numbers. Pairs of 6.3-volt tubes are simply connected in 
series and fed by the same transformer or battery that works di
rectly into individual 12.6-volt tubes. 

The diagram symbols for the basic diodes are shown in Fig. 4-i. 
' i\lith cathode tubes, the heater is often omitted because the heater 
supply is completely independent of the signal circuits. Only the 
cathode is shown, since this is the electron-active element. 

THE DIODE 

As previously mentioned, the simplest form of the electron tube, 
the diode, consists of two elements, a positive electrode called the 

PLATE 

Directly heated filament 
type 

ENVELOPE 

PLATE 

Heated - cathode 
type 

4-1. Circuit symbols for the diode tube ore in effect pictures of the 
internal construction. 
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plate and a negative electrode called the cathode. \·Vhen the diode 
is employed in an electrical circuit, a DC voltage may be connected 
across the cathode and plate to make the plate positive with re~;pect 
to the cathode (Fig. 4-2). A resistor in series with an ammeter 

PLATE 

DIODE-+ LOAD RESISTOR 

METER 

DC BATTERY __., 

4-2. One-way current conduction in a diode. This diagram also shows 
the zigzag symbol for a resistor, the circle for a meter, and the til
ternate short and long lines for a battery. Of the latter, the long line 
is always the positive side, the short line the negative. 

is inserted as a load in the circuit between the plate and the posi
tive voltage. Under these conditions a steady stream of electrons 
flo\vS from the cathode to the plate as shown by the arrows. This 
flow of electrons, called the plate current, is measured by the meter. 

As long as the plate remains positive with respect to the cathode, 
current Hows through the tube. If the plate becomes negative with 
respect to the cathode, current flow ceases. This rectifying charac
teristic is very useful. For example, let us assume that an alternating 
voltage is connected across the cathode and plate (Fig. 4-3). Under 
these conditions the plate is positive during the first half of the AC 

cycle and current Bows through the tube. During the second half of 
the AC cycle, when the voltage reverses, the plate is negative and 
no current flows. The result is a unidirectional, pulsating flow of 
cmrent which, when properly filtered, becomes direct current. 
When used in this fashion to change AC into DC, a diode is a 
rectifier . 
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AC SOURCE AC SOURCE 

4-3. A diode is both a rectifier of AC a nd an effective electronic 
switch. As a switch, it is "closed" when the plate is positive and "open" 
when it is nega tive . 

When the plate is positive, electrons bridge the otherwise non
t:onduc::tive vacuum gap between the clements of the lube. When 
the plate is negative, the clec.;trons are confined to the c.;athode, the 
gap remains open, and no current flows. In effect, then, n diode is a 
very effective electronic switch having virtually no time lag and 
no moving mechanic.;al parts. There are many applications for this 
interesting capabili ty, especially for control purposes. 

c 4-4. One side of the plate (A) 
of a basic triode of the fila 
ment type has been cut away 
here to show the open-mesh 
grid (BJ and the centra l M
shaped filament (C). The square 
little plate (D) is a chemically 
coated " getter." After the tube 
is assembled in its envelope and 
evacuated, this "getter" is 
made to glow red hot by a 
current induced in it by an out-

o side coil. The chemical flashes 
up and consumes any air or 
other gas still remaining on the 
e lements of the tube . 
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THE TRIODE 

In the triode a third electrode, called the grid, is placed between 
the cathode and the plate. See Fig. 4-4. It is made of very fine wire, 
wound with considerable spacing between turns, so it does not 
appreciably interfere with the movement of electrons from cathode 
to plate. 

The addition of a grid to a basic diode produces an entirely dif
ferent tube whose behavior should be studied in detail. Consider 
circuit A of Fig. 4-5. The plate circuit contains a battery, a meter, 

A 

LOAD 
RESISTOR 

PLATE SUPPLY 

1--4---l- 1111 + 

BIAS PLATE SUPPLY 

B 

4-5. Making the grid of a triode negative or positive, as in (A), de
creases or increases the plate current. In (BJ, the addition of signal 
voltage changes the control effect of fixed negative bias, and the 
signal is reproduced in amplified form in the plate circuit. 

and a load resistor. Between the grid and the cathode, which is the 
grid circuit, there is a second battery or other source of nc, called 
the b-ias supply or the grid bias. For pmposes of demonstration this 
is arranged with a switch so that the grid can be made either nega
tive or positive in relation to the cathode; at the same time, the bias 
is adjustable in value. 

With the grid switch open, the grid is isolated and in effect 
absent. The plate current, as shown on the meter, assumes a steady 
value. If the grid switch is now moved up, to put a negative 
bias on thP. grid, the plate cmrent drops immediately. This is 
because the negative grid repels some of the negative elech·ons 
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streaming through it. As the bias is increased, the plate current 
keeps falling until it reaches zero, at which point further increase 
of the negative charge on the grid has no effect; all the electrons 
from the cathode simply are being held back in the form of a cloud 
between the grid and the cathode. This point is called the plate
current cutoff, or just cutoff. 

If making the grid negative retards the electron flow, it stands to 
reason that making it positive will increase it. This is easily shown 
by moving the switch to the positive leg of the bias supply. The 
plate current jumps, because the positive grid helps the positive 
plate to attract negative electrons from the cathode. Beyond a cer
tain value of positive bias no further rise in plate current occurs, 
because the powerful combination of the two positive charges is 
sucking all available electrons out of the cathode. This condition 
is called saturation. 

The grid's valvelike control of the plate current means that a 
mu.ch smaller change in grid bias is needed for any particular 
change in plate current than a change in plate voltage that would 
give the same effect. This is due merely to the fact that the grid is 
closer to the cathode than the plate is. 

In practical circuits positive bias is rarely if ever used because it 
has the unwanted side effect of making the grid-cathode side of the 

~Rp 
' ' : 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' --··--------~ 

'----' ,,,L--_ __..._____. 1,1 111--- ---' 
SIAS PLATE SUPPLY 

y 

4-6 . Polarity inversion effect between the input and output signals 
in a triode. 
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triode act as a rather low value of resistance. In most cases negative 
bias-to repel more or less electrons-is used instead, as shown in 
B of Fig. 4-5. 

If, in addition to this bias, a varying AC signal voltage from any 
source is applied to the grid, the plate current varies with the signal 
voltage. Because a small signal voltage applied to the grid can 
control a relatively large flow of plate current, the voltage variations 
appearing in the plate circuit are a magnified version of the signal 
applied to the grid. In other words, a triode has the ability to 
an:ulify a weak signal voltage. 

POLARITY INVERSION 

Notice in Fig. 4-6 that an AC signal appearing across the plate 
load resistance RI, is an amplified but inverted version of the signal 
applied to the grid. The reason for this polarity inversion is as fol
lows. When the signal applied to the grid is maximum positive, 
maximum current Ho-ws through the series circuit consisting of the 
tube, the load resistor R1,, and the plate supply. 'With increased 
plate current, the voltage drop across RL increases. However, since 
the voltage at one end of RL (point Y) is always the same as the 
positive side of the plate supply, the increased voltage drop across 
R,, must result in the voltage at point X becorning less positive. 
Thus, as the grid signal becomes more positive, the increased volt
age drop across Rr, causes the amplified signal in the plate circuit to 
become less positive. When the grid signal goes negative, the de
creased plate cmrent causes the amplified signal to become more 
positive as the drop across RI, decreases. This polarity inversion will 
become clearer if you remember that the voltage drop across the 
tube due to its resistance RP and the drop across RL must always 
equal the voltage of the plate supply. Thus, when the current 
through the tube increases, the tube resistance Rp and the voltage 
drop across the tube correspondingly decrease. As the voltage drop 
across the tube decreases, the drop across RL must then increase 
since the potential of the plate supply remains constant. 
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THE TETR ODE 

Since the cathode, the g1id, and the plate of a triode each acts as 
the plate of a small capacitor, measurable capacitance exists be
tween grid and plate, grid and cathode, and cathode and plate. 
These capacitances are known as interelectrode capacitances. The 
capacitance between the grid and the plate is usually the most 
critical since it produces undesirable coupling between the input 
circuit (the circuit betvveen grid and ca th ode ) and the output circuit 
(the circuit between plate and cathode). If the grid-plate capaci
tance becomes too large, high-frer1uency input signals may be short
circuited between the grid and the plate. (As frequency increases, 
capacitive reactance Xe decreases to reduce the AC impedance 
between the elements.) 

To reduce the grid-to-plate capacitance, a second or screen.grid 
similar in construction to the control grid is inserted between grid 
and plate. A tube with a screen grid is called a tetrode. As shown in 
Fig. 4-7, a positive potential slightly lower than that on the plate is 
applied to the screen grid. This accelerates the electrons emitted 
from the cathode. Some of these electrons strike the screen grid, 

CONTROL 
GRID 

BIAS 

+ 

- l1[11-+------=-i1ilili ;LATE SUPPLY 

4-7. The screen grid in a tetrode acts as an electrostatic shield be
tween the control grid and the plate. 
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producing a slight current which is returned to plate supply. As a 
rule, screen cun ent serves no usefu l purpose. :tvlost of the electrons 
from the cathode pass through the open mesh of the screen grid to 
be collected by the more positive plate. The screen grid serves 
mainly as an electrostatic shield between grid and plate to reduce 
the capacitance between them. The screen acts more effectively 
when a bypass capacitor C is connected to the cathode. The grid
p late capacitance of a typical tetrode is very small (less than 0.05 

pf ) compared to that of a typical triode ( usually greater than 2 pf). 
The screen grid also makes the tetrode a better amplifier than a 

triode. Because of its presence in a tube, plate-voltage variations 
have little effect on the Bow of plate current and the control grid 
has almost complete control over the Aow of p late current. A typical 
tetrode can amplify its input signal as much as 800 times, whereas 
a triode may achieve an amplification of only 30 times. 

TH E P E NTODE 

When high-velocity electrons strike the p late, they are likely to 
dislodge other electrons and secondary emission takes place from 
the plate. When this happens in a triode, the negatively charged 
control grid repels the displaced electrons back to the positively 

CONTROL 
GRID 

- + 11!1!11---- --1!1! 1!1 
4-8 . The suppressor grid reduces secondary emission effects from the 
plate. 
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charged plate. In a tetrode, however, the positive screen grid at
tracts the displaced electrons and a reverse current flows between 
the plate and the screen grid. This reverse current reduces the total 
plate current and limits the plate-voltage variation permitted. The 
effect of secondary emission may be overcome by placing a third 
grid of the same construction as the control and screen grids, called 
a suppressor grid, between the screen grid and the plate. When 
this is done, the L·ube is known as a pentode. As shown in Fig. 4-8, 
the suppressor grid is generally connected to the cathode, either 
internally or externally. It increases amplification and combats 
secondary emission by repelling electrons back to the plate before 
they reach the screen grid. 

VACUUM-TUBE CHARACTEHISTICS 

Characteristics, given in tabulated form or in a set of graphs or 
curves, indicate the electrical features and performance of individ
ual vacuum-tube types. Tube characteristics are used by electronic 
engineers in designing and specifying the electric circuits associated 
with vacuum tubes. To become a radio amateur or to make and 
understand the radio equipment discussed in this book, a detailed 
knowledge of vacuum-tube characteristics and how to use them is 
not required. However, a basic understanding of the various charac
teristics will round out the vacmun-tube picture. If the reader 
wishes to ,know more about the subject, he should consult such 
references as the RCA Receiv'ing Tube t\llanual, and Basic Vacuum 
Tubes ancl Their Uses by J. F. Rider and H. Jacobowitz. 

In a diode the total number of electrons emitted from the cathode 
is always the same at a given cathode temperature regardless of 
plate voltage. Increasing cathode temperature \Vill increase the 
number of electrons emitted, but only up to a certain point. The 
electrons between the plate and cathode of a diode fom1 a negative 
space charge that repels back to the cathode electrons just being 
emitted. At low plate voltages, we have low plate current since only 
those electrons near the plate are attracted and collected by it. 
However, as the plate voltage is increased, electrons flow to the 
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plate and correspondingly fewer electrons are repelled back to the 
cathode. When the plate has a positive potential such that all elec
trons emitted by the cathode are in transit to the plate, the d.iocle 
has reached saturation. 

The characteristics of vacuum tubes vvi th cathode, grid, and plate 
elements (triodes, tetrodes, and pentodes) are concerned with 
relations beh;veen grid voltage, plate voltage, and plate current. The 
ability of a control-grid vacuum tube to amplify its input signal is 
known as its amplification factor. Designated as µ., amplification 
factor is the ratio of plate-voltage change to control-grid voltage 
change measured with a constant plate current, or 

where fl· is the amplification factor , t:..e,, is the change in plate volt
age, and t:..e1, is the change in control-grid voltage. 0 

For example, if plate voltage is made 10 volts more positive when 
a change on the control glid of 0.1 volt more negative is requ ired 
to maintain a constant plate current, the amplification factor is 10 

divided by 0.1 or ioo. This is the same as saying that a small nega
tive voltage change on the control grid has the same effect on plate 
current as a large positive change of plate voltage. The amplifica
tion factor of a vacuum tube is a useful characteristic in calculating 
the increase of amplication or gain of radio- and audio-frequency 
ampli£er stages. 

Plate resistance or the AC resistance between plate and cathode 
of a vacuum tube is another important characteristic. Designated 
as rp, it is calculated as the ratio of a small plate voltage change 
to a small plate current change with the control-grid voltage con
stant, or 

where rp is AC plate resistance in ohms, t:;, ep is a small change in 
plate voltage, and M;i is a small change in plate current. 

0 The Greek letter 6 (delta) is used to express "for a change in." Smnll 
letters designate variables. 
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A third characteristic that gives some indication of a tube's design 
merit is grid-plate transconductance. Transconductance, the op
posite of resistance (i.e., the ability to pass current), is measured 
by mhos. Mho is the word ohm spelled backward. The transcon
ductance ( g111 ) of a vacuum tube combines its amplification factor 
and its plate resistance and may be determined as g,,. = µ/ rp. Trans
conductance may also be defined as the ratio of a small change in 
plate current to a small change in grid voltage when plate voltage 
is held constant, or 

t::..i,, 
gm= u 

" 
For example, if a grid-voltage change of 1 volt causes a plate cur

rent change of 0.003 ampere, the transconductance is 0.003 mho. 
Transconductance is usually e>.-pressed in micromhos for conven
ience; the above value would be 3 ,000 micromhos. 

SIMPLE TUBE PHOBLEM 

The application of tube characteristics for simple evaluation of a 
tube's performance will help us understand some of the details of 
vacuum tube circuitry. Figme 4-9 shows a triode amplifier. Suppose 
for a moment that the tube is an open circuit with an infinite plate 

RG 
I MEG 
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ec = 4 v 300 v 

4-9 . Triode amplifier circuit. 

RL 
8,000 1l 
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resistance (biased at cutoff with no plate current flowing). Then, 
the voltage across the tube or the plate voltage would be the same 
as that across R1, (load resistance), or 300 volts. On the other hand, 
if the tube is a short circuit with maximum current flow and no plate 
resistance, the full 300-volt supply voltage would appear across R,, 
and the plate voltage would be zero. Furthermore, with no plate 
resistance, the curren t through the tube is determined by R1, to be 
300 diviued by 8,ooo (1 ec1uals E ruvided by R) or 37.5 milliam
peres (ma). Thus, we have the two extremes of tube operation for 
the circuit in Fig. 4-9: zero plate current with 300 volts at the plate, 
and 37.5 ma plate current with zero vol ts on the plate. Connecting 
these two extremes on a family of ip vs. ep (plate current vs. plate 
voltage) characteristic graphs for the triode in Fig. 4-9 gives us the 
load line for the circuit. This load line shows us how plate voltage 
and current of the triode change with grid-voltage variations when 
Load resi.stance ( H.,,) is 8,ooo ohms and plate-supply voltage is 300 
volts. The ·i,, vs. ev graphs with load line are shown in Fig. 4-10 . 

Since the grid is biased at -4 volts, the amount of plate current 
drawn when no signal is applied (or the applied signal is at zero) 
may be determined to be approximately i2.75 ma by projecting the 
intersection of the load line and the -4-volt curve (point C) to the 
plate-current axis. By projecting point C to the plate-voltage axis, 
the plate voltage with zero signal volts is found to be approximately 
ig8 volts. This plate voltage may also be calculated since the volt
age drop across Hi, ( 8,ooo ohms) when i2.75 ma flows through it is 
102 volts. Thus, 300 volts minus io2 volts leaves the same 198-volt 
drop across the tube. 

Figure 4-10 also shows us how an alternating signal applied to 
the control grid affects plate voltage and plate current. In this par
ticular case a signal that swings fi rst 4 volts positive and then 4 volts 
negative is shown. This operating region of signal swing is plotted 
along the loa<l line. The resultant variations in plate cmrent and 
plate voltage are plotted along their respective axes. Projections of 
points A and B (maximum and minimum signal voltage) indicate 
the maximtun and minimum plate currents and plate voltages on 
their respective axes. In this particular case a total variation of 8 
volts on the control grid results in a variation of approximately 84 
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4- 10. Use of ip vs. ep (plate current vs. plate voltage) characteristic 
curves for a typical tube problem. 

volts on the plate. Notice, as previously mentioned, that there is a 
polarity reversal between grid and plate voltage alternations. 

Imagine for a moment that the grid bias on the tube in Fig. 4-9 
is -18 volts instead of -4 volts. Then, the tube would be biased to 
cutoff and, as you can see from Fig. 4-10, current would How only 
during the positive swing of grid-signal voltage. When the signal 
goes negative, the total voltage on the grid (including bias voltage) 
is greater than -18 volts, and no plate current flows. In this case, 
if the signal on the grid is a pure sine wave, the tube "vould con
duct only during the positive i8o0 of the 360° grid-signal cycle. 
'When an amplifying tube is biased at cu toff so that plate current 
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flows for approximately one-half of the cycle of an AC input signal, 
the tube is said to be operating class B. 111is is just one of four 
classes of amplifier operation. 

C L ASS E S OF A MP L I FIER OP ERAT ION 

The following four classes of amplifier operation are standard. 
The classifications define the fraction of an alternating signal ap
plied to the grid during which an amplifier tube conducts as deter
mined by the control grid bias. Figure 4-11 shows tn)ical vacuum 
tube ip vs. e9 (plate cmTent vs. grid voltage) characteristic curves 
to illustrate the various classes of amplifier operation. 

Class A operation: The level of grid bias and the amplitude of the 
grid signal are such that plate cmrent flows for 360° of the grid
signal cycle. 

Class AB operation: The level of grid bias and the amplitude of 
the grid signal are such that plate cunent flows for more than i8o0 

but less than 36o0 of the grid-signal cycle. 
Class B operation: The level of grid bias is approximately at cut

off (plate current is approximately zero when no signal is applied 
to the grid ) so that plate current flows for approximately i8o0 of 
the grid-signal cycle. 

Class C operation: The level of grid bias is such that plate current 
flows for less than 180° of the grid-signal cycle. 

Notice in Fig. 4-11 with class A operation that the variations in 
plate cmrent arc representative of the voltage variations for the 
grid signal. In classes AB, B, and C , however, distortion is intro
duced since the plate current variations arc not representative of 
the grid signal. This distortion is unavoidable, since, if the tube does 
not conduct for the entire 360° of the grid signal, the signal varia
tions cannot be faithfolly reproduced. Another form of distortion 
arises when the positive voltage swing on the grid is so great that it 
drives th e plate current to its saturation point. As a result, the posi
tive peaks of the signal applied to the grid are flattened out. 

In Fig. 4-11 the example of class AB operation shows how the 
signal's negative peak is flattened out since it goes far enough nega
tive to diive the tube into cutoff. Notice that as the grid bias b e-
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4- 11. Typical i11 vs. e!J (plate current vs. grid voltage) characteristic 
illustrating (A) class A operation, (BJ class AB operation, (CJ class B 
operation, and (DI class C operation for control-grid tubes. 

comes more negative for class B and C operations less of the grid 
signal's variations are reproduced by the plate-cunent variations. 
It is apparent that if we ·wish to amplify the grid signal faithfully, 
we must use class A amplifiers. Observe also that while the iv vs. et, 
graph is relatively slrnight in the middle, it curves drastically near 
the limit of plate current (saturation point) and near cutoff. For 
this reason minimum disto1tion for a class A amplifier is obtained 
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when the grid is biased so the tube operates in the middle of the 
straight or linear section of the iµ vs. e11 characteristic, and the ampli
tude of lhe g1;d signal is small enough to ensure tube operation 
within this straight section of the characteristic curve. 

vVhile class A amplifiers arc used when a minimum of distortion 
is requ ired (as in the case of audio amplifiers ), class AB, B, and C 
arnpli6crs may be used in radio-frequency transmitters that operate 
into an L-C ( inductive-capacitive) resonant circuit that determines 
the output wave fonn. The particular advantage of class AB, B, 
and C amplifiers is that they c:an achieve a greater power output 
at their plates. Since the tube is cut off (or rests ) for a portion of 
the grid-signal cycle, it can be made to deliver more power without 
overheating when it does cond uct. Class C operation, with the long
est "off" time, can deliver the greatest power when it does conduct. 
As we !>hall sec, this is particularly advantageous in radio trans
mitters. 

MULTIGRID TUBES 

Vacuum tubes may be consh·ucted with four, five, or six grids for 
special applications. A four-grid tube is labeled a hexode (six ele
ments including the cathode and plate), a five-gdd tube a heptode, 
and a six-grid tube an octode. 

However, these terms, while descriptive, are not generally used. 
The extra grids may be used to influence the plate current flow in 
such ways as adding another input signal , either internally or ex
ternally generated. As we shall learn in our discussion of radio 
receivers, multigrid tubes are used to mix two radio-frequency 
signals in a process known as heterodyning. 

MULTIUNIT TUBES 

To reduce the number of incliviclrn:il tubes in electronic equip
ment, the electrodes for two or more tubes are placed within one 
evacuated envelope. Sometimes sep:uate cathodes are used for each 
tube section, but often a common cathode is shared by the tube 
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sections. In placing more than one tube in a single envelope, some 
disadvantages result, such as increasing interclcch·ode capacitance. 
However, when the disadvantages are not critical to the particular 
circuits involved, the use of multiunit lubes results in more compact 
equipment. Multiunit tubes arc labeled according to the tube types 
they contain. Figme 4-12 shows schematic diagrams of a number 
of multiunit tubes. 

DUPLEX- DIODE 

OIDDE·PEKTODE 

OUPLEX-D IODE-TR I ODE DUPLEX- DIODE-TETRODE OUPlEX•DIODE

PEMTODE 

~~- ff -- -- --- ----- - ·- --

TRIODE-PEJITODE TETRODE-PEKTODE TW1K·PEKTOOE 

4-12. Schematic diagram s of same multiunit tubes. 

GAS -F ILLED TUBES 

The neon glow tube and the v-n (voltage-regulator ) tube are 
special types of gas-filled diodes. They use an unheated or "cold" 
cathode. One version of the neon glow tube has idcn tiea l plates for 
both cathode and plate. Since their cathodes arc unheated , neon 
and v-n tubes requ ire a relatively high potential across p late and 
cathode before the gas ionizes ( breaks down into negatively and 
positively charged molecules) and they cond uct. eon tubes are 
handy for detecting the presence of nF energy. A loop of wire be
tween p late and cathode of a neon tube will p ick up a strong radio
frequency voltage from a "live" tuning coil or antenna clement and 
cause the tube to conduct or "glow." The v-n lube i:; similar to the 
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neon tube, and, as its name implies, it is used for voltage regulation. 
Once a v-R tube conducts, the voltage drop across it remains rela
tively constant in spite of widely varying current flow through it. 

Gas-filled tubes contain no air, but are fill ed. vvith such gases as 
neon, argon, nitrogen, and mercury vapor. The circular envelope of 
the schematic symbol for gas-£lled tubes contains a heavy dot to 
distinguish them from conventional high-vacuum tubes. 

TUBE TYPES 

After more than half a century of development and refinement, 
vacuum tubes exist in about 3,000 different types, shapes, and sizes, 
and their number increases steadily as new electronic techniques 
and equipment call for them. Some representative tubes that a 
radio amateur is likely to encounter in e:-.-perimental work are shown 
in Fig. 4-13. 

A recent tube of unusual interest is RCA's Nuvistor, shown in 
Fig. 4-14. Only the size of an ordinary thimble, this looks more like 
a transistor than a tube and is frequently mistaken for the former. 

4- 13. Representative tubes found in omoteur equipment: (A) and (B) 
glass envelopes, with plote connections to top caps, (CJ standard glass 
type, (DJ two sizes of metal envelopes, (EJ -metal type, with grid con
nection to top cap, and (FJ and (G) miniature all-glass types. 
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4- 14. The metal-envelope Nuvistor tube (left) ma kes the gloss "minia
ture " look large by comparison. 

It is available in the standard configurations, such as tri.ode, tetrode, 
pentode, etc. 

Tubes are intemationally standardized. Those of the same type 
number produced by dillcrent manufacturers in the United States, 
Japan , and most of the countries of Europe are completely inter
changeable. 



5 

construction techniques 

THEru·: AH.E TWO WA YS of getting started in amateur radio. With a 
pocketful of money, you can go to a radio store, pick a receiver, a 
transmitter, and some accessories off the shelves, nm all th is stuff 
home, and be on the a.ir the same a fternoon-providing, of course, 
that you already have a license from the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) . Or with your own hands you can bu.ild several 
equivalent pieces of cc1uipment, so as to familiarize yow·self with 
electronic components, assembly methods, soldering, diagram read
ing, circuit design and adjustment, etc. 

Long experience in the ham game, as radio amateurs call their 
hobby, shows that the scc:ond method is much better than the first. 
It gives the newcomer a solid, practical working knowledge of 
electronics that enables him to sail quickly through the FCC license 
examination and also to obtain the maximum perfonnance from his 
station. Modern ham gear tends to be very complicated and it runs 
on high voltages that can be dangerous. The user must know pre-

87 
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cisely what he is doing when he throws switches or twists knobs. 
There are also two ways of "rolling your own." You can buy sheet 

aluminum or preformed blank aluminum or steel chassis and dozens 
of individual components and bits of hardware, drill lots of holes ih 
the chassis for the parts, and then assemble and wire the latter in 
accordance with published plans. There's nothing wrong with this 
method, which is widely used by experimenters who have the shop 
facilities and the time to do the mechanical work. However, it can 
be very tedious, and it does not add much to a person's education. 
Nowadays most amateurs start with kits, which offer the following 
marked advantages: 

1) They use accurately preformed and punched chassis, invariably 
of sh·ong steel. Bending, drilling, and filing are all eliminated, 
and the builder can concenh·ate on the more important tasks of 
assembly and wiring. 

z ) They are sw-e to work if assembled properly, the basic circuits 
having been worked out by the manufacturer's engineers. 

3) As complete packages, they are cheaper than the aggregate 
components bought individually. 

4) The instructions include both picture and schematic diagrams 
that any beginner can follow. 

5) The completed units present a professional appearance. 

Don't get the impression that kits are child's play. lf you build a 
fifteen-tu be receiver or a ten-tu be transmitter, the techn-ical work 
is the same ·whether you start \.Vith your own parts or an organized 
kit. However, the kit is much less of a gamble, yet just as challeng
ing and insh·uctive. Early kits were mostly for very simple items, 
but the whole idea of kit construction has become so popular that 
manufacturers now offer for amateur assembly a variety of highly 
sophisticated projects that cost as much as $500 and take a winter 
of spare time to put together. 

The initial experience provided by a kit stands the builder in 
good stead when he decides at some later time to make changes in 
it or to construct special equipment of his own design (Fig. 5-1) . 
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5- 1. Shelves standing on this ham 's worktable provide storage space 
for equipment and components and leave the table area clear for 
current projects. Kits and homemade gear are both represented here. 
An understanding wife is a help, too. 

TOOL S FOR RA DIO CONSTRUCT ION 

Because the heavy job of chassis fabrication is done in advance 
in kits, only a few relatively :;mall tools are needed for the rest 
of the work. The accompanying illustrations show these in four 
separate groups for ease of identification. See Figs. 5-2, 5-;J, 5-4, 
and 5-5. l'vlany of them are standard hardware-store items; others 
are electronic specialties, more readily obtainable from radio su·p
p ly houses. Fortunately, good tools are inexpensive, and last in
definitely if used properly. 

In Fig. 5-2, the various pliers are easily recognized because they 
are common tools. Side cutters should be used only for snipping 
soft copper wire, up to and including No. 18. For heavier wire, 
such as No. 14 and No. 12 power lines and an tenna wire, use 
electrician's pliers; in addition to thick cutting edges, these have 
a strong, flat nose that is useful for twisting wires and pieces of 
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5-2. Tools for radio construction: (A) tweezers, (BJ side cutters, (CJ 
long-nose pliers, (D) electrician 's pliers, (E) slip-joini pliers, (F) "seizer," 
latching handle gripper, (G) spring-type clamp, and (H) nut starter. 

5-3. Tools for radio construction: (AJ six sizes of screwdrivers, (BJ 
Phillips-head screwdriver, and (CJ four sizes of he x-nut drivers. 

B 

A 
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metal and for holding pmposes in general. Long-nose pliers are 
intended only for light jobs, such as bending wires and positioning 
small parts; don't use this tool for heavy twisting or bending. Slip
foint pliers, sometimes called plumber's pliers, have concave jaws 
that take a good grip on cylindrical objects, such as fuse mounts 
and coaxial cable fittings. 

It may seem odd to find a pair of tweezers in Fig. 5-2, but after 
you've used this tool a few times you'Jl agree that it's indispen
sable for picking up and placing thin washers, small screws and 
nuts, transistors, etc. Another big help, literally a "third hand," 
is the "seizer," in effect a very thin pair of long-nose pliers with 
latching handles. This clamps finnly on wires and small ob jects, 
gets them into tight spots, holds them for soldering, etc. The long
handled, spring-loaded clip at the extreme right of Fig. 5-2 does 
a similar job. 

The nut starter is a big help for people with two or three thumbs 
on one hand. It is intended only for getting nuts over the first few 
threads of machine screws, not for tightening them do,,.vn. The 
starter is made of soft plastic, with openings in the ends o/i 11 and ~ 
inch in diameter. You simply squash an end over a nut, which is 
held by friction, and you can then apply the nut over the screw 
without dropping it. 

No one ever has enough screwdrivers, but the collection in 
Fig. 5-3 makes a good start. The standard types vary in blade 
width from %.1 to o/i. 6 inch, and take care of all the screws found 
in radio equipment. Fully go per cent of these are No. 6 machine 
screws; most of the balance are the smaller No. 4 size, and the 
rest, usually found on power b·ansformers, are No. 8 or No. 10. 

Occasionally we find some Phillips head screws, so it pays to have 
at least one X-point screwdriver for them. 

You can be old-fashioned and try to fasten nuts with a pair of 
pliers, but nutdrivers do a faster and better job. The majority of 
nuts for No. 6 screws are ~-inch hexagons; for the No. 4, o/io 
inch; for No. 8, o/i.6 inch; and for No. io, % inch. The hex nuts 
found on volwne controls, variable capacitors, toggle and rotary 
switches, etc., are Y2 inch across. A driver for this size is par
ticularly useful because it does a quick job without leaving the 
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5-4. Soldering tools: (A) pencil -type iron, (Bl small tip for pencil iron, 
(C) gun-type iron, and {D) ro ll of rosin-core solder. 

slightest mark on a panel, as pliers and wrenches have a nasty 
habit of doing. Individual nutclrivers are cheap and are much 
handier than the type that uses a single handle with an assortment 
of detachable shafts. 

SO LD ER I NG IRONS 

The single most important tool in electronic constrnction is 
without question the soldering iron. "Iron" is not really the right 
term, since all soldering tips are made of copper, but that's how 
the tool is tmiversally known. Two irons, as a minimum, are 
needed. See Fig. 5-4. The soldering pencil is an insulated )mndle 
with a candelabra-size socket i11 one end. Into this can be screwed 
individual tips. For most work the o/i6 -inch, 25-watt size is just 
right, and this is supplemented by a Ys-inch point for very close 
work. TI1ese tips contain coils of resistance wire which become 
hot with the passage of house current through them; the heat 
transfers to the copper ends by conduction. Irons of this type take 
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several minutes to warm up to a temperature that will melt solder. 
The soldering gun works on an entirely different princip le. This 

tool is actually a step-clown transformer. The primary consists of 
several hundred turns of fine wil'e, connected to the power line 
through a trigger switch. The secondary is a single turn of brass 
tubing about Vz inch in diameter, the ends of which stick out from 
the body like the barrels of an over-under shotgun . Clamped into 
the free tips of these tubes is a V-shaped piece of heavy copper wire. 
Because the primary has many turns and the secondary only one, 
the voltage induced in the latter is very low but the current is 
very high, high enough, in fact, to heat the tip to solder tem
perature in three or four seconds. A medium-size gu n like the one 
illustrated is rated at i35 watts. 

Aside from its quick heating feature, a gun has the advantage 
that its wire tip can be bent or t\visted readily to make it fit into 

H 

5-5. Miscellaneous tools: (A) wire stripper, (B) owl, (C) scissors, (D) 
kni fe, (E) tapered reamer, (F) "ignition" wrenches, (G) adjustable jaw 
wrench, (HJ arc joint wrench, and (I) ruler. 
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confined spaces without damaging nearby components. It can, in 
fact, be made to solder around corners! 

The solder used in all radio work is a soft alloy of lead and 
tin, usually half and half, \.vith a core £!led with rosin. This is 
called -flux. Its purpose is to absorb oxidation products that fonn 
on metal joints when the hot iron is applied; without it, molten 
solder simply rolls away without sticking. 

OTHER TOOLS 

Some miscellaneous tools of immediate value to the beginner in 
ham radio are shown in Fig. 5-5. The wire sh·ipper saves temper, 
cut fingers, and broken leads. The sc1iber is needed for prying 
open the outer shield of coax and similar cables. Scissors and a 
stout knife, such as the popular Boy Scout model, are for various 
cutting purposes. The tapered reamer is useful for enlarging 
holes that are just a mite snug for their screws. Double-ended 
ignition wrenches are a help when there isn't room in a chassis 
for nutdrivers; a set of eight takes care of nuts from 11}{; 4 to % 
inch. For nuts or other fittings larger than Y2 inch, use either the 
adjustable jaw wrench or the arc joint pliers. 

What's a ruler doing in a tool collection? In kit work, wires 
must be cut to prescribed lengths, that's what! 

Conspicuously absent from the recommended collections are 
such things as hammers, saws, chisels, drills, vises, etc. This is not 
an oversight; these tools simply are not necessary for initial kit 
construction. They may be needed in the future when the builder 
branches off into custom projects, and he'll buy them as he goes 
along if he doesn't already have them. 

A PLACE TO WORK 

Traditionally, the kitchen table doubles as a workbench for the 
radio ham. Actually, it is a poor spot, because it must be cleared 
off after each session to free it for the next meal. In limited 
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apartments, a bridge table left undisturbed in a comer of a bed
room serves the pmpose better. In houses, the basement workshop 
or attic den is, of course, ideal. 

D EMON S THA TI ON PR OJE C T-A VTVM 

The easiest way to become familiar with radio construction is 
to undertake an actual project. This should be simple, but not 
too simple, and it should be something of value when it is fin ished. 
'Without a doubt, the vacuum-tube voltmeter ( vTv:-r) is the best 
bet. It goes together readily, but it uses a considerable assortment 
of parts that require careful handling, identification, and soldering. 
The drawing that shows their connections is a good exercise in the 
reading of schematic diagrams. Happily and best of all, the com
pleted unit is acknowledged to be the most versatile and useful of 
all electronic test instruments, not only for ham purposes but also 
for general applications ranging from doorbell testing to television 

5-6. Maior components of typical VTVM kit. Back: panel, chassis, and 
meter. Front : wire, switches, resistors, capacitors, etc., in o ld fi lm 
boxes. 
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5-7. A muffin tin is an excellent holder for nuts and bolts and other 
small hardware of kit or other construction projects. Note use of 
tweezers for picking up tiny parts. 

troubleshooting. In both kit and manufactured forms, it is by far 
the most widely sold of all meters. 

For a demonstration project, the Heath Model Lvr-13 VTVM kit 
(Fig. 5-6) was selected because it is a time-tried item. There are 
many similar kits on the market. The accompanying photographs, 
taken during assembly of the kit especially for this book, illustrate 
the proper use of the proper tools and cover many important little 
aspects of construction not usually treated in the step-by-step in
struction pamphlets that come with most kits. These techniques 
apply just as much to homemade equipment as to kit projects. 

The initial mechanical work is shown in Figs. 5-6 through 5-14, 
whose captions ex-plain what is being done. Wiring and soldering, 
and the reading of schematics, are similarly shown in Figs. 5-15 
through 5-22. 

SOLDERING 

Kit manufacturers say that fully go per cent of all the trouble 
in equipment sent to them for repair is due to poor soldering. 
In case after case, seemingly dead sets are restored to full life 



5-8. Tweezers are indispensable for lock washers, which are difficult 
to pick up and hold with the fingers alone. The chassis of VTVM (left) 
has two tube sockets and two terminal lugs already secured with small 
screws and nuts. One screw of the battery holder is to get the lock 
washer and nut and a terminal lug. 

5-9. A single-lug terminal is easily placed over a screw with fingers, 
but a tiny lock washer goes on more readily with the aid of tweezers. 



5- 1 0. A plastic nut starter is simply pressed over a nut to pick it up-

5- 11. -and given a twist or two over the end of the screw to start 
the nut evenly on the threads . 
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merely by the application of a hot iron to some or all of the joints. 
The entire secret of successful soldering lies in hvo words: 

cleanliness and heat. If either the fron or the joint is dirty, no 
amount of heat or flux can make the solder adhere. If the ii·on 
and the joint are both clean and hot, the solder flows in liJ<e magic 
and sticks there when it cook 

To facilitate soldering, practically all connection lugs on com
ponents and certainly all hookup wires are pretinned in manu
facture. This tinning is a thin coating of solder, to which other 
solder adheres perfectly under the influence of heat. 

5-12. A nutdriver (left) and screwdriver are used together to tighten 
a nut and bolt quickly. To keep the terminal lug from twisting, hold 
the nut stationary with the driver and tighten the screw. This method 
also permits the lock washer to bite properly into the surface of the 
chassis w ithout stripping its teeth. 

It is the soldering iron itself that needs major attention. When 
cold and clean, the copper tip of either the resistance or gun type 
shows its well-known characteristic color. As it warms up, however, 
it starts to blacken as the metal combines chemically with the 
oxygen in the ail" The trick in tinning an iron in preparation for 
soldering is to turn on the juice with one hand and to hold rosin-
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5- 13. Three small potentiometers are mounted by twist lugs on their 
cases. For this job use heavy electrician's pliers, never the long-nose. 

core solder against the tip with the other. As the temperature rises, 
first the rosin melts out from the core, and then t11e solder melts 
too. Because the flux absorbs the oxidation products, the solder 
sticks to the tip. Only a couple of drops are needed fo r a nice 
shiny coating. The tool is now ready. 

Let's assume that a tinned wire has been twisted into the hole 
of a tinned lug. Hold the tip of the iron and a length of solder 
to the joint, so that the solder runs into the latter. Be stingy with 
the solder; for elecb·ic purposes a thin layer is as good as a thick 
one. Remove the length of solder, but keep the iron in place for a 
slow count of five. Now pull it away, but do not distmb the joint; 
the solder takes a few seconds to set solid. 

Heat is needed to cook out excess Hux, in the form of bluish 
smoke. 1f the iron is removed too soon, the flux can readily form 
an insulating film between the very surfaces the solder is supposed 
to join. This is called a cold joint, for obvious reasons. Under 
common circumstances it can present either a measurable high 
resistance, or, astonishingly, an absolutely open circuit! 

Beginners have a tendency to pttll away the iron the instant 
the solder starts to melt, thinking that the heat will damage the 
component. Radio parts in general are built to take it; too little 
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heat is worse than too much. Transistors arc an exception in this 
respect, and some precautions about handling them arc included 
in Chapter i5. 

An important fact to keep in mind in all soldering work is 
that molten solder is as fluid as water and therefore obeys the 
law of gravity. Wherever possible, tmn or prop up a chassis or 
other assembly so that the solder runs away from the joint. See 
Fig. 5-15. This is e~pecially necessary with multiposition rotary 
switches like the ones nsed in the vrvM . Their contacts and 
terminals are often quite close, and it doesn't take much excess 
solder to bridge them. 

If a resistance-type iron is left on but idle for any length of 
time, while connections are being prepared, the continuing heat 
is likely to bmn the tinning. If this isn't too far gone, a few quick 
strokes with a brass brush (sold for cleaning suede shoes) and 
a dab of solder might restore the shiny color. If this doesn't do the 
trick, clean the tip with a fine fil e and apply solder ·immediately 
(Fig. 5-16). With e:-,.iendcd use, a tip becomes pitted. Let it cool, 
file it down, plug it in again, and rctin. Sec Fig. 5-17. Eventually, 
of course, the copper just burns away. 

The wire tip of the soldering gun is much less subject to cor-

5-14. A nutdriver in 112 -inch size is the only tool that should be used 
on hex nuts of potentiometers, switches, etc. It not only gives good 
leverage but it also leaves the panel unmarked. 
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5- 15. The range switch of the VTVM has been tilted slightly so that 
molten solder runs away from the lugs, instead of into the close-spaced 
contacts. 

rosion because its "on" cycle is very short and most of the time 
the current is off altogether. However, it docs need occasional 
cleaning and shaping. 

Soldering tips have an annoying habit of expiring at i o: i5 P.M., 

when all local stores are closed and a project is only a dozen or 
so connections away from completion. They are cheap, and at 
least one spare of each type should be kept on hand for just such 
emergencies. 

STRIPP I NG I NSUL ATIO N 

In radio construction, countless wires must be cut to length and 
the insulation removed from their ends. The conventional method 
of slTipping is to usc a knife and to pare off the coveting in the 
manner of sharpening a pencil. This can be difficult and frustrating, 



5- 16. To keep the tip of the iron free of corrosion, brush it frequently 
with a brass brush, and apply a dab of solder if necessary to renew 
tinning. 

5- 17. The tip must be smooth and free of pits. Occasional dressing 
with a fine file is necessary. 
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because the soft copper wires, especially those in stranded conduc
tors, are too easily nicked or severed by a sharp blade. A much 
smarter idea is to use a wire stripper. This magical tool works like a 
pail· of cutting pliers with a reverse action. See Figs. 5-17 and 5-19. 
\iVith the handles open, you put the wire horizontally through two 
sets of jaws. One pair grips it; the other has hardened blades that 
wilJ cut only the insulation. Squeeze the handles. First the b lades 
go through the insulation, then the other jaw pulls the wire away 
to the left, causing the severed insulation to slide off and drop 
away. Four standard sizes of hook-up wire can be accommodated 
in the jaws. 

COMPON ENT SUPPOUT 

Practically all small resistors and capacitors are supported by 
their own leads. These are merely cut to length and soldered to 

--
5-18 . A wire stripper is a great time-saver. In this first step, the in
sulated wire is in the closed jaws, but the handles are open. 

' 
5-19. When the handles are squeezed, the insulation is cut, the jaws 
open, and the insulation falls away. 
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5-20. The subchossis of a VTVM, showin g how resistors and capacitors 
ore mounted by their own leads . This unit is in turn mounted to the 
bock of the main panel of the instrumen t. 

various lugs on sockets, terminal strips, etc. See Figs. 5-20 and 
5-2i. In most cases the leads are left bare, as they are fairly stiff 
and do not change position once they are secured. If several com
ponents are in a tight clust·cr, it is good practice to cover the wfres 
with an insulating fabric tubing long known as spaghetti because 
it looks just like that delcc:table pasta. 

The inside of the completed VTVM ( Fig. 5-21 ) shows that while 
the chassis is "busy" it is not crowded. Note that the tubes are 
mounted horizontally, a common space-saving arrangement. 

SC HE MA TI C DIAGR AMS 

The elaborate picture diagrams fu rnished with all kits and pub
lished in many magazines enable the constructor to mount and 
connect the parts quickly, but they tell him virtually nothing about 
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• 

--------
5-21. The back view of a comple te VTVM chassis assembly. The finger 
points to horizontally mounted tubes. 

the operation of the circuits. For this technical information you 
must consult the schematic diagram; it is, literally, the scheme of 
the equipment 

All operating components are represented by symbols, shown in 
the chart of Fig. 5-22. A resistor impedes the flow of current, so 
it is a zigzag line. A capacitor has separate plates, so the symbol 
is merely two spaced, parallel lines. The elements of a tube are 
as previously described: n circle or oval for the envelope, a solid 
line for the plate, dotted lines for the grids, etc. 

A transfonner consists of coils of wires; these are pictured as 
curlicues. A blank space between two coils is for an air core, solid 
lines are for a sheet-iron core, and dotted lines are for a powdered
iron core. 

Toggle switches have numerous combinations of poles and con
tacts. SPST means single-pole single-throw, DPDT means double-pole 
double-throw, and so on almost without limit. 

After a little study of Fig. 5-22, you can make sense out of the 
full schematic of the Heath vTvM, Fig. 5-23. Actually, this insh·u
ment consists mostly of small, accurate resistors which are switched 
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5-22. The common radio components and the symbols for them used 
in schematic wiring diagrams. (Courtesy of the Heath Company.) · 

into various combinations to make the meter read both AC and nc 
voltages from a fraction of a volt to i ,500 volts, and the values of 
unknown resi5tors from a fraction of an ohm all the way to a 
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5-.23. A complete schematic of the VTVM assembled from a kit. The dashe d lines connecting the switch 
sections represent the two shafts of the controls. 
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thousand million ohms! The voltages are not applied directly to 
the meter proper; instead, they act as grid bias on the 121\UJ 
Lube. It is practically impossible to burn out the meter of a VTVM, 

because overloads cannot drive the tube beyond its plate-current 
saturation point. 

The power-supply section, in the lower right-hand comer, is 
easy to trace. Start with the AC line plug. When contacts 1 and 2 

of the wafer switch are closed, AC Rows through the primary of 
the transformer T1; at the same time, the neon pilot light goes on. 
Note resistor Rs in series with the light. This is marked "150 K," 
which means 150,000 ohms, not 150 ohms. The transformer has 
two secondaries. The one on the left delivers 6.3 volts for the 
heaters of the 6AL5 and 12AU7 tubes. If there are only two tubes, 
why does the diagram show three V-shaped heaters? Because the 
i2Au7 is a slightly tricky tube with a center-tapped heater, each 
half of which works on 6.3 volts. For operation of 12.6 volts, the 
center tap (pin 9 on the tube socket) is ignored, and the current 
is applied to pins 4 and 5. However, if the tube is to be used in the 
same equipment with a 6.3-volt tube like the 6AL5, the two sections 
of the heater are connected in parallel; that is, pin g now forms 
one terminal and 4 and 5 together form the other. A single heater 
winding on the power transfonner thus suffices. 

The other secondary delivers 120 volts, which is rectified by 
the diode D1 and smoothed out by filter capacitor C6, for plate 
voltage to the hibes. Seeing this voltage figure on the transformer, 
you may wonder why a transformer is used at all; why not bring 
in the i20-volt AC line directly, as in most table-model "Ac-oc" 
radio receivers? The ansvver is safety. The AC-DC equipment is 
notoriously dangerous and has accidentally killed many people. 
The b·ansformer isolates the meter from the AC line, one side of 
which is grounded, and protects against accidental grounding by 
the user against common inside grounds such as water, gas, and 
steam pipes. 

Tube symbols always show the numbers of the socket terminals 
to which the internal elements are connected by their external 
base pins. There is no fixed meaning for the numbers, because tube 
design varies greatly. In Fig. 5-23, the symbols for V1 and V2 
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5-24. A completed VTVM in a typical applica tion: checking the con
tinuity of a power-transformer winding. The meter reads 180 ohms; 
top resistance scale, multiplied by ten in accordance with setting of 
range switch in the upper right-hand corner of the panel. 

show part of the envelope dotted. This is often done to call atten
tion to the fact that these are dual tubes, with completely inde
pendent sections. The 6ALS, for example, is a double diode; the 
i2Au7, a double triode. 

To keep schematics as simple and functional as possible, the 
heater elements are usually omitted from the tube symbols and 
are grouped instead near the transformer winding that feeds them. 
If all the tubes in a set work on the same beater voltage, the heater 
leads may not be shown at all; the constructor is expected to look 
up the pin numbers in a tube manual. 

A view of the completed vTv~r in working position is shown in 
Fig. 5-2+ It looks so neat and professional that the builder may 
have difficulty convincing people that he made it himself! 
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power supplies 

V.ffi'fUALLY ALL MOOIIDN nECECVERS and transmitters operate from two 

power sources: a low-voltage unit supplying cm-rent to heat fila
ments and a high-voltage unit for plate and screen-grid potentials. 
In some cases a third power source, a bias supply, is used to furnish 
control-grid potentials; usually, however, bias voltage can be 
tapped off conveniently from the plate voltage. It is general prac
tice to refer to the filament power supply as the A supply, the 
plate supply as the B supply, and the bias supply as tl1e C supply. 
For example, when we consider power sources for portable elec
b·onic equipment, the term A-battery refers to the battery sup
plying the £lament potential. 

AC LINE VOLTAGES 

Ham equipment for fixed-station use is designed to work on 
115 or n7 volts ,,c, but performs satisfactorily on slightly lower 

111 
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and higher voltages. Even under the best of circumstances line 
voltage is not steady, but varies according to the load imposed on 
the power-generating system by electrical appliances of many types 
in common household use. It is very interesting to observe actual 
voltages on a VTVM or voM p lugged into a wall outlet. In older 
houses and apartments the reading might be as low as 105 or i oo 
volts during the evening, when lots of lights and television sets 
are on. In newer dwellings it rarely drops below about 115 and 
is more likely to be i20 or i22 volts. 

Most receivers are not greatly affected by low line voltage, but 
most tTansmitters are; their output falls off noticeably. Botl1 re
ceivers and transmitters nm appreciably hotter on high line voltage, 
and the possib ility of component failure is therefore greater than 
it is with normal voltage. ~fany hams find it advisable to use an 
adjustable line transfonn er between the wall outle t and their equip
ment, and to set it, with the aid of the VTVM or voM, to give 
115 or 117 volts. Many such transformers have voltmeters built 
into them. See Fig. 6-i. 

6- 1. Line voltage too low or 
too high? You can adjust it 
precisely, and keep ham 
equipment working at top 
efficiency, by means of this 
line tran sformer. Knobs un
der the voltmeter provide 
both coarse and fine con
trol. 
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FILAMENT SUPPLY 

As previously mentioned, most of the tubes used in communica
tions equipment have 6.3- or 12.6-volt filaments or heaters. In most 
receivers and transmitters, a single large transformer furnishes not 
only this current but also the much higher voltage that is changed 
to nc for the B supply. It is not unusual to find three or four fila
ment secondaries and two or three high-voltage secondaries on a 
common core, with a single primary. In experimental setups, a 
separate little filament transformer is sometimes used, with an 
external B unit. 

PLATE SUPPLY 

The direct current or B supply for plate, screen, and grid pur
poses nms to extremes. Receivers need only about 200 volts; 
medium-power transmitters, 800 to l,ooo volts; and high-power 
rigs, 2 ,000 to 4,000 volts. 

It is quite easy to step up the 117 volts of the AC house line 
with a transformer. However, the high voltage across the sec
ondary is still AC, and it must be changed to nc. This is done \:vith 
rectifiers of the vacuum tube, selenium, or silicon type. The prin
ciple of operation is the same for all three, but we'll start with the 
tube because we are already familiar with its one-way conducting 
action from Chapter 4. 

A basic B supply is shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 6-2. 
The rectifier is a simple diode. The heater is not shown, but of 
course it connects to the 6.3-volt secondary S2. The other sec
ondary, S1, delivers 600 volts across points X and Y. 

A transformer does not change frequency. Consequently, the 
60-cycle AC across the transformer's primary also appears across 
the secondary windings. In the secondary S1 when leg X is positive, 
leg Y is negative; and when leg X is negative, leg Y is positive. 
Since a diode conducts only when its plate is positive with respect 
to its cathode, cu rrent flows through the load resistor R when leg 
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X is positive and leg Y is negative. This occurs during half of every 
input AC cycle, and as a result the voltage appearing across R is a 
pulsating DC (i.e., a voltage which varies from zero to some positive 
value, but never goes negative). A pictorial representation of this 
pulsating DC is shown in Fig. 6-2. Note that the time when no 
current flo"vs is the tin1e when leg X is negative and the diode can
not conduct. This type of circuit is known as a half-tcave rectifier 
since cmrent A.ows for only half the input cycle. 

A distinct improvement over the half-wave rectifier is the f11ll
wave 1·ectifier shown in Fig. 6-3. In this circuit two diodes are 

I~ 
:__J 

~L. 6.3VAC 

R LOAD 

AA 
y -

6-2. A simple holf-wove power supply. 

G 6.3VAC 

--
R LOAD 

i NVV\ 

6-3. A simple full-wove power supply. 
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used and the transformer's secondary winding has a center tap. The 
voltage appearing across X and Y is still 600 volts AC. The center 
tap is at zero potential with 300 volts on each side. VVhen leg X 
is positive, leg }' is negative. Consequently, tube B cannot pass 
current, while tube A can. (The current How through tube A is 
shown in Fig. 6-3 by the undotted a nows.) When leg X becomes 
negative and leg Y positive, tube A cannot conduct while tube B 
can. (Current flow through tube B is shown by the clotted arrows.) 
Thus, in a full -wave rectifier circuit, one of the tubes is always 
passing current. 

VOLTAGE MU LT IPLIERS 

Besides rectifying the ,,c output of transformers, diodes can also 
be used in voltage-multiplying circuits. In the circuit shown in Fig. 
6-4, an output voltage of approximately i ,ooo volts DC can be 
obtained even though the transformer's secondary winding has 
only 6oo volts across it. 

Here's how voltage doubling works. In Fig. 6-4 when leg X is 
positive and leg Y is negative, tube A conducts current as shown 

G 6 VAC 

- M 
+ 

D c, 
R LOAO 

AC 
z ... 

i Cz ~ 

' i 
+-- .. N 

'( ... 
6-4. A voltage-doubling power supply. 
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by the undotted arrows. Capacitor Ci is charged so that point M 
becomes positive with respect to point Z. In the other half of the 
cycle, leg Y becomes positive while leg X becomes negative and 
current Bows through tube B as indicated by the dotted arrows, 
Capacitor c~ is charged so that point N becomes negative with 
respect to point z. Thus, at the end of a full input cycle the voltage 
between M and N becomes additive and is equal to twice the 
transformer's secondary voltage less the tubes's voltage drop. The 
voltage across the load resistor R is about i,ooo volts oc. 

PLATE-SUPPLY FILTERING 

Up to now we have been discussing various types of rectillers. 
Figure 6-5 shows the wave shapes which these circuits produce 

HALF WAVE ~p ,._____..__..._[\____.__[\..__._ 
FULL WAVE~ prvvv:i 
DOUBLER~~ 

6-5 . Voltage-output wave shapes for various rectifier circuits. 
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and compares them to the pure nc which we need for plate voltage. 
From Fig. 6-5 we sec the outputs of the full-wave recti6cr and the 
voltage doubler more closely approach the pure nc that is desired 
than does the output of a half-wave rectifier. Technically speaking, 
we can say that the out7wt ripple percentage 0 of B and C in Fig. 
6-5 is less than that of A, while the pure oc has no ripple at all. 
In order to get a purer DC, we must fi ll in the valleys and remove 
the peaks of the pulsating oc. To do this we employ filter circuits. 

Hipple-reducing filters usually consist of a large iron-core choke 
(inductance) in series with the power supply, and a number of 
capacitors in parallel. As was pointed out in Chapter 2, a capacitor 
passes AC but blocks DC. Consequently, t11e capacitor, being in 
parallel with the power supply, tends to short out any AC com
ponents. The choke also impedes the flow of AC by setting up a 
counter voltage which tends to smooth out AC ripple. 

Some electTonic circuits require purer DC voltages (i.e., lower 
ripple percentage) than others. For example, sensitive audio ampli
fiers need almost perfect DC for their plate supply ( 0 .1 per cent 
ripple or less ). On the other hand, radio-frequency power ampli
fiers operate very nicely on DC voltages having a 5 per cent ripple. 
Generally speaking, it is always advisable to reduce ripple as much 
as possible without going to extremes. Figure G-6 shows some fllter 
networks commonly used. 

BU I LD I N G A LIGHT-DUTY POWER SUPPLY 

'While most receivers and transmitters work on self-conta ined 
power supplies, it is often desirable to have a small unit for experi
mental use with "breadboard" setups. The light-duty supply shown 
in Figs. 6-7 and G-8 is inexpensive, easy to build, and a good 
exercise in open-chassis construction. It delivers about 200 volts 
DC at 60 ma and 6.3 volts AC at i ampere. 

The supply uses two transformers, T1 and T2, connected back-

0 Calculated as the effective value of the AC component divided by the aver
age value of oc. 
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6-6. Filter networks: (A) capacitor input, (B) choke input, and (C) capaci-
tor input with resistors in place of inductive elements. 

to-back. Transformer T 1 lowers the 117-volt line voltage to 6.3 
volts, to operate tube filaments. The 6.3-volt output of T 1 is also 
fed to the 6.3-volt side of T2. This supplies 117 volts to a voltage
doubling circuit using selenium rectifiers. (The action of selenium 
rectifiers is the same as that of a vacuum-tube diode). The rectifier 
output is fed into a capacitor filter which reduces ripple to a very 
low point. 

This power supply, though physically small, can be used with 
many circuits. The plate current capacity can be increased to as 
high as 80 ma by using larger ( i.e., ioo-ma) selenium rectifiers. 

As can be seen from Fig. 6-7, the unit is quite compact. The 
chassis measures approximately 6 inches long, 3 wide, and 3 high. 



6-7. A light-duty power supply (top and bottom views). 
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6-8. Schematic diagram of a light-duty power supply. 

Ports List 
81 = terminal board, 8 connections 

Ci, C:. Co, c. = 40·µ1, 350-voll electrolytic capacitors 
F1 = 2-ompere fuse and holder 
R1 = 22 ohms, 1 watt 
Ro = 200 ohms, 1 wall 
Ra = 1,0DO ohms, 1 wall 

SR,, SR, = selenium reclifiers, 75 mo 
T1, T1 = 6.3-volt fi lament lronsformers, 2 amperes 

S1 = SPST switch, 2 amperes, 117 volts 

SIL I CON-REC TI FIER B SU PPLY 

Vacuum-tube diodes are made in small and large sizes to handle 
any voltage and current requirements, and have a long history of 
reliability. Their main disadvantage, particularly in transmitters, 
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is that they become extremely hot in normal operation and need 
plenty of space and ventilation, often forced ventilation by a 
blower fan, to keep them at a safe temperatme. 

Because of this heat factor, there has been a strong trend in 
recent years to the use of solid-state silicon rectifiers, which are 
only the size of a pea. T hey need no £lament or heater cmrent and 
are therefore completely cool when the transmitter is off clming 
periods of reception; when the transmitter is turned on, they start 
rectifying instantly. They do develop some heat because of the 
passage of current through them, but this is relatively low be
cause their internal resistance, d uring conduction, js much lower 
than that of tube rectifiers. Furthermore, by its very nature silicon 

6-9. What's missing in this picture of a high-voltage B supply? Rectifier 
tubes. Silicon rectifiers, mounted on the underside of the chassis, are 
used instead. (Courtesy of the General Electric Company, Rectifier 
Components Dept., Auburn, N.Y.) 
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6-10. Schematic diagram of a 100-watt B supply using SCR's instead 
of tubes. (Courtesy of the General Electric Company, Rectifier Com
ponents Dept., Auburn, N.Y.) 

CJ,Cz = 
c.,c., = 

CR,= 
CRz = 

F1 -
1, 
L1 
t, = 
l 3 = 
R1 = 
Rz = 
s, -
r, = 

Parts Ust 
4fd, 1,000-volt capacitor (Cornell ·Dubi licr 10040) 
20)tf, 600·volt electrolytic capacitor 
16 G·E Ty pe 1N1696 si licon.rectifi e r d iodes connected in g roups oi four 
G·E Type 6RS20SP4B4 Thy re ctor diode (optional transient voltage sup· 

presser) 
3AGC fuse, 3 amperes 
120-voll, 6-watt pilot lamp 
5/25-hc nry choke, 175 mo (UTC 5 ·30, or equivalen t) 
l 0- hcnry choke, l 75 mo (UTC S-29, or equivalent) 
30-he nry choke, 25 mo (UTC S·25, or equ iva len t) 
50 ,000·ohm, 25-woll res istor 
1 10,000·ah m, 4 -wotl res istor (2 -220 K, 2-watt resistors in para ll e l) 
DPST switch 
200-mo transformer' primary, 120-voll AC, 60 cps; secondary, 800-volt 

(Sloncor PC-8412, or equ iva lent) 
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is a heat-resistant material. The elimination of a tube socket and 
filament connections simplifies assembly and wiring of the B unit. 
Forced-air ventilation is rarely necessary; the usual metal chassis 
safely dissipates the heat of normal operation. 

The construction of a power pack using silicon rectifiers is a re
warding project. The one shown in Figs. 6-9, 6 -10, and 6 -11 is a 
high-grade unit suitable for transmitters rated as high as 100 watts. 
It furnishes 800 volts at i 75 ma, with 1 per cent ripple, for a 
fina l amplifier stage, and 450 volts at 25 ma, with 0.02 per cent 
ripple, for oscillator and speech-amplifier circuits. 

Sixteen of the tiny rectifiers are used, in groups of fom connected 
in series. They are mounted by their own leads to four-lug terminal 
strips on the underside of the chassis. 

The circuitry (Fig. 6-10 ) is unusual and interesting. Disregard 

6 -11. Place ment of components on the underside of the chassis of a 
B unit. (Courtesy of the General Electric Company, Rectifier Components 
Dept., Auburn, N.Y.) 
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the center tap of transformer Ti for the moment, and note that the 
ends A and B, which deliver 800 volts, are connected to pomts 
i and 3 of the rectifier diamond. When A is positive and B nega
tive, the current Bows from point 1 through the rectifiers to 4, 
through the filter chokes L1 and L:!, out through the transmitter 
load and bleeder resistor R1 , back to point 2, through the sCR's to 
3, and to B of the transformer to complete the circuit. With A 
positive, the possible path from i to 2 is blocked because the scR's 
do not conduct in this direction; the possible return path from 
3 to 4 is blocked for the same reason. 

With the next alternation of the AC cycle, A becomes negative 
and B positive. The cunent now flows from 3 to 4 through the 
rectifiers, through L1 and L 2 , through the load and R1 , to point 2 

of the rectifiers, and out through i to A to complete the circuit. 
What we have here is foll-wave rectification of the entire secondary 
voltage of T1. 

In addition, the two iight-hand legs of the rectifier, point i to 2 

and 2 to 3, act together as a conventional full-wave rectifier in 
conjunction with the center tap on the transformer's secondary to 
give approximately half of the previous voltage. The two DC outputs 
are available simultaneously and without interference because the 
polarities of the rectifiers are correct for both circuit actions. 

The physical placement of the components of this power supply 
is not critical. A standard steel or allllninum chassis measuring 12 by 
8 by 2!;2 inches is suitable for the job. 
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receiver theory 

RECEIV ER TUNING 

I N CUAPTEn 2 WE DISCUSSED series and parallel resonant circuits of 
inductance ( L ) and capacitance ( C ). We learned that these cir
cuits are selective to certain AC frequencies, depending on the 
values of L and C used. That is, any series or parallel circuit of 
inductance and capacitance has a resonant frequency at which the 
values of the inductive and capacitive reactances ( Xr, and Xe) are 
equal. Series and pai·allel circuits of L and C have interesting char
acteristics at resonance. A series L-C circuit with the voltage of its 
resonant frequency impressed across it offers minimum impedance 
to the flow of current. On the other hand, a pai·allel L-C circuit with 
the voltage of its resonant frequency impressed across it offers 
maximum impedance. The point of resonance may be sharply or 
broadly defined, depending on the resistance of the inductive com
ponent used or of the value of external resistors introduced into 
the circuit for the deliberate purpose of broadening the tuning. 

125 
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The phenomenon of series and parallel resonance p lays a very 
important part in radio since, among other things, it is responsible 
for receiver tuning. H ere's how it works. 

We have, as diagrammed in F ig. 7-1, a parallel L-C circuit con
nected between ground and an antenna. The capacitor of the 
parallel L-C circuit is variable. (Resonant frequency of an L-C 
circuit may be changed by varying ei ther its inductance or its 
capacitance.) Imagine, then, a radio wave of a certain frequency 
striking the antenna and inducing in it an AC voltage which causes 
a minute AC current to flow through the parallel L-C circuit to 
ground. If the frequency of the radio wave is the same as the reso
nant frequency of Land C, the parallel L-C circuit in Fig. 7-1 offers 

L c 

7-1. A parallel resonant L-C circuit use d to select or " tune in" a radio 
signal. 

maximum impedance to the Bow of the A C current and a small AC 

voltage appears across it. 'vVhen radio waves of other frequencies 
sb'ikc the antenna, the induced :\C currents produce no appreciable 
voltage drop across the L-C circuit since it offers practically no 
impedance to 1\C c:urrents not at its resonant frequency. In other 
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words, an AC voltage representative of the radio waves striking the 
antenna appears across the L-C circuit only when the radio waves 
have the same frcc1uency as the resonant frequency of the L-C 
circuit. In this manner the parallel L-C circuit can select radio 
waves of one frequency over radio waves of other frequ encies that 
strike the antenna. Since the capacitor is variable over a range of 
values, we can change the resonant frequency of the L-C circuit 
and thereby select or "tune in" radio waves over a range of fre
quencies. 

Another aspect of the operation of parallel L-C circu i.l's may be 
seen by referring to Fig. 2 -22, which shows the effect of resistance 
on the shaq)ness of resonance. Minimum resistance provides maxi
mum sharpness or mo.st selective tuning of the desired frequency to 
the exclusion of higher or lower frequencies. 

The frequency that the L-C circuit tunes in or selects depends 
on its resonant frequency, which in turn depends on the values of 
L and C. Resonant frequency ( fr) may be detennined as 

1 
fr = -

'2nr\ILC 

where fr is the frequency in cycles per second, L the inductance in 
henries, and C the capacitance in farads. 

The above fo rmula also tells us that as L and C become larger, 
the resonant frequency becomes lower. Conversely, as L and C 
become smaller, the resonant frequency becomes higher. For ex
ample, a parallel L-C circtlit for tuning the relatively low frequencies 
of the broadcast band ( 550 to 1,600 kc) might have a coil ( L) with 
ioo or so turns of wire, and a variable tuning capacitor ( C) with 
20 intenneshing plates. On the other hand, an L-C circuit for tuning 
the i4,ooo- to i4,350-kc amateur band might have a coil with only 
10 turns and capacitor with 6 intermeshing plates. 

Figure 7-2 show:; an antenna, parallel L-C circuit, and fir.st stage 
of RF amplification that might be used for a receiver. Notice that f'he 
antenna is not directly connected, but is inductively coupled to the 
L-C circuit. This is usually done to isolate the antenna from the 
first RF amplifier stage. ·when a radio signal of the same frequency 
as the resonant frequency of the L-C circuit strikes the antenna, an 
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B+ 

7-2. Tuning and the first RF amplifier stage of a receiver. 

AC voltage representative of the racUo signal appears at the control 
grid of V-i. The amplilied version of this signal then appears in the 
plate circuit of V-1 across the RF transformer T1. The secondary of 
Ti then applies the signal to the grid of the next RF stage for fur
ther amplilication. When the signal has been sufficiently amplified, 
it is applied to a detector. This arrangement is called tuned radio
frequency amplification ( TRF). 

There are several methods of obtaining sufficient RF runplification. 
However, before we discuss them, let us complete the picture of a 
receiver's basic circuit by going to the detector. 

DETECTION 

As previously mentioned, most amateurs use a method of voice 
modulation known as amplitude modulation (AM). An important 
variation of this system, called single-sideband suppressed carrier, 
is treated in detail later in this chapter. 

The action of amplitude modulation on a radio-frequency carrier 
wave is shown in Fig. 7-3. Notice that the modulator imposes the 
voice intelligence on both the positive and the negative portions of 
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7-3. The action of amplitude modulation on an RF carrier: (Al an un
modulated carrier, (Bl a modulated carrier, and (Cl the detected audio 
intelligence. 

the ean-ier wave, as indicated in Fig. 7-3( B). In detecting an AM 

signal, two things are accomplished: ( 1) the modulated carrier is 
rectified so that only the positive portion remains, and ( 2) the nF 
carrier is removed so that only the intelligence as represented by the 
cani.er-wave peaks remains, as indicated in Fig. 7-3( C). A number 
of circuits have been designed for A~r detection. 

TH E D I ODE DET ECTOR 

The plate of diode detector (Fig. 7-4) receives a modulated RF 

signal from the RF amplifier section of a receiver. The action of a 

FROM :=J RF 
AMP. 

7-4. A simple diode detector. 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 
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diode detector is essentially the same as that of the half-wave 
rectifier discussed in Chapter 6. In other words, when the modu
lated signal at the plate swings positive, the diode conducts and a 
rectified current flows through the load resistor R Since the output 
of a rectifier is directly proportional to the input, the current flowing 
tlu·ough R causes the voltage drop across H and the capacitor C to 
vary in accordance with the amplitude of the modulated input 
signal. The value of C is such that the voltage varialions across R 
and C do not follow the rapidly changing nF signal, hut only the 
rectified peaks, that is, the audio intelligence. The value of C should 
be such that it filters out the radio frequency but does not alter the 
audio variations. A set of very sensitive earphones could be con
nected to the audio output and the signal would be heard. However, 
the output of the detector is normally fed to one or two stages of 
audio amplification to strengthen it for more convenient listening. 

THE GRID - L EAK D ETEC TOR 

The grid-leak detector (see Fig. 7-5 ) uses a triode. The modu
lated RF signal is first impressed across the grid and cathode. This 
causes the grid to act like the plate of the diode detector described 
above. The grid-leak resistor R serves as a load and C 1 as an RF 

bypass for this grid-cathode rectifying section. As the HF signal on 
the grid swings positive, current flows from the grid to the cathode 
through R. The voltage drop across R makes the grid negative with 
respect to cathode; i.e., the rectified signal between grid and 

FRO] RF 
AMP. 

7-5. A simple grid-leak detector. 

AUDIO 

OUTPUT 

r 
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cathode serves to bias the triode. The amplitude of this bias varies 
directly with the peaks of the incoming RF signal. Since the triode's 
plate current varies with its grid bias, the voltage appearing in the 
output of the triode is an amplified and rectified version of the 
modulated RF signal. Thus, the grid-leak detector serves two pur
poses. The grid-cathode portion of the ciJ'cuit forms a simple diode 
rectifi er, while the cathode-grid-plate combination acts as a vacuum
tube amplifier. 

The RF choke L and the capacitor c~ serve to filter out the RF 

and leave only the audio signal at the output. The high impedance 
of L at high frequencies blocks the path of nF from the output while 
the low impedance· of c!? at high frequencies shorts the l'\F past the 
output to ground; L and C~ have exactly the opposite effect on the 
low-frequency audio signal. Here L has relatively little effect and 
C2 offers such a high impedance that the audio signal is not shorted 
out. This combination of L and C!? is a standard filter arrangement 
for blocking a high-frequency nF signal anc.l passing a low-frequency 
audio signal. Earphones may be connected to the output of this 
grid-leak detector or audio amplification may be added to drive a 
loudspeaker. 

THE REGENERA TI VE DE T ECTOR 

A simple regenerative circuit (Fig. 7-6) usually consists of a 
grid-leak detector in which a portion of the output signal is fed 
back to the input circuit of the tube. VVhen a modu lated radio
frcquency signal is applied to this circuit, the tube acts as a grid
leak detector and a detected and amplified signal appears in the 
plate circuit. However, by means of L1 , a coil inductively coupled 
to the secondary winding L of the RF input transfo1mer, a portion 
of the detected signal in the plate circuit is fed back to the grid 
circuit. This feedback reinforces the original signal, which now 
makes the plate signal stronger than before. The amplified plate 
signal feeds still stronger impulses to the grid , and the process keeps 
going-not, however, without limit. If the coupling between L 1 and 
L is too close, overly strong impulses from the plate circuit shock 
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ANT. 

7-6. A simple regenerative detector. 

B+ 

AUDIO 

OUTPUT 

the circuit consisting of L and tuning capacitor C into osci1lation 
on its own accord. The RF energy thus generated mixes with the 
incoming AM signals, and the net result is whistling and distortion. 

Feedback can be accomplished capacitively as well as induc
tively. 

In Fig. 7-6 L2 and C 2 remove the RF component of the detected 
signal in the same manner as L and C2 in the straight grid-leak 
detector shown in Fig. 7-5. The audio output of this regenerative 
detector may be fed to sensitive earphones or to a stage or two of 
audio amplification. 

THE SUPERREGENERATIVE DETECTOR 

The regenerative detector is limited in the amount of amplifica
tion it can produce. The superregenerative detector stretches this 
limit by introducing into the circuit an AC ( usualJy between 20 and 
zoo kc) which quenches the oscillations. This quenching voltage 
interrupts the operation of the regenerative detector by driving the 
detector to cutoff every time the quench goes negative. Thus, by 
effectively turning the detector tube on and off at a very rapid rate, 
it is prevented from oscillating. The detector itself, or a separate 
tube, may be used to furnish the quenching voltage. In eitJ1er case, 
the quench must operate at a frequency above audibility; otherwise 
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the noise generated would drown out the incoming modulated 
signal. 

Receivers using the superregenerative principle tend to be noisy 
and very broad in tuning, but they are also very simple and in
expensive in construction and are used with considerable success 
on the amateur 50- and i44-Mc bands. 

THE SUP ERHETE RODYNE 

Straight THF receivers tune very broadly and amplify unevenly, 
and regenerative sets are critical and unstable. Both types are 
obsolete, but certain of their more desirable features arc often found 
in the superheterodyne ( "superhet" for short) , a far superior circuit 
universally used in receivers for communications, televis.ion, high 
fidelity, and AM and FM purposes. 

In the TRI~ receiver, the carrier frequency of the incoming signal 
is never changed. In the superheterodyne, all incoming canier fre
quencies are converted to a lower frequency called the intermediate 
frequency. This intermediate frequency ( IF) is always the same 
regardless of the frequency of the incoming signal. By changing the 
various incoming frequencies to a single IF, the subsequent stages 
of amplification before detection can be made to operate very 
efficiently. The nonlinear amplification characteristic and the cum
bersome ganged tuning of three or four RF amplifier stages featured 
in the TRF receiver are eliminated. Furthermore, the superheterodyne 
receiver with its principle of IF amplification provides stable opera
tion with high sensitivity and selectivity. Here's how a superhetero
dyne works. 

Let us assume that we have two tuning forks, one with a fre
quency of ioo cycles and the other with a frequency of 400 cycles. 
If we strike these forks sinmltaneously, we hear the following: 
( l) a ioo-cycle tone from one fork, ( 2) a 400-cycle tone from the 
other, ( 3) a 500-cycle tone which is the sum of the nvo frequencies, 
and ( 4) a 300-cycle tone which is the difference between the two 
frequencies. In other words, when two forks of different frequencies 
are struck simultaneously, four different frequencies resul t-the two 
original frequencies, and their sum and their difference. This mixing 
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of two frequencies is known as heterodyning or beating, and the 
new frequencies are heterodynes or beats. 

If we apply this principle of hcterodyning to t\vo AC signals of 
different frequencies we get the same results. For example, suppose 
we have a tuned circuit which is receiving a i,ooo-kc carrier. In 
addition we also have a radio-frequency signal generator which 
generates a 1,455-kc signal. If the two signals are electronically 
mixed the following frequencies result: ( 1) a i,ooo-kc signal, ( 2) a 
i,455-kc signal, (3) a 2,455-kc signal, and (4) a 455-kc signal. 

To continue a little further, let us also assume that the variable 
capacitor in the tuning circuit is mechanically coupled to the varia
ble capacitor which determines the output frcc1uency of the RF 

signnl generator, so that when the two signals arc mixed the differ
ence frequency always remains the same. In the previous example, 
when the tuning circuit was receiving l ,ooo kc, the signal generator 
produced a 1,455-kc signal and the dilference frequency was 455 kc. 
If \VC now change t11e tuning capacitor to receive a 1,370-kc carrier, 
the variable capacitor of the signal generator (being mechanically 
coupled or ganged to the tuning capacitor) likewise changes to 
make the generator's output 1,825 kc. As a result, the difference 
frequency ( 1,825 kc minus i,370 kc) would still be 455 kc. In other 
words, the difference frequency is always the same (in this case 
455 kc) for any carrier frequency tuned in by the tuning capacitor. 

Figure 7-7 is a block diagram of a basic superheterodyne receiver. 
Converting the incoming signal to the intermediate frequency is 
accomplished in the first detector or mb:er stage. The incoming 
carrier selected by the antenna tuning circuit is applied to one of 
the grids of the multigrid mixer tube, while the output of the local 
oscillator is applied to another grid. The local oscillator and the 
incoming signal are thus electronically mixed. At the plate of the 
mixer tube four frequencies are present-the two originals and 
the sum and dilference frequencies. The IF transformer coupling the 
output of the mixer to the first stage of IF amplication is tuned so 
that only the difference frequency is applied to the grid of the first 
lF amplifier tube. Two stages of IF amplification fumisb enough 
gain to make the receiver fairly sensitive. Sometimes a small amount 
of regeneration is introduced to boost the amplification. However, 
for increased sensitivity, more IF stages can be used. Superheter-
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7-7. Block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver (power supply not 
shown). 

odyne receivers can also be made more sensitive and selective by 
the addition of a stage of tuned I\F amplification ahead of the mixer. 

In some receivers the mixer and local oscillator functions are 
peiformed by two separate tubes; in other sets the functions are 
combined in a mult ielement tube called a peritagricl convmter. 

The major advantage of the superheterodyne is that, since the IF 

amplifier stages hand le only a single radio frequency (the inter
mediate fre(1 uency ), they can be designed to operate very efficiently 
and with an even response over the entire incoming carrier tuning 
range. Furthermore, the high gain of the IF amplifiers permits the 
use of the relatively insensitive, but distortion-free, diode detector. 

SECOND DET EC TOil A N D AF AMPLIFIER 

The output of the last IF stage is at a much lower frequency than 
the original A~f signal picked up by the antenna, but it is still 
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modulated nF and it must still be detected. This is done in the 
second detector stage, which is followed by a conventional AF 

amplifier for eventual reproduction of the signal by a loudspeaker 
or headset. 

Notice in Fig. 7-7 the use of an audio transformer to couple the 
output of the audio amplifier to the speaker. This transformer 
provides for efficient transfer of energy from the relatively high
impedance plate circuit to the low impedance of the speaker's voice 
coil. Since the voice coils of most speakers range from about 4 to 
i6 ohms, this matching is important. With high-impedance ear
phones ( 2,000 ohms or more), audio transformers are not required, 
although a coupling capacitor must be used to isolate the earphones 
from the amplifier's high-voltage DC plate supply. 

CW RECEPTION 

If cw signals are tuned in by a typical superhet as just described, 
the end result in the loudspeaker is a series of confusing clicks or 
thumps. A dot comes out as two clicks close together; a dash, as 
two clicks somewhat more separated. To obtain the pleasant 
whistling signals that make cw easy to follow, it is necessary to add 
another local oscillator and to couple it to the second detector. See 
Fig. 7-7. This is called a beat-frequency oscillator (BFO ). It is tuned 
so that the frequency difference between it and the IF signal falls 
in the audio range, usually between abeut 500 and i,ooo cps. 

While the local oscillator used for conversion of carrier fre
quencies to the intennecUate frequency, in the mixer stage, is also a 
BFO by strict definition, the term BFO is reserved in general practice 
for the cw signal converter. 

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 

Automatic volume control ( AVC) is incorporated in all superhet 
receivers as an operating convenience for voice reception. I t tends 
to keep the sound level at the speaker constant regardless of varying 
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signal strength at the antenna. The usual A vc circuit operates by 
talcing the average DC level of the detected signal and applying it 
as a control bias to the grids of the 1r- amplifier tubes. Tt works in 
the following manner. When the signal strength on the antenna 
increases, a corresponding increase appears at the second detector. 
However, as the audio level increases, the negative bias also in
creases because of the Ave action. Increasing the negative bias on 
the rr ampliliers reduces their output, to effectively reduce the 
signal at the detector. This action is almost instantaneous and, as 
a result, the volume of sound at the speaker tends to remafo rela
tively constant. Amateur receivers arc provided with a switch in the 
AVG circuit since it is a disadvantage for receiving very weak sig
nals. Ultimate control of the volume of sound at the speaker is pro
vided by a volume-control potentiometer which permits adjusbnent 
of the amount of the detected signal applied to the audio amplilier 
tube. 

DOUBLE CONVERSION 

Receivers of the type diagrammed in Fig. 7-7 are known as 
single-conversion superhets, because the carrier frequencies undergo 
only one change. However, there are many sets in which a second 
change takes place, and these arc cnlled double conversion. There 
are even some triple-conversion jobs, but they are quite compli
cated and are mainly technical exercises for advanced experimenters. 

As pointed out earlier, heterodyning in the first detector produces 
two beats, a difference frequency and a sum frequency. The IF 

amplifiers are resonated to the lower or difference frequency, but 
this does not mean that the sum frequency just disappears. It is still 
present, and it can produce spurious signals called "images" in the 
IF stages by beating on its own accord either with harmonics of the 
local oscillator or with random signals present with the desired 
signals in the relatively broad circuits ahead of the mixer stage. 
Harmonics are secondary frequencies in nF oscillators and are 
arithmetical mu ltiples of the base or f unclamental frequency to 
which the circuits are tuned. For example, if an oscillator is ad-
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justed for a fundamental of 500 kc, it is also quite likely to generate 
harmonics at i ,ooo, i ,500, 2,000, 2,500 kc, and upward. Because 
there are thousands of shortwave stations on the air, some of this 
unwanted heterodyning is inevitable. It sho,,vs in a receiver as 
mysterious whistling signals, known appropriately as 'birdies." 

The greater the separation b t! l ween the sum and difference fre
quencies, the less the chance of image interference. This is obtained 
easily by making the flrsl 1F higher than before. perhaps i ,500 to 
4,000 kc. Straight amplification on these frequencies is rather poor, 
so after a stage or two of this IF to fllter out the birdies, the signal 
is converted back to a lower value, usually 455 kc, which permits 
high amplification and selectivity. 

DIFFE RENCES I N UECE IV ERS 

There are two distinct types of receivers for amateur purposes. 
The first is the general coverage, and it tunes without gaps from 
about 30 Mc right through the At-! broadcasting band to about 
i ,600 kc. This is very good for the beginner because it includes not 
only all the important ham bands but also the whole world of short
wave reception. In addition, it permits him to switch quickly to the 
broadcast band for time, news, and weather reports. General
coverage receivers are easy to build and relatively inexpensive. 

The second type is the ham band, and as its name implies it 
covers only the amateur frequrn1cies. It is much more advanced and 
expensive than the other, and it does more. It is more selective 
(separates stations better) , is more sensitive (brings in weak sta
tions better ), has wider ban cl-spread ( makes tuning easier), and is 
much better suited in all resp.acts for the reception of single
sideband signals. (See Chapter 9.) 

ANTENNAS FOH RECEPT IO N 

For receiving purposes, an antenna can be almost any simple 
bare or insulated wire, indoors or outdoors. Remarkable results are 
often obtained with a ten-foot length thrown on the floor. However, 
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7-8 . Two simple types of receiving antennas. 

reception generally is better with an unobstructed outside wire, up 
to about i50 feet long, arranged as shown in Fig. 7-8. Insulation 
can be very modest, since the voltage induced in a receiving aerial 
is probably a fraction of a millionth of a volt. 

Actually, fevv amateurs have separate receiving antennas. In
stead, they use a single antenna for both transmitting and receiving. 
The subject is treated in detail in Chapter i2. 



s 
receiver construction 

WITH THE IKlTJ.AL EXP£RIENCE of the VTVM behind him, the prospec
tive amateur is ready for his fust major piece of equipment, a 
shortwave receiver. A license from th e Federal Communications 
Commission is not necessary for shorhvave listening; it is needed 
only for an active two-way station that includes a transmitter as 
well as a receiver. 

An excellent receiver for the newcomer is the Knight Kit Model 
u-55, a general-coverage superheterodyne of proven reliability and 
performance. It uses six tubes, some of which are doubles, to do 
the work of nine. The uninterrupted tuning range is 530 kc through 
33 Mc, divided into four overlapping bands selected by a front
panel switch. There is a separate fifth band covering 47 to 54 Mc, 
the amateur "6-meter" assignment. Individual band-spread scales 
are provided for the 6-, 10-, 15-, 2 0 -, 40-, and 80-meter bands, to 
facilitate tuning. 
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There are many receivers similar to the R-55 on the market. All 
the construction hints and suggestions that follow apply to them 
equally. 

CIRCUIT BREAKDOWN 

It is important to have an understanding of the functioning of 
this set, or of any similar technical item, before the assembly and 
the wiring are undertaken. With this knowledge, the builder learns 
how L-C circuits materialize into actual coils and capacitors, how 
RF and AF components differ in size and shape, how various signals 
pass from one stage to another, etc. 'i\lithout this knowledge, the 
project is merely a screwdriver and soldering-iron job, without real 
meaning. 

The full schematic is shown in Fig. 8-i. This follows the con
ventional pattern of having the incoming signal start at the left and 
emerge from the loudspeaker at the right, with the power supply 
in the lower right-hand corner. 

In the upper left-hand corner are 2 two-section variable capaci
tors C-1A/C-1B, the main tuning control, and C-2A/C-2B, the 
band-spread control. All rotor plates are grounded to the metal 
chassis, while the stators of C-1A and C-2A are connected as one 
pair, and C-1B and C-2B as another pair. The C-3 is a separate 
little "trimmer" capacitor connected only to the C-1B/C-2B pair 
for very fine tuning. 

The switches marked S-1A and S-1B are one assembly, the band
changing control, and turn together. The antenna binding post A 
goes to contact 11 of S-1B and from here to any one of the primary 
windings 2-3 of the antenna RF transformers L-1 through L-5. The 
secondary windings 1-3 are connected at the same time through 
contact 5 to the variable capacitor C-1B!C-2B and to the control 
grid 7 of the pentagrid converter tube V-i. This combination is 
tuned to the frequency of the desired signal, as discussed in Chap
ter 7. In Fig. 8-1, Band "A" is shown switched in; the operation is 
exactly the same on the other fom bands. The contacts are so wired 
that coils not in use with any one switch setting are completely 
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8-1. A complete schematic diagram of the Knight Kit R-55 receiver. 
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short-circuited; this prevents them from interfering with the proper 
inductive action of the live coils. 

The coils L-6 through L-10 and the variable capacitors C-1A/ 
C-2A, working with the No. l grid, the cathode, and the plate of 
V-1, constitute the local oscillator. Signals generated in this circuit 
vary the electron stream from the cathode through the No. 7 grid 
to the plate, and therefore mix with the carrier-frequency signals 
sent to the No. 7 grid by the tuning elements L-1 through L-5 and 
C-1B/C-2B. The result in the plate circuit of V-1 is a normal mix
ing action, or heterodyning. The L-C values in the oscillator circuit 
are chosen to produce a uniform intermediate frequency of 1,650 
kc. This minimizes image interference, yet it is low enough to per
mit good amplification. 

Note that the antenna transformers L-1 through L-5 have sep
arate primary and secondary windings, while the oscillator coils 
L-6 through L -10 have single-tapped windings and are therefore 
autotransformers. All ten coils are ll.med by powdered-iron slugs, 
as indicated by the arrow heads. 

The IF transformers T -1 and T -2 are tuned to 1,650 kc, and with 
the tubes V-2 and V-3A comprise the lF amplifier section of the 
receiver. The last IF transformer T-3, also tuned to 1,650 kc, puts 
the signal into V-4-4. This is a simple diode detector, and it also 
provides automatic volume conh·ol voltage for the grids of V -2 and 
V-3A. The AVC action can be turned on and off by switch S-2. 

Tube \1-4B is a noise l-imiter. It removes or at least reduces inter
fe1ing signals of high amplitude and short duration, such as auto
mobile ignition pulses and disturbances from household appliances. 
Under some circumstances it helps, under others it doesn't. It can 
be bypassed by switch S-4, in the upper right-hand comer of the 
schematic. 

The potentiometer R-30, belovv S-4, is the audio volume control. 
It feeds the detected signal to a straight two-stage AF amplifier 
consisting of V-3B and V-5B. The plate of the latter goes to the 
output transformer T-4, which in turn connects to a loudspeaker 
through the earphone jack .f- i. When a pair of phones is plugged 
into the latter, the speaker is cut off. 

A beat-frequency oscillator for cw reception consists of the tube 
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V-5A, the coil L-u, the fixed capacitor C-13, and the variable 
C-14; the latter is the BFO adjustment on the front panel of the 
receiver. The BFO signal is injected into the grid circuit of the sec
ond nr tube V-3A. The oscillator is turned on and off by switch S-3. 

The power supply is conventional, using the power transformer 
T-5 and the full-wave rectifier tube V-6. The two posts marked 
REMOTE are normally bridged by a piece of wire to complete the 
B circuit to ground. To them can be connected a section of a relay 
for opening the circuit cltuing periods of transmission, when the 
receiver is part of a station. 

KIT PREPARAT ION 

The kit for a superheterodyne contains many nuts and bolts, 
soldering lugs, resistors, capacitors, transformers, etc. See Fig. 8-2. 
Open everything carefu lly and pick apart all packing material to 

----

~ ·•· •!:• •::::1 

·•· • ·•· 
•! 1 ·•· 
~ 0 

8-2. The parts for the receiver cover an entire tabletop. Most of them 
are mounted on the preformed and stamped steel chassis in the upper 
right-hand corner. 
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Knight llit Resistors 
J;. I ~i.4H~ 

•·? ~j~t'fV 
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8-3. How to check small fi xed resistors with VTVM to make sure their 
values correspond with their color-code markings. 

make sure that small items aren't buried in it for protection. Put 
aside the tubes and the cabinet, since they won't be needed until 
the very end. 

Intrigued by the dazzling array of interesting components, most 
first-time builders plunge into the assembly with only the most 
cursory reading of the instructions. This is usually a mistake. It is 
much smarter to resist the temptation and to spend the first evening 
just sorting out the bits and pieces, identifying them against the 
parts list and the illustrations, and getting acquainted with the in
struction book. Give particular attention to the hardware. Spread 
out all small fasteners in a shallow container, such as the cover of 
a shoe box, and, 'with the aid of tweezers, separate the various 
sizes of screws, nuts, washers, soldering lugs, etc. 

In Knight Kits all fixed resistors are mounted on cards and are 
identified as R-1, R-2, R-3, etc., in accordance with their appear
ance in the schematic. This is a great convenience and saves the 
builder the time and bother of fig uring out the color coding. How
ever, it is very good insurance, especially with an initial project, 
to check the resistors individually with the VTvM, as in Fig. 8-3, and 
to write the ach1al values in pencil on the cards. This is also a 
positive way of checking whether you can interpret the color mark
ings correctly. 
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Remember in making these measurements that the tolerance of 
most small resistors is 10 per cent. If the parts list and the color 
bands say that a resistor is "100,000" ohms, the vrvM is likely to 
read anywhere from 90,000 to 110,000, give or take a few ohms 
depending on the calibration accuracy of the meter. If it reads 
73,000 or 134,000, you have the wrong resistor. 

With most other kits the resistors are furnished loose, and the 
builder has to sort them out himself. The VTVM test is imperative. 

As you mount each major component on the chassis in accord
ance with the step-by-step instructions that come with the kit, 
mark its circuit number alongside with a marking pen, a crayon, or 
a soft pencil, and also put a small pencil check against the symbol 
on the schematic (Fig. 8-4 ) . In this way, you build up the circuit 
gradually in your mind as well as on the chassis. Tube sockets are 
V-1, V -2, etc. (V for vacuum tube ), most transformers are T, some 
RF transformers and coils are L, resistors R, capacitors C, switches 
S, etc. Terminal strips and other tic points are usually indicated in 

C3(:. 

~~ 
w 
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8-4. The underside of a receiver chassis, with some of the parts 
mounted. Circuit numbers are marked with o laundry pen to faci litate 
identification when wiring is started. 
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8-5. The subchassis halds oscil lator coi ls (front row), antenna trans
formers (rear), and a band-changing switch. 

the instructions as TS-1, TS-2, etc., and shou ld be so marked on the 
chassis, but because they serve only as physical supports they are 
not represented in the schematic. 

Pay particular attention to orientation of tube sockets. Small 
sockets of the seven- and nine-pin types have no mru·kings on their 
bottoms. The only way of "keying" them for mounting is to note 
the wide spacing between two of the pins, all other spacings being 
uniform. Octal sockets are no problem, because they have keyways 
and all their lugs are plainly numbered. 

In many cases a single Y1-inch %:! screw is called on to hold 
one corner of a tube socket, t'.IVO terminal strips, a lock washer, and, 
of course, a nut. This may take some juggling. The trick is to hold 
the head of the screw with one finger while you add the other 
parts with tweezers or the long-nose pliers. Finish with the nut 
held in the plastic nut staiter, and tighten with a nutdriver and a 
screwdriver. A.<; assembly progresses and the chassis becomes 
crowded, it may not be possible to poke a finger into some spots. 
To keep a screw here from falling out, put a small piece of any 
sticky tape over its head to the surrounding surface; peel it off 
later when the nut is over the threads and is ready for tightening. 
A I-inch length of adhesive tape from the medicine cabinet can be 
reused for this purpose many times. 
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8-6. Making resistance and voltage checks on the underside of a 
completed receiver with VTVM. The loudspeaker is mounted later on 
inside the cabinet. The open chassis makes wiring easy. 

The construction of electronic equipment is greatly simplified if 
certain sections are assembled and wired separately from the main 
chassis, and then added to the latter as complete units. In the R-55 
receiver the ten antenna and oscillator coils and their associated 
band switch are so treated, as shown in Fig. 8-5. The five oscillator 
coils are mounted vertically on the front leg of an inverted T-shaped 
subchassis, and the antenna coils on the back leg. These coils are 
wound on fiber tubes, the ends of which fit in holes in the metal 
plates and are held there by toothed spring clips. The two sections 
of the band switch are separated by the vertical shield plate, with 
the common shaft passing through a hole in the latter. After the 
coils are connected to the switch, the unit drops neatly into the 
upper right-hand corner of the chassis. This is clearly illustrated in 
Fig. 8-6. 

All small resistors and capacitors are mounted by their O\Vn wires. 
Immediately after soldering in a component, put a check against 
its symbol in the schematic, preferably with a colored pencil or 
crayon. Then, when you finish the last joint and find that you have 
a resistor or a capacitor left over, you can go back to the diagram 
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and check on any unmarked parts. Most kits have a few spare 
screws and nuts, but never any extra circuit elements. 

All of the tubes in this receiver (and most of the tubes in most 
other receivers) are of the miniature type and have thin, closely 
spaced base pins. Examine these very closely for any possible mis
alignment. If they are not perfectly straight and parallel, it is diffi
cult to make them seat properly in their sockets. Insert and remove 
these h1bes only with a straight up-and-dovm motion; never try to 
twist them. 

RESISTANCE CHECKS 

With the sockets filled, the receiver is almost but not quite ready 
for the important job of alignment. Before even plugging in the 
line cord, set up the vTvM for resistance measurement, clip the 
negative. lead to the chassis, and check various socket terminals for 
the resistance values given in the kit's instruction book. See F ig. 
8-6. This will confirm the correctness of an assortment of key con
nections, or indicate that errors have been made. 

For example, let's start with pin 1 of tube V-i. If you examine 
the schematic, you will note that this goes to one side of resistor 
R-1, one side of capacitor C-4 and one side of C-5. Since the re
sistance-testing voltage in the vrvM is pure direct cunent (from a 
self-contained battery), C-4 and C-5 are in effect open switches, 
and we can disregard them. The only correct path for pin i to 
chassis ground is thus R-1, and the VTVM touched across it should 
read 22,000 ohms, plus or minus the usual tolerance. V\That if the 
meter reads zero, or at best a small fraction of an ohm? This can 
mean one of several things: 

1) Pin 1 is grounded to the chassis, perhaps by excess solder. A 
close look will tell. 

2) Grid No. i i<> short-cfrcuited against the cathode inside the tube. 
Pin 2 , the cathode terminal, connects to contact i2 of the band 
switch S-1A and through the connector ring to contact 7, ·which 
in hlrn goes through the bottom section of coil L-6 to ground. 
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Pull the tube out of its socket; if the short circuit remains, as 
shown by the continued zero reading on the VTVM, the trouble 
is elsewhere. 

3 ) Capacitor C-5 has an internal short circuit, putting the grid 
directly to chassis ground. This is possible, but unlikely with a 
new capacitor. Unsolder either lead and note whether the meter 
reading changes. 

4) Capacitor C-4 is shorted. This also grounds the grid through 
contacts 5 and 14 of the switch and again coil L-6. Actually, this 
coil has some resistance, but hardly enough to show on the 
meter and certainly only a very small fraction of 22,000 ohms. 

If we move to the next grid, No. 7, we find the meter should 
show zero resistance. Why? Trace the connection of pin 7 to the 
left. It goes first to the group of variable capacitors C-1, C-2, C-3; 
unless some of their plates are touching, these are of course open 
circuits to DC. Now move down to contact 5 of switch S-1B, out 
through contact 12, and to ground through the secondary of L-1. 

If the meter reads other than zero, these possibilities present them
selves: 

1) The secondary of L-1 is open. Touch the probe of the VTVM to 
terminal 1 of this coil; if the meter reads zero the winding is 
OK. If it doesn't read at all (again possible but unlikely), the 
winding is open. 

2 ) The switch contacts are not "making" properly. Examine them 
closely. 

3 ) The switch is not wired correctly. Examine it with double care! 

Let's move all the way down to V-6, the rectifier, for another set 
of conditions. Between ground and pin 1 or pin 6 the reading should 
be about i50, the resistance of each half of the high-voltage sec
ondary of transformer T-5. What if there's no reading at all, that is, 
an open circuit? The strong likelihood is that you have merely for
gotten to bridge the two REMOTE terminals on the back apron of the 
chassis. You can check this without even looking at these terminals 
by co1mecting one probe of the meter to pin 1 and the other to 
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pin 6; the reading should now be approximately 300 ohms, the 
resistance of the full secondary. 

An important but frequently neglected test is the one on the 
primary of T-5. With the line switch S-5 off, connect the VTVM to 
the prongs of the line plug; the reading should be infinity-open 
circuit. Close S-5 by turning up the volume control a notch. The 
meter needle should move to zero, because the resistance of the 
primary is very low. If the reading remains at infinity, you've prob
ably forgotten lo insert the little cartridge fuse F-1 in the insulatecl 
holder at the extreme left end of the chassis apron. There is also a 
slim chance that the fuse itself is open. 

This kind of ci rcuit chasing is called continu ity checking. It can 
show up fully go per cent of all the faults that develop in electronic 
gear, so your experience with it here in the receiver will prove very 
valuable when you work on more complicated sets. 

VOLTAGE C H E CKS 

If the preliminary resistance checks show things to be normal, 
it is safe to hook any sort of temporary antenna to tl1c set, S'vVitch 
to Band A ( the broadcast band), plug it in, and turn it on. Whj]c 
it's warming up, put your face close to the top of the chassis and 
then to the bottom, and sniff around. If there's a short circuit any
where yom nose will tell you about it, because the smell of bm,,ing 
insulation and wax is acrid. If the tubes and pilot lamps light up 
and there are no wisps of smoke in sight, you can proceed with a 
voltage check. 

Because the JF transformers and the various antenna and oscillator 
coils are pretu ned at the factory to their approximately correct set
tings, i t is <1u ite possible that you will hear some local stations right 
away. Of course this is encouraging, but check the voltages first 
anyway. 

With the ground lead of the v-r,·'.'r still clipped to the chassis, 
swi tch to the 500-volt nc scale. Refer to the schematic and note that 
the B voltage starts at pin 7 of the rectifier tube V-6. At this point 
it should read about 230 volts. At further points through the circuit 
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it is lower because of the presence of various dropping resistors. 
For example, consider the three tubes lined up immediately above 
the rectifier. At the plate of the BFO tube V-5A the normal voltage 
is only 55, at the plate of the audio amplifier V-3B it is 95, and at 
the plate of V-5B it is 208. These values a re approximate and depend 
to some extent on the line voltage. 

Measurement of plate and screen current is rarely if ever under
taken in receivers because this necessitates opening many circuits 
individually for the series connection of a milliammeter. This is a 
troublesome and time-consuming job, and the information furnished 
by it is not too significant. Voltage checks a re easy, because it is 
only necessary to touch the meter probe to any exposed wire, lug, 
terminal, etc., that is carrying DC. If the voltages are nonn al, the 
current is automatically normal, too. ln transmitters the situation is 
quite different; milliammeters are built into even the smallest and 
cheap est models, with switehing facilities, because they are needed 
for critical tuning op erations. 

CIRCUIT ALIGNMENT 

In a typical superheterodyne, alignrnent is the process of ad
justing three sections to certain frcquenci<:!s or frequency ranges. 
The IF transfonners T-1, T-2 and T-3 arc tuned to the fixed inter
mediate frequency of 1,650 kc. The antenna coils L-1 through L -5 
a re made to cover £ve different bands of carrier frequencies when 
tuned by the variable capacitors C-1B/ C-2B/ C-3. The oscillator 
coils L-6 through L-10, for the same five bands, are offset i ,650 kc 
in frequency when tuned by C-1A/ C-2A. 

There are two ways of aligning a receiver. The first and the 
quicker is to use a signal generator. This is a calibrated radio
frequency oscillator, the known output of whieh is fed first to the 
1F stages and then to the antenna circuit. Such a generator produces 
a modulated signal that comes through the loudspeaker very nicely. 
Ho'.vever, because the human ear does not differentiate well be
tween small changes of sound, it is b etter practice to connect the 
VTVJvr across the voice coil of the speaker and to observe the meter 
read ings as the various circuits a re tuned. 
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The only trouble with the signal-generator method is that the 
instrument itself cosl<; more than $25, is needed only for about 25 
minutes, and is a poor investment unless the builder ex-pects to make 
a lot of other receivers. It is cheaper to bring the receiver to a pro
fess ional servic:e technician and to have him do the job for a few 
dolJars. 

The second method of alignment makes use of signals from live 
transmitting stations. This takes more time and patience than the 
generator method, but in the end it can be just as good. There arc 
always A~c stations on the air, and they are powerful enough to 
push some intelligence through even a badly misaligned set. With 
any audible signal whatsoever to start with, you can play with the 
tuning adjustments without fear of damaging anything in the 
circuits. 

In theory, L-C circuits of low resistance tune sha11)ly, but in 
practice they are often fairly broad. This is definitely true of the 
antenna and IF transformers, the slugs of which can be twisted back 
and forth a couple of turns from their factory settings without pro
ducing more than a weak flicker of the vw~-c needle. The oscillator 
adjustments, however, are an entirely different story. They arc <Juite 
critical, because any discrepancies arc multiplied in the heterodyn
ing action with the carrier signals. 

Once the lF transfom1ers are adjusted to give maximum results 
on the b roadcast band, they do not have to be touched for the 
other bands, since all carrier frequencies are converted to 1,650 kc. 

The tr.ick in ad justing the antenna and oscillator circuits for the 
shortwave bands without a signal generator (Fig. 8-7) is to fish 
around patiently for wwv, which broadcasts all around the clock 
on 2.5, 5, 10, i5, 20, and 25 Mc.:. Located near \Vashington, D.C., 
this station is operated by the National Bureau of Standards, an 
agency of the federal government, for the specific purpose of pro
viding eng ineers, technicians, ship operators, and amateurs every
where with extremely accurate and stable signals for the calibration 
of receivers, transmitters, and frequency standards. Voice announce
ments arc made every five minutes, so the station is easy to spot. 
Similar h·ansmissions are made by wwvH, located in Hawaii, but 
only on 5, 10, and 15 Mc and only with Morse identification. (It's 
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good code practice, too! ) This is eertainly a wonderful scrvi<.:e, and 
any owner of a shortwave receiver can easily take advantage 
of it. 

For a beginner, alignment of a multistage superhct is not easy, 
because some of the adjustments tend to disturb each other and a 
b it of slug twiddling may be necessary to establish balance among 
them. \Vhat saves the situation and makes alignment prac.:ticable is 
the factory presetting of the L-C elements. All in all, the job is a 
very interesting one, and when you're finished with it you'll really 
know something about circuits. 

LISTE NI N G PO S T 

With the receiver in working order, you are ready to set up a 
listening post, or half of an amateur station, as shown in Fig. 8-8. 
Although the R-55 has a built-in loudspeaker, you'll be wise to buy 

8-7. Slugs of IF transformers are ad justed from the top wi th the aid 
of an insulated tool, supplied with the kit. This is a rear view of the 
completed chassis. 
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8-8. A listening post to keep a prospective amoteur very busy. Com
pleted Knight Kit R-55 receiver, with earphones and 24-hour clock on 
top; poper and pencils, callbook, and OST, ham magazine, on table. 

a good pair of headphones right away, so that you can listen at any 
time without disturbing other members of the family in the same 
room. You'll need a copy of the Radio Amateur Cal/book, which 
lists several hundred thousand licensed hams in two sections: one 
for the United States alone, and the other for the other countries 
of the world . As soon as you start identifying stations by their call 
lette rs, either in voice or !viorsc, you'll certainly want to look up 
their loca tions. You'll also need lots of p lain-ruled pap er and a 
couple of penci ls or pens, beeause you'll get code practice from li".e 
stations all over the world. 
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transmitter· theory 

1N A R.\DIO TRAXS.MrrrEH, the circuit which generates the high
frequency AC current that ultimately produces radio waves at an 
antenna is called an oscillator. In most amateur transmitters the 
heart of such an oscillator is a vacuum tube, usually a triode or a 
tetrode. However, increasing use is being made of transistors, which 
arc d iscussed in Chapter 15. The vacuum-tube oscillator, in addi
tion to perfonning so vital a function in trnnsmitters, is used in 
superheterodyne receivers, signal generators, frec1uency meters, and 
many other electronic devices. 

Any vacuum-tube amplifier can be made to oscillate or generate 
a self-sustained AC signal if more energy is fed back in phase from 
the plate circuit than is lost in the grid circuit. The frequency of 
the AC signal depends on the inductance and capacitance in the grid 
circuit. You will recall that a regenerative detector obtained a large 
amount of signal amplification by feec.l ing back a portion of the 
amplified plate signal in phase to the grid. However, an important 

i56 
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factor in the operation of the regenerative detector is that it should 
be just on the border line between oscillating and not oscillating. 
In other words, the amount of RF energy fed back from plate to 
grid must be just about the same as that dissipated by the resistance 
in the grid circuit. If the coupling between the plate and grid cir
cuits is increased only very slightly beyond the point of critical 
regeneration, the L-C elements in the grid circuit break into oscil
lat ion . Th.is oscillating action is very strong because of the amplify
ing effect of the h1be itself. 

THE GRID-LEAK OSCILLATOR 

The g1id-leak oscillator shown in Fig. 9-1 is often referred to as 
a tuned-grid or tickler-coil oscillator. Here is how it works. 

When the switch S is closed, the tube begins to conduct. The 
tube's grid, being in the path of the cathode-to-plate electron 
stream, collects a few electrons. Capacitor C:! blocks the flow of 
DC and does not allow the excess grid electrons to flo-..v back to the 
cathode. In order to return to the cathode these electrons must flow, 

Lz 

Cz 

s 

9-1. A grid-leak oscillator. 
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or leak, through resistor R1• This action causes a voltage drop across 
R, and places a negative bias on the grid. This grid action from 
positive to negative is enough of a triggering pulse to start the 
L1/C 1 oscillating. Once oscillations start, they arc amplified by the 
tube and appear across L:!. This tickler coil L"!. is inductively coupled 
to the grid coil L1 . The feedback due to this coupling is sufficient to 
sustain oscillations. Capacitor C1 is made variable so that the circuit 
can be tuned over a range of frequencies. 

THE HARTLEY OSCILLATOR 

The Hartley oscillator, shown in Fig. 9-2, is identical with the 
basic tickler circuit of Fig. 9-1, with the physical difference that it 
uses a single tapped coil instead of two separate coils. The "tickler" 
is now the lower section of L1, between the tap and B-. It is di
rectly in series with the plate-cathode elements of the tube. In effect 
L1 is an autotransformer, with the lower part the primary and the 
entire winding the secondary. Capacitor Ca is merely a bypass to 

B+ 
9-2. The basic Hartley oscillator circuit. 
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s 

9-3. The Colpitts oscil lator. 

provide a low-impedance path for the amplified RF signal com
ponent of the plate current. 

The circuit of Fig. 9-2 is p robably the most widely used variable 
:RF oscillator i.n amateur practice because it is extremely simple and 
reliable and because it permits the tuning capacitor C 1 to have its 
rotor plates grounded directly to the usual metal chassis of the 
actual transm itter or other piece of equipment. 

THE COLPITTS OS CILLATOR 

This oscillator is similar to the Hartley, but uses capacitive 
instead of inductive coupling between the plate and grid circuits 
of the tube, as in Fig. 9-3. The effect of the tickler coil is produced 
by capacitor C:!, which is charged by part of the amplified RF signal 
in the p late circuit and then d ischarges through L 1 and C 1 in the 
grid. A disadvantage of this arrangement is the need for a double 
but spli t va1-iable capacitor C 1/C:!. Variations of the Colpitts oscil
lator are useful for specia I ptu1Joses. 

Since the feedback capacitor does not pass oc, the nc p late 
circuit from cathode to plate is completed through the HF choke 
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9-4. The luned-plote tuned-grid oscillator. 

L~. The latter passes oc readil)', but because it has a high imp.edance 
to RF it forces the RF component of the plate current to flow through 
C4 to C2, where it is wanted. 

THE TUNED-PLATE TUNED-GRID OSCILLATOR 

As its name implies, this circuit (Fig. 9-4 ) has one tuned circuit 
Li/C1 in its grid and another L2/ C:1 in its p late. When the plate is 
tuned to a slightly higher frequency than the grid, it tends to return 
energy to the latter through the capacitance formed b)' the actual 
plate and grid elements in the tube. This intcrelectrode capacitance 
is represented by the dotted lines in the diagram. The frequency of 
oscillation is determined by the L-C circuit with the lower Q. This 
symbol stands for quality, and is the ratio of the reactance of either 
L or C to the series resistance. In practical circuits the tuning 
capacitor, with its air insulation, has virtually infinite resistance, so 
the determining Q factor is the small but appreciable resistance of 
the tuning coil. 

Known as TPTG for short, this type of circuit rec1uires two com
pletely independent L-C circuits, not inductively coupled, and is 
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tricky to adjust. It was used in the early days of shortwave trans
mission when oscillator stability wasn't as important as it is now, 
and is mentioned here only because it is the basis for the crystal
controlled oscillator. 

CRYSTAL -CON T HOLLED O SC ILL A TORS 

Small, flat pieces of quartz crystal have the extraordinary property 
of acting exactly like conventional combinations of inductance and 
capacitance, with the improvement that they have extremely high 
Q. The frequ ency of oscillation is determined by their thickness, 
and can be adjusted lo very close tolerances merely by grinding. 
The thinner the cr)'stal, the higher the frequency. Actual crystals 
used in communica tions equipmen t are about the size of ordinary 
postage stamps and arc protected in simple holders with brass 
plates making conta<.:t with the parallel surfaces (Fig. 9-5). 

Known as rocks in ham lingo, crystals are inexpensive, reliable, 
accurate, and foolproof, and therefore very popular with amateurs 

• 
A 

B 

9-5. (Al Two crystal holders and (B) a disassembled crystal. 
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9-6. A circuit of a basic crysta l-controlled oscilla tor. 

everywhere. Holders of certain lower grades of amateur licenses 
are rcquirt·d by law to use crystal control to keep within narrowly 
confined frer1uency bands. Experi enced hams use crystals as a 
matter of choice for many Pllll)OSes. 

THE C R YS T AL-CONTROL L E D TGTP OS CIL LATO R 

If the Li / C1 circuit of Fig. 9-4 is replaced by a crystal, as in Fig. 
9-6, we sti.11 have a TCT P oscillator, but with only one tunable 
circuit, L/ C. The adjustment of the latter is not critical, the fre
quency now being determined entirely by the very high Q crystal. 
As simple as this circuit is, it is entirely d ependable. 

THE PIE RCE CRYSTAL OSCILLA TOR 

The Pierce crystal oscillator ( Fig. 9-7) is actually a Colpitts 
oscillator in which the tuned circuit is replaced by a crystal. Voltage 
division is accomplished through the plate-cathode and grid
cathode intcrelectroclc capacitance of the tube. The Pierce circuit 
is widely used because it is even simpler than the TC:TI' crystal
controlled oscillator. 
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T HE SINGLE ·TUBE TUANSM I TTEH 

It is possible to feed the output of a simple oscillator directly to 
an antenna and to accomplish fairly good cw communication with 
the combination. However, because this has certain drawbacks, and 
also because tubes and circuit components are cheap, most amateurs 
(even beginners) use one or more additional stages he tween the 
oscillator and the aerial. These stages not only produce a stronger 
output signal, but also pe1mit more flexible control of the radiated 
carrier frequency. 

I N T ERS T AGE COUPL I NG 

The coupling beh:veen the various stages of a transmitter using 
one or more stages of amplification after the oscillator should trans
fer the radio signal with as little energy loss as possible. There are 
two basic methods of interstage coupling, capacitive coupling and 
inductive coupling. 

Figure g-8 illustrates hvo methods of capacitive coupling behveen 
llF stages. In (A), V1 might be the oscillator tube, and L1/C 1 its 
plate-tuning elements. The coupling to the amplifier tube v~ is 
provided by capacitor c~, which may be either fixed or variable. 

CJ 
CRYSTAL 

A 

r-:; 
OUTPUT 

RF 
CHOKE 

B+ 

B+ 

B 

9-7. (Al The equivalent circuit of a Pierce crystal osci llator is similar 
to that o f a Colpitts; (BJ a practical Pierce circuit. 
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If it is variable, it acts to some extent to control the amplitude of 
the signal fed from Vi to V :!· In the grid circuit of the latter, L2 is 
merely an RF choke that permits grid bias to come through from 
the bias source without letting RF energy short-circuit itself to that 
source. 

In circuit ( B), V 1 might be an intermediate stage and V 2 a suc
ceeding one. The plate circuit of V 1 here is not tuned, but its oc 
circuit is completed by the choke Lh which forces the amplified 
signal at the plate to go through coupling capacitor C 1 to the giid 
of V:i. The L2 again is an nF choke to keep the amplified signal going 
to the grid. 

Inductive coupling also takes two general forms. Figure 9-9 shows 
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what might well be the IF stage of a superheterodyne receiver. 
The T1 is a transformer, with the tuned primary in the plate circuit 
of the driver tube V1 and the tuned secondary in the grid circuit 
of the driven stage V~. In some low-powered transmitters T1 'is 
actually a regulation ff transformer. 

Sometimes it is desirable for purposes of safety, especially when 
high voltages are involved, to have complete physical separation 
between one stage and another. This is done by link coupling, as 
shown in Fig. 9-9. In the plate circuit of V1 , coils L1 and L 1,, are 
primary and secondary, respectively, of an RF h·ansformer, with 
L, tuned by Ci in the usual manner. In the grid circuit of V!!, L:? 
and Lw arc secondary and primary of an identical transformer. The 
L1 induces energy in L1,1; this travels through the connecting link 

c -

8 + DIRECT TRANSFORMER ACTION 

V I V2 

D 
c-

B+ 
LINK COUPLING 

9 -9. Inductive coupling circuits. 
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between L u and L 2,1, and L2A induces the energy into L'.!. The link 
itself can be twisted-pair ·wire or coaxial cable. Because of the dual 
tuning circuits, link-coupled stages require very careful adjustment 
for best results. 

RF POWER AMPLI FICAT ION 

Radio-frequency power amplifiers are operated class C, which 
means that the grid is biased slightly below cutoff so that plate cw-
rent Hows for less than i8o degrees of the input cycle. Operating an 
amplifier class C assmes high plate efficiency and permits more than 
normal power to be applied to the tube without exceeding its ability 
to handle the increased current flow. 0 In other words, since the tube 
is nonconducting or resting fo r less than half of the input cycle, it 
can pass more cunent when it does conduct without being damaged. 
The fact that an Ilf' amplifier operates class C also explains the need 
for a tuned tanl< circuit as a plate or output load. If a nonresonant 
plate load were used, the output signal would be an amplified ver
sion of that positive portion of the input signal during which the 
tube conducts. Thus, assuming that the input signal is a sine wave, 
the output signal would be something less than half a sine wave. 
However, if a resonant tank circuit is used as a plate load for a 
class C amplifier, the output signal across the tank is always a sine 
wave at the frequency of L-C resonance. One way to look at it is to 
imagine the "flywheel" action of a tank circuit (or its inherent 
nature to oscillate at its resonant freguency) as filling in the portion 
of the input sine-wave signal cut off when the tube is nonconducting. 

The output impedance or plate load of an RF power-amplifier tube 
is adjusted by tuning the plate tank circuit to resonance so that it 
effectively acts as a pure resistance at the operating freguency. 
Increasing the amount of energy lnnsferred to the grid of a fol
lowing amplifier (or in the case of the final amplifier, an antenna) 
effectively reduces the plate load resistance ( the nc resistance of 

0 The output power of a transmitter using a class C final ampliller may be 
calculated as approximately 60 per cent of the iJ1put power to the final amplifier. 
The input power to a tube is determined as plate current times plate voltage. 
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the resonant tank circuit) of the driving tube. Since reducing the 
plate resistance of nn amplifier increases the plate current, we can 
see how adjusting the coupling or "loading" of the plate tank circuit 
of a power-amplifier stage affects tube operation. For example, it 
is usually desirable for the final HF power amplifier of a transmitter 
to deliver maximum power to th<' antenna. To do this, coupling 
between the antenna and the plate tank circuit is increased until 
the tube draws its maximum rated p.late current. However, when 
increasing the coupling to obtain the desired plate cmrcnt, care 
must be taken to keep the plate tank circuit itself adjusted to 
resonance. 

\
1Vhen an HF amp lifier has input and output circuits tuned to the 

same frequency, it osc.:illates like a tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator, 
unless steps are taken to lessen the effect of feedbac.:k through the 
grid-to-plate interelectrode capacitanc.:e. In pentodes and tetrocles 
this grid-to-plate capacitance is reduced enough by the internal 
shielding of the screen grid, and no special circuits are required. 
However, since tetrodes and pentodes tend to oscillate with very 
small values of feedback voltages, care must be exercised to prevent 
the possibility of external feedback. This requires good isolation 
between plate and grid circuits. 

\.:Vhen a triode is used, a special circuit must be used to reduce 
the feedback through the g1id-to-platc capacitance, since it has no 
screen grid to shield the grid from plate. This circuit accomplishes 
what is known as neutralization. Essentially, neutralization is ac
complished by taking a portion of the RF current from either the 
grid or plate circuit and applying it to !'he other circuit, so that it 
effectively cancels the current flowing between grid and plate 
because of the interclectrode capacitance. For complete neutraliza
tion, the two 11.F currents must be cx1ual in amplitude and i8o de
grees out of phase. One method of neutralizing, known as plate 
neutralization, is shown in Fig. 9-10 . The circuit shown here uses 
a balanced outvut with voltage division obtained by the split
tuning capacitor of the tank circuit. This means that the voltage 
at the top of the tank-circuit coil and at the plate is i8o degrees 
out of phase with the voltage at the bottom of the tank-circuit coil. 
The capacitor Cs, the neutralizing capacitor, thus picks off a por-
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9- l 0 . Plate neutralization of a triode RF amplifier to prevent oscilla
tion. 

tion of the llF signal current from the bottom of the tank-circuit coil 
and applies it to the grid to cancel the RF signal fed back because of 
the plate-to-grid interelectrode capacitance. To achieve canceling 
with a voltage of equal amplitude, C,v is adjusted until its capaci
tance is approximately equal to the plate-to-grid capacitance of the 
tube. The actual process of neutralizing requires a milliammeter 
to read the rectified DC grid current. If a triode RF amplifier is not 
neutralized, tuning the plate circuit through resonance causes a per
ceptible drop in grid cur.rent. The neutralizing capacitor is adjusted 
so that tuning the plate circuit through resonance has no pro
nounced effect on grid current. 

FREQUENCY MULTIPLICAT IO N 

In some transmitters it is desirable to have the transmitted fre
quency a multiple of the oscillator frequency. This is accomplished 
by tuning the RF amplifier following the oscillator to a harmonic 
or multiple of the oscillator frequency. Theoretically, the plate tank 
circuit can be tuned to any harmonic of the input signal. f However, 

t The fundamental frequency is called the flrst harmonic. For example, 200 

cps. is the second harmonic of ioo cps, 300 cps the third harmonic, and so forth. 
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since there is a marked drop in plate efficiency beyond the second 
harmonic, most multipliers are usually doublers, with the plate tank 
tuned to the second harmonic of the grid signal. A mu ltiplier using 
a triode never needs to be neutralized. Since the plate and grid cir
cuits arc tuned to different frequencies, there is no danger of oscil
lation due to grid-to-plate interelectrode capacitance. Using two or 
more doublers in succession permits obtaining an output frequency 
that is 4, 8, i6, etc., times the original oscillator frequency. 

KEYING 

Keying a transmitter is nothing more than turning it on and off 
by means of a switch, the telegraph key. Methods of keying are 
referred to by such names as blocked-grid keying, plate-circuit 
keying, and cathode keying. 

Blocked-grid keying works by applying a blocking bias to the 
control or suppressor grid of a transmitter's oscillator or amplifier 
tube when the key is open. This effectively shuts off a transmitter, 
since the tube which is biased to cutoff ceases to conduct. V/hen the 
key is closed, the bias is removed and the tube conducts to "turn 
on" the transmitter. With grid-blocked keying, because it handles 
a small current flow, there is little chance for the key to spark. 

Plate-circuit keying, which works by turning on and off the power 
to the plate of a transmitter's stage, is effective since it guarantees 
that the keyed stage will not conduct when the key is open. For 
p late-circuit keying, a key is placed in series \.V:ith the negative lead 
from the plate power supply. A key also may be effectively placed 
in series with the positive lead; however, this requires a keying 
relay to isolate the key, since this point is a substantial voltage 
above ground. 

Cathode keying works by opening and closing the cathode lead 
to a tube. This effectively opens and closes the nc circuits of both 
the plate and grid at the same time. Cathode keying is very similar 
to p late-circuit keying, although it usually produces Jess arcing at 
the key contacts than plate-circuit keying. 

When a transmitter is not completely turned off between the clots 
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and dashes, as in the case of improper blocked-g1id keying, it pro
duces what is known as a backwa.ve. When a transmitter generating 
backwave radiations is keyed, the transmitted dots and dashes heard 
at a receiver would be merely louder portions of a continuous tone. 
This makes the code difficult to copy. A backwave may also be pro
duced by keying a triode final amplifier that has not been properly 
neutralized. Backwave radiation is easily discovered by monitoring 
your own transmission. 

The wave shape of cw transmission is also interesting. Theo
retically perfec t keying would produce the square envelopes shown 
in Fig. 9-ll (A). Here, turning the transmitter on and off is accom
plished instantaneously. Actually, this perfect keying is not desirable, 
because the resulting square envelope contains an infinite number 
of harmonic frequencies that produce short pulses of energy 
throughout the entire radio spectrum. These very .short pulses of 
wide-band energy are known as key clicks. Although it is possible to 
key a transmitter so as to produce key clicks at both the beginning 
and end of a code character, the selective nature of the tuned circuit 
eliminates the higher harmonics. Thus, a transmitter's tuned circuits 
tend to round olf the keying envelope to produce one with a more 

A 

B 

c 

9- 11. Keying envelopes: (A) theoreticolly perfect keying, (BJ com pletely 
sinusoidal keying with a slow buildup and decay, and (CJ desirable 
keying with a foster buildup than decay . 
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gradual rise and fall from zero to maximum transmitted energy. 
Figure 9-11 shows different keying envelopes: (A) and (B) repre
sent the two extremes of completely rectangular and sinusoidal 
envelopes; ( C) shows desirable keying. Notice that a desirable en
velope has a faster buildup than decay. This relatively fas t buildup 
at the beginning of a code character produces a slight key click 
that makes the characters more pleasing to hear and easier to read, 
yet does not interfere with transmission on neru·by frequencies. 

VO ICE MODULA TIO N 

A discussion of voice modulation necessaiily begins with the 
actual sound or vibratory disturbance of air that is set up when a 
person talks. Sound waves can vary over a relatively wide frequency 
range. The range of sound that humans can hear (the audible 
range) varies from around i5 to i8,ooo cps. The vibratory nature 
of sound makes it relatively simple to modulate an m· carrier with 
sound intelligence even though plotted wave forms of most sounds, 
such as the human voice, are complex combinations of a funda
mental sine wave and its harmonics. First of all, sound such as the 
spoken word is transformed into an AC voltage varying at the same 
frequency and relative amplitude as the sound vibrations. This is 
accomplished by a microphone. ( Refer to Chapter 3 for the opera
tion of the various types of microphones.) The AC voltages repre
senting sound intelligence at the output of a microphone are then 
amplified to a strengt11 sufficient for modulating (varying the am
plitude of) a carrier current before it is applied to a transmitter's 
antenna. Alternating-current voltages representative of sound 
vibrations are referred to as audio voltages. Vacuum-tube or 
transistor stages that amplify audio voltages are referred to as audio 
amplifiers. 

As we have already learned in our discussion of receivers, the 
process of communicating by radio is completed when a receiver 
picks up the modulated radio waves, amplifies them, extracts the 
audio voltages, and finally applies these audio voltages to a speaker 
or earphones which do the reverse of the microphone and convert 
them back into the original sound intelligence. 
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AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

There are certain conditions that affect the "pureness" as well as 
the intensity of the modulated intelligence. For example, it is in1-
portant that the amplitude of the RF carrier be constant before 
being modulated . Poor £ltering of the transmitter's power supply 
could impose a 60-cycle variation on the RF carrier, which would 
result in a Go-cycle hum being heard by any receiver picking up the 
transmission. 

The percentage of modulation, or the depth to which an RF car
rier is modulated, determines the strength of the audible output. 
The maxinrnm occurs with ioo per cent modulation, or when the 
carrier is at intervals reduced to zero as well as raised to a peak 
amplitude of twice its unmodulated amplitude. Four degrees of 
modulation are illustrated in Fig. 9-12: (A) shows an unmodulated 
carrier with an amplitude A; (B) shows 50 per cent modulation, 
the modulation causing a maximum increase and decrease of one
half the carrier's urnnodu1ated amplitude, or A/2, and ( C) shows 
lOO per cent modulation, the modulation causing a maximum in
crease and decrease equal to the unmodulated amplitude of the 
carrier, or A. Notice that for 100 per cent modulation the carrier is 
reduced to zero as well as increased to twice its unmodulated 
amplitude, or a total of 2A. Figure 9-12( D) shows the effect of 
overmoclulation. Here the peak amplitude exceeds twice the un
modulated carrier amplitude, and the shape of the modulating 
wave has been disto1ted. Consequently, overmodulation distorts the 
actual intelligence. 

SIDEBANDS 

vVhen we modulate an RF carrier with audio, we combine two 
frequencies-the carrier frequency and, at any given instant, the 
frequency of the audio signal. 

Two actions now occur. First, the hitherto continuous-wave car
rier varies up and down in amplitude in direct accord with the 
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9-12 . Percentage of modulation : (A) unmodulated carrier, (B) 50 per 
cent, (C) 100 per cent, and (D) overmodulation . 
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original voice variations; hence the name amplitude modulation 
(AM) for this method. Second, the mixing action of the two separate 
RF and AF cmrents causes the carrier to spread out in frequency by 
an amount equal to the sum of the frequencies in one direction and 
their difference in the other. These shifts are called sidebands. 

For example, let us assume a typical amateur carrier of 3 ,900 kc 
and an AF modulation signal of 2 kc ( 2,000 cps ). In addition to the 
existing carrier, we now get 3,900 plus 2 , or 3,902 kc, which is called 
the upper sideband, and 3,900 minus 2 , or 3,898 kc, the lower side
band. The total signal that goes out over the air is no longer strictly 
limited to 3,900 kc but is 4 kc wide with 3,900 as the center point. 
The same audio modulation appears in both sidebands, so what we 
have in effect is two different RF signals with the same AM signal on 
them. 

During the early clays of radiotelephony it occurred to engineers 
that either sideband, and the carrier as well, could be eliminated 
from the transmission without affecting the basic voice intelligence 
contained in the remaining sideband. The system that accomplishes 
this reduction is called single-sideband suppressed carrier, invari
ably shortened to sideband or ssa. Initially, the equipment needed 
to cancel out two-thirds of the AM signal was both complicated and 
expensive, so the method was used only on commercial radiotele
phone circuits. In recent years, it has been simplified considerably, 
and although it is still much tr.ickier than conventional double
sideband AM it is being adopted more and more by amateurs be
cause of certain operating advantages it affords. 

The theory and circuitry of ssa transmitters are beyond the scope 
of this book, which is intended only to get prospective amateurs 
started in the hobby. Beginners will do well to acquire their initial 
technical know-how and operating skill on A:tvf, and then to work 
gradually into complexities of ssu. The appendix lists some good 
books on the subject. 

~Nhile AM and ssa transmitters are quite different from each 
other, any high-grade communications receiver responds well to 
both types of signals. The basic requirement for ssa reception is a 
beat-frequency oscillator, which has the effect of adding an artificial 
carrier to the carrierless signals in the IF stages. This calTier and 
the transmitted sideband can then be detected in the usual manner. 
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If an ssa signal is properly tu ned in, there .is absolutely no way of 
telling it apart from a conventional double-sideband signal. The 
need for a UFO poses no problem; all communications receivers 
have one anyway! 

PLATE MODULA TIO N 

There arc various methods by which the amplitude of an RF car-
1ier can be modulated. The most widely used and in many ways 
the simplest and easiest to control is 71/ate modulation. In plate 
modulation, the audio signal is combined with the oc plate supply 
of a transmitter's final amplifier, usually by transformer coupling. 
The audio signal c:an be considered as an additional B+ supply 
for the plate of the final amplifier. The plate voltage varies in ac
cordance with the audio signal, thereby causing the ampl itude of 
the RF carrier to do the same. However, to achieve a strong audio 
output with a high percentage of modulation, a relatively powerful 
audio signal must be used. For example, to achieve ioo per cent 
modulation of a h·ansmitter with 100-watt input· to the fina l ampli
fier ( input power being equal to p late volts times plate current ), 
the input power to the fina l modulator tube must be 50 watts. In 
other words, plate-modulating a transmitter with ioo per cent 
modulation theoretically increases the transmitted power by 50 per 
cent. If we were to transmit a pure audio tone, this would actually 
be the case. However, the audio signal of voice intelligence has less 
inherent power than a pure tone, so the actual increase of trans
mitted power is only about 25 per cent. Nevertheless, to achieve 100 

per cent modulation with voice intelligence, the final stage of audio 
signal amplification must still have a rated power input that is 50 
per cent of the input power to the transmitter's final amplifier. 

GR ID MOD U LATION 

Grid moclitlation is a means for modulating the final amplifier of 
a transmitter \.Vith relatively littl e audio s.igna] power. vVith triodes, 
the audio signal is applied to the control grid. With tetrode and 
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pentode final amplifiers, the screen and suppressor grid are usually 
used instead. In either case, the effect is to vary the RF carrier at 
the plate of the final amplifier in accordance with the audio signal 
applied to the grid. Grid modulation requires less audio signal 
power than plate modulation, since the audio signal essentially 
serves as a fom1 of fluctuating bias. 

MODULATION CIRCUITS 

The circuitry used to modulate the amplitude of a transmitter's 
RF carrier depends upon many factors such as the type of modula
tion, the type of microphone, and the output power of the transmit
ter being modulated. However, all such circuits are the same in that 
their purpose is to amplify the weak output of a microphone to the 
sb·ength needed for efficient modulation (between 75 and lOO per 
cent modulation). As an example, Fig. 9-13 shows a simplified 
circuit that might be used for plate modulation. In this case two 
stages are shown, a speech amplifier and a modulator stage. If the 
transmitter being modulated has a relatively powerful output, an 
additional stage or stages of amplification would be needed between 
the speech amplifier and modulator to drive the high-ctm ent modu
lator h1bes. 

In Fig. 9-13 a single-button carbon microphone is indicated. Cur
rent from the battery flows through the microphone's loosely packed 
carbon granules. As a person speaks, the microphone's diaphragm 
vibrates and the pressure on the carbon granules is increased and 
decreased to cause a corresponding variation of current flowing 
through the p1imary winding of the microphone transformer. The 
rheostat shown in the circuit may be needed to adjust the current 
through the microphone to the value specified for the particuhu· 
microphone used. The alternating audio voltages representative of 
the speech imposed on the microphone's diaphragm are thus ap
plied to the grid of the speech-ampJifier tube through the micro
phone transformer. The gain potentiometer is used to adjust the 
strength of this audio signal applied to the grid. Since this affects 
the strength of the signal at the output of the speech amplifier and 
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9 - 13. A simplified circuit for plate modulation. 
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hence the strength of the signal at the output of the modulator, ad
justment of the ga in control dctc1111ines the modulation percentage. 

The modulator in Fig . 9-13 is operated "push-pull." Since the 
grids and plates of the two mod ulator tubes are connected at op
posite ends of the speech amplifier's outptit by the two center
tapped transformers, the energy is evenly dist1ibutcd between the 
two tubes. Thus, with an aud io signal applied from the speech am
plifier through the modulator's input transrormer, the grid of one 
tube is positive when the grid of the other is negative. The plate 
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current of one tube is therefore rising while the other is falling, 
resulting in twice the signal power across the modulator output 
transformer as would be obtained by using a single tube. Since 
plate modu lation requires relatively strong audio power, the push
pull modulator tubes are normally operated class B, with each tube 
biased at cutoff. This means that each tube conducts for only half 
of the input cycle. However, because of the push-pull arrangement, 
one tube conducts for the positive half of the input cycle while the 
other conducts for the negative half. As a result, the full input 
cycle appears across the modulator output transfonner and there is 
no distortion of the audio signal. Class B operation (discussed in 
Chapter 4) gives increased power output over class A operation. 

The modulator tubes chosen should be capable of delivering a 
sinusoidal output power that is equal to approximately 50 per cent 
of the output power of the transmitter being plate-modulated. This 
will permit ioo per cent modulation, although normally the gain 
would be adjusted for somewhat less to prevent the possibility of 
overmoclulation. In any case, the modulator should be capable of 
lOO per cent modulation so that there is no danger of overd1iving 
the modulator to obtain efficient modulation . Like that of any ampli
fier, the output signal will be distorted if the grids of the modulator 
tubes are overexcited. 

MONITORING PHONE OPERATION 

It is important that the radio amateur have some means of check
ing his modulation. Certainly the easiest \.vay is to have a nearby 
amateur listen to your phone transmission and give )'OU a report on 
its quality. The most reliable modulation check, however, is to ob
serve the modulation envelope visibly by means of a cathode-ray 
oscilloscope. (See Chapter i4 for a functional description of an 
oscilloscope. ) Figure 9-14 shows how an oscilloscope is connected 
for checking modulation. 

Using an oscilloscope with an internal horizontal sweep, a small 
portion of the modulated output is coupled to the vertical input 
of the "scope" by means of a p ickup loop and a t\.visted-pair lead-in. 
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9-14. Connecting on oscilloscope to obtain visual indication of phone 
modulation . 

Notice that the bottom vertical input connection to the scope is 
grounded. Adjust the sweep frequency of the scope so that it is 
approximately i,200 cps. (This would display three envelopes of a 
400-cycle modulating tone. ) If a relatively pure tone at normal 
voice intensity can be applied to the microphone, tl1e modula tion 
envelopes appearing on the scope will be more or less sinusoidal 
and a clear indication of the modulation percentage will be ob
tained. Adjust the modulator gain control until the modulation 
percentage is roughly 80 per cent. Speak into the microphone and 
observe the modulation envelopes to make sure you have a sufficient 
modulation depth without overmodulation. Remember that the 
normal speech pattern will not be modulated to tl1e depth of a 
sine-wave tone of the same auclio power. Notice that the height of 
the modulation pattern on the scope may be adjusted by using the 
vertical gain conlTol of tJ1c scope or increasing the coupling of the 
pickup loop. For best scope presentation, the pattern should take 
up approximately ~ of the scope's vertical deflection. The dummy 
load antenna for the transmitter should be used when setting modu
lation level.:!: 

A regular cathode-ray oscilloscope is a rather cumbersome piece 
of equipment for the radio operating table. A much better instru-

t The use of a dummy load ( nonradiating) antenna is discussed in Chap
ter 12. 
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9-15. A monitor scope with o 3-inch cothode-roy tube, for checking 
phone modulation. (Courtesy of the Heoth Company.) 

ment is a monitor scope (sec Fig. 9-15), made especially for the 
job and designed to remain permanently connected to the trans
mitter. The one illustrated is available in kit f01m, and is a relatively 
simple project for anyone who has already built a VTVM, a receiver, 
or a transmitter. 
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the FCC amateur licenses 

WHILE KO LICENSE of any kind is needed for the use of shortwave 
receivers, the operation of shortwave transmitters is very strictly 
conb·olled by the various governments of the world in accordance 
with international treaties. In the United States the administering 
agency is the Federal Communications Commission, better known 
as the FCC. A license from the FCC is absolutely necessary for two
way amateur communication. 

After he has built a few pieces of basic equipment and studied 
electronic theory, and before he gets into transmitter construction, 
the would-be ham should address a letter to the Federal Com
rmmications Commission, ·washington, D.C. 20554, and rec1uest a 
copy of the free bulletin entitled "Amateur Radio Service." This 
w ill contain current information about license requirements, which 
change from time to time, and also a list of FCC offices. You do not 
have to include rctum postage or a self-addressed envelope, but 
you must write you r name and full address clearly. 

i 8 1 
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Because some pioneer hams, not professional engineers, were the 
first to demonstrate the usefulness of the short waves, the govern
ment has long encouraged the amateur hobby by making the 
license requirements rather simple. It has found that beginners 
improve their technical skill very rapidly after they acquire their 
"tickets" and go on the air with live equipment. For more than fifty 
years after the start of official licensing, in i912, there wasn't a 
charge of any kind. However, the increasing cost of government 
finally caught up even with the benevolent FCC, and beginning in 
1964 tickets started to have price tags. The fees a re very modest , 
and represent only a tiny fraction of the cost of a good receiver or 
transmitter. 

The one requirement for FCC licenses that has not changed is 
United States citizenship. If you are a citizen, it makes no differ
ence how old you are or where you live; if you can pass the tests, 
you can be a ham. 

It should b e pointed out immediately that, while there are sev
eral grades of licenses, it is not necessary to start with the lowest 
and then qualify progressively to the highest. Most new applicants, 
in fact, qualify for the latter on their first try. T he differences 
among the various grades lie mainly in the operating privileges 
they afford. Holders of the lower tickets are restricted to certain 
bands of frequencies ; holders of the more advanced tickets have 
greater freedom of choice. Since these bands are very important, 
they are listed herewith b efore we get into the licenses themselves. 
Figures are in megacycles, and the notations that follow have these 
meanings: A0, unmodulated carrier; A1, cw telegraphy; Az, tone
modulated CW; A3, :\M phone 0

; A4, facsimile; A5, television f; F1, 
frequency-shift keying; FM, frequency-modulation phone. 

80 meters, full band 3.500 to 
3.500 to 
3.800 to 

4.000 Al 
3.800 Fl 
4.000 A3 

0 This includes single-sideband phone, since this is actually Al\L Narrow-band 
FM m <ty also be used , except on i.8 t·o 2 :-.'k. 

t It is not generally realized that hams may actually set up their own tele
vision stations and use them for person-to-person sight and sound communica
tion. This is the ultimate thrill of amateur radio! 
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-10 meters, full band 7.000 to 7.300 Al 

7.000 to 7.200 Fl 
7.200 to 7.300 A3 

20 meters, fu ll band 14.00 to 14.35 Al 
14.00 to 14.200 Fl 
14.20 to J.4.35 A3 

15 rnd<:rs, full band 21.00 to 21.45 Al 
21.00 to 21.45 Fl 
21.25 to 21.45 A3 

10 meters, full band 28.00 to 29.70 Al 
28.50 to 29.70 A3 
29.00 to 29.70 F~f 

6 me ters 50.0 to 50.1 Al 
50.1 to 54.0 Al, A2, A3, A4 
51.0 to 54.0 A0 
52.5 to 54.0 F:-..C 

2 meters 144 to 147.9 A0, Al, A.2, A3, A4, nvc 
147.9 to 148 Al 

There arc higher frequency bands open for general experimenta
tion, but they rec1uire special equipment. l n megaeycles, they are: 
220 to 225, 420 to 450, i ,2 15 to 1,300, 2,300 to 2,450, 3,500 to 
3,700, 5,650 to 5,925, io,ooo to 10,500, 21,000 to 22,000, and all 
above 30,000. 

At the ot lwr end of the frequ enc.:y scale, portions of i.8 to 2 Mc 
arc open lo A1 and A3 only to reside nts of certain states and with 
diffenmt power ratings for day and night houJ·s. This is the "160"

mctcr band, and is not used very much bcc.:ause it is too close to t11c 
regular "~' broadcast hand and some maritime services. 

THE CENERAL CLASS LICENSE 

The holder of a "General" ticket may use any or all of the bands 
just list ed, with a maximum oc power of 1 ,000 watts to the final 
stage of any h·ansmitter except one working in the 420-450 i'vfc 
range, where the limit is 50 watts. The license runs for five yean 
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and is renewable without re-examination. This is definitely the best 
ticket to have. 

To qualify for a General, you must go in person to a district 
office or an examination point of the FCC and take a combination 
code and written test. A disb·ict office is a more or less permanent 
FCC establishment, located usually in a courthouse, post office, 
custom house, or other federal building, and is open daily during 
normal business hours. An examination point is a temporary office, 
set up several times a year to accommodate applicants who live 
considerable distances from regular FCC offi ces. The schedules of 
these points are published in the monthly amateur magazines. 

You are not restricted to the district office or examination closest 
to your home. Regardless of where you live, you can take the test 
at any FCC subdivision. However, it is advisable to telephone or 
write in advance to make sure of working schedules. In the larger 
cities you can usually walk in cold ; in others, an appointment may 
be necessary. Look in the phone book under "U.S. Government" 
and then for the F CC. 

The filing fee for a new license is $4.00. Have wit11 you a personal 
check or money order in that amount made out to the Federal 
Communcations Commission. Ask for a Form 610; fill it out, hand 
it with the check to the license examiner, and follow his instruc
tions. Don't give him cash, since the money and all papers relating 
to your application are mailed for processing to a central FCC office 
in Pennsylvania. 

If it is more convenient for you to go to an examination point, 
first send a letter to the permanent district office nearest to you and 
ask for a Form 6io. Fill this out and send it back with a remittance 
for $+00. The district office will then advise you by mail of the 
next scheduled point. 

In either case, the first elemen t of the General class examination 
is a code-receiving test of thirteen words per minute, run for five 
minutes. Y 011 don't have to copy the entire transmission perfectly; 
you pass if you get any one-minute section of it down correctly on 
paper. This generous provision gives you time to overcome initial 
nervousness. 

If you do not pass the code, your $4.00 are gone and you are 
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through, temporarily at least. You can return in a month, make 
another application, hand over another $4.00, and try again, and 
again and again every new month. If you do pass, as most appli
cants do, you are immediately handed the written test. This is gen
erally of the multiple-choice type, and involves basic radio theory 
and operation and the FCC rules and regulations. The examiner will 
check your paper and notify you on the spot if you pass or fail. If 
you pass, he will send your papers to Pennsylvania, as mentioned, 
and your license will be mailed to you from there. If you :flunk the 
written, you can come back after thirty days and start all over 
again with the code and the money. 

The actual license is merely a printed piece of paper measuring 
only 3 by 4]12 inches. It is both an operator and a station license, in 
one. The operator privileges are indicated in one corner, and the 
station call sign in another. 

THE C ONDI T IONAL LICE N SE 

This is a mail-order ticket, obtainable by persons who live more 
than 75 miles from an FCC office or examination point, or who are 
physically unable to travel, or who are in military service, espe
cially abroad, and cannot get to an Fee location. The two-part test 
is exactly the same as that given for the General, and the license 
carries all the privileges of the General. It is called "Conditional" 
because the 1•cc may require the licensee to appear for an in-person 
test at any time to confirm bis fitness to continue operation. This is 
done only for serious infractions of the amateur rules and regula
tions. 

The Conditional test must b e given by a volunteer examiner 
who is twenty-one years of age or older, and the holder of a Gen
eral class or better :j: amateur ticket or of a commercial radiotele
graph-operator license; or he can be a cw operator employed by 
the United States Government. The latter provision covers military 
bases. 

t Extra or Advanced, which are honorary types, with the same operating 
privHeges as the General. 
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One important difference in routine between the General and 
Conditional tests is that an applicant for the latter can take the 
code part from the examiner in advance of an actual application of 
any kind. However, to save time, it is advisable to have a Fom1 610 
on hand. To obtain one, write only to the Federal Communications 
Commission, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania i7325. Within ten days 
after passing the code, you must send the form back to this office, 
\l</ith the following: a check or money order for $4.00, payable to 
the FCC; a written request, signed by the examiner, for the examina
tion papers; a desclip tion of the examiner's gualiRcations; a state
ment from him that you have passed the code; the full names and 
addresses of you and the examiner. The FCC will send the papers 
to him, he \l</ill watch while you do the test, and he will return 
them, unmarked , to Gettysburg. In several weeks the mail will 
bring you either a brand new license or a fail notice. The license 
runs for five years and is renewable. 

There are two other mail-order licenses, the Technician and the 
Novice, but these must be given by vohmteer examiners no matter 
where the applicants live. The FCC does not have enough office 
personnel to handle these tests, and has put the responsibility for 
them on the amateur fraternity itself. The arrangement has worked 
out quite well. 

THE T ECHN I C IA N LI CENSE 

The code test is at the rate of only five words per minute, and 
the written is the same as that given for the General. The Gettys
burg procedure is exactly as presc1ibed for the Conditional and 
the filing fee is also $+00. Technician operating privileges, how
ever, are limited to all of the 50-1\!Ic band, to i45- 147 Mc, and all 
of the very high-frequency bands from 220 :Vic and up. The ticket 
is good for five years and is renewable. 

The only difference between the Conditional and Technician 
tests is eight words per minute in the speed run. A few more hours 
of practice should enable any intelligent applicant to pass the Con
ditional, for the same price, too. 
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THE NOVI C E LICENSE 

This is the easiest of all, is free, carries the fewest operating 
privileges, is good for only one year, and cannot be renewed. In 
that time the holder is expec.:ted to advance sufficiently to qualify 
for one of the other licenses. The Geltysburg routine is the same 
as before. The code test is at five words per minute, and the written 
is so simple that sub-teen-agers can be prepared for il in a few 
evenings of instruction. 

Novices are limited to a maximum plal e power of 75 watts, must 
use only crystal control, and must operate only in these bands: 3.7 
to 3.75 Mc, 7.15 to 7.2, 2J.10 to 2i.250, A1 (cw h·ansmission) only; 
and 145 to i47, with A1, Az, A3 or fm. 

Technicians and Novices, like Conditionals, are subject to re
examination by the FCC. 

ST ATION CAL L S I GNS 

Station call signs, also known as call letters or just calls, consist 
of one or two prefix letters starting with either w or K, a number 
from one to zero, and two or tlu·ee letters. The continental United 
States is divided into ten call areas. The shortest calls have one 
prefix letter and two suffix letters; for example, WlAW, K2AC, wgAc, 

w.¢nL. The character ".¢" is read zero, and is crossed to distinguish 
it from the letter "O." The next combinations have three suffix 
letters: w2ABK, Kznux, wGrx:H, etc. In some areas all straight w and 
K combinations have been exhausted, so WA and \VB calls have 
been started; for example, WA2WXT. 

Novice calls start with W)I, and may go to wv if the supply of 
wN's becomes exhausted. 'When the holder obtains a Technician, 
Conditional, or General license, the N either drops out altogether, 
leaving only the w, or is replaced by A or n, making the prefix WA 

or WB. 

Calls with two prefix and two suffix le tters are not issued to 
stations in forty-eight states, but are reserved for other arr.as. 
Alaska has been assigned the prefix KL7, and Hawaii K06. Terri-
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tories and other nreas under United States jurisdiction have various 
two-letter prefixes beginning with K, from KA through KZ. Almost 
half a million calls of hams in all parts of the world are listed in 
The Radio Amaleur Callbook, issued quarterly as two companion 
volumes; one for the United States alone and the other for the 
rest of the world. Callbooks are indispensable parts of every active 
ham station. 

OTHER FCC FEES 

The renewal of an existing license costs $4.00. A modification, 
such as change of address, costs $2.oo. A combination of renewal 
and mocliflcation is $+00. 

A request for n special call sign, that is, a specific combination 
of letters, will be accepted by the FCC in return for an application 
filing fee of $20. However, there is no p romise or guarantee that 
the request can be filled; a search through the records may show 
that the call is already assigned. If the call is not available, the fee 
is not refunded, as it is intended to pay for the clerical work en
tailed in the search. 

10-1. This neat little code-practice oscil lator was made from a Knight 
Kit in an hour. The key comes with it. Note the relaxed, easy position of 
the fingers on the knob. 
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10-2. An oscillator uses two transistors and works for a year on a flash
light cell. The International Morse Code is on top af the case, for quick 
reference during practice. 

LEA R NING THE CODE 

The International \ forse Code uses only two sounds, a short one 
and a slightly longer one, to fo rm the letters of the alphabet and 
the numbers. The short sound is called a dot, or dit, and the longer 
one a dash, or dah. There are no tricks or shortcuts to learning the 
combinations; this is entirely a matter of planned p ractice. 

What you need iight away is a code oscillator of some kind with 
which you can make your own dits and <lahs. This should have an 
earphone jack, so that you can practice to yourself with phones on, 
without disturbing others in the house. The oscill ator shown in 
Figs. 10-1 , 10-2, and 10-3 is an easy kit job you can put together 
in an hour; there are several others like it on the market. It uses 
transistors, is powered by a single flashlight cell, comes with a 
perfectly good telegraph key that you can use later with a trans
mitter, and emits a pl easant tone. 

The proper position of the hand on the key is shown in Fig. l0-1. 
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Rest your whole arm on the table, and relax. The key takes very 
little pressure, and should be pressed rather than tapped. 

Ideally, two persons should learn the code together, taking turns 
at the key while the other writes down the letters or words. Start 
with the single dot and dash letters: E, I, s, H, 5, and T, :-r, o, p. 
Send them individually, then put them into simple words. Don't 
bother initially with the punctuation marks, which are rarely used 
in ham communication; you'll pick them up later after you have 
the alphabet and the numbers down pat. An hour an evening for a 
week or so is a good schedule for two operators. Don't even count 
words for a speed check for another week; speed comes with prac
tice and nothing else. 

At this stage of the game you certainly own a shortwave receiver. 
Put it to use by tuning in the code-practice transmissions of w1Aw, 
the headquarters station of the Ame1ican Radio Relay League, in 
Newington, Connecticut. These are broadcast on a number of fre
quencies at various hours of the day, according to schedules pub
lished in QST, the League's monthly magazine and the bible of the 
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10-3. Wiring a Knight Kit oscillator is very simple . Transistor TR-1 is a 
signal n·p·n type; TR-2, a power p·n·p type (see Chapter 1 5). 
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10-4. With this setup of a tape recorder and a shortwave receiver, you 
can record timed practice transmissions for repeated replaying. 

amateur fraternity. The text material is taken from the pages of 
the magazine, so you can check it readily. The keying is done 
accurately at various speeds by a tape sender. 

There are literally thousands of other cw stations on the air, and 
by tuning around you can always flnd one sending at a rate you 
can follow. 

If you own a tape recorder, you may find it helpful to record 
the timed w1A w transmissions and to play them back at your con
venience, repeating them if necessary until you are able to copy 
everything correctly. Figure io-4 shows the easiest way of making 
the recordfog without disturbing the receiver setup; hang the micro
phone of the tape machine over the loudspeaker and let 'er run. 



II 

transrnitter construction 

NEW HA).CS An£ sunPnrSED-and delighted- to learn that basic trans
mitters for cw and A1'·f operation a re generally much simpler in 
both circuitry and physical construction than basic receivers. A 
brief ana lysis of relative working conditions tells why this is so. 

The starting point in reception is the aerial. The voltages induced 
in it by radio waves p erhaps thousands of miles away are extremely 
weak. They must be strengthened by many stages of amplification, 
involving many tubes and many tuning circuits, b efore they can 
be reproduced as intelligence in the form of voice or <lot-and-dash 
characters. ln transmission, the starting point is an oscillator, which 
generates radio-frequency current that is actually millions of times 
stronger than any normal received signals. While this too usually 
requires amp li fi cation, as fow as one or two stages are enough for 
most "med ium"-power transmitters. 

There is also a difference in adjustment procedures. The a lign
ment of an ordinary sup erheterodyne receiver can be a fussy under-

192 
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taking, but tuning up an en tire transmitter can take as little as 
thirty seconds. This is probably the reason why most beginning 
amateurs arc "on the air" successfully the very first time they £re 
up their stations. 

FOUR·TUBE TR AN SM ITTEH 

As a matching companion for the R-55 receiver previously de
scribed, the Knight Kit Model T-Go transmitter was selected as a 
demonstration project. \Vith a nominal rating of 6o watts to the 
plate circuit of the ·power-amplifier tube, this compact but efficient 
unit puts out a potent signal that can be heard around the world 
when atmospheric conditions are right. It works on either cw or 
screen-modulated AJ\1 phone, and covers the popular ham bands 
from 5 through 80 meters ( 50 to 4 Mc ) with suitable plug-in 
crystals. The power supply is built-in. The required outside acces
sories are crystals, a key, a rnicrophone, and an antenna. 

Study of the complete schematic diagram of the T-60 (Fig. 11-1) , 
shows that the four tubes function as seven. The oscillator VlA 

(starting in the upper left-hand corner ) is the triode section of a 
6nF8. The crystals plug into the connections marked XTAL. If a 
VFO is used ( later, when the operator has acquired e>q)criencc with 
the transmitter on the air ), it is connected to the posts rnarked 
VFO, and v1 then works as a straight amplifier. Neither the plate 
circuit of Vlt\ nor the grid c.:ircuit of vrn (the pentode section of 
the same tube) is tuned; these act as broacl-band circuits and pass 
along any Hf" generated by v1A. 

Pick up pin 9, the plate, of v1H and note that it receives its B+ 
voltage through the iw choke nr-c2, while the amplified signals pass 
tlu-ough capacitor C8 to the tuning circuit consisting of coils 
L1/ L2/L3/ L4/L5 and drive-tune capacitor C30 in lhe grid circuit 
of the power-amplifier tube V 4. 

These coils are connected to one section of the band-changing 
switch S\V3. In the plate circuit of V 4 is a second switch section, 
connected to the single tapped coil LG and the separate coil L8, 
tuned by variable capacitor C15. The variable C16 is a load capaci-
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tor that helps to match the characteristics of the V 4 plate circuit 
to a variety of antennas. 

For operation on 80 meters ( 3.5 to 4 Mc), Q a crystal of any fre
quency in this range is plugged in and the band switch huned 
to "Bo." This leaves all the grid coils L1 through Ls connected in 
series to provide the total inductance needed for these low fre
quencies; it also puts all of L6 in se1ies with LS; V iB and V 4 now 
act as straight-through amplifiers on the fundamental frequency 
of the crystal. For the next band, 7 to 7.3 Mc, switch SW3 is turned 
one notch to "40." This shod-circuits out coil L1 and the top section 
of L6, to reduce the inductance to the lower value needed for the 
higher frequency. The crystal must be between 7 and 7.3 Mc, and 
again operation is straight through on the fundamental frequency. 

However, when we get to the third band, i4 to 14.35 Mc, or 
"20" meters, conditions change. Switch SW3 shorts out still more 
sections of the tuning coils, but the crystal frequencies must be 
between 7 and 7.175 Mc because both the multiplier and power 
amplifiers stages are now tuned to the second hannonic to produce 
output carrier frequencies between 14 and 14.35. This is frequency 
doubling. The process is canied along on "15" meters, with crystals 
from 7 to 7.15 Mc tripling to 21 to 2i.45; on " 10" meters the crystals 
must be from 7 to 7.425 to quadruple to 28 through 29.7 Mc; and 
on "6" meters they must be from 8.334 to 9 to undergo six-time 
multiplication to 50 through 54 Mc. 

To change frequency, you must change crystals, which takes 
about three seconds. One or two for each band are enough for a 
start; eventually you will undoubtedly use a VFO instead of crystals, 
for quick selection of any frequency within each allotted band. 
The amplifying and frequency-multiplying action with a VFO is 
exactly the same as with crystals. 

Connected directly to the antenna, at the extreme right in Fig. 
11-1, are some small resistors, a diode rectified CR1 and a milliam
meter M1. This circuit takes a small sample of the RF current going 
to the antenna, rectifies it, and makes it read as DC on the meter. 
The latter is thus a good tune-up indicator. 

0 See Chapter io for data on the amateur frequency bands. 
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The modulator section of the transmitter statts with the micro
phone ( ivrrc ) input at the extreme left and consists of four stages 
of audio amplification with the dual tubes V2 and V3. The output 
of V3 screen-modulates the power-amplifier tube V 4. While this 
type of modulation is not quite as effective as plate modulation, 
it is simple and foo lproof and works very well. 

The power supply is straightforward, and uses silicon rectifiers 
SR1 and SRz instead of vacuum tubes in a voltage-doubling circuit. 

TRANSMI T T EU ASSEMB LY 

Follow the same routine as you did with the receiver, by check
ing off each prut on the schematic as you mount or vvire it in posi
tion. '\i\/ith far fewer components, the T-60 transmitter goes together 
quickly. Figure 11-2 shows the top of the chassis, with the power 
transformer, variable capacitors, tube sockets, and terminal lugs 
in place. Note the crayon markings to identify these elements. On 
the back apron of the chassis ( to the front in this view) are, from 

"' ,.. ~ . . ~--
~~\I . 

\ ~ 

11-2 . The transmitter chassis in the first stage of assembly. Nate crayon 
markings identifying the components. 
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11-3. An inside view of the complete transmitter, with the tubes in place. 

left to right, the coaxial fitti ng for the antenna lead, ground bind
ing post, meter-sensitivity switch, accessory outlet (for VFO, an
tenna relay, e tc.) , and fuse hold er. The power transfo1111er leads 
are color coded. 

The hole immediately to the lcf t of the power transformer, marked 
V 4 for the final amplifier tube, is not as blank as it appears. The 
socket for this tube is supported on spacers below the level of the 
chassis, so that the plate cap of the 6nQ6B is about even with the 
top of the transformer. This arrangement permits a low over-all 
silhouette. 

A rear view of th e completed transmitter out of its cabinet is 
shown in Fig. 1 i -3. The horizontal coil on the ceramic fonn, behind 
the two variable capacitors, is the l'lppecl p late-tuning coil L6. 

The chassis wiring, as pictured in Fig. i 1-4, really isn't as dis
organized as it seems. The parts are mounted pretty much in one 
plane, and there is space between them fo r a soldering iron. The 
round black object, top center, is an octal plug that fits into the 
accessory socket. 
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11-4. Point-to-point wiring of the transmitter looks jumbled, but is 
efficient. 

S TATI ON SETUP 

Initially, il is simplest to use a random-length aerial for receiving 
and a properly cut dipole for transmitting, f with the transmitter 
and the receiver connected as shown in Fig. 11-5. The coaxial cable 
to the dipole is at the extreme bottom left. The ground binding 
posts of both units are joined by a single wire and then run to 
ground, preferably a pipe that is part of the water system of the 
house, directly or indirectly. The oblong black object on the trans
mitter ( left ) is a 24-hour clock, which shows up better in another 
picture. 

With this arrangement, the operator has to juggle the control 
switches. vVhcn he's receiving, the transmitter must be in "standby." 
When he wishes to transmit, he puts the receiver in "standby" and 

t See Chapter i2 on antennas. 
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the h'ansmitter to cw or A l'vl. If the receiver is left on during periods 
of transmission, it will sound as if it is being thumped with a 
hammer, especially if both units are on the same frequency. 

The desirability of an antenna changeover relay soon becomes 
evident. This item costs a few dollars, but it is wo1th while because 
it makes the advantages of the transmitting dipole also available 
for receiving. \Vith an extra set of contacts, easily added, the relay 
silences the receiver, by opening the B circuit, at the same time 
that it connects the aerial to the transmitter when the latter's con
trol S\vitch is turned to cw or AM. The receiver switch then does 
not have to be touched at all. Figure 11-6 shows a representative 
relay attached to the coax fitting on the transmitter, and Fig. 11-7 
shows how the relay coil is energized by n5 volts AC from pins 7 
and 8 of the accessory plug. 

The front view of the transmitter and receiver in combination, 
as in Fig. 11-8, is very inviting. A bridge table serves ni.cely to 
hold the whole station. In front of the transmitter are a hand-type 
microphone (resting on the log book ) and a telegraph key. On 
the transmitter is a direct-reading 24-hour clock. This is set for 
Greenwich Time ( "cMr"), the starting point of which is the out-

- ------

11-5_ Rear connections of the transmitter and the receiver when used 
with separate antennas. The coaxial cable to the transmitter is at the 
extreme left. 
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EXTERNAL STANDBY CONTROL SUCH AS 
---- AUX ILIARY CONTACTS ON ANTENNA RELAY, 

ETC. OPEN CIRCUIT FOR STANDBY, 
COMPLETE CIRCUIT FOR TRANSMITT. 
SHORTING WIRE IN THE PLUG COMPLETES 
THE CIRCUIT WHEN THIS FEAT URE 
IS NOT USED. 

FOR EXTERNAL 
ACCESSORY SUCH 

y APPROX. 410 voe.} 
X 6.3 VA.C VF.O. OR T.R. SW. 

ACCESSORY 
PLUG 

PIN I, NOT USE D 

_.--0- TO RECEIVER 
~TOANT. 
~TO TRANSMITTER 

11 -7. How the antenna relay (bottom of d rawing) is connected to the 
accessory plug of the transmitter. 

"2"-mcter band, which is popular an<l busy for local communica
tion. I t contains entirely separate tuning sections for transmission 
and reception, but these share a single audio system that acts as 
speech amplifi er and modulator for transmission and as signal am
plifier for reception. Jt also has a bu.ilt-in vr-o, with additional pro
vision for four switched crystal positions. The power supply works 
equally well on G or 12 volts oc from a car battery or 1 1 7 volts AC 

from the house line; three diffl'rcnt plugs for the back of the set 
make the proper connections for the rnrious voltages, without any 
switching. The circu it uses 15 tu bes, some of them doubles, to work 
as 22; and also B solid-stale diodes. All of th.is is packed into an 
ath·active steel cabine t measuring only 6 inches high, 10 inches 
deep, and 12 inches wide 

"Packed" is quite the right description of the assembly and the 
wiring. There is room for nil components, but especially on the 
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11W-

11 -8 . Many happy hours can be spent a l this modest, attractive, and 
efficient amateur station. On top of the transmitter (righ t) is a 24-hour 
direct-reading clock. 

underside of the chassis there is absolutely no room to spare. If 
the instructions call for the leads of a resistor or capacitor to be 
cut to % inch and then wrapped around certain lugs, they must 
be cut to % inch and not \12, or the component will get in the way 
of another. Fortw1ately, several of the critical sections, particularly 
the vFo and the power-supply control, are handled as subassemblies 
and positioned on the chassis after they are finished. 

Some idea of the technical scope of this project may be had from 
the physical size of the instruction book that comes with it: a 9 by 
11 inch spiral-bound tome of i40 pages. Even a highly e>qJerienced 
set builder should figure on spending a good deal of his spare time 
over a winter on the job. Is the finished product worth the effort, 
and the $zoo cost of the kit? The answer is definitely "Yes" if the 
builder proceeds carefully and double-checks each phase of the 
work before proceeding to the next one. In spite of its complexity 
-or perhaps because of it- the Pawnee has bAen built by many ama
teurs and is widely used for both fixed and mobile communication. 

A great deal of engineering effort is represented in the circuit. 
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The schematic is much too large to be reproduced satisfactorily, 
but a breakdown of the main features is of interest. We will not 
deal with the power supply, as this is only incidental to the signal 
circuits. 

For receiving, the antenna leads to a two-stage, broad-band RF 

amplifier which accepts any or all signals from i44 through 148 

Mc. These continue to a first mixer stage, to which is coupled a 
crystal-controlled oscillator working sharply on 6i Mc. However, 
the plate of the oscillator tube is tuned to the second harmonic, 
122 Mc, and current of this frequency mixes with the conglomera
tion of 144 to i 48 Mc signals in the mixer tube. By virtue of nonnal 
heterodyning action, all these signals in the plate of the mixer are 
then between 2 2 and 26 Mc, the difference frequencies. For exam
ple, i44 minus 122 is 22 \Ile, q 6 minus 122 is 24, and i48 minus 
122 is 26. 

11-9. The top of the Heathkit Pawnee combination transmitter-receiver 
is well Ailed. A t the extreme left is the antenna Alter, for removing 
harmonics that might cause interference with television reception . The 
power supply occupies the entire center section of the chassis. The loud
speaker is mounted inside the cabinet. 
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l l - l O. Not much margin for error here! The underside of the Pawnee 
chassis is well packed with small components. A shield plate is placed 
over the entire bottom before the chassis is placed in its cabinet. 

Selection of individual signals takes place in a double-tuned 
b·ansfonner between the p late of the first mixer and the grid of a 
second mixer tube. T he variable capacitors associated with this 
transformer are ganged "vith a third variable that tunes a local 
oscillator fo r fmther heterodyning. The difference frequency that 
comes out of this combination is 2 Mc, an<l the signal is then am
plified by two conventional LF stages, d etected, amplified at audio 
frequency, and reproduced by a built-in loudspeaker. This receiver, 
it will be noted, is a double-conversion superheterodyne. 

The transmitter starts with a VFO that tunes from 8 to 8.22 ?-.fo, 
or with crystals in this range. l ts RF output is tripled in frequency 
in the following amplifier stage, tripled aga in in another stage, and 
doubled in the power-amplifier stage to come out as RF between 
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i44 nnd 148 Mc. The four tuning capndtors of these multiplier 
:,;tage.s a re ganged as one, for single-control tuning of the whole 
lineup. 

All switching between transmit and receive, of the dual functions 
of the audio system, and of the power supply, is done internally 
by lwo relays controlled by a button on the hand microphone. \:\Tith 
the button relaxed , the set is in "receive." \Vhen it is pressed, it 
sh ifts instantly to "transmit"; released, hnck to "receive" again. This 
makes on-the-air opera tion very simple nnd comfortable. 

The Pawnee is great for a ham who does a lot of chiving and 
likes to have a compact unit in the ca r but \vants to use it also in 
his home "shack." Since it takes only 701 amperes at 12 volts, it 
do<'s not strain the clcc.:tric system of the car. lnstalling or re
moving the entire set, once the proper cable has been connected 
to the battery, takt•s about two minutes, since only the antenna lead 
and the power pl11g have to be tightened or loosened. See Chap
ter 12 for antenna requ irements. 

1 1- 11 . For mobile use, the Pawnee con be mounted under a dashboard, 
or, in a small sports car like this MG, on the jump seat behind the driver. 
A gimbal mount is furni shed with the kit. 
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transmitting antennas 

FOR RADIO RECEPTION, a wire of almost any length from a few feet 
to several hundred feet serves quite well. For transmission, how
ever, the length must be related fairly closely to the frequency 
of the carrier wave. \iVhen we convert frequency to wavelength 
we are able to arrive quickly at some specific figures. 

For purposes of calculation, two very simple formulas are useful: 

frequency (in cycles) 
300,000,000 

wavelength (in meters) 
or 

wavelength (in meters) = 300,000,000 
frequency (in cycles) 

The figure 300,000,000 represents the .speed of radio waves. It 
can be shortened to 300,000 for frequency values in kilocycles or 
to 300 for values in megacycles. 

A basic resonant antenna for any particular frequency is theo-
206 
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retically half a wavelength long. However, in practice the effective 
length may be detennined by the proximity of the wire to other 
conductive or reflective surfaces, the height above ground, the 
presence of insulators and supporting wires at the ends, and other 
factors. From long experience and experimentation, this working 
formula has b een found a good starting point in actual antenna 
construction (see Fig. 12-1) : 

468 
length of wire ( in feet ) = ------ ---

frequency ( in megacycles) 

!-----LENGTH =468 

1 

(FEET) FREOUENCY(Mc) 

INSULATOR INSULATOR 

COAX TO TRANSMITTER 

12-1 . The basic doublet or dipole antenna is a straight wire with a 
coaxial-cable transmission line connected in the center. 

Suppose you have qualified for a Novice-grade amateur license 
and decide to go on the air immediately on cw to build up some 
operating ex-perience. As a Novice you are restricted to segments 
of three bands: 2i.1 to 2i.25 Mc ( "15" meters), 7.15 to 7.2 Mc 
("40" meters ) , and 3.7 to 3.75 Mc ("So" meters). The first band 
offers fine opportunities for ox ( long-distance) communication, so 
let's start there. Applying a center frequency of 2 1 .2 Mc to the last 
formula, we obtain an answer of 22 feet plus about an inch . This 
is a relatively short antenna, requfres very little space, and is easy 
to string. 

Any bare copper wire will do for the antenna, but the best for 
the purpose is known as "7-22" ; it consists of seven strands of No. 
22 wire and is very strnng. You will also need three small glass 
or ceramic insulators and enough nc-8u coaxial cable to reach to 
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your radio shack. Allowing some overlap for fasten ing pmposes, 
cut about 25 feet of wire into two equal lengths, tie one insulator 
into the center, as shown in Fig. 12-1, and connect the inner lead 
of the coax to one side and the outer shield to the other. This will 
do for a temporary hookup, but not for a permanent one because 
the coax wire is thin and won't stand much wind motion. There is 
available a special coax connector which includes the center in
sulator and a strong clamp for the cable itself. lt offers the further 
advantage that it keeps rain and snow out of the cable. 

A straight, simple antenna of this kind is called a doublet or a 
dipole . Thousands of hams use nothing more complicated, and 
enjoy highly successful ox. Its major shortcoming is that it is lim
ited to one band. However, there is nothing to prevent you from 
erecting similar wires for other bands. The required materials are 
very cheap and it takes only a minute to S\Nap connectors at the 
transmitter. For another small investment you can add a coaxial 
switch, which eliminates even this small bother. 

You may want to try 40 and 80 meters. If you pick 7.2 Mc as a 
good spot, the antenna comes to precisely 65 feet. This is still an 
easy length to accommodate in most backyards or even on the roofs 
of apartment houses. For :3.72 Mc, the length figmes to i25 fee t 
io inches. A few minor bends in this stretch, to make the wire fit 
convenient trees, chimneys, or other supports, don't seem to do any 
harm. 

In any case, the length of the coaxial feeder or transmission lfne 

I DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM RADIATION 1 
DIRECTOR --

-0- -.DRIVEN ELEMENT __ 

.--REFLECTOR____. 

A B 

12-2. Reflector and director elements, added to a dipole antenna, 
increase the radiation in the direction shown. 
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is not critical. In private homes it is not likely to exceed 50 or 60 
feet, and in most apartments probably 100 feet. Long runs of as 
much as 200 feet in tall apartment houses are not uncommon. 

At higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) antennas become 
progressively shorter. For example, for the "10"-meter band a wire 
need be only about 1602 feet long; for "6," only 702 feet. Actually, 
most antennas for the popular 6- an<l 2-meter bands are not 
stretched wires at all, but self-supporting aluminum tubing. 

BEAM: ANTENNAS 

Horizontal antennas tend to radiate energy more strongly in the 
directions at right angles to their length than off thefr ends. The 
effect is often distorted by reflections of the signal from h·ees, 
metal-foil insulation in the walls or ceiling of a house, nearby power 
lines, etc. However, it does exist, and it is made useful in beam 
antennas. 

If a second dipole slightly longer than the basic radiating an
tenna is placed parallel to and a c1itical fraction of a wavelength 
behind the latter, it acts as a reflector and makes the radiator, or 
driven element, push more of its energy toward the front than 
toward the back. Sec Fig. 12-2 ( A ) . The reflector doesn't have to 
be connected to this element; it acts almost in an optical manner. 
This is not surprising, since radio waves, especially at high fre
quencies, have many of the characteristics of light waves. 

The .signals going out fon.vard from the driven element can be 
enhanced fw-ther .by the addition of a director element in front of 
it, as in Fig. 12-2( B) . The action of this element might be com
pared to that of a concentrating lens in front of a light. 

As more reflectors and directors are added, the beam effect of 
the antenna increases, and more and more of the energy goes for
ward at the expense of reduced radiation to the rear. However, 
both the length and the spacing of the extra clements become very 
fussy at the same time. The hack radiation is never really eliminated 
in practical antennas used on the popular frequencies, but the 
difference between the front and back signals is very noticeable. 
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Sometimes you can tell from an operator's remarks that his beam 
is facing 180 degrees away from your location, yet his signals are 
loud and clear; this is one of the vagaries of shortwave trnnsmis~ 
sion. However, if he should turn the antenna to face you, the loud
speaker is likely to chatter in protest at the increased volume. 

Because beam antennas must be mounted on some sort of 
swivel or rotator, for aiming pmposes, they tend to be rather com
plicated physical structures. It is impractical to use full doublets 
on 40 and 80 meters, because these would require large-diameter 
tubing 65 and 125 feet long. For these bands, when beams are 
used at all, the practice is to use much shorter elements and to 
lengthen them artificially by the insertion of simple loading coils 
of heavy wire. For 20 meters and less, the problem resolves itself, 
because the elements are naturally shorter. 

Maximum perfom1ance on any one band is obtained from an an
tenna dimensioned for that band alone. However, at the cost of a 
little compromise of efficiency, it is possible to make one antenna, 
or one entire beam, work on any of several bands. The trick is to 
break up the elements with coils called traps. The most widely used 
and most successful antenna of tl1is type is a three-element beam 
for 10, 15, and 20 meters, with one driven element, one reflector, 
and one director, each with a tuned trap in each half of its length. 
See Fig. 12-3. There are endless variations of this construction, 
and an inquisitive amateur can spend years experimenting with 
them. See Fig. 12-4. 

ANTENNAS FOR Z AND 6 ME TERS 

Beam antennas really come into their own on 2 and 6 meters, 
particularly the fo1111er, because the shortness of the required ele
ments makes physical construction and handling very easy. A 
doublet for 2 meters, or i45 Mc, is only about 3 feet long. You can 
nail a dozen such elements, made of stiff wire, on a board or pole 
and still have an antenna that you can swing around in the attic. 

For 6 meters the elements are about 7Y2 feet long, as mentioned. 
Many inexpensive television antennas can be altered for this band, 
since it and Charu1el 2 are very close in frequency. 



12-3. The three-element, rotatable beam antenna works on three dif
ferent bands. This is a popular type of aerial. 

12-4. The self-supporting tower with a top most section is a five-bond 
antenna that requires little ground space. It is 50 feet high. (Courtesy of 
the High-Gain Antenna Products Corporation.) 

-- -----
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VERTICAL ANTENNAS 

Where space in a horizontal direction is limited or a roof is not 
readily accessible, amateurs res01t to vert ical antennas. They lack 
the directional characteristic and the effect of increased power 
offered by beams, but if adjusted properly they punch out good 
signals . In its simplest form the vertical is generally a piece of 
aluminum h1b ing an inch or more in diameter, mounted on but 
insulated from a stiff pipe driven into the ground; or it might be 
mounted against t11e side of a house with U-shaped clamps. I t is 
not usually guyed, because it has relatively little wind resistance 
and can \Vlthstand considerable swaying without snapping. 

A vertical is essentially a quarter-wave antenna, the other quar
ter section being provided by the ground itself. Its length depends 
on the frequencies to be covered. An i 8- or 20-foot piece, for ex
ample, with a small loading coil connected to its base, radiates 
well on 40 and 80 meters, depending on how much of the coil is 
used. 'With the judicious use of traps at various points, some ver
ticals work on three, four, or fi ve bands. 

hii ........ -

II ' -~ ... ~ 

12-5. One of many possible 
beam-antenna configurations. 
A two-element beam for 10 
meters is mounted on the some 
boom with a three-element 
beam for 20 meters. 
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More elaborate verticals take the form of slender, self-supporting 
towers that need only a square yard or so of ground area. See 
Fig. i2-5. This shows a 50-foot structure that works on io, i5, 20, 

40, and 80 meters with the aid of little stubs or auxiliary rods 
mounted along the sides. 

TRANSMISSION LINES 

Practically all modern transmitters and antennas are designed 
to be connected by coaxfal transmission cable, more often called 
merely coax. This cable consists of an outside shell of braided 
copper and a center wire, separated either by numerous spacers 
of insulating material or by a soft plastic. The assembly is Aexible, 
and can be snaked through small holes and around corners quite 
readily. The braid itself is impregnated \.vith an outer layer of 
plastic, not for electric insulation but for protection against the 
weather. The cable needs no standoff insulators or the like where 
it touches a building, since it is grounded anyway at the trans
mitter. An antenna with coax feed line is thus its own lightning 
rod, and continually drains olI heavy static charges in its vicinity. 

Ideally, a h·ansmission line should transfer all the RF energy 
generated in the transmitter to the antenna, without radiating any 
on its own account. Coax rates very high in this respect because 
the continuous outer braid acts as an effective shield. There is 
unavoidably some loss of energy in the resistance of tl1e cable itseU 
and in the insulation between the center conductor and the shield, 
the insulation acting like the dielectric of a capacitor; however, this 
is relatively slight. 

For many years prior to the availability of ine;...-pensive, reliable 
coax, amateurs generally used open-wire transmission line. This 
consisted of two parallel bare wires, separated several inches by 
thin insulators about a foot apart. It had extremely low losses, but 
it was a notorious snow catcher, was very, very difficult to bring 
into the house, and usually required an elaborate tuner to mate 
the transmitter properly to the antenna. It is still found in some 
older installations. 
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TRANS MITTI NG ANTENNA S F O R HECE IVI N G 

An antenna that is favorable for transmitting is just as favorable 
for receiving. The action mjght be said to be reciprocal. If a beam 
antenna is pointed west to push most of its energy in that direc
tion, it also acts as a big funnel to receive best from the west. Un
wanted signals from the sides and the back are much weaker in 
relation to the wanted signals than they would be with a non
directional or a poorly directional antenna. This is why it is the 
universal practice to use a coaxial relay of some kind to switch a 
single antenna back and forth between transmission and reception. 

D UMM Y ANT ENNAS 

A great many of the preliminary adjustments on trnnsmitters 
should be made with a dummy antenna of some kind so that the 
signals do not go out over tbe air. Such a dummy is merely a large, 
noninductive resistor of about 50 ohms, which is the equivalent 
resistance of a properly resonant antenna. Many hams use a com
mon 60- or lOO-watt lamp, but this is not reliable because its re
sistance changes with the temperature of the filament. A repre
sentative dummy antenna that can be put together from a hlt in 
about 15 minutes is shown in Figs. i2-6, i2-7, and i2-8. The con
tainer is a common I-gallon paint can . \Vhen fi lled with mineral 
oil, this dummy can safely handle i ,ooo watts, the maximum power 
for amateur transmitters. 

RA DIO· W AV E P RO P AGA TIO N 

Radio waves travel with the speed of light and may be reflected 
from various layers of the earth's atmosphere and from the earth 
itself. They travel not only along the surface of the earth but also 
through the upper abnosphcre. The part of the wave or energy 
from the antenna that travels along the surface of the earth is called 
the ground wave; the pa1t that goes out at an angle above the 



12-7. The can of a dummy 
antenna is filled with mineral 
oil to dissipate heat. 

12-6. The dummy antenna 
consists of a noninductive 
resistor (right). It is mounted 
inside a protective shield 
(left). 

12-8. The coax from the transmitter 
terminates at the fitting on the top 
of the can. Over-all shielding keeps 
test signals off the air. This antenna 
was made from a Heath Kit. 
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horizontal is called the sky tca-ve or ionospheric wave. (The iono
sphere is the region of rarefied and ionized atmosphere surrounding 
the ear th at a distance of from 50 to 200 miles.) A third wave, called 
the tropospheric wave, is that part of the original wave which is 
refracted and refl ected in the troposphere, an area of clouds and 
storms from 3 to 7 miles high . 

The importance of the ionosphere (also called the Kennelly
Heaviside layer) in the propagation and transmission of radio sig
nals is now well recognized . If it were not for the existence of this 
layer much of the energy emitted b y a shortwave transmitter would 
escape into space and be lost. 

The ground wave becomes rapidly weaker as it progresses away 
from the antenna until it no longer has any useful strength. Sky 
waves travel on outward into space and do not become as quickly 
attenuated as the ground waves. This is especially true of very high 
frequency (30 to 300 Mc), and ultrahigh frequency (300 to :3,000 Mc). 

It may seem at first that the sky waves would be lost and there
fore of no value in communication. However, as sky waves leave 
the transmitting antenna they travel tmtil they meet one of the 
ionized layers above the earth. Shiking one of these regions of 
ionized particles, the wave is bent or reflected back toward the 
earth in much the same manner as a light ray striking a mirror. Thus, 
instead of passing off into space, the signal eventually comes back 
to earth at a point hundreds and sometimes thousands of miles from 
the starting place. The distance bet.\.veen the t ransmitter and the 
return point is called the skip distance and comprises the area over 
which the station cannot be heard. A powerful signal often reflects 
from and returns to the earth's surface several times before its 
strength is so reduced that it can no longer be detected. 

The approximate positions of the principal ionized layers are 
illustrated in Fig. 12-9. Tests have show11 that most of the waves 
transmitted at night pass through the E layer and on to one of the 
F layers before they are reflected back to earth. During daytime, 
each of the three layers' reflective properties is dependent on the 
frequency of the waves. As a result, scientists have compiled tables 
showing what can be expected from transmitters at different times 
of the 24 hours. 
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200-250 MILES 

130 -150 MILES 

70 -100 MILES 

12-9. The location of the principal ionized layers affecting the trans
mission of radio waves at certain frequencies . 

The F~ or highest layer of the ionosphere is responsible for most 
of the long-distance radio contacts in high-frequency communica
tion below 28,000 kc. The effici ency of this frequency range vmies 
according to a well-defined cycle or system of cycles, related to 
the eleven-year solar cycle as well as to da ily and seasonal varia
tions of the sun with respect to the earth. 

The E layer is often responsible for refl ections of signals above 
28 Mc. This so-called short skip or sporadic E ski71 is quite unpre
dictable as to season or time of clay, probably b ecause of irregu
la.rities of ionization in the E layer. The E-layer contact has been 
observed on very high frequencies as high as 100 Mc ( 3 meters) , 
and it provides good contact over rel atively ~hort distances of from 
400 to i,200 miles. 
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mobile operation 

AMATEUR coM.:-.1UNICATION is not confined to fixed stations in homes 
or apartments. You can "go mobile" in any vehicle of your choice: 
bicycle, motorcycle, automobile, camper, boat, balloon, or airplane! 
Yom regular license covers any such station in motion; you simply 
add the word mobile after your call letters. Operation is almost 
entirely on voice, but there is nothing to prevent you from using 
cw. 

Most mobile rigs arc, of course, in cars. The big advantage they 
have over fixed installations is that every new hilltop or open 
stretch of road presents a new set of operating conditions and the 
opportunity for new and unusual local and ox contacts. For many 
hams, especially those who live in apartment houses and have an 
insoluble antenna problem, mobile is their complete salvation. 

Mobile stations are limited in physical size by the dashboard 
and the seating arrangement of the car, in power rating by the 
capacity of the battery and its charging generator, and in radiation 

218 
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13- l . This under-dash mobile station uses sepa rate uni ts for transmis
sion and reception. The operator is K2JHA, Harold Riker, M.D., of 
Flushing; N.Y. 

efficiency by the enforced use of small, short antennas. In spite of 
all this, remarkable work can be done on various bands. It is often 
freakish, but never uninteresting! The editor of this book once 
stopped his car in Times Square, New York City, completely 
hemmed in by tall buildings and blinking electric signs. In less 
than an hour, using a 50-watt transmitter and an 8-foot whip an
tenna, he worked stations in England, Germany, North Africa, 
and the Canal Zone! On another occasion, while parked on a 
Denver hill a fu ll mile above sea level, with a clear view in every 
direction to the h:orizon, he shou ted himself hoarse without getting 
a single reply dming more than an hour of dial hvidd ling. Flying 
over Ohio in a friend's afrplanc, he once caITied on a conversation 
with a lad on a freighter near the coast of Japan, and this con-
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13-2. The one-piece SSB transceiver (Hollicrofters Model SR-150) fits 
snugly between the dashboard and the t ransmission hump of a Chevro
let. This is a five-bond set. 

tinued right up to the moment the plane touched down in ·wash· 
ington, D.C. 

EQUIPMENT FOH MOBI LE 

The evolution of practical single-sideband equipment for fixed 
stations has also extended to the mobile field. Virtually all mobile 
units, in both manufactured and kit form, are now SSll transceivers. 

In a transceiver ( from transmitter and receiver ), the same RF 

elements are used for both transmitting and receiving, and a single 
audio system acts as both b·ansmitting modulator and receiving 
signal amplifier. The saving in space over that needed for a con
ventional transmitter-receiver combination is considerable. A rather 
complicated switching relay is needed to accomplish the circuit 
changes, but th.is is no problem. 

In a true transceiver, the operating frequency is precisely the 
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same for both transmission and reception at any one dial setting; 
the operator cannot send on one freguency and receive on another. 
This seeming inflexibility is an operating advantage rather than a 
shortcoming, because probably 90 per cent of all ham contacts are 
made on a common frequency rather than on two different settings. 
The latter mode of operating is known as working cross-band and 
has a place in fixed-station rather than mobile practice. 

There are transceivers for one band, tlll'ee bands, and five bands, 
and their prices are about proportionate. They are generally de
signed to mount under the dashboard or on the transmission hmnp, 
within reachb1g distance of both the driver and a passenger along
side. FiglU·es i3-1 and i3-2 show typical installations of this type. 

In some cars having floor shifts or very high transmissions, there 

13-3. To make adjustments on his Collins KWM-2 SSB transceiver (floor
mounted behind his seat), Bil Harrison, W2AVA, has only to turn around 
a bit. 
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13-4 . By leaving the tran sceiver on one frequency, and using a neck 
microphone and a foot-operated transfer switch, Bil con operate in 
motion. He hos communicated all around the world with this installation. 

is not enough space under the dash for most transceivers. One ham 
solved this problem by mounting his lnnsceiver on the floor be
hind the driver's seat, as sho>vn in Fig. 13-3, with the control panel 
facing up. Also see Figs. i3-4 and 13-5. 

The heaters of the h1bes used in mobile sets run directly off the 
6- or i 2-volt electric system of the car. Plate voltage is furnished 
by a vibrator or transistor unit. 

In the vibrator type, the d irect current from the car's storage 
battery is intenupted several hundred times a second by the make
and-break action of the vibrator's con tacts. Flowing through the 
primary of a step-up transformer, this varying current acts just like 
alternating current, and causes a cut.Tent to be induced in the 
secondary. This is rectified and filtered in the usual manner. 

In the transistor type, one or two transistors are operated as 
low-frequency oscillators. Their AC output leads to a step-up 
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transformer whose high-voltage secondary output is rectified and 
filtered, again in normal fashion. Transistors are rapidly replacing 
vibrators for this pmpose because they are small, have no moving 
elements to stick or wear out, and require very little operating 
current. 

WH I P ANTENNAS 

For io meters and lower, Lhe mobile antenna is usually a slender 
metal whip, one-quarter wavelength long, with the body of the 
car acting as the other <1uarter-wavc. This operation is similar to 
that of a fixed vertical antenna working against the ground. An 

13-5. A distinctive license plate I Also note the base of the mobile 
antenna, on the trunk lid. 
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13-6. This odd-looking antenna, a Mork "Heliwhip," works on 10, 15, 
20, 40, and 80 meters. The base is clam=ped to the bumper with chain 
straps. 

8-foot whip is about right for io meters and doesn't protrude too 
far above the top of the car. Above 10 meters, however, a simple 
whip becomes impractically long. The practice is to use a relatively 
short whip or rod-as short as 4 feet-and to add loading or h·ap 
coils to it to make it work either on one band or on several. Figure 
i3-6 shows a nve-band antenna of advanced design. Coax cable is 
used exclusively in mobile installations to join the antenna to the 
set proper. 

Mobile antennas are suppo1-ted in short, husky insulators that are 
mounted either on the rear bumper, by means of suitable clamps, 
or in a hole in a rear fender or the trunk lid. Their characteristics 
are affected by their position in relation to the body. Forhmately, 
since they are readily accessible, it is easy to experiment with their 
length and their loading coils. 
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CALL · LETTEH LICEN SE PLAT ES 

All but a few states permit hams to obtain automobile license 
p lates incorporating their FCC ca ll letters. These usually cost a little 
more than regular plates, but of course they a re highly distinctive 
and much prized. An actual rig in the car is not a prerequisite, but 
a copy of your FCC ticket may be. Check with your motor vehicle 
department. 
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test equipment 

A l'-l""EW AMATEUR can get along quite well initially with a vacuum
tube voltmeter ( vrv~c ) as his only test instrument. However, as 
his experience broadens, he \vill feel the need for acldjtional equip
ment to help him carry out experiments and to spot trouble in a 
variety of electronic gear. Almost unavoidably, a ham with good 
technical ''know-how" becomes the neighborhood Mr. Fixit, and 
for pay or for free he is asked to look at ailing radio and television 
sets, hi-fl amplifiers, hearing aids, intercoms, and even silent door
bells. Many hams develop profitable li ttle spare-time businesses out 
of this activity, and use the extra money to build up their stations. 

In a way, this repair work can be very effective public relations 
for an amateur, especially in a crowded area in which his signals 
are likely to cause interference with television or radio reception . 

TH E VTVM 

As mentioned earlier, the vTvM is probably the most useful single 
test instrument. I t is available from many manufactmers in both 
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14-1 . The Eico Model 222 VTVM 
is available in both kit and assem
bled models. 
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14-2. The Simpson Model 31 1 is 
a factory-assembled VTVM with 
large, easily read scales. 

kit and factory-assembled form. The Heathkit Model IM-13 de
scribed in Chapter 8 lends itself well to bench use because of its 
horizontal shape. For scmiportable applications, some people like 
the vertical type, with a handle. Figures i 4 -1 and i4-2 show two 
popular and representative meters of this kind. 

THE VOM 

The conventional VTVl\l has one shortcoming. It is AC-operated 
and must therefore be within reach of an outlet. For many pm
poses it is desirable to have a self-contained instrument; for ex
ample, when working on power lines with the fuses removed for 
safety, for checking antenna connections outdoors, and for circuit
tracing in a mobile installation. The volt-ohmmeter ( vo::-.1) is the 
answer. This contains a very sensitive ammeter, requiring as little 
as 50 microamperes (fifty-millionths of an ampere!) for full-scale 
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deflection. It is made to read a wide range of voltage and current 
by the use of resistors connected in series or parallel with it, and 
several ranges of resistance by means of a small flashlight battery 
that sends current through the unknown resistors. 

The VTVM has a uniformly high input resistance of about 11 

megohms ( 11,000,000 ohms) on all its voltage ranges. This is vir
tually an open circuit, and for all practical pm1)oses it has no effect 
on the circuit element to which the meter is connected. The resist
ance of a voM varies with the selected voltage scale, and might be 
as low as 50,000 ohms. Values of this order can readily give false 
readings in some critical circuits because the low meter resistance 
in parallel with the circuit resistance has the effect of lowering 
the total effective value of the latter. This disruption is most serious 
in grid circuits, which are very sensitive to voltage changes. 

However, the VOM has one significant advantage over the VTVM. 

lt can be used easily for the measurement of direct current, from 
as low as a few microamperes to 10 full amperes. This feature can 
be very useful in experimental work, especially with transistors, 
because these are small-cunent devices. 

There is no point in b·ying to choose between the VTVM and the 
voM; most hams simply buy both, for complete flexibility. Figures 
14-3 and 14-4 show two excellent models of the latter. 

THE GRID DIPPER 

This is a small combined frequency meter and signal generator, 
intended particularly to determine the frec1uency of resonant ciJ:
cuits. A very handy self-contained unit using solid-state compo
nents is described in detail in Chapter 15. 

THE SIGNAL GENERATOR 

In Chapter 8, dealing with receiver constrnction, the signal gen
erator was touched on lightly. \ i\lhil e admittedly the purchase of 
this instrument i.s hardly justifiable for a single application, it does 
become desirable as the ham's experimental and repair work 
builds up. 
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14-3. The Eico Model 555 is a representative VOM sold in kit form. 

14-4. The Si mpson Model 261, a widely used factory-mode VOM, hos 
a mirror scale, behind the knife-edge pointer, for accurate readings. 

Because frcc1uency sett in gs must be "on the nose," it is helter to 
huy an assembled and foctory-calibruted generator than to build 
one from a kit. The actual construction is quite simple, as the in
strument is nothing more than a very low-power oscillator, but 
calibration is a difficult job. The standard frequency signals of 
stations w-wv and wwvn are a help, but only for a few spot fre
quencies. 

The typical signal generator shown in Fig. i4-5 looks like a short
wave receiver, but with more sca les. This Eico Model 315 fm
nishes fundamental frequencies from 75 kc all the way to 50 Mc, 
in five ranges, and harmonics from 13 to i50 Mc, in two ranges. It 
also has a separate, flxcd 400-cps tone oscillator, which can be 
connected internally for modulating the RF output or ex1:ernally for 
circuit-tracing in audio amplillcrs of all types. The latter capability 
alone can make the instrument a good investment, because there 
are lots of hi-Ji systems to he kept in working order. 
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14-5. The Eico Model 315 signal gene rator covers a wide frequency 
band, and a lso provides 400-cps tone for audio testing. 

THE CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 

The cathode-ray oscilloscope is a versatile and fascinating instru
ment. It can do such jobs as measuring DC and AC voltages, deter
ntining frequency, analyzing complex wave shapes, and determining 
percentages of modulation. Like a vacuum-h1be voltmeter, the 
oscilloscope draws almost no current from the circuit it is measur
ing. Thus, it can be used directly to measure the output of low
power devices. Its response to rapid AC phenomena is also virtually 
instantaneous. A VTVM could never fo llow, for example, the rise 
and fall of a high-frequency 1\ C voltage. The meter wou ld indicate 
some mean value because the inertia of the movement is such that 
it cannot completely follow the high-frequency alternations. The 
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oscilloscope, which employs a weightless electronic b eam, can and 
does follow AC phenomena to 20 Mc and higher. 

Because it closely resembles a television set, the oscilloscope is 
generally regarded as a "modern" invention. Curiously, it is one 
of the earliest of true electronic devices, predating the vacuum tube 
itself. Jn almost its present form, it was developed by a German 
professor, Kru·l Braun, in about 1897, and even today it is called 
the Braun tube in some texts. Braun was a pioneer in radio research 
and made many contributions to the art before he died in Brooklyn 
in i918. He never received the popular acclaim that made Mar
coni's mune a household word, but it is significant to note that the 
i908 Nobel prize for physics was awarded jointly to him and Mar
coni , not to the Italian alone. 

The heart of the oscilloscope is the cathode-ray tube (CRT) , 
which is similar in design and operation to the television picture 
tube. As shown in Fig. i4-6, it contains an electron gun, a set of 
vertical and horizontal deflection plates, and a fluorescent screen. 
The electron gun consists of an indirectly heated cathode, a con
trol grid, a focusing anode, and a high-voltage or accelerating anode. 
Just as in a stnndard vacuum tube, the cathode emits a cloud of 
electrons. The grid controls the number of elech·ons that are al
lowed to escape from the immediate area of the cathode and pass 
on to the focusing anode attracted by its positive charge. 

The grid itself may be biased negatively enough to cu t off pas-

Horizontal deflectinl/-Verticol deflecting 
plo tes plates 

Electron gun 

14-6. Basic elements of a cathode-ray tube . 
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sage of all electrons to the focusing anode. The focusing anode is 
equipped with small apertures at each end. Consequently, as the 
electrons pass through the focusing anode (attracted by the high 
positive voltage on the accelerating anode), they are made to con
verge into a stream or beam of electrons traveling toward the 
screen on the inner face of the tube. The elech·ostatic fields set up 
by the focusing and the accelerating anode effectively focus the 
electrons so that they converge to a point on the screen of the 
tube. The screen of a cathode-ray tube is coated with a phosphor 
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14-7. Displaying an AC sine-wave voltage on the screen of a cathode
ray tube: (Al no deflection voltage, (BJ sawtooth voltages applied to the 
horizontal plates, (CJ AC sine-wave voltage applied to the vertical 
plates, and (D) sawtooth voltage applied to the horizontal plates and 
AC sine-wave voltage applied to the vertical plates. 
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compound that emits light (visible on the outer face of the tube) 
when the electron beam strikes its smface. 

Beyond the accelerating anode, the electron beam passes be
tween a pair of horizontal ddiection plates and a pair of vertical 
deflection plates. Since the electron beam is negative, placing a 
positive potential on any of these deflection plates draws the beam 
toward the positively charged plate, ~nvay from its normal course 
down the axis of the h1be. Placing a negative charge on any of the 
plates repels the beam from the plate and out of its course down 
the axis of the tube. Hence the beam can be deflected either hori
zontally or vertically to move the luminescent spot on the face of 
the tube either vertically or horizontally from its nonnal position 
in the center of the tube. Thus, by applying positive or negative 
voltages to the horizontal and vertical deflection plates, we can 
move the spot anywhere on the face of the tube. 

If we apply a sawtooth voltage (as shown in Fig. i4-7B) to the 
horizontal deflection plates, we cause the spot to move very rapidly 
across the face of the tube frorn left to right at a linear rate. Notice 
in Fig. i4-7( B) that sawtooth voltages of opposite polai·ity are 
applied to the two horizontal deflection plates. This is done so that 
the effect of the voltages applied to the opposing plates will be 
added. In other words, the voltage on one horizontal plate is push
ing while the other is pulling the elech·on beam. If we were to 
apply a continuous sequence of sawtooth voltages to the horizontal 
plates, the spot would move linearly across the screen from left to 
right, return almost instantaneously, move linearly across the screen, 
retm11, and so on, as long as the sawtooth voltages were applied. 
Thanks to the persistence of t11e phosphorescence, a horizontal line 
would appear on the tube's screen. vVhat we have done with the 
application of the sawtooth voltages to the horizontal deflection 
plates is to create a linear time base, or sweep. If we now were to 
apply an AC voltage to the vertical deflection plates, we would 
have the rise and fnll of the AC voltage plotted against the time 
required for the spot to travel from left to right on the screen ( i.e., 
the linear time base). The result would be the ,\c voltage sine 
wave as shown in Fig. i4-7(D ) . 

Notice in Fig. 14-7( C ) that when the ,,c voltage is applied to 
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14-8. The Eico Model 430 is a 
typical 3-inch oscilloscope for gen
eral applications. 
14-9. The Simpson "Handiscope" 
is a representative 5-inch oscillo
scope. 

vertical plates without the sawtooth voltages being applied to the 
horizontal plates, the rising and falling A C voltage merely causes 
the spot to move up and down. This is like trying to display graphi
cally a varying phenomenon without the time base of an x axis. 
Wben the sawtooth voltages are applied to the horizontal axis to 
create the sweep, we have an effective time base for graphically 
displaying the AC voltage sine wave. Notice also that the sweep 
must be linear (i.e., the spot must move across the screen at a uni
form rate of speed) or the sine wave will not be reproduced 
faithfully. 

The preceding explanation, greatly simplified, shows us how a 
cathode-ray oscilloscope can be used to give a graphic presentation 
of varying electrical phenomena. Obviously, this simple explana
tion above does not tell the whole story. For example, a usable 
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oscilloscope must have circuits for syndu·onizing the start of the 
sweep with the beginning of the elech·ical phenomenon being dis
played. Provision must also be made for varying the time it takes 
for the sweep to travel across the face of the tube if we are to get 
usable presentations of both low-frequency and high-frequency 
phenomena. 

Oscilloscopes are great fun , and are easy to learn how to use 
because the slightest change in any adjustment, internally or ex
ternally, changes the pattern on the face of the tube. Scopes are 
available in two general sizes related to the face diameter, 3 and 
5 inches, and in both kit and assembled f01m. They contain no 
critical elements and are sin1plc construction projects. Two repre
sentative scopes are shown in Figs. i4-8 and i4-9. 
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solid-state devices 

BY DEF11'ITION, a conductor is a low-resistance material that allows 
electricity to flow readily, and an insulator is a high-resistance 
material that blocks current altogether. Conductors do offer some 
resistance, depending on their exact composition an<l their physical 
dimensions, but this is generally an incidental characteristic. The 
actual difference in resistance between common conductors and 
insulators is enormous. For example, silver has a resistance of only 
one-millionth of an ohm between any two faces of a cube measw·
ing a centimeter on a side, wh il e a similar block of mica has a 
resistance of about a million million ohms, a value so high that it 
represents in effect an open circuit. 

There i.s a sort of twilight zone between conductors and in
sulators, and the materials that fo ll in it, mostly natural or man
made crystals, are known as semiconductors. For example, a centi
meter cube of pure germanium measures only aboul 50 or 60 ohms; 
a cube of pure silicon, 50,000 to 60,000 ohms. T hese resistances 
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fall to much lower values if certain chemical "impurities" are added 
to the crystals. What is significant about semiconductors treated in 
this manner is that some of their internal elech·ons apparently Roat 
around loosely, and can be made to move under the influence of 
very low applied voltages. While conventional vacuum tubes for 
receiving purposes require plate voltages from about 75 to 300 

volts, typical semiconductors in similar applications need only 
between i V2 and 12 volts. Since the controllable electron stream 
in a tube flows through a vacuum, while in semiconductors it goes 
through a solid, the basic term solid state has been adopted to 
distinguish semiconductors from tubes. 

The major part 0f the electric energy supplied to most tubes is 
consumed by the heater element that boils electrons out of a cath
ode. (See Chapter 4, dealing with vacuum tubes. ) Solid-state de
vices do not need thermal priming; their loose electrons are on tap 
at all times and go to work the instant an external voltage is ap
plied. Semiconductors are therefore smaller than tubes, require 
less space, wiring, and operating power, and work in simpler circuits. 

Although solid-state technology is generally considered a de
velopment of the i95o's, it actually dates back to the turn of the 
century. As early as i903, an American e:\-pcrimenter named Green
leaf Whittier Pickard investigated the possibilities of certain crys
tals as detectors (that is, rectifiers) of radio signals. In igo6 he 
obtained excellent results from silicon, wh ich today is a favored 
material fo r many solid-state devices. Numerous other crystals were 
tried, including even ordinary coal. The most sensit ive was found 
to be galena (chemically, lead sulphide), a cheap and abundant 
by-product of sil ver-mining operations in the western part of the 
United States. Crystal detectors using ga lena are still listed ih 
electronic supply catalogs and are the basis of extremely simple 
broadcast receivers built by boys and girls. 

THE TRANSISTOR 

Until 1948 all solid-state devices were essentially one-way con
ductors, and could be used only as ::;ignal detectors and as rectifiers 
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in AC power circuits. Unlike tubes, they could not amplify weak 
signals or act as oscillators to produce RF energy for transmission 
and other ptnposes. However, in i 948 the electronic art was liter
ally set on its ear by the introduction of an entirely new semi
conductor device called the transistor, which could do everything 
the tube could do, and more, within certain power limitations. A 
product of intense, highly organized team engineering in the vast 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, the transistor was an overnight sensa
tion. Requiring no heater or filament current and no glass bulb or 
vacuum, and taking the form of strong metal beads the size of 
match heads or peas, the transistor obviously was ideally suited 
for a wide variety of electronic equipment ranging from tiny hear
ing aids to portable receivers and transmitters and computers and 
space instruments. 

SEM I C O N D UC TOR THEO R Y 

There is no single, universally accepted answer to the question 
"How do semiconductors, and particularly transistors, work?" Sev
eral theories have been advanced, and they differ not only in basic 
approach but also in mere terminology. This is not surprising in 
view of the fact that the very nature of electricity is still a matter 
of widespread speculation among scientists. Although the operation 
of the vacuum tube clearly supports the idea that electricity is a 
movement of negative electrons toward the positive side of a cir
cuit, some transistor texts confuse the student by indicating both 
"electron flow" and "conventional current fiow"-in the other direc
tion- in the same hookup! 

Using the electron theory, it is possible to offer a reasonable 
explanation of semiconductor action. Readers with a college back
ground in modern physics are referred to the advanced books listed 
in the appendix. 

The atom may be pictured as a central core or nucleus having 
a positive electric charge, surrounded by a cloud of orbiting elec
trons having a negative charge (remember this is only an analogy, 
not exactly the real thing ) . The electrons nearest the core are held 
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ELECTRON- PAIR BONDS ATOMS 

A~ 

15-1. Crystal lattice structure of a pure semiconductor material. 
(Courtesy of the RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division.) 

more firmly by the latter's positive charge than those farther out 
at the edges, but under normal circumstances the positive and nega
tive charges balance and no electrons escape. The outer electrons, 
more easily torn loose, are called valence electrons. 

The atoms of pure semiconductors arc ananged in a crystalline 
sb·ueture, an orderly framework called a lattice. In the lattice, 
atoms line up so that their valence electrons are shared. Valence 
electrnns of adjacent atoms are bound together to form electron
pair bonds. This is shown in simplilied fashion in Fig. i5-i. These 
bonds are ciuite tight, and there are no free electrons on tap to be 
influenced by outside electric charges. Tims, in effect, the lattice 
has high xesistance. 

It i s possible to split the electron-pair bonds and to free some 
electrons by applying heat or high voltage, but these measures arc 
awkward and troublesome. The big breakthrough in semiconductor 
technology came with the discovery that the same effect could be 
accomplished much more simply by addi ng "impurities"-cxtremely 
small amounts of other elements having different atomic structure
to the pure lat tices. This process is called doping, and is the most 
critical part of semiconductor manufach1re because the ratio of im
purities to pure rnate1ials is something like one part in ten million! 

Doping works in two directions. If the added impurity element 
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15-2. Lattice structure of an n-type "doped" semiconductor. {Courtesy 
of the RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division .) 

has more valence elech·ons than the pure semiconductor material, 
the extra electrons tend to Roat loosely within the lattice because 
there are no unpaired electrons available in the lattice with which 
they can form new elech·on-bond pairs. See Fig. i5-2. Loose elec
trons are easily affected by au outside charge, so electrons can 
readily be made to How in a cwTent of elech"icity; in elfect, the 
loose electrons give the doped semiconductor material a resistanco 
lower than that of the previous pure form. A material having this 
excess-negative characteristic is called 11-type. Common 11 addi
tives are arsenic and antimony. 

Impurity atoms such as alumimun, gallium, and indium have 
fewer valence electrons than semiconductor atoms. There are not 
enough of them to form complete electron-bond pairs with all of 
the latter's valence electrons, so they leave what amounts to holes 
(that is, areas without paired electrons ) in the lattice stmcture. 
See Fig. i5-3. Some electrons of adjacent pair bonds tend to shift 
from their positions under the influence of outside charges and to 
move into the holes. This movement of electrons constitutes a flow 
of elech·icity. The initial vacancy in the lattice is said to have a 
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15-3. Lattice structure of a p-type "doped" semiconductor. (Courtesy of 
the RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division.) 

positive charge because of the absence there of negative electrons, 
so semiconductors doped in this manner are called p-type. 

p-n JUN CTIONS 

The basic solid-state device consists of a combination of p-type 
and n-type materials in simple contact, as in Fig. i5-4; this is called 
a p-n junction. At the junction itself, some of the loose electrons in 
the n-type tend to diffuse into the adjacent holes. The holes thus 
acquire a slight negative charge, while the previously all-negative 
area at the junction becomes slightly positive because it has lost 
some of it.s electrons to the holes. This fote1mediate area is called 
the space-charge region, transition region, or depleUon layer. The 
very slight electric charge here can be represented as an imaginary 
battery, as shown in Fig. i5-5. It is known as the energy barrier 
because it discourages fu rther diffusion across the junction, that is, 
the initial negative charge acqufred by the holes in the space-charge 
region prevents additional elech·ons from the n-type material from 
crossing into more holes in the p-type. 
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15-4. Interaction of electrons and "holes" in the space-charge region 
of a p-n junction. (Courtesy of the RCA Semiconductor and Materials 
Division.) 

The condition just described continues to exist only as long as 
the p-n junction is isolated. When external voltages are applied, 
the nature of the space-charge region changes markedly. Consider 
first the simple circuit of Fig. i5-6, which shows a battery con
nected to the 7J and n ends of a junction. The free electrons in the 
n-type, being negative, are drawn away from the material toward 
the positive side of the battery. This loss of electrons tends to make 
the material more positive than before, in effect ·widening the posi
tive side of the space-charge region. Simultaneously, electrons from 

p n 
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15-5. Voltage effect at the center of a p-n junction. (Courtesy of the 
RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division.) 
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15-6. When biased in this manner, a p-n junction has a high resistance 
and p ermits only a very small e lectron flow. (Courtesy of the RCA Semi
conductor and Materials Division .) 

the negative pole of the battery go into the positive p-type material, 
diffuse through the hofos, make this section more negative than 
before, and in effect widen the negative side of the space-charge 
region. The total effect is to make the latter so wide that it is no 
longer the imaginary battery shown in Fig. i 5-5 but assumes the 
characteristics of a real battery having a voltage almost equal to 
that of the external battery. A condition of voltage balance sets in, 
and, as a result, there is virtually no current How through the cir
cuit, as indicated by the very th in arrow in Fig. 15-6. A p-n junc
tion with the battery polarity as shown in this diagram is said to 
be reverse-biased. 

If the external battery is switched around, as in Fig. i5-7, elec
trons in the p-type break out of their electron-pair bonds under 
the pull of the positive side of the battery, creating new holes in 
the 1rn1terial, and they travel toward the battery. This loss of elec
trons makes the p-type material more positive than before and 
causes it to atb·act more electrons through the space-charge region 
from the n-type. As these electrons move across, they are replaced 
by other electrons from the negative side of the battery. In effect 
the space-charge region virtually disappears, the energy barrier is 
no longer a barrier, and electrons flow merrily around the circuit, 
as indicated by the heavy arrow in Fig. i5-7. A junction with this 
battery polarity is said to be forward-biased. 
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15-7. With the bias of this polarity, the p-n junction offers low resist
ance and passes a heavy current. (Courtesy of the RCA Semiconductor 
and Materials Division.) 

If we substitute a source of alternating current for the batteries 
of Figs. i5-6 and i5-7, it is easy to see that a p-n junction is a 
simple rectifier. While there is some current flow in the reverse-bias 
condition, this is so small in comparison with the heavy current 
in the forward-bias mode that it can be disregarded. in p ractical 
applications. 

TRANSISTOR OPERATIO N 

Another way of describing p-n action is to say that a junction 
has very high resistance with reverse-bias and very low resistance 
with forward-bias. Recall from Ohm's law that the power de
veloped by any cuITent is greater in high resistance than in low 
resistance; that is, power in watts equals current in amperes squared 
times resistance in ohms. An increase in power from one circuit to 
another ( amplifical'ion or gain, as obtained with vacuum tubes) is 
therefore possible if the input or control circuit has low resistance 
and the output circuit has relatively higher resistance, and if the 
current transferred from one to the other is maintained w ith little 
or no loss. The solid-state device that accomplishes this difficult 
trick is the remarkable trcmsistor. 

A h·ansistor in basic form has three semiconductor elements, as 
shown in Fig. i5-8. For pu1poses of discussion let's make the ends 
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OUTPUT 
n p n 
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~----111 1---------1 1 1 ~--' 

15-8. Bosic tronsistor construction ond operotion. The heovy orrow 
indicoles o strong diffusion of electrons from the input to the output 
circuit; the thin orrow indicotes a very small flow in the input section 
alone. (Courtesy of the RCA Semiconductor and Materials Division.) 

of n-type. These form a sandwich wi th a very thin .fi lling of p-type 
material, so the device is called an n-p-n structure. By means of 
suitable batteries, the left-hand input n-p junction is forward-biased 
and therefore hns low resistance, wh ile the ]Ml output junction is 
reverse-biased and its circuit has high resistance. In the illput sec
tion, electrons flow readily from tlw n wafer to the center p wafer, 
because the latter is made additionally positive by the biasing bat
tery. However, instead of returning to the latter, they mostly dif
fuse through the p section to the output 11 wafer, where they are 
attracted by the positive charge from the right-hand battery. In 
actual transistors ns much as 99 Y2 per cent of the electron curren t 
exists through th e right-hand n semiconductor; the small remainder 
completes its circuit in the left-hand 11 section. This current passing 
through the high resistance of the output circuit represents a very 
much higher power than the same current if it Bowed through the 
low resistance of the input circuit. In practical terms th.is means 
that a properly biased h·ansistor can offer enormous amplification; 
that is, a weak signal impressed on the left-hand 11-p junction re
appears as a strong signal in the right-hand p-n junction. 

If the transistor sandwich is made of one negative and two posi
tive semiconductors, it is called a p-n-p structure. ' i\7ith the battery 
polarities reversed to match this arrangement, the operation of the 
device is similar to that of the 11-p-11. Both of these types are in wide-
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15-9 . Schematic symbols for two standard types of transistors: (A) 
n-p-n, (B) p-n-p. (Courtesy of the RCA Semiconductor and Materials 
Division.) 

spread use. Figure i5-9 shows schematic symbols for the two types. 
To distinguish transistor elements from each other, the three 

regions are designated as the emitter, base, and collector. In nor
mal practice the emitter-to-base junction is forward-biased, and 
the collector-to-base is reverse-biased. In certain special applica
tions where transistors are used as coupling devices and actual 
amplification is not needed, the biases are adjusted for minimum 
diffusion effect. 

There are literally thousands of types, sizes, and shapes of tran
sistors, and the number grows daily as scientists produce esoteric 
new semiconductor materials. 

THE TUNNEL DIODE 

When a p-n junction is doped very heavily vvith certain im
purities, its characteristics change radically. It ceases to be a mere 
rectifier and it becomes capable of amplification (and therefore 
oscillation) just as a transistor. 

The tunnel diode has only two terminals, and thus lends itself to 
extremely simple circuitry. It promises to produce almost as much 
of a revolution in electronic circuitry as did the h·aosistor itself 
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when it was introduced. Figure 15-10 shows three typical transistors 
and a tunnel diode, which is only slightly larger than the head of 
an ordinary pin. 

Twmel-diode theory is very involved and is very difficult for an 
amateur to digest. It is dealt with at length in various books listed 
in the appendix. 

SEM ICO NDUCTOR ADVANTAGES 

AND DISADVANTAGES 

It would seem that solid-state d evices are the answer to most 
of the problems of communication cqujpment design. This is not 
quite true. Because of their very size, they have b een difficul t to 
produce in quautity and with tmiformity, and their hjgh rejection 
rate in manufacture has kept their prices h igh . Vacuum tubes went 

.. 

15-10. Three typical transistors and, below them, a tunnel diode. 
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15-11. A schematic diagram of the Heath Tunnel Dipper, which uses 
both transistors and a tunnel diode. 

through the same growing pains, and it is only a matter of time 
before solid-state devices become just as uniform and cheap. A 
major shortcoming of solid-state shortwave receivers is that the 
transistors tend to be noisy. 

One of the unfortunate claims made for transistors is that they 
last forever, or almost forever, because they have no filaments to 
bum out or vacuums to lose. The truth of the matter is that they 
can be damaged quite readily by too much heat, applied, for ex
ample, when connecting leads are soldered. Thfa too is not sur
prising, since heat by definition is the energy of the motion of 
atoms, and excessive motion can destroy the delicate crystalline 
structure of solid-state lattices. 

Excessive voltage or voltage of the wrong polarity .is a common 
cause of t rouble in much equipment. Like heat, this tends to upset 
the lattices. 

Countering the disadvantages are undisputed advantages for 
many applications. 'With no £laments and no warm-up time, tran
sistor devices snap into action without delay. For all except power
amplifier stages, they work on such low voltages and currents that 
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tiny batteries can energize them satisfactorily for long periods; 
furthermore, the batteries can be built right into the equipment. 

For fixed-station applications, where space is no object and un
limited energy is available from an AC outlet, transistors offer no 
special inducements. This is why communication receivers and their 
associated b·ansmitters and conh·ol accessories continue to use 
vacuum tubes. However, the outlook for the future is clear: as the 
problems of noise, uniformity, and price are solved, communica
tions gear will become smaller, lighter and simpler as transistors 
(and their offspring ) replace hot tubes. 

TRA NS IS TOR PROJECT 

As always, the easiest way to become familiar with some new 
device or technique is to use it. In the case of semiconductors, 

15-1 2. A top view of the printed circuit board for the Tunnel Dipper. 
Tran sistor sockets are along the bottom edge . 



15-13. A bottom view of the printed circuit board . Protruding leads of 
components are first soldered, then snipped off close. 

15-14. To prevent overheating of delicate parts, a self-gripping 
"seizure" tool is clamped on to act as a "heat sink." 
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there is fortunately available a kit project that includes both tran
sistors and the tunnel diode. This is the Heath "Tunnel Dipper," 
a very useful instrument that functions as both a sensitive frequency 
meter and a variable-frequency signal source. The full schematic 
circuit is shown in Fig. i5-11 , while details of the assembly are 
shown in the photos, Figs. i5-12 through i5-18. 

Six p lug-in coils, in combination with the two-section variable 
tuning capacitor c2A-C2B, give the instrument a range from 3 to 
260 1vlc. This L-C circuit is coupled through capacitor C1 to the 
crystal diode D2. Following the latter is a three-stage transistor 
amplifier using transistors Q1, Qz, and Q3. 

Note the eight-contact slide switch in the lower left-hand cor
ner of the diagram. 'When this is in the osc position, as shown, 
oc from the 1\12-volt battery is fed through resistor RB to the tun
nel diode D1, the other end of which is connected merely to the 

•• 

15-15. An inside view of the Tunnel Dipper chassis, showing how the 
transistors are positioned in the sockets with the aid of a tweezers. 
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15-1 6 . A single penlite cell provides all needed current for the Tunnel 
Dipper. The rotary sca le, in the center of the chassis, is calibrated in 
megacycles. Color bands match the colors of the plug-in tuning coils. 

"hot" or ungrounded side of the plug-in coil. Pulses of energy 
from the battery excite the L-C circuit into oscillation. This rela
tively weak RF current is rectified by the diode Dz and is amplified 
by the direct-coupled transistor stages. The output of the last stage, 
Q3, is the collector current, and shows on the sensitive i-ma meter. 
The sensitivity control 14 adjusts the bias on the base of Q1 and 
provides a means of keeping the meter needle on scale on the 
different tuning ranges. 

When the plug-in coil is placed near the inductor of a tuned 
circuit that is not carrying current, and C2 is adjusted to resonance, 
the inductor absorbs energy from the coil. This absorption repre
sents a loss in the Tunnel Dipper L-C circuit; the voltage to the 
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diode D2 drops and the reading of the meter in the Q3 dips 
sharply. The instrument derives its name from this dipping action. 
The freciuency setting of the unknown L-C circuit is then read 
from the calibrated dial of the dipper. 

\~'hen the slide switch is pushed to the right one notch, the 
tunnel-diode circuit is opened. The coil-C2 tank then no longer 
works as an oscillator, but the rest of the circuit remains intact 
and, in effect, works as a straight receiver. If the coiJ is now cou
pled to a tuned circuit that is carrying RF, it picks up some energy 
by induction. This is rectified and ampli6ed and shows on the 
meter. This time, however, resonance is indicated by a maximum 
reading rather than a dip. 

A dipper of this kind is very valuable not only for frequency 
measurements but also for determining the presence of parasitic 
oscillations and harmonics. Parasitics differ from hannonics in that 

15-17. The completed Tunnel Dipper. The cover (lef t) contains plug-in 
coils in a soft pla stic l in ing. One coil protrudes from the top of the in 
strument case, a bove the meter. 
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15-18. With the cover in position, the Tunnel Dipper is easy to carry. 
The case is of anodized aluminum. 

they are clu e to random L-C combinations formed by both the 
distributed inductance and capacitance of unduly long connections. 
The frequencies of these spurious signals are not arithmetically 
related to the fundamental oscillator frequency, as are harmonics. 

This entire instrument is powered by a single 1 !;2-volt "pcnlite" 
battery, ancl it is therefore hand-portable. Construction is quite 
simple, as the photos indicate. 
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setting up and operating 

an amateur station 

STA TI ON LAYO UT 

In Chapter 1 1 there is a picture of a complete amateur station 
laid out comfortably on an ordinary bridge table. This shows what 
can be done when Roor space in a house or apartment is limited. 
The bridge table will serve the purpose quite nicely until the 
owner decides, as he most surely will, to acquire additional equip
ment such as an amplifier for the transmitter, a monitor scope, or 
an antenna analyzeL Dozens of usefu l and interesting ham acces
sories are availabl e, and it is indeed a strong-minded amateur who 
can resist the temptation to buy them as his finances permit. 

The accompanying pictures show a number of typical stations 
ranging from the very simple to the fairly advanced. A newcomer 
can study them with profit, for they show arrangements that he 
might be able to adapt to his own circumstances. 

255 
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16-1. A small table in a corner of the basement holds this excellent 
combination of a Heath Mohawk ham-band receiver (bottom) and an 
Eico Model 720 CW transmitter. Both sets were made from kits. A 
modulator for an AM phone can be added al any time to the transmitter. 
The key in the foreground is completely insulated for shock protection. 

SAFETY PR ECAU TIONS 

\Ve are all so accustomed to electric appliances, radio and tele
vision sets, hi-fi systems, intercoms, etc., that we tend to overlook 
the fact that any voltage over about 50 can be dangerous to human 
beings. Ordinary house current at 117 volts has killed thousands of 
people. In houses fed by three-wire systems giving 117 to 234 volts, 
the doubled voltage (usually used for air conditioners and electric 
ranges) is more than doub ly dangerous. 

In even smal1 and relatively low-power transmitters the plate 
voltage is rarely lower than about 250 and is often higher. In larger 
rigs it can easily run to 700 or i,ooo volts. The rule to remember 
at all times in this connection is: noN'T TOUCH! There was a time 
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when ham b·ansmittcrs used an open "breadboard"-typc construc
tion, with exposed tuning coils of bare copper tubing. Because this 
is so patently lethal, it has given way in recent years to metal 
chassis enc.:losed in metal cabinets, the whole assembly thoroughly 
grounded so that in case of an accidental short circuit the worst 
result is a blow-11 line fuse. If it becomes necessary to operate a 
piece of equipment ou t of its cabinet, for repair or ad justment, 
just rememher to treat it with great re~1)ect. 

Fortunately, radio-frequency energy is much less dangerous than 
60-cycle AC and high-voltage DC because it tends to flow over the 
surface of conductors rather than all through it. This is known as 
skin effect. Radio freq uency can cause a nasty burn, but it usually 
doesn't shock a person because it doesn't penetrate to the nervous 
system. 

16-2. In the horn shack o'f K2DUX, Paul Hertzberg, Whitestone, N.Y., it 
is the receiver that is small and the transmitter comparatively Jorge. The 
former is a Collins 755-3, factory-mode; the loller is o Heath Marauder, 
mode from a kit. The unit behind the microphone is a beam-antenna 
position control and indicator. QSL cards from distant stol'ions adorn 
the wall. 
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16-3. With the exception of o VTVM, on oscilloscope, and o teletype
writer sender, oil the equipment in this interesting shack was handmade 
by the owner. He is DL6AW, Horst Rohmann, Brounschweig, Germany . 
A technician employed by the well-known Rolleiflex camera works, he is 
accustomed to precision construction to very high standards. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

The receiver described in Chapter 8 takes only 6o watts from 
the AC line; the transmitter shown in Chapter 11 takes 110 watts. 
Most accessories require much les~. This means that any standard 
AC outlet can easily handle an entire station of reasonable size. 

However, transmitters rated at the full legal limit of i ,ooo watts 
present a problem because they rec1uire more than twice that much 
primary power, or about 2,s.00 watts. This is too much for an in
dividual AC outlet, which is limited to about i,650 watts. In most 
cases it becomes necessary to nm a separate line from the meter 
to the radio shack. The utility company is glad to make suggestions 
in this connection, although in most communities the actual in
stallation must be made by a licenseu electrician. 
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INTERFERENCE 

Every amateur must make sure that his transmitter is free of the 
defects that result in interference with other radio transmission. 
If your transmitter is operating on the assigned amateur frequen
cies and is properly tuned, the only interference you are likely to 
cause is with commercial radio and television broadcasts. In regard 
to this the FCC Regulations, Part 97 (Amateur Radio Service ), state 
the following: 

97.131 Restricted operation. (a) If the operation of an amateur sta
tion causes general interference to the reception of transmissions from 
stations operating in the domestic broadcast service when receivers of 
good engineering design including adequate selectivity characteristics are 
used to receive such b·ansmissions and this fact is made lmow11 to the 
amatew· station licensee, the amateur station shall not be operated <luring 
the hours from 8 P.~r. to 10:30 P.~r. , local time, and on Sunday for the 
additional period from 10:30 A.M. until 1 P.M ., local time, upon the fre
quency or frequencies used when the interference is created. 

Thus, it is clear that when your b·ansmitter interferes with your 
neighbor's radio or television recep tion, you should change to a fre
quency that does not cause interference or go off the air during 
the specified "silent periods." In consideration of yom neighbor's 
listening or viewing pleasures, you will p robably stay off the air for 
additional periods. Notice that the FCC regulation states that the 
necessity for se!f-impo.secl silence is dependent upon the affected 
radio 'M el television receivers being of "good engineering design" 
and possessing "adequate selectivity characteristics." ln many cases 
this is a legal way for you to avoid the specified silent periods, since 
the fault often lies with the affected receiver and not your trans
mitter. However, even if you can pro,-e to your neighbor that his 
radio or television set, not your transmitter, is the real culprit, you 
are sure to bring about a strained relationship \.Vhcn you p ersist 
in :interfering with his radio and television reception. 'When you 
learn that your transmitter is causing inte1fercnce, the wisest course 
is to shut down when your neighbors are using their sets, until you 
can correct the cause of the interference or determine those amateur 
frequencies that do not cause interference. 
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16-4. This is the kind of sloppy breadboard layout that should be 
avoided because it is not only inefficient but potentially dangerous. 

The following discussion on broadcast and television interference 
will help you understand how such interference is caused and how 
it often can be eliminated. However, if the suggested remedies do 
not correct the situation, you should, if possible, enlist the aid of 
a more experienced amateur in tracking down and solving your 
particular problem. The job is fascinating and rewarding in that 
you will increase your knowledge of electronics. 

BROADCAST INTER FERENCE ( BCI) 

Interference with the reception of Alvr broadcasts does not often 
occur since the superheterodyne receiver ·with a loop antenna, gen-
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erally used today, is fairly selective and capable of rejecting all but 
the strongest random noise signals outside its operating range of 
550 to i ,650 kc. On the other hand, if a broadcast receiver is located 
close to your transmitter or uses an outside antenna that is erected 
near your transmitting antenna, it can be affected by your trans
mitter. H ere are some of the common types of Ber, with suggestions 
for their elimination. 

KEY CLICKS Key clicks, resulting from a keying envelope that is too 
square, are short pulses of radio-wave energy throughout the radio 
spectrum. Fortunately, the energy contained in the frequencies above 
and below the transmitter's frequency is small. However, key clicks 
will be picked up by receivers in the immediate vicinity of the trans
mitter. Using a filter to round out the keying pattern will eliminate this 
disturbance. 

Sparking at the key contacts creates a dis turbance similar to that 
created by electric-light switches and motors. This type or keying dis
turbance can be distinguished from that nctually radiated from the 
transmitter by disconnecting the antenna and using a dummy load. 
Key-contact sparking can be reduced by a fil ter. 

OVERl\10DULATION l-.fore than 100 per cent modulation with phone b·ans
mission generates dishubanccs similar to key clicks. Overmodulation, 
of course, should be avoided for other than interference reasons. 

SATUf\ATlOJ\' Saturation or blocking of a nearby broadcast receiver might 
occur when the receiver uses an outside antenna near your transmitting 
antenna. With the owner's permission, the receiver's antenna might be 
shortened. Also the transmitter's and the receiver's antennns should be 
placed at right angles to one another to minimize coupling. 

RECEIVER FAULTS Often the receiver itself is at fault. For example, the 
transmitter frequency might be such that when mixed with a ha1monic 
of the receiver's local oscillator, the ff frequency results. In this case 
the broadcast receiver near your transmitter would receive your trans
mission loud and clear. If your signal does not interfere with a broad
cast station, your neighbor should not objc<.:t. However, if your signal 
conflicts with his listening, ch:lnge your frequency to one that does not 
disturb him. 

Occasionally, your voice transmissions will be heard over the entire 
band of a nearby broadcast rcceivei-. This usually happens because of 
a rectifying action in one of the receiver's early stages. H yom trans
mitter is close, the signal is naturally strong. This can sometimes be 
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corrected by installing a wave trap (parallel tuned circuit in series \vith 
the receiver antenna). ·when the wave trap is tuned to your b·ansmit
ting frequency, the high impedance it offers effectively keeps the signal 
from the faulty receiver's input. 

OVER-ALL INTERFERENCE If necessary, the effects of all fo1ms of broad
cast interference can be reduced by screening the transmitter and in
stalling power-line and antenna filters as described for T VI in the 
following paragraphs. 

TELEVISION INTERFERENCE ( TVI) 

Interference with television presents a much more difficult prob
lem. The major cause of practically all Tvr can be traced to the har
monic frequencies that are radiated by both the amatem transmit
ter and its antenna. Since television Channels 2 through 6 operate 
from 54 to 88 ~vic and Channels 7 through 13 from 174 to 216 Mc, 
even- and odd-order harmonics from all amateur bands below 30 
Mc ( 28, 21, i4, 7, 3.5, and i.8 Mc) fall within the television fre
quencies. Harmonics generated on the 50-Mc amateur band also 
fall in the upper range of television frequencies from 175 to 216 Mc. 
Harmonics generated in the 7-, 3.5-, and i.8-Mc amateur bands 
present little problem, since only harmonics of the eighth order and 
above are present in the range of television frequencies. (The 
eighth-order hannonic of 7 Mc is 56 Mc, which is just inside the 
lower range of television frequencies.) Ham1onic frequencies of 
such a high order from a transmitter are usually so weak that they 
only affect a television receiver in the immediate vicinity of the 
fransmitter. 

However, with harmonics generated in the 28-, 21-, and 14-Mc 
amateur bands, the situation is different. Here, for example, the 
second harmonic of 28 i'v[c is 56 Mc, which falls in the frequency 
band used by Channel 2. 0 Since harmonics generated by a fairly 
po\.verful transmitter up to the sixth order are capable of inter
fering with surrounding television reception, the rvr problem that 
can arise when transmitting on the 28-, 21-, and 14-Mc amateur 

0 See the appendix for the frequencies of the various television channels. 
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16-5. This beautiful layout is very professional looking, yet al l its com
ponents were nut-and -bolt assembly jobs from Heath Kits. Left: Mohawk 
ham-band receiver. Center: Warrior I - kilowatt power amplifier. Right: 
Marauder SSB-AM five-band transmitter. Top of receiver and amplifier: 
loudspea ker, phone patch, an d monitor scope. The proud operator is 
Darwin Evans, K8ADS, Dowagiac, Mich. 

bands is readily apparent. (The problem also arises on the 50-Mc 
band, where the fourth harmonic falls into the upper television 
band.) 

You may well ask, then, how Tv1 is to be avoided when trans
mitting on these critical bands. The easiest solution, of course, is 
to stay off these critical bands during viewing hours if surrounding 
television receivers arc affected. However, this curtailment of oper
ating time can be avoided if you can reduce the amount of har
monics radiated from )'Our transmitter and antenna to an ineffective 
level. Notice that the word used is "radiated" and not "generated." 
By their nature, oscillators generate harmonics of the carrier fre
quency. These harmonics have only a fraction of the energy con
tained in the carrier frequency and are quickly attenuated as they 
radiate away from the transmitter. Nevertheless, they are still 
strong enough to affect a sensitive television receiver, especially in 
a fringe area of television reception where the television signal is 
itself very weak. Another important point about TVI is the wattage 
rating of the amateur transmitter. Obviously, a i,ooo-watt trans
mitter will cause more Tvr l'han a 50-watt transmitter, since its 
harmonic output is coITespondingly stronger. 
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16-6. Girls os well os boys ore active members of the South Side High 
School Radio Club, Rockville Centre, N.Y. The club station hos a John
son Warrior transmitter (left) and a National NC-300 receiver (center) 
built into o handsome operating console. Students qualify for horn 
licenses under the supervision of o faculty adviser. 

In modern transmitters direct radiation of energy is minimized 
by the use of low-impedance capacitors across meter and jack 
leads, the power-transformer primary, and numerous other circuit 
elements, and by thorough shielding of the chassis itself. Radio
frequency coils are often enclosed in individual shield cans, and 
larger assemblies are placed inside cages made of "hardware cloth" 
( pe1forated sheet metal) or of wire mesh. Finally, the entire chassis 
is mounted in a sturdy metal cabinet with a minimum of openings 
tlu·ough which RF signals might escape. 

It is easy to determine whether TV1 is due to radiation from the 
b"ansmitter or to the major radiation from the antenna. Disconnect 
the latter and hook the transmitter instead to a dummy antenna; 
operate the rig on various frequencies and look for interference 
on your own television receiver. 

It is practically impossible to eliminate all harmonic radfation, 
because it is the natural result of oscillator action. In many cases, 
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a simple cure for the TVJ is a tuned filter connected between the 
aerial lead and the aerial binding posts of the affected receiver. 
This usually traps out the weak remaining harmonic signals and 
restores peace in the household. Such filters are cheap, take only a 
minute to install, and do not affect normal television reception. 

It is interesting to note that transmitters of the ssu type arc very 
easy to "de-bug" of Tvr, for the simple reason that the canier and 
one sideband arc suppressed and only one sideband gets lo the 
antenna. With npproximatcly two-th irds of the possible sources of 
harmonics elimi nated , the remaining third is readily cleaned up. A 
low-powered sso rig, properly timed and coupled lo a proper an
tenna by a nonradiating coaxial transmission line, can usually be 
operated directly alongside a television receiver without making 
any noticeable impression on the latter. This is one of the reasons 
why many hams are switching over from conventional clouble
sideband ,\ M to single-sideband AM. 

OPERATING A ST ATI ON 

Once you begin operating a station, remember that you are just 
one of many amateurs using the ham frequencies. You will find 
the bands ciuite crowded. Respe<.:t the rights of your fellow ama
teurs. Before go'ing 011 the air, check 1cith your receiver to see if 
anyone else is using the f req11e11cy cm tclrich you wish to transmit. 
If someone is 0 11 it, wait until he is finished or change to another 
frequency. 

CW (C ODE) TRANS MIS SJ ON 

In communicating by means of code, it is important to follow 
certain procedures. Before you actually begin transmi.~sion , it is a 
good idea to listen to other amateurs until you arc familiar with 
the established practices. 

i ) Calling a station: When calling a spcc:ific station, send its call 
letters fou r or five times, then the letters DE ( the French word for 
From ) follovved by your own ca.JI lette1·s sent fom or five times, 
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and end with ,\R (end of message) . Thus, a call might be as fol
lows: w4XYZ w4xYZ w4xyz w4XY'.l DE W4ABC w4ABC w4ABC w4 .. rnc 
All. Signals with an overline are sent as one le tter. After making 
your call, wait an appreciable interval b efore calling a second time. 

2) General inquiry call: 'When you wish to have any amateur who 
hears your signal answer your call, send out a general inquiry call. 
This is done by sending the letters CQ four or five times, then the 
letters DE followed by your call letters and the letter K (go ahead). 
Thus, a general inquiry call might be as follows: CQ CQ CQ CQ DE 

w4ABc w4ABC W4'\BC w4_·\DC K. After making a general inquiry 
call, tune your receiver very slowly two or three limes over the 
frequency band on which you are operating to pick up any possible 
answers. To avoid an excessive number of answers, make your 
CQ specific. For example, if you wish to call anybody in Connec
ticut, you should send as follows: CQ CONN CQ CONN CQ CONN CQ 
CONN DE w4ABC w4ABC w4ADC w4ABC K. You will probably find that 
your results will be better when you specify a particular locality 
in your CQ caJls. 

3 ) Answe1·i11g a call: When answering either a direct or a general 
inqtiiry call, send the call letters of the calling station two or three 
times, DE, and your own call l etters followed by K. For example, 
an answer might be as follows : W4XYZ W4XYZ w4xyz w4''"yz DE 

W 4ABC W 4ABC K. 

4) DX calls: The phrase ox is used when calling foreign coun
tries. F or example, a general inquiry call for foreign countries 
would be as follows: CQ DX CQ DX CQ DX CQ DX DE w4ABC w4ABC 
W4ABC W4ABC K. 

5) Endings: 1n discussing the various procecllU'es fo r making and 
receiving calls, the terms AR and K have been indicated. These 
terms are part of the standard International Morse Code. The K 

( - · - ) is "go ahead." The An ( · - · - ·) is "end of message." 

VO I CE PROCEDURE 

In voice operation, the same sequence of call letters is used. The 
intermediate signal is now "this is" or "from," usually the former, 
and the ending signal is "over" or "go ahead," again usually the 
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16-7. An extra shelf a lo ng the rear edge of a standard desk is a con
venient location for station accessories. Left to right: beam indicator, 
loudspeaker for receiver (with 24-hour clock), stand ing-wave-ratio 
meter (with code oscillator), monitor scope, and Heath Mohican standby 
receiver. On the desk are a Collins 75$-3 receiver and 325-1 trans
mitter, with an Electro-Voice microphone . This is the compact shack of 
W2DJJ, Robert Hertzberg, Douglaston, N.Y. 

former. The expression "come in please" is nn invention of movie
script wri ters, and is never used by any sclf-res1)ecting operator. 
The word "over" comes from British army procedure, and is a 
shortened fonn of ''over to you." 

It is contrary to i:cc regulations to use the reverse form of call
ing: "This is WA2xx calling wn3zz." 

The FCC further says: "When using telep hony, phonetic aids to 
identify the call sign of the station may be employed." However, 
it does not specify any such aids, and as a result of this omission 
a wild variety of phonetic alphabets is hea rd on the air. The two 
most generally recognized lists are the World War II military 
and a newer "international" adopted by the airlines. They am as 
follows: 
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LETTER M ILJTAJ\Y INTERNATIONAL L ETTER M lLIT:\IW l NT .ERNATIONAL 

A Able Alfa N Nan November 
B Baker Bravo 0 Oboe Oscar 
c Charlie Charlie p Peter Papa 
D Dog Delta Q Queen Quebec t 
E Easy Echo R Roger Homeo 
F Fox Foxtrot s Sugar Sierra 
G George Golf T Tare Tango 
H How Hotel u Uncle Uniform 
I Item India v Victor Victor 
J Jig Juliet w WiJl iam Whiskey 
K King Kilo x X-ray X-ray 
L Love Lima y Yoke Yankee 
M Mike Mike z Zebra Zulu 

A typical call on phone then might be: "Calling W 1\ 2xz, WA2xz, 

calling Whiskey Alfa Two X-ray Zulu, Whiskey Alfa Two X-ray 
Zulu, this is wyfauc, Whiskey Zero Alfa Bravo Charlie. Over." 

Note that the character ~ is always "zero" and never "oh," the 
latter being Oboe or Oscar. 

Ending signals to indicate the finish of voice communication are 
rather vague. The most commonly heard phrase is: "Signing off and 
clear." This means that anyone listening in on the conversation 
is now free to try to contact the operator who made the remark. 

When a man is not only finished with a particular conversation 
but also intends to go off the air, he will usually say: "Pulling 
switches." 

TRANSMISSION OF CAL L S IGNS 

The following excerpts from the FCC regulations should be kept 
posted in the ham shack: 

§ 97.87 Transmission of call sig11s (a) ( 1) The operator of an amateur 
station shall transmit the call sign of the station or stations (or may trans-

t Pronounced Kay-beck. 
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mit the generally accepted identi£cation of the network) being called or 
communicated with, or shall identify appropriately any other pu11Jose of 
a transmission, followt:d by the authorized call sign of the station trans
mitting: 

(i) At the beginning and end of each single transmission or; 
(ii) At the beginning and end of a series of transmissions between 

stations having established communication, each b·ansmission of which is 
of less tl1an three minutes duration ( the identification at the end of such 
a series may be omitted when the duration of tJ1e entire series is less tJ1an 
three minutes) , and; 

(iii) At least once every ten minutes or as soon thereafter as possible 
during a series of transmissions between st;\tions having established com
munication, and; 

(iv) At least once every ten minutes during any single b·ansmission of 
more than ten minutes duration. 

(2) The required identification shall be transmitted on the frequency 
or frequencies being employed at the time and , in accordance w ith the 
type of emission authorized thereon , shall be by either telegraphy using 
the International Morse Code, or telephony. In addition to the foregoing, 
when n method of communication other than telephony or telegraphy 
using the International Morse Code is being used or attempted, the pre
scribed identification shall also be transmitted b)' that method. 

K E EPING A STATION LOG 

The FCC regulations state that every amateur must maintain a 
station log containing the foJlowing information: ( 1) date and time 
of each and every transmission, ( 2) station calling and station 
called, (3) frequency of operation, (4) power input to the trans
mitter final stage, and ( 5) closing time of contact and the name of 
the operator. Any su itable ruled book can be used as a log. The 
FCC has no objections if the log contains remarks on signal quality, 
personal comments, notes, etc., in addition to the required informa
tion. A nwnber of excellent commercially printed amateur log 
books are available. 

The FCC requires that your station's log be retained for a period 
of at least one year following the date of the last en try, and be 
made available to the FCC upon request. 
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SIGNAL CLASSIF ICATI ON 

Upon establ ishing contact either by voice or code, the first thing 
that most amateun do is exchange information on the quality of 
their signals. To facilitate this exchange, the RST system shown be
low is commonly used. 

nEADAnu.rr Y (n): 1-unreadable 

SIGNAL 

STll l':NCTH (s): 

T ONE ( T): 

(applies only 
to cw) 

2-just readable 
3- reaclable with difficulty 
4-readable 
.5-cxceptionally readable 

1-very faint 
2-very weak 
3-we.ik 
4-foir 
5- fairly good 
6- good 
7- quite strong 
8-strong 
9-exccptionu.lly strnng 

I-hissing note 
2- rough AC note, no tone 
3- rough AC note, slight tone 
4-AC note, fair tone 
5- varying tone 
6- varying tone with some whistle 
7-sligh tly varying tone 
8-very slight varying tone 
9-eonstnn t tone 

'With voice transmission, there is obviously the opportunity for a 
more or less detailed e>.-planation of respective signal quality. 'Vith 
code, however, the RST system provides a quick and fairly exact 
means of telling one another the quality of each other's signal. 
'i\' hen a contact "pounds out" that your transmission i.s n4 s5 T7, 
you have a good idea of how ho is receiving you. 
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THE Q CODE AND OTHEH ABBREVIATIONS 

To speed up code transmission many amateurs make w;e of the Q 
code and the commonly used abbreviations given below. \Vhether 
or not you use these short cuts, it is a good idea to become familiar 
with them so vou will not be at a loss when you find arnatems 
who do. 

Q Sig11al,s· 

The following three-letter code words, all beginning with Q, 

have been devised to simplify the handling of messages between 
stations. They are recognized by ship and shore stations of all na
tions and serve as a readily understood form of te legraphic short
hand. When a Q signal is followed by a c1uestion mark ( · · - - · ·) a 
c.iuestion is b eing asked; if the Q sign·al stands alone, it is translated 
as an al:Ennation or reply. 

QHA 
QRD 

Qf\C 

QTUI 

QRI 

Q11J 
QHK 
Qllt. 

QR:'-<1 

QHN 

QRO 

QRP 

QllQ 

Ql1S 

QRT 

QRU 

QHV 
QUW 

QRX 

As A QUESTIOK 

\Vhat is your sta tion? 
How far distant are you? 
What is my fri;quency? 
Is my frequenc)1 steady? 
How is my tone? 
Are my signals weak? 
Arc my signals legible? 
Are you free to handle traffic? 
Are you meeting interference? 
Are atmospherics bothering 
you? 
Shall I increase power? 
Shall I use less power? 
Shall I send faster? 
Shall T send slower? 
Shall T stop sending? 
Have you any messages for me? 
Are you ready? 
Shall I notify . . . that you 
are calling him? 
Shall I stand bv? 

As A REPLY 

My station is . . 
My distance is . . 
Your frequency is . 
Your frequency is steady. 
Your tone changes. 
Your signal is weak. 
Legibility is ( I. to 5 ) . 
r am busy now. 
I nm being interfered with. 
Atmospherics arc bothering 
me. 
Increase your power. 
Decrease your power. 
Send faster. 
Send slower. 
Stop sending. 
No traffic for you. 
I nm ready. 
Notify . .. I am calling him. 

Stand by until T call you. 
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S1cNAL As A QuESTJON As A REPLY 

Qt\Z Who is calling me? You arc being called by 
QSA What is my signal strength ( 1 Your signal sb·cngth is ( 1 to 

to 5)? 5) . 
QSB Docs my signal sb·ength vary? Your signal strength varies. 
QSD Is my keying correct? Are my Your keying is incorrect; your 

signals distinct? signals are bad . 
QSC Shitll I send ... telegrams at Send _ . . telegrams at a time. 

a time? 
QSK Shall I continue? Continue with traffic. 
QSL Can you give me acknowledg- I give you acknowledgment of 

mcnt of receipt? receipt. 
QSM Shall I repeat fa st message? Repeat last message. 
QSO Can you communicate with I can communicate with 

.. . direct? direct. 
QSP Will you relay to . . . ? I will relay to . . . 
QSV On what wave and type of Reply on . . . kc with 

trnnsmission shall I reply? type emission. 
QSv Shall I send v's? Send a series of v's. 
QSW \Viii you send on .. . kc with I will send on _ . . kc with 

... type trammission? ... type emission. 
QSX Will you listen for . . . on I will listen for . . . on . . . 

. . . kc? kc. 
QSY Shall l change to . .. kc? Change to ... kc. 
QSZ Shall I duplicate each word? Duplicate each word. 
QTA Shall I cancel message Cancel message # 

# . .. ? 
QTB Do you check number of I do not check. 

words? 
QTC How many messages have you? I have ... messages. 
QTH What is your position in Ion- My position is . .. longitude 

gitude and lati tude? and . .. latitude . 
QTR What time is it? Exact time is . . . 

Abbrev-iatio11s for CW Work 

Abbrevations help to cut down unnecessary transmission. How
ever, make it a rnle not l'o abbreviate Ltnneccssarily when working 
an operator of unknown eKperience. 

AA All after ACN Again 
AB All before ANT Antenna 
ADT About DCI Broadcast interference 
AOR Address UCL Broadcast listener 
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JJK 

UN 

n4· 
c 
CF:>I 

CK 

C L 

C U J·CLC 

CUD 

Break; break me; NW 

break in 
All betwe\:!n; bccn on 
Before OM 

Yes OJ>·OPn 

Confim1: [ confirm osc 
Check OT 

I am closing my sta- PUL 

tion; call PSE·PLS 

Called; calling Pwn 
Could rx 

CUL See you later n 
cu:-1 Corne 
cw Continuous wa\'C nco 
DLl>·DL\'D Delivered 11EF 

ox Distance 
ECO Elcctron-c.:!)uplcd oscil- n PT 

la tor SEO 

FD Fine business; excellent sEz 

CA Go ahead (or resume sic 
sending) SIXE 

CD Good-bye 
CIM Give better address SKEO 

CE 
cc 
C:'v( 

CN 

CND 

CUD 

HJ 

HH 

HV 

n w 
LIO 

i\ISC 

)'; 

:'\O 

NIL 

NH 

Good evening 
Going 
Good morning 
Good night 
Ground 
Good 
The telegraphic laugh 
Here; hear 
Have 
How 
A poor opcrntor 
Message; prefix to radio
gram 
>lo 
Nothing doing 
Nothing; I have noth
ing for you 
Number 

sm 
Tl"C 

TMW 

TNX·TKS 

TT 

TU 

TXT 

un-uns 
VFO 

VY 

WA 

'"D 
WlJ·WDS 

WKD·WKC 

WL 

WUD 

wx 

!'\ow; I resume trans
mission 
Old boy 
O.ldman 
Operator 
Oscillator 
Old timer; old top 
Preamble 
Please 
Power 
Press 
Received solid; all 
right; OK; arc 
Hcceivcd 
Refer to; referring to; 
reference 
Hepeat; I repeat 
Said 
Says 
Signature; signal 
Operator's personal ini
tials or nickname 
Schedule 
Son y 
T raffic 
Tomorrow 
Thanks 
That 
Thank you 
Text 
Your; you're; yours 
Variable-frequency os
cillator 
Very 
Word after 
Word before 
\Vord; words 
Worked; working 
Well; will 
Would 
Weather 
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XMTH 

XTAL 

XYL 

YL 

73 
88 

Transmitter 
Crystal 
Wife 
Young lady 
Best regards 
Lo\·e and kisses 
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appendix a 

commonly used constants, 

formulas, and charts 

MATHEMATICAL CONSTANTS 

" = 3.14 
211" = 6.28 
'IT~ = 9.87 

(2nr)2 = 39.5 

'IT 1 ... 7 2 = . .:> 

1 - = 0.318 

1 
2nr = 0.159 

1 
~ = 0.101 

METR I C CONVERS I ON 

2.54 centimeters = 1 inch 
l meter = 39.37 inches 
l kilometer = 0.62 mile 

~ = 0.56-1 
'l/r. 
\ / ; = 1.77 

\/7r - 1 95 
2 - ·-

\ 12 = 1.41-! 

v3 = i.132 
1 

--= = 0.707 
\/2 

1 
--= = 0.577 
y 3 
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PREFIXES USED WITH METRIC-SYSTElvl UNITS 

PnEFL'( r\J313}1EVIATION MEANING 

pico p 1 million millionth 
micro ,~ l millionth 
milli m l thousandth 
centi c l hundredth 
deci d l tenth 
deka elk 10 
hekto h 1 hundred 
kilo k 1 thousand 
mega M l milUon 

DECIBELS 

The number of decibels (db) by which two power outputs, P and 
P', may differ is determined by 

p 
10 log P' 

The decibel difference between two voltages, E and E', may be 
determined by 

E 
20 log E' 

The decibel difference between two currents, I and I', may be 
determined by 

I 
20 log I' 

ELECTRICAL FORMULAS 

Resistance 

In series R tu tul 
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In parallel Rtotal 
l 

- l l l -+-+- etc. 
H1 H:! R: 

Two resistors 
R tornl 

R,R:! 
in parallel R, .J.. /{ :! 

Capacitance 

In pnrallel Ccv1n1 - CL + c:! + C:i etc. 

l n series C cotnl 
l 

-
l..+l.. + 1 

CJ 
etc. 

C1 C:.? 

Two capacitors 
C rnrnl = 

c.c:! 
in series C 1 + c:! 

The following form ula may be used to determine the capacitance 
of a parallel-plate tuning capacitor with an air dielectric : 

C = 0.224 A(N cl l ) 

where: C 
A 
N 

the capacitance in pf 
the area of one plate in square inches 
the number of plates 

d the distance between the plates (the thickness of the 
air dielectric). 

Self-inductance 

In series 

In parallel 

Two inductors 
in parallel 

Coupled inductance 

In series with 
aiding fields 

Ltotnl = 1 
1 l 1 
L1 + L~ + L3 etc. 

L1L:! 
L w 1.i = Li + L:! 
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In series with 
Liuwl = L 1 _)_ L2 - 2M 

opposing fields I 

Ltornl = 1 
In parallel with 1 

I l 
aiding fields L i + M ' L2 + M 

In parallel with L1oin1 
l 

1 
opposing fields 

L1 - M 
+ l 

L 2 - M 

where: L totn1 = the total inductance 
M the mutual inductance 

L1 and L2 = lhe self-inductance of the individual coils. 

Mutual inductance 

The mutual inductance of two nF coils with interacting fields 
may be ·cletermined by the fol lowing fonnu la: 

L' - L" 
M = 4 

where: M = mutual inductance in the same units as coils L' and L" 
L' = total inductance of L1 and L2 with aiding fields 
L" = total inductance of L1 and L2 with opposing fields. 

Coefficient of Coupling 

When two HF coils are inductively coupled to produce trans
former action, the coefficient of coupling is expressed by 

K - ~ 
- \ I L1L2 

where: K = the coefficient of coupling (always less than one, with 
one being unity or 100 per cent coupling) 

M mutual inductance 
L1 and L 2 the self-inductance of the two RF coils, both being ex

pressed in the same units. 

Resonance 

The resonant frequency for a series or parallel circuit of induc-
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tance and capacitance (at which frequency Xe is equal to Xi) may 
be de termined by 

w here: f,. 
L 
c 

Rea eta nee 

f,. 1 
2rr \ / LC 

1 
likewise L 4 .... ~f ,::c 

1 
and C = ·!rr:!f/L 

the resonant frequency in cps 
the inductance in henries 
the capacitaucc in farads 
39.5 

Inductive reactance is determined by 

X,, = 2.r.fL 

Capacitive reactance is de termined by 

where: Xi 
Xe 

f 
L 
c 

x l 
,. = 2r.fC 

inducth·e rea<.:tanc.:e in ohms 
capacitive rcactance in ohms 
frequency in cps 
inductance in henries 
capacitance in farads. 

Wavelength and Frequency 

f 
3 X lQH 

:\ = 3 X lOS 
f 

where : f frequency in cycles per .second 
A = wavelength in meters. 
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Q of a Coil 

The "Q," or merit factor, of a coil (for example, the higher the Q 
of a coil used in a tuned circuit, the sharper the point of resonance) 
is expressed by 

XL Q = Rr, 

the inductive reactance in ohms 
the oc resistance of the coil and any resistance acting 
in series 

Q - the merit factor expressed as a ratio. 

Impedance 

In any :1.c circuit where the values of R, J.., , and C are given, the 
impedance may be calcu lated from the following formulas. 

Terms: Z = impedance in ohms 
R = resistance in ohms 

XL inductive reactance in ohms 
Xe capacitive reactance in ohms 
RL rcsbtance in ohms acting in series with inductance 
Re resistance in ohms acting in series with capacitance 

() (Creek letter theta) indicates the number of electri
cal degrees by which voltage lags current in a capaci
tive circuit or leads current in an inductive circuit. 

Resistance in series 

1.ncluctance in series 

Capacitance in series 

Resistance and inductance 
in series 

z - Ri + R2 + R11 etc. 
0 0 degrees 

z - X1,1 + X,,~ + XLa etc. 
() +90 degrees 

Z Xc1 + Xe'.! + Xc3 etc. 
8 = -90 degrees 

Z = VR~ + Xr,~ 
x, 

0 = arc tan z1 degrees 
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Resistance and capacitance 
in series 

Inductance and capacitance 
in series 

Resistance, inductance, and 
capacitance in series 

Resistance in parallel 

Inductance in parallel 

Capacitance in parallel 

Inductance and resistance 
in parallel 

Capacitance and resistance 
in parallel 

Z = \ ! R2 + Xo2 

8 = arc tan ~ degrees 

Z = 
() 

() 

8= 

z 
B 

Z = 

x,, - x,. 
-90 degrees when Xe is greater 
than X,, 
+ 90 degrees when X1, is greater 
than Xe 
0 degrees when Xe equals XL 

\ I R2 + (XL - Xe)2 

X,, - Xe 
arc tan R degrees 

l 

2 + 1+1 t 
R -R -R ec. 

l :! 3 

8 = 0 degrees 

l 
z = l l 1 

-+- + - etc. 
X1,1 X,.~ X1,:1 

0 = + 90 degrees 

l 
z = l l 1 -,- + -,- + - etc. 

Xe1 Xcz Xca 
8 = - 90 degrees 

z 

0 

z 

8 

RX1, 
\/R2 + X1} 

R 
arc tan X degrees 

I. 

RXe 
\ I R2 + Xe2 

R 
arc tan Xe degrees 
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Inductance and capacitance 
in parallel 

z X1,Xc 
- X,, - Xo 

fJ 0 degrees when Xi, equals X0 

AVERAGE , RMS, AN D PE A K AC VALUES OF 

I AN D E 

given to get I 
value peak 1111$ average 

average 1.57 x av. l.11 x av. 
1ms 1.41 x rms 0.9 x 1ms 
peak 0.707 x peak 0.637 x peak 

T R A NSMISSION - L I NE FOllMULAS 

The characteristic impedance in ohms for coaxial lines may be de
termined by 

where: Z 
d1 
d2 

Z = 138 I di og cl2 

characteristic impedance in ohms 
the inside diameter of the outer c.;on<luctor in inches 
the outside diameter of the inner conductor in inches. 

The characteristic impedance of an open two-wire conductor may 
be determined by 

( '>D) Z = 276 log -cl 

where: Z = characteristic impedance in ohms 
D spacing between wire centers in inches 
d = diameter of the conductor in inches. 

V ACU UM - TUBE F OR MULAS 

Terms: µ = (Creek letter mu) amplification factor 
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l'p = plate resistance in ohms 

Ep = plate potential in volts 
l p = plate current in amperes 

Eu grid bias potential in volts 
RL plate circuit load in ohms 
E8 input signal voltage in volts 
A = (Greek letter delta) a change in value, either a specific 

amount of increase or decrease. 

Amplification factor 

Plate resistance 

Voltage ou tput across RL 

Gain per stage 

Power output across RL 

µ = Ae,, (with l p constant) 
6.C11 

!:i,(! I 

rp = -.1 (with E,, constant) 
.lip • 

gain 

Pn1. 

COIL-WINDING DATA 

The following form ulas for winding air-eore coils are accurate 
within approximate!)' 2 per cent. 

Single-la)'er coils 

Terms: L 

1' 

l= 
b 
N 

L 

self-inductance in micro
henries 
mean radius in inches 
length of coil in inches 
depth of coil in inches 
total number of turns. 

( rN F 
Hr + 101 
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L ' Multilayer coils ,.-. 
' --t 

l 

...w:iia.u...---L..__..olli.6.C.-·- _l_ 

0.8(rN)~ 

L = 6r + 9l + lOb 

EN A MEL COP PER W I UE 

c,,uci; No. 
AWC 

16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 

FHE Q UEN C Y BAN D S 

C H ANNEL S 2- 1 3 

TUUN~ PEii 

LINEAll 1NCl-I 

01A11ucn:n 
lN [NClle5 

19 
24 
30 
37 
46 
58 
73 
91 

116 
145 
178 
232 
294 

0.0508 
0.0403 
0.0320 
0.0254 
0.0201 
0.0159 
0.0126 
0.0100 
0.00795 
0.00631 
0.00500 
0.00397 
0.00315 

FOR TE LE V I SION 

54-60 Mc 
. . . . . . . 60-66 Mc 

. . . . . 66-72 Mc 
76-82 Mc 

. . . . . . . 82-88 Mc 
174-180 Mc 

... ..... 180-186 Mc 
186-192 Mc 
192-198 Mc 
198-204 Mc 

Channel 2 
Channel 3 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 6 
Channel 7 
Channel 8 
Channel 9 
Channel 10 
Channel 11 
Channel 12 
Channel 13 

.... ...... . ... . . ... .. 204-210 Mc 
... . .. . 210-216 Mc 
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electric generators 

WILE:-< CURllE~T FLOWS through a wire, a magnetic fi eld is created 
around the wire. Likewise, when a wire moves through a magnetic 
field, or a magnetic field moves past a wire, an electric current 
Rows in the wire. An electric generator works on this principle. As 
shown in Fig. I, a loop of wire, called an rmnatu.re, is made so that 
it can be rotated through the magnetic fie ld between the north and 
south poles of a permanent magnet. \Vhen the armature is rotated, 
a voltage is induced as the sides of the loop cut through the mag
netic lines of force. This induced voltage causes a current to flow 
in the loop and, hence, through any external circuit connected to 
the two ends of the loop. The direction of the current in the loop 
and the external circuit is determined by the polarity of the induced 
voltage, which, in turn, depends on the direction of armature move
ment in relation to the magnetic field . The magnitude of the induced 
voltage and, consequently, the amount of cu rrent flowing in tho 
loop depend on the rate at which the loop cuts the lines of force. 
For this reason, the current Row in the loop is maximum when the 
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ROTATION 
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D 

I. One revolution of a simple electric generator : (A) maximum current 
flow, (B) no current flow, (C) maximum current flow in the opposite direc
tion, and (D) no current flow. 

loop is pe1pendicular to the lines of force. When the sides of the 
loop are parallel to the lines of forc;e, the current is zero, since no 
lines of force are being cut. As the loop continues to rotate, the 
sides of the loop interchange and cause the current flow to re
verse as the induced voltage changes polarity' · Thus, one complete 
rotation of the armature generates one cycle of a voltnge that is 
first positive and then negative and, correspondingly, one cycle of 
a current whose e lectrons Row first in one direction and then in 
the other. This type of current and voltage is known as afternati11g 
current and voltage. 

In Fig. II( A) the alternating-current ( . .\C ) generator has the ends 
of its annaturc loop connected to two slip rings. As these slip rings 
rotate with the armature loop, they make contact with two pickup 
fingers (brushes) which transfer the generated current to an exter
nal circuit. If we wish to generate direct current (oc) , or current 
that flows in only one direction, we need some sorl' of switching. To 
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II. The simplest type of (A) AC generator and (B) DC generator. 

accomplish this, the ends of the arn1ature loop are connected, as 
shown in Fig. II ( B), to the separate segments of a divided ring 
known as a commutator. As the armature loop rotates, the brushes 
make contact with the .segments on the opposite side of the com
mutator. The brushes are so positioned that contact with the com
mutator is broken just at the point in the rotation of the am1ature 
loop where the cunent falls lo zero and is about to change direc
tion. As the rotation continues, the brushes make contact with the 
commutator again. However, the current flow picked olI by the 
brushes is in the same direction as before since the commutator 
segments have reversed at t11e same time as current fiow in the 
a 1111ature loop. 

The AC and DC generators described above are the simplest pos
sible types. In actual practice, AC and nc generators use electro
magnets. The coils of these electromagnets are called field windings. 
Practical generators also use armatures with many loops, referred to 
as nrmature windings. Thus, an A C generator generates many cycles 
of current and voltage in one revolution of the armature, while DC 

generators have commutators with many switching segments to fur
nish voltage and current of a s ingle polarity and a single direction. 



appendix c 

frequently used abbreviations 

of basic units and term s 

THERE is NO 1'1\TJONAL or international standardization of radio tem1s, 
symbols, and abbreviations. The practices of even the most ad 
vanced engineering societies and publications arc often inconsistent 
in themselves. A single letter might be used to represent several 
entirely different tenns, and it might appear in some places as a 
capital and in others as a smalJ letter. In many cases it is necessary 
to studv the circuit circumstances and to relate the abbreviations , 
to them. For example, if a power transformer or a motor is under 
discussion and Lhc abbreviation PF or pf appears, it is safe to as
sume that this is intended to mean pot~er factor. If the same abbre
viation is connected with capacitors, it undoubtedly means pico
farad. 

Some abbreviations are unmistakable in either capitalized or 
lower-case form. For example, oc nnd de, or AC and ac, are. easily 
recognized as direct current and alternating wrrent, respectively. 
However, m, which usually stands for milli, sometimes is also used 
for micro if the typesetter does not have Greek letters in his shop. 
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Thus, ma is likely to represent either milliampere or microampere. 
The capital letter M in formulas means mutual incli1ctarzce, b ut 

as a unit prefix it is interpreted as mega. Thus, Mc or Mc/s is mega
cycles pe,. second. 

The most commonly used terms and their abbreviations are given 
in the following list. Note that periods are entirely absent. 

Altemating current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AC 

American Wire Gauge . .... . . . . .. .... . . .. . . . . .. . ... . AWG 

Ampere .. . .. .. ... .. . . ...... .. . .. . . . ...... .. .. .... amp 
Amplification factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . µ 
Amplitude modulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AM 

Antenna .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .... ... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ant 
Audio frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AF 

Automatic frequency control ... . ...... ... .... . ...... . AFC 

Automatic load control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ALC 

Automatic noi~e limiter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A>'-'L 

Automatic volume conb·ol . . ... . .. .. . .... ... ... ..... AVC 

Beat-frequency oscillator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BFO 

Brown and Sharp wire gauge (now American Wire Gauge) B&S 

Capacitance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Capacitive reactance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 'X0 
Cathode-ray tube . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRT 

Centimeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cm 
Continuous wave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cw 
Cun-ent .... . .. . . . . ...... . . . ... . ... .... . ........ I 
Cycles per second . ........ .. ..... ........ .. ....... cps or cp/ s 
Decibel . . .. . . . .. .. ............... .... .. . .. .. ... .. db 
Direct current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DC 

Double-pole, double-throw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DPDT 

Double-pole, single-throw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DPST 

Double-sideband suppressed carrier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DSB 

Electromotive force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . emf 
Farad or Frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 
Frequency modulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FM 

Ground ..... . .. ... ........... .. ... .. ..... . . . ... . . gnd 
Henry . .. ... ... . .. . . ... ......... ... ..... . ... . .. . . h 
High frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hf 
Impedance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Z 
Inductance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L 
Inductive reactance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Xr, 
Intermediate frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IF 

Kilocycles per second .. . .... ......... .. .. ..... ...... kc or kc/ s 
Kilovolt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kv 
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Kilowatt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kw 
Load resistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RL 
Lower frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . If 
Lower sideband . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LSD 

Medium frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mf 
Megacycles per second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mc or Mc/ s 
Megohm ........... .. .................... .. ..... Mn 
Nleter .. . ........................................ m 
Microampere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . µa 
i'vticrofaracl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . µ.f 
Microhenry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~th 
lvlicromicrofarad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~··~tf 
Microvolt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~w 
Microwatt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . µ.w 
Milliampere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ma 
Millihenry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mh 
.Modulated continuous wave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MCW 

Mutual inductance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M 
Ohm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n (omega) 
Phase displacement (degrees ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 (theta) 
Picofarad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pf 
Power ............. . ................ . .. . ........ P 
Power amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PA 

Power factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PF 

Push-to-talk conb·ol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PTI' 

Radio frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RF 

Reactance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
Resistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Root-mean-square . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rms 
Single-pole, double-throw . ................ .. ......... SPDT 

Single-pole, single-throw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SPST 

Single-sideband suppressed carrier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sso 
Standing-wave ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . swn 
Tuned radio frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TRF 

Ulb·ahigh frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . uhf 
Upper sideband . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . usn 
Vacuum-tube voltmeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VT\7'!\1 

Variable-frequency oscillator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VFO 

Very high frequency .. . . . . . ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . vhf 
Voice-operated transmission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vox 
Volt . . .. . ........ .. ... . . . .. . . .... . . ..... . . . ...... v 
Voltage . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . .... . .... .. . . . .. .. . . ... . E 
Volt-ohmmeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ..... . vo:-.-1 
\iVatt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w 
Wavelength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . >.. (lambda) 
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insurance requirements 

STANDARD Ol~ THE NATIONAL BOi\110 OF F!RE 

Ul\OERWnITERS FOil ELECTRIC vVf.RL~G AND APP A

RATUS AS RECOJ\ll\1£N'DED 13Y THE NATIONAL FIRE 

PI\OTECTI0:'.'1 ASSOCIATlOK' ( 1962 i\ATIO=-rAL ELEC

TIUC:\.L CODE) 
0 

ARTICL E 8 10 -RADIO AND TE LE VISION 

EQUIPMENT 

A. General 

810-1 . Scope. This Article shall apply to radio and television re
ceiving equipment and to amateur radio transmitting and receiving 

0 Article 810 appearing herein hns been e:-.iracted from the National Elec· 
trical Code i962 with permission of the National Fire Protcc:tio11 Association, 
60 Battcrym;1rch Street, Boston, i'.\l:issachusctts 02110. Copies of the complete 
code arc available from the Association for $i.oo n copy. 
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equipment, but shall not apply to equipment and antennas used for 
coupling carrier current to power line conductors. 

It is recommended that the authority enforcing this Code be freely con
sulted as to the specific methods to be followed in any case of doubt 
relative to installation of antenna conductors and that the National 
Electrical Safety Code, Part 5, be followed. 

810-2. Application of Other Articles. Wiring from the source of 
power to and between devices connected to the interior wfring sys
tem shall comply with Chapters i to 4, inclusive, except as modified 
by Sections 640-3, 640-4 and 640-5. Wiring for radio-frequency and 
audio-frequency equipment and loud speakers shall comply with 
Article 640. 

810-3. Community Telev-ision A ntenna. The antenna shall comply 
with the requirements of this Article. The distribution system shall 
comply with Article Boo. 

810-4. Radio Noise Suppressors. Radio interference eliminators, 
interference capacitors or radio noise suppressors connected to 
power supply leads shall be of a type approved for the purpose. 
They shall not be exposed to physical damage. 

B. Receiving Equipment Only 

ANTENNA SYSTEMS-CENERAL 

810-1 1 . Material. Antenna and lead-in conductors shall be of 
hard-drawn copper, bronze, aluminum alloy, copper-clad steel or 
other high-strength, corrosion-resistant material. Soft-drawn or 
medium-drawn copper may be used for lead-in conductors where 
the maximum span between points of support is less than 35 feet. 

810-12. Supports. Outdoor antenna and lead-in conductors shall 
be securely supported. They shall not be attached to poles or siJn
ilar structures carrying electric light or power wires or trolley wires 
of more than 250 volts between conductors. Insulators supporting 
the antenna conductors shall have sufficient mechanical strength to 
safely support the conductors. Lead-in conductors shall be securely 
attached to the antenna. 

810-13. Avoidance of Contacts with Conductors of Other Sys-
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tems. Outdoor antenna and lead-in conductors from an antenna 
to a building shall not cross over electric light or power circuits 
and shall be kept well away from all such circuits so as to avoid 
the possibility of accidental contact. vVhere proximity to electric 
light and power service conductors of less than 250 volts between 
conductors cannot be avoided, the installation shall be such as to 
provide a clearance of at least two feet. It is recommended that 
antenna conductors be so installed as not to cross under elecbic 
light or power conductors. 

810-14. Splices. Splices and joints in antenna spans shall be made 
with approved splicing devices or by such other means as will not 
appreciably weaken the conductors. 

Soldeiing may ordinarily be expected to weaken the conductor. There
fore, the joint should be mechanically secure before soldering. 

810-15. Grounding. Masts and metal structures supporting an
tennas shall be permanently and effectively grounded, without 
intervening s1)lice or connection. 

ANTENNA SYSTEMS-RECEIVI NG STATION 

810-16. Size of Wire-Strung Antenna. 
(A) Outdoor antenna conductors for receiving stations shall b e 

of a size not less than given in Table 810-16( a). 

TABLE 810-16(a) 

Size of Receiving-Station Outdoor Antenna Conductors 

MATERIAi. 

Aluminum alloy, hard-drawn 
copper 

Copper-clad steel, bronze or 
other high strength material 

M 1N1i\'IVM SizE oF CoNDUCTons 

\Vnii:N l\·1AXJi\IUJvr OPEN SPA1' L1; NCTH Is 
LESS TllAN 35 FEET TO 0\'ffi 

35 FEE'r 150 FEET l 50 FEET 

19 14 12 

20 17 14 

For very long span lengths larger conductors will be required, depending on 
the length of the span and the ice and wincl loading. 
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( B) SELF-SUPPORTING AN'TENNAS. Outdoor antennas, such as verti
cal rods or dipole structures, shall be of noncorrodible materials 
and of strength suitable to withstand ice and wind loading condi
tions, and shaJl be located we.II away from overhead conductors of 
electric light and power circuits of over i50 volts to ground so as 
to avoid the possibility of the antenna or structure falling into or 
accidental contact with such circuits. 

810-17. Size of Lead-In. Lead-in conductors from outside an
tenna for receiving stations, shall, for various maximum open span 
lengths, be of such size as to have a tensile strength at least as great 
as that of the conductors for antenna as specified in Section 810-16. 
Where the lead-in consists of two or more conductors which are 
twisted together or are enclosed in the same covering or are con
centric, the conductor size shaU, for various maximum open span 
lengths, be such that the tensile strength of the combination will be 
at least as great as that of the conductors for antenna as specifi ed in 
Section 810-16. 

810-18. Clearances. 

(A) Ol\' BUILOL'iCS OUTSIDE. Lead-in conductors attached to build
ings shall be so installed that they cannot swing closer than two 
feet to the cond1.1ctors of circuits of 2 50 volts or less between con
ductors, or ten feet to the conductors of circuits of more than 250 

volts between conductors, except that in the case of circuits not 
exceeding 150 volts between conductors, where all conductors in
volved are supported so as to insure permanent separation, the 
clearance may be reduced but shall not be less than four inches. 
The clearance between lead-in conductors and any conductor fmm
ing a part of a lightning rod system shall be not less than six feet 
unless the bonding referred to in Section 250-86 is accomplished. 

( B ) ANTENNAS AN'D LEAD-INS-Indoors. Indoor antennas and in
door lead-ins shall not be run nearer than two inches to conductors 
of other wiring systems in the premises unless 

( 1) such other conductors are in metal raceways or cable 
armor, or 

( 2 ) unless permanently separated from such other conductors 
by a continuous and firmly fixed nonconductor such as porcelain 
tubes or flexible tubing. 
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8 10-19. Electric Supply Cirwits Used i11 Lieu of Antenna. V\l'here 
an elecb·ic supply circuit is used in lieu of an antenna, the device 
by which the radio receiving set is connected to the supply circuit 
shall be specially approved for the purpose. 

LI GHTNING AIUU:.'STEllS 

810-20. Lightning Arresters-Receiving Stations. Each conductor 
of a lead-in from an outdoor antenna shall be provide<!_ with a 
lightning arrester approved for the ptupose, except that where the 
lead-in conductors are enclosed in a continnous metallic shield the 
lightning arrester may be installed to protect the shield or may be 
omitted where the shield is permanently and effectively grounded. 
Lightning arresters shall be located outside the building, or inside 
the building between the point of enh-ance of the lead-in and the 
radio set or transformers, and as near as prncticable to the entrance 
of the conductors to the bui lding. The lightning arrester shall not be 
located near combustible material nor in a hazardous location as 
defined in Article 5 00. 

GROU NDlNC CONDUCTORS-GENERAL 

810-21. Material. The grounding conductor shall, unless other
wise specified, be of copper, aluminum, copper-clad steel, bronze, or 
other con osion-resistant material. 

810-22. Insulation. The grounding conductors may be uninsulated . 
810-23. Supports. The grounding conductors shall be securely 

fastened in place, and may be directly att ached to the surface 
wired over without the use of insulating supports. Where proper 
support cannot be provided the size of the ground ing conductor 
shall be increased proportionately. 

8 10 -24. Mechanical Protection. The grounding conductor shall be 
protected where eA.-poscd to physical damage or the si?:e of the 
grounding conductor shnll be increased proportionately to compen
sate for the lack of protection. 

810-25. Run in Straight Line. The grounding conductor shall be 
run in as straight a line as practicable from the antenna mast and/ or 
lig htning arrester to the grounding electrode. 

810-26. Grounding Electrode. The grounding conductor shall be 
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connected to a metallic underground water piping system as speci
fied in Section 250-8i. Where the building is not supplied with a 
water system the connection shall be made to the metal frame of 
the building when cJiectively grounded or to a grounding electrode 
as specified in Section 250-83. At a penthouse or similar location the 
ground conductor may be connected to a water pipe or rigid 
conduit. 

CHOUNDI NG CONDUCTOHS-RECElVIKG STATIONS 

810-27. Inside vr Outside Building. The grounding conductor may 
be run either inside or outside the building. 

810-28. Si::.e. The grounding conductor shall be not smaller than 
No. 10 copper or No. 8 aluminum or No. 17 copper-clad steel or 
bronze. 

810-29. Common Ground. A single grounding conductor may be 
used for both protective and operating pm1)oses. 

Where a single conductor is so used, the ground te1minal of the equip
ment should be connected to the ground te1minal of the protective device. 

C. Amateur Transmitting aml Receiving Stations 

AKTENNA SYSTEM 

810-51 . Otlter Sec/ions. In addition to conforming to the require
ments of Part C, antenna systems for amateur transmitting and re
ceiving stations shall also comply with Sections 810-11 to 810-15 
inclusive. 

810-52. Size of Antenna. Antenna conductors for amateur trans
mitting and receiving stations shall be of a size not less than given 
in Table 810-52. 
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TABLE 810-52 

Size of Amateur-Station Outdoor Antenna Conductors 

i\L.\T£1\IAL 

Hand-drawn copper 
Copper-clad steel, bronze or 

other high strength material 

i\11=--1:-.w:-.1 SizE OF Co:-;oucTons 

\VnE=" ~l.-\..'{1:0.nn1 OPE=' SPAN LE:-:cT11 Is 
L~sTiu~ Ovw 
150 FEE'l' 

14 

14 

10 

12 

For very long span lcnglhs larger conductor~ will be required, dcpc11di11g on 
the span length antl the ice and wind lo<idings. 

810-53. Size of Lead-111 Conductors. Lead-in conductors for trans
mitting stations shall, for various maximum span lengths, be of a 
size at least as great as that of conductors for antenna as spcc.:ifled 
in Section 810-52. 

810-54. Clearance on Building. Antenna conductors for transmit
ting stations, attached to buildings, shall be firmly mounted at least 
3 inches clear of the surface of the building on nonabsorptive in
sulating supports, such as treated pins or brackets, equjpped with· 
insulators having not less than 3-inch creepage and airgap distances. 
Lead-in conductors attached to buildings shall also conform to these 
requirements, except when they are enclosed in a continuous metal
lic shield which is permanently and effectively grounded. In this 
latter case the metallic shield may also be used as a conductor. 

810-55. Entrance to Building. Except where protected with a con
tinuous metallic shield which is permanently and effectively 
grounded, lead-in conductors for transmitting stations shall enter 
bwldings by one of the following methods: 

(a) Through a rig id, noncombustible, nonabsorptive insulat
ing tube or bushing. 

( b ) Through an opening provided for the puq)ose in which 
the entrance cond uctors are firmly secured so as to provide ~ clear
ance of at least 2 inches. 

( c) Through a drilled windo\.v pane. 
810-56. Protection Against Accidental Contact. Lead-in concluc-
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tors to radio transmitters shall be so located or installed as to make 
accidental contact with them difficult. 

810-57. Lightning Arresters-Transmitting Stations. Each conduc
tor of a lead -in for outdoor antenna shall be provided with a light
ning arrester or other suitable means which will drain static charges 
from the antenna system. 

Exception No. i. Where protected by a continuous metallic shield 
which is permanently ancl efjectiv-ely gro1.111ded. 

Exception No. 2 . Where th e antenna is permanently and effec
tively grounded. 

GROUNDING CONDUCTORS-GENERAL 

810-58. Other Sections. All grounding conductors for amateur 
transmitting and receiving stations shall comply with Sections 810-

21 to 810-27 inclusive. 
810-59. Size of Protective Ground. The protective ground con

ductor for transmitting stations shall be as large as the lead-in, but 
not smaller than No. 1.0 copper, bronze, or copper-clad steel. 

810-60. Size of Operating Grottnding Concl~1ctor. The operating 
grounding conductor for transmitting stations shall be not less than 
No. 14 copper or its equ ivalent. 

INTElUOR INSTALLATION-TRANSMITTING STATIONS 

810-70. Clearance From Other Conductors. Except as provided 
in Article 640, all conductors inside the building shall be separated 
at least 4 inches from the conductors of any other light or signal 
circuit unless separated therefrom by conduit or some £rmly fixed 
non-conductor such as porcelain tubes or flexible tubing. 

810-71. General. Transmitters shall comply with the following: 
(A) El'CLosrxc. The transmitter shall be enclosed in a metal frame 

or grille, or separated from the operating space by a bani.er or other 
equivalent means, a ll metallic parts of which are effectually con
nected to ground . 

( B) GROUl'DlN'C OF CO:-JTROLS. All external metallic handles and 
controls accessible to the operating personnel shall be effectually 
grounded. 
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No circuit in excess of i50 volts between conductors should have any 
parts exposed to direct contact. A complete dead-front type of switch
bonrd is prefened . 

( c) INTERLOCKS ON DOORS. All access doors shall be provided with 
interlocks which will disconnect all voltages in excess of 350 volts 
between conductors when any access door is opened. 

(o) AUDIO-A~rPLIFlERS. Audio-amplifiers which are located out
side the transmitter housine shall be suitably housed and shall be 
so located as to be readily accessibl e and adequately ventilated. 
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appendix f 

glossary 

A- (A negative) . Symbol usually 
used to designate the negative 
terminal of the £lament voltage 
supply. 

A+ ( A positive) . Symbol usually 
used to designate the positive 
terminal of the filament voltage 
supply. 

A battery. The battery used to sup
ply power for the filaments of 
electron tubes. 

AB power pack. A and B batteries 
in one package; it supplies fila
ment and plate power to the 
vacuum tubes of an electronic 
device. 

absorption. Process of being taken 
up or incorporated. Absorption 
of radio radiation occurs most 

significantly at extremely high fre
quencies. Sound-absorbing ma
terials figure in the design of 
acoustic equipment. 

absorption wavemeter. A device 
for measuring wavelength or fre
quency of a radio wave. Usually 
consists of a tunable resonant 
circuit and indicator to show 
when maximum energy is being 
absorbed from circuit being 
tested, showing that the device 
is tuned to same wavelengt11 or 
frequency as circuit under test. 

accelerating elecb·odc. One or more 
internal elements of an electron 
tube used to increase the ve
locity of an electron stxeam. 

AC-DC. Tenn applied to electronic 
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equipment showing it can be op
erated from either altemating or 
direct current. 

acoustic. Pertaining to the genera
tion, transmission, and effects of 
sound. 

adapter. A device for changing 
temporarily or permanently the 
terminal connections of a part or 
circuit. 

ADF, adf, A.D.F., a.d.f. Automatic 
direction Rnder. 

adjustable resistor. A resistor whose 
value can bo changed mechani
cally. Also adjustable voltage di
vider. 

admittance. The measme of the 
ease with which an alternating 
current flows in a circuit, the 
reciprocal of impedance. Admit
tance is measured in mhos and 
designated by Y. 

Advanced Class license. A class of 
amateur license in the United 
States. New Advanced Class 
licenses are no longer being 
issued, but those already hold
ing the license may have it re
newed. I-Io.lders of the General 
Class license have the same priv
ileges. 

aerial. A system of electrical con
ductors used for reception or 
transmission of radio waves. Spe
cifically, a radiator for the trans
missio~ or reception of electro
magnetic radio waves. Syn.: an
tenna. 

AFC. Automatic frequency oonb·ol. 
aging. Term applied to elecb·onic 

components stored under power 
until their charactedstics become 
essentially stable. 

air capacitor. A capacitor with an 
air dielectric. 

air core. Descriptive tem1 for coils 
or transformers with air cores, 
used chiefly in radio-frequency 
circuits. 

nlign. To adjust or tune one or 
more circuits so that they func
tion properly. 

nligning tool. Small screwdriver or 
special tool, generally of non
inductive material, for aligning 
circuits. 

Allen screw. Screw having recessed 
hexagonal keyway in the head. 

nlligator clip. A long-nosed metal 
clip with meshing jaws, generally 
used to make temporary connec
tions. 

all-wave antenna . An antenna de
signed to receive or radiate a 
wide range of radio frequencies. 

:ill-wnve receiver. Te1m designat
ing a radio receiver capable of 
broadcast and short-wave recep
tion. A common all-wave receiver 
tunes from about 500 kc to 30 

Mc. 
alnico. Permanent magnet alloy of 

iron with alumnium, cobalt, and 
nickel for loudspeakers, motors, 
meters, etc. 

alternating current. A te1m used to 
distinguish current of changing 
polari ty from direct or constant 
polarity current. 

nmntcur. In radio, the tc1m applied 
to the group of validly licensed, 
noncommercial radio operators, 
familiarly referred to (tS "hams." 

nmntem bands. Radio-frequency 
bands assigned to radio ama
teurs by international agreement. 

amntelll' station. A licensed radio 
trnnsmitter owned and operated 
by one or more radio amateurs. 

amateur stntion call letters. The 



identifying call signal assigned 
to a licensed amateur station. 

American Morse Code. A system of 
dots and dashes for telegraphy 
(never used in radio but com
monly over telegraph lines). In 
radio, Intemational Morse Code 
is used. 

American 'Vire Gauge. Standard 
system for measuring wire di
ameters. Abbreviated AWG. 

ammeter. An instrument for meas
uring current flow in amperes. 

ampere. The unit of current flow
ing through l ohm resistance at 
i volt potential in i second. Ab
breviated amp. 

ampere hour. Unit of electric 
charge; specifically, i ampere of 
current flowing for 1 hour. 

ampere tum. A unit of magneto
motive force: the current in am
peres multiplied by the number 
of turns in a coil. 

amplification. The process of in
creasing the strength of a signal 
(current, voltage, or power) . 

amplification factor. Rating applied 
to vacuum tubes to indicate the 
maximum increase in signal 
strength theoretically available 
with a given tube. It is denned 
as the ratio of a small change in 
plate voltage to the correspond
ing change in grid voltage re
quired to maintain a constant 
plate current. Symbol is the 
Creek letter mu (~l). 

amplifier. A device which increases 
the power, vol tage, or current 
of a signal. 

amplitude. Term used to describe 
the magnitude of a wave; the 
largest or peak value measured 
from zero. 
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amplitude modulation. The modu
lating of a canier-frequency cur
ren t by varying its amplitude 
above and below normal value 
in accordance with the intelli
gence being transmitted. Abbre
viated AM. 

analyzer. Term often applied to a 
test instrument for checking elec
tronic equipment, parts, or cir
cuits. 

angle of lag or lead. Phase angle 
by which voltages, currents, or 
impedances may precede or fol
low one another. These relations 
are often indicated by plotting 
the sinusoidal curves along an 
axis of electric degrees. They 
may also be p ictured by vectors. 

angle of radiation. The angle be
tween the center of a radiated 
radio beam and the earth's sur
face. 

anode. The element of a radio 
tube to which the main electron 
stTeam fiows, commonly called 
the plate and identified by the 
letter P. 

antenna. See aerial. 
antenna coil. The RF coil (or trans

former) in a radio receiver or 
transmitter to which the an
tenna is connected. 

antenna coupler. A device used to 
connect a receiver or transmitter 
to an antenna or antenna trans
mission line. 

antenna current. The current flow
ing in the antenna and associated 
circuits. 

antenna transmission line. A svstem 
of conductors connecting a'n an
tenna to a receiver or transmitter, 
often through an antenna cou
pler. 
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anticapacity switch. A type of 

switch made to introduce mini
mum capacitance between the 
circuits being switched. 

A-power supply. Power source for 
the filaments of electron tubes. 

arc. A luminous discharge result
ing from the passage of elecb·ic 
current across a path of ionized 
air, vapor, or gas. 

armature. The moving portion of 
an elecb'omagnetic circuit, such 
as the rotating section of a gen
erator or motor. 

array. A combination of antenna 
elements usuaUy arranged so that 
each element reinforces the per
formance of the other. An array 
is often used when directivity 
and gain are required. 

A.R.R.L. American Radio Relay 
League, an organization of li
censed radio amateurs. 

atmospheric interference. Crackling 
and hissing noises reproduced by 
a receiver as a result of electric 
disturbances in the atmosphere. 
Also called static. 

atom. Smallest unit of any chemical 
element. Atoms consist of sys· 
tems of fundamental particles: 
protons, neutrons, and electrons, 
arranged with a characteristic 
structure for each element. 

attenuation. Reduction in the 
sb·ength of an elecb·ic impulse. 

attenuator. A Axed or variable de
vice used to reduce the ampli
tude of an electric impulse. 

audible. Capable of being heard 
by the human ear. 

audio. Pertaining to voltages or 
currents in the audible frequency 
range. 

audio amplifier. A device to 

sb·engthen audio-frequency sig
nals. 

audio frequency. A frequency in 
the range of audible sound 
waves. The audio-frequency 
spectrum is from 15 to 20,000 

cps. 
audio-frequency oscillator. A device 

which generates audio-frequency 
signals. 

nudio lTansformer. An iron-core 
transfmmer used in audio-fre
quency circuits. 

autodyne reception. Radio recep
tion in which the incoming signal 
beats with an oscillating detector 
to produce an audible beat fre
quency; employed in regenera
tive receivers for the reception 
of cw (continuous wave) code 
signals. 

automatic frequency control. A cir
cuit which keeps a receiver or 
transmitter accurately tuned to 
a predete1mined frequency. Ab
breviated AFC. 

automatic volume control. A circuit 
which automaticnlly maintains a 
constant output volume in spite 
of varying input signal. Used in 
practically all modem receivers 
where it minimizes fading and 
prevents blasting when tuning 
suddenly from a weak station 
to a strong one. Abbreviated 
AVC. 

autotransformer. Any single-coil 
transfmmer in which the primary 
and secondary connections arc 
made to the single coil. 

B 

B. Letter normally i.1sed to desig
nate the high-voltage plate power 



supply for one or more vacuum 
tubes. 

B- (B negative). Symbol used to 
designate the negative te1minal 
of tht.: plate supply. 

B + (B positive). Symbol used to 
designate the positive terminal 
of the plate supply. 

hack-electromagnetic force. Abbre
viated back-emf. Also called 
coun terelcctromotive force. A 
voltage created in an inductive 
circuit by an alternating current 
flow. The polarity of the back
emf is opposite to that of the 
applied vol tage. 

balance to ground. A state in cer
tain circuits (e.g., cathode-ray 
tubes) where the voltages (such 
as on cle!lection plates) are equal 
above nnd below ground poten
tial. 

ballas t resistor. A special type of 
resistor used to compensate for 
fluctuations in AC power line 
voltage. The resistance of a bal
last resistor increases as the cur
rent through it increases, thus 
maintaining the current essen
tially constant in spite of line 
voltnge fluctuations. 

ballast tube. A ballast resistor 
mounted inside an evacuated en
velope. 

banana jnck. A receptacle that fits 
a banana plug. 

banana plug. A banana-shaped 
plug. Elongated springs provide 
compression contact. 

band. In radio, frequencies which 
arc within two definite limits. 
For example, the standard broad
cast band extending from 550 to 
i,600 kc. 

band-pass coupling. A type of 
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coupling between stages that 
provides relatively linear energy 
transfer over a wide band of 
freqU<mcies. 

band-pass filter. A filter thnt pusses 
a specifi ed frequency band while 
n.IJ frequencies above and below 
this band are attenuated . 

bandspread. Any method, mechani
cal or electronic, of effectively 
increasing the tuning scnlc of a 
receiver bel:\veen radio stations. 

band switch. A switch used to 
change one or more circuits of 
a multiband radio receiver or 
h·ansmitter from one band to an
other; also called band selector. 

bandwidth. A section of the fre
quency spectrum required to 
transmit the desired intelligence. 
For cxnmple, the bandwid th of 
the average AM broadcast chan
nel is io kc. 

base insulator. A large insuJator 
used at the base of radio trans
mission antennas. 

bathtub capacitor or condenser. A 
capacitor enclosed in a metal can 
with rounded corners like a 
bathtub. 

battery. Two or more dry cells or 
storage cells connected together 
to act as a DC voltage source. 
A single cell is loosely called a 
battery. 

B battery . The battery used to sup
ply the nc plates and screen 
voltages of vacuum tubes. 

ec. Broadcast band. 
ncr. Broadcast inteiference. Term 

used to denote interference by 
amateur transmitters with recep
tion of broadcast signals on 
standard broadcast receivers. 

BCL. Broadcast-band listener { ns 
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distinguished from an amateur 
listener). 

beam. ( i) A colloquialism for an 
antenna array. (2) A stream of 
electrons flowing from the cath
ode to the plate in beam power 
tubes. ( 3) A stream of elecb·ons 
flowing from the cathode to the 
screen of a television or cathode
ra y tube. 

beam antenna. Antenna array that 
receives or transmits radio
frequency energy more sharply 
in one direction than others. 

beat frequency. The frequency ob
tained when signals of two dif
ferent frequencies are combined; 
equal in numerical value to the 
sum or difference of the original 
frequencies. 

beat-frequency oscillator. A device 
from which an audible signal is 
obtained by combining and rec
tifying two higher inaudible fre
quencies. Abbreviated BFO. 

beat reception. Radio reception by 
combining a received external 
signal with an intemal one gen
erated in the receiver; the differ
ence frequency is then amplified 
and detected. Also referred to as 
heterodyne reception. 

bias. The fixed voltage applied be
tween grid and cathode of a 
radio tube. Called C bias when 
speaking of the control grid. 

bias cell. A low-voltage battery or 
cell used to provide a negative 
bias voltage for vacuum tubes. 

bias modulation. A means of am
plitude modulation in which the 
modulating voltage is superim
posed on the bias voltage of an 
RF stage. Control gdd, suppressor 

gtid, and cathode modulation 
are types of bias modulation. 

bias resistor. The cathode resistor 
through which tube current 
flows, to develop a DC voltage 
used as a C bias. 

binding post. A fixed te1minal to 
which wires may be attached. 
Binding posts may be equipped 
with lugs or jacks. 

blanking. The cutting off of the 
beam in a cathode-ray tube dur
ing a desired interval, such as 
when the spot is rapidly return
ing to begin a new sweep in an 
oscilloscope. 

bleeder current. A current drawn 
continuously from a power sup
ply to improve its voltage regu
lation. 

bleeder resistor. A resistor used 
to draw a fixed bleeder current 
from a power supply. Acts as a 
safety device by discharging fil
ter condensers after the power 
supply is de-energized. 

block diagram. Simplified outline 
of an electronic system where 
circuits or parts are shown as 
functional boxes. 

blocked-grid keying. A means of 
keying a radio telegraph trans
mitter where opening the key 
places a blocking bias on the 
control grid of one or more 
tubes. While tubes are blocked 
no power reaches the antenna. 

blocking. The application of high 
negative grid bias to a vacuum 
tube, reducing tube cun-ent to 
zero. 

blocking capacitor. Any capacitor 
used in a circuit to block the 
flow of direct current while al-



lowing AC signals to pnss through. 
body capacitance. T he capacitance 

existing bet\veen the human 
body and a piece of rad io equip
ment. 

breadboard. Idiom for an experi
mental circuit setup on a board. 

break-down voltage. The voltage 
at which the insulation bet\veen 
two conducting elements will 
conduct an appreciable amoun t 
of current. 

break-in operation. Radio commu
nication in which a receiving 
station can interrupt the trans
mitting operator. 

bridge circuit. A mesh circuit con
sisting bnsically of four arms. 
Variations are used in the rela
tive determination of such val
ues as resistance (\ Vheatstone 
bridge) and capacitance, or in 
full-wave power supplies. 

b roadband. Abil ity of n circuit or 
antenna to be effective over a 
relatively large frequency range. 

broadband amplifier. An amplifier 
that maintains flat response over 
a relatively wide range of fre
quencies. 

broadband antenna. A b·ansmitting 
or receiving antenna that is uni
fonnly efficient over a relntivcly 
wide frequency band. 

broadband nF stage. An amplifier 
s tage that provides approxi
mately unifo1m amplification 
over a wide band of frequencies. 

broadcast band. The bnnd of fre
quencies bct\veen 550 and i650 
kc in which are assigned nil 
standard AM broadcast stations 
operating in the United States. 

broadcasting. A general term np-
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plying to radio b·ansmission of 
programs intended for public 
listening. 

B supply. The p late voltage sotu·ce 
for vacuum tubes. 

nT cut crystals. Descriptive of crys
tals used in radio-frequency 
b·ansmittcrs from 4,500 to io,ooo 
kc. 

buffer. Any part or circuit used to 
reduce undersirable interaction 
between t\vo or more circuits. 

hug. A semiautomatic code-b·ans
mitting key .in whid1 movement 
of a lever to one side produces 
dots, and movement to the other 
side produces dashes. 

buil t-in antenna. An aerial which 
is an integral part of a receiver, 
such as a compact loop aerial. 

bulb. Glass or metal shell of a 
vacuum tube; sometimes called 
envelope. 

bus. T e1m used to specify an un
insulated conductor (a bar or 
wire). 

butterfly capacitor. A variable ca
pacitor whose plates roughly 
approximate the shape of a but
terfly. 

hll2zer. An electromngnetic device 
in which attraction of an a1ma
ture by an electromngnet con
tinually interrupts current flow 
to create a buzzing sound. 

bypass capacitor. A cnpacitor used 
to provide a low-impeclnnce path 
for radio or aud io signals around 
a circuit or to ground. 

c 
C- ( C negative ). Symbol used to 

designate the negntivc terminal 
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of the grid bias voltage source. 

C + ( C positive). Symbol used to 
designate the positive terminal 
of the grid bias voltage source. 

cable. One or more insulated 
or noninsulated conductors. 
Grouped insulated wires are 
called a multiconduetor cable. 

calibration. A method of compariJ1g 
an insb-ument, device, or dial 
with a standard to dete1mine its 
accuracy. 

call letters. Assigned identifymg 
letters for a radio station. Let
ters are assigned by the FCC and 
by authorized branches of the 
government. 

capacitance. The quantity of elec
tric charge that can be received 
by a system of insulated con
ductors from a potential source. 
The unit of capacitance is the 
farad. A i-farad capacitor re
quires i coulomb of charge to 
raise its potential i volt. A 
microfarad is one one-millionth 
(10-G) farad. A micromicro
farad is one one-million-millionth 
farad or (10- 12 ) farad. 

capacitance bi-idge. A variant of 
the Wheatstone bridge used to 
make exact comparisons of ca
pacitances. 

capacitive coupling. Couplil1g in 
which a capacitor provides a 
path for signal energy between 
two circuits or stages of an am
plifier. 

capacitive rcactance. The reactance 
which a capacitor offers to AC 

or pulsating DC. It is measured 
in ohms, and decreases as fre
quency and capacitance are m
creased. 

capacitor. A device having the 
property of capacitance. 

cnpacitor-input filter. A type of 
power-supply filter in which a 
capacitor precedes an inductor 
or a resistor across the output of 
the rec ti fler. 

cnrbon microphone. A type of mi
crophone in which the pressure 
of sound waves against a dia
phragm is b·ansmitted mechani
cally to a number of cnrbon 
granules, thereby causing their 
resistance to vary in accordance 
with the sound impressed on the 
diaphragm. 

carbon resistor. A resistor made of 
carbon particles and a ceramic 
binder molded into a cylindrical 
shape, with axial leads. 

carrier. A current, voltage, or radio 
wave at the assigned frequency 
of a radio station. 

carrier frequency. The frequency 
of the unmodulated radio wave 
or carrier of a transmitter. 

carrier suppression. Radio b·ans
mission in which the energy of 
the carrier wave is greatly re
duced. 

cascade. Actually, in series; as in 
::implifier stages where the out
put of one stage is connected to 
the input of the next. 

cathode. The negative or the elec
tron-emitting electrode of a 
vacuum tube, indirectly heated 
by a filament located inside the 
cathode, or directly heated by 
cu1Tent flowing through the 
cathode itself, in which case the 
filament is the cathode itself. 
Gas tubes often employ cold 
cathodes. 



cathode follower. A vacuum-tube 
stage where the output is taken 
between cathode and ground, 
providing high-impedance input 
with low-impedance output. 

cathode keying. Method of keying 
a b·:msmiller by opening the 
plate return lead to the cathode 
or filament center tap. 

cathode modulation. Amplitude 
modulation by varying the cath
ode bias of nn lW amplifler in 
accordance with the modulating 
inteUigence. 

cathode-ray oscilloscope. i\ test in
strument using a cathode-ray 
tube, providing a visible graphic 
presen tation of an electric phe
nomenon. 

cathode-ray tube. A type of fwmel
shaped tube in which a beam of 
electrons generated at the apex 
of the tube impinges on a fluo
rescent screen at the face of the 
tube, thereby causing a spot of 
light on the face . Voltages ap
plied to vertical and horizontal 
pairs of cleBcction pl::itcs control 
the position of the beam and 
hence the spot on the face of 
the tube. Used in oscilloscopes 
and television receivers. 

cathode-my tube screen. The fluo
rescent material (phosphor) that 
covers the inside surfnce of the 
face end of a cathode-ray tube. 

cathode-ray tuning indicator. A 
\·ery small cathode-ray tube used 
in receivers to ind icate when a 
station is properly tuned. 

eatwhisker. A small, sharply 
pointed wire used in a crystal 
detector to make contact on the 
surface of the c1ystal. 
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C battery. The battc1y used for 

supplying a negative bias poten
tial to the con b·ol grid of a 
vacuum tube. 

C bias. A voltage applied to the 
control grid of a vacuum tube, 
making it negative with respect 
to the cathode. 

cell. A nc voltage source. A dry 
cell cannot be recharged when 
exhausted. A storage battery 
can be recharged when ex
hausted by passing a current 
through it. 

center-fed antenna. A ty po of trans
mitting or receiving antenna hav
ing a transmission line attached 
to its electric center. 

center frequency. The assigned fre
quency of an nt station; fre
quency shifts take place in step 
with the audio signal. 

ceramic. A matei-ial composed of 
aluminum and magnesium ox
ides, which after molding and 
£ring is used as insulation . It 
will withstand high temperatures 
and is Jess fragile than glass. 

ceramic capacitor. A capacitor 
with a ceramic cliclecb·ic. 

channel. ( l) A band of frcCJuen
cies includ ing the assigned car
rier frequency, within which 
b·ansmission is confined in order 
to prevent in tcrf erencc with 
stations on adjacent channels. 
( 2 ) An electrical path o\·er 
which signals travel; thus, an 
amplifler may have several input 
channels, such as microphone, 
tuner, or phonograph. 

characteristic curves. A graph 
showing the behavior of a vac
uum tube over a wide number 
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of conclitions. Such curves are 
used to choose operating points 
and determine circuit constants, 
and in general yield a wealth of 
related infonnation. 

characteristic impedance. For uni
form :ind infinitely long lines it 
is the ratio of applied voltage 
to steady-state current at a given 
frequency. It is measured in 
olum and usually designated as 
Z0 • For maximum power trans
fer, the Z0 of a line should equal 
the Z0 of a source and load. 

chassis. T he metal framework on 
which electronic components are 
mounted. A.lso used to designate 
a radio or television receiver be
fore it is mounted in a cabinet. 

chassis punch. A tool for making 
holes in sheet metal bv means of 
a punch blade. A thr~aded shaft 
is inserted through a small drilled 
hole and the blade is forced 
through by tightening a nut. 

choke coil. An inductor which 
resists the flow of alternating 
current while allowing clirect 
CutTent to pass. Radio-frequency 
choke coils have air or pulver
ized-iron cores, while AF and 
filter chokes have laminated 
sheet-iron cores. 

choke input 111ter. Network of ca
pacitors and inductors, the fo·st 
member being a choke. 

circle cutter. Tool used to cut large 
holes in panels and chassis. Con
sists of a center drill and an ad
justable extension arm cutter. 

circuit brcnkcr. A device for open
ing a circuit should the voltage 
or current exceed a predeter
mined vnlue. 

citizens' radio band. A band of 
radio frequencies extending 
from 26 .965 to 27.225 Mc, allo
cated by the i~cc for fixed and 
mobile, privnte or personal radio 
communications, raclio signal
ing, control of objects or devices 
by radio, and similar applica
tions. Maximum pe1missible 
plate power input is 5 watts. 
Any citizen ol: the United States 
eighteen years of age or over is 
eligible for a station license. 

class A amplifier. A vacuum-tube 
amplifier in which the grid bias 
is such that the plate-cunent op
eration falls in the center of the 
linear portion of the tube-char
acteristic curve. Amplification is 
essentially linear, the output 
signal being an amplifled dupli
cate of the input signal. Plate 
current flows at all times. To 
denote that grid cul1"ent does not 
flow during any part of the in
put cycle, the suffix i may be 
added to the letter or letters of 
the class identification. The suf
fix 2 may be used to denote that 
grid current flows during some 
pa1t of the cycle. 

class AB amplifier. A vacuum-tube 
amplifier in which the grid bias 
is slightly higher than in class 
A operation . Plate current flows 
more than hnlf a cycle, but less 
than a full cycle. The higher bias 
also reduces static plate current 
and allows the use of higher 
plate voltnge. resulting in higher 
efficiency. Class AD amplifiers 
a.re further designated as class 
AD 1 in which the input signal 
never drives the grids positive, 



and class ,\u . ., in which the 
grids are drive~1 slightly positive 
on signal peaks. 

class B amplifier. A vacuum-tube 
amplifier, generaUy using two 
tubes in push-pull, in which tl1e 
grid bias equals approximately 
tl1e cutoff value of the tube. 
Tube current flows <luting ap
proximately half of the cycle. 
Class B amplifiers arc used botl1 
in radio and audio-frequency 
work. 

class C amplifier. A vacuum-tube 
amplifier in which the grid bias 
exceeds the cutoff bias value so 
that with no signal input, the 
plate current is zero. Current 
flows during appreciably less 
than half of the cycle and tl1e 
grid is always driven slightly 
positive on peaks. Used chiefly 
for radio-frequency amplifiers in 
b·ansmitters. 

click filter. An electric ne twork 
which reduces or eliminates the 
key clicks in a radiotelegraph 
transmitter. Also tc1med a key-
click fil ter. · 

clipping. Disto1·tion in amplifiers 
produced by Ilattening the posi
tive and/ or negative peaks of 
tl1e signal due to tube saturation 
during positive grid swing, or 
due to driving the grid below 
cutoff. Also, distortion in the AF 

component of a modulated wave 
when modulation amplitncle ex
ceeds ioo per cent. 

coaxial cable. Also coax cable or 
coax. A two-conductor cable in 
which one con<lnctor is a ncxiblc 
or nonllexiblc metal tube and 
the oilier is a wire axially sup-
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ported inside the tube by insu
lators. 

code. A system of dot and dash 
signals used in the transmission 
of messages by radio or wire 
telegraphy. The International 
Morse Code (also called the 
Continental Code) is used uni
versaUy for radiotelegraph)',. The 
American ivlorse Code is used 
commonly for wire telegraphy. 

coil. A number of turns of wire 
wound on a core so as to be self
support:ing. 

coil form. The material on which 
a coil is wound. I t can have any 
shape and can be made from 
any insulating material. 

coilwindcr. A manually operated 
or power-dliven mechani:.m for 
winding coils. 

cold cathode tubes. Tubes in which 
cathodes are not heated. These 
include vacuum tubes such as 
photoelectric cells and rectifiers 
and gas glow tubes such as volt
age regulators. 

color code. Any system of colors 
used to specify the electric value 
of a radio pa.it, terminals, or 
leads. 

Colpitts oscillator. A popular type 
of oscillator. 

condenser microphone. A micro
phone operating as the result of 
the change in capacitance be
tween two plates separated by a 
d ielecb·ic. 

conductor. A material which offers 
little opposition to the continu
ous Bow of elecb'ic current. 

cone (speaker) . The conical-shaped 
paper or fiber diaphragm of a 
speaker. 
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connector. A device for intercon
necting one or more cables or 
electronic circuits. There are t\ivo 
main classifications of connec
tors: male and female. A female 
connector has con tacts set in re
cessed openings. These openings 
accommodate a male connector 
to make electrical connection. 
A line cord plug is a simple 
type of male connector; a wall 
electric outlet is a simple type 
of female connector. Male con
nectors are often called plugs; 
female connectors are often re
ferred to as jacks, sockets, or 
receptacles. 

contact microphone. A crystal de
vice which converts mechanical 
vibrations into electric voltages 
and currents. Used indusb·ially 
and to amplify stringed musical 
instruments. 

contact resistance. The resistance, 
measured in ohms, between the 
contacts on a switch or relay. 

continuous wave. Abbreviation, 
cw. An unmodulated. constan t
amplitude radio-frequ~ncy wave. 

control grid. That electrode in a 
vacuum tube which has the most 
effective control over tl1e plate 
current passed by the tube. The 
conb·ol grid is usually the elec
b·ode nearest the cathode. 

converter. The circuit in a super
heterodyne radio receiver which 
changes incoming signals to the 
intermediate frequency; the con
verter section includes the oscil
lator and the first detector. Also, 
a device changing electric en
ergy from one fo1m to another, 
such as AC to DC, etc. 

copper-oxide rectifier. A rectifier 
made up of disks of copper 
coated on one side with cuprous 
oxide. The disks allow current to 
flow in one direction but allow 
very little current flow in the 
opposite direction. 

coulomb. The charge, or quantity 
of electricity, delivered by a cur
rent of i ampere Howing for l 

second. 
counter emf. A flow of current in 

an inductor building up a volt
age which tends to flow in the 
opposite direction to the im
pressed voltage, opposing the 
01iginal current Row. Also known 
as coun terelech·omotive force. 

coupling. The means by which sig
nals are b·ansferred from one 
radio circuit to another. Cou
pling can be direct through a 
conductor, electrostatic through 
a capacitor, or inductive through 
a b"ansf01mer. 

C power supply. Source of bias 
voltage for a vacuum tube. 

critical coupling. The closest cou
pling of two circuits tuned to 
the same frequency at which 
there will be only one resonant 
peak. 

cno. Cathode-ray oscilloscope. 
cross-modulation. Interference 

which modulates a signal unde
sirably, usually from some un
wanted source. 

crystal. A piece of quartz or similar 
piezoelectric material which has 
been ground to proper size to 
produce natural vibrations at a 
desired radio frequency. Quartz 
c1ystals are used in radio trans
mitters to generate w.ith a high 



d egree of accuracy the assigned 
carrier frequency and also as 
very high Q filters. 

crystal-conb·olled converter. A type 
of radio-frequency converter em
ploying a piezoelecb"ic crystal to 
establish the frequency of its 
oscillator. 

crystal-conb·olled oscillator. A type 
of radio-frequency oscillator em
ploying a piezoelectric crystal to 
establish its operating frequency. 
Oscillators of this type provide 
high stability. 

crystal-controlled transmitter. A 
transmitter employing a crystal
controlled oscillator to establish 
its carrier frequency. 

crystal detector. A detector utiliz
ing a crystal to rectify an incom· 
ing radio signal. 

crystal microphone. A microphone 
whose output voltage is created 
by the deformation of a piezo
elecb·ic crystal when subjected 
to sound wave compression . 

crystal set. A radio recei,·er using 
a crystal detector for signal 
rectification. Has no vacuum 
tubes. 

CT cut crystal. A crystal cut so as 
to vibrate below 500 kc. 

current. The movement of electrons 
through a conductor, measured 
in amperes. 

current feed. The feeding current 
to an antenna at the point of 
maximum current amplitude. 

current-limiting resistor. A resistor 
used in a circuit as a protective 
de,·ice for tubes and filter ele
ments against overload from 
voltage surges. 

cutoff frequency. That frequency 
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in a Biter or other system at 
which rapid attenuation takes 
place. 

cutoff voltage. Negative giid bias 
beyond which plate current 
ceases to ilow. 

cw. Continuous wave. The symbol 
used to refer to unmodulated 
radiotelegraphy. 

cycle. One complete altemating
current reversal, consisting of 
rise to a maximum in one direc
tion, a reti.1111 to zero, a rise to 
a maximum in the other direc
tion, and another reti.u·n to zero. 
The number of cycles during 
one second is the frequency of 
an altcmating current. 

D 

oc generator. A rotating device 
that converts mechanical energy 
into unidirectional elecb;c en
ergy. 

DC plate resistance. In ohms, the 
DC plate voltage divided by the 
DC plate cun-ent of a vacuum 
tube. 

oc resistance. In ohms, the oppo
sition to cun-ent flow offered by 
a circuit or component to DC 

current How. 
decibel (db). A te1m expressing a 

ratio between two ampliti.1dcs or 
energies. The db unit between 
two amplitudes is computed as 
twenty times the log of the ratio; 
between two energies as ten 
times the log of the ratio. Prac
tically, a decibel is approximately 
the smallest change in sound in
tensitv that the human car can 
detect. 
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decoupling circuit. A network of 
one or more resistors and capaci
tors that separate and bypass 
unwanted signals. 

deflecting electrodes. Pair of cath
ode-r~y tube elecb·odes to which 
the elecb·on beam moves in a 
horizontal or vertical direction, 
depending upon the applied po
tentials. 

degenerative feedback. See nega
tive feedback. 

delta connection. Connection that 
forms triangle like the Creek 
letter delta !1. 

demodulation. The reverse of mod
ulation. The process of extract
ing the modulating intelligence, 
commonly called detection. 

detection. Sec demodulation. 
detector. Common ly, the stage or 

circuit in a radio set that de
modulates the RF signal. Gen
erally, a device or circuit that 
changes the fo1m of a received 
radiation into a more usable 
form for a specific purpose. 

dial. A calibrated face for indicat
ing the value to which a pointer 
or knob is set, either elecb·ically 
or mechanically. 

dial light. The pilot lamp which 
illuminates a tuning dial. 

diaphragm. A thin , flexible sheet 
which vibrates when struck by 
or when producing sound waves, 
as in a microphone or speaker. 

dielectric. The insufatiug material 
between the plates of a capaci
tor or adjacent \vires in a cable, 
or between any two conducting 
elements. 

dielectric constant. The relative 
permittivity of the dielectric ma-

terial as compared to vacuum . 
That of air is 1; transformer oil 
has a dielectric constant of 
about 2. 

dielectric loss. Energy loss in the 
dielectric of a capacitor. The 
losses show up as heat. 

dielectric strength. The maximum 
voltage that a dielecb·ic can 
withstand without breakdown. 
Expressed in volts per milli
meter. T he diclccb'ic strength of 
air is 4,000, of mica 50,000. 

diffraction. The bending of waves 
(light, sound, or radio) around 
the edges of obstacles. Effect is 
appreciable when obstacle size 
is not large compared with 
wavelength. 

diode. A component having two 
elecb·odes, one the cathode and 
the other the plate or anode. 

diode detector. A diode used in a 
demodulation circuit. Detection 
may be half- or full-wave recti
fi cation. 

dipole antenna. A conductor one
half wavelength Jong at a given 
frequency; used to radiate or 
pick up radio waves. 

direct coupling. The use of a con
ductor to connect two amplifier 
stages together and provide a 
direct path for the signal cur
rents. 

direct current. An elecb·ic current 
which Bows in only one direc
tion. 

directional antenna. Any antenna 
which picks up or racliates sig
nals better in one direction than 
another. 

direction finder. See radio direc
tion finder. 



directly heated cathode. A filamen t 
cathode that carries its own 
heating current. 

director. An auxiliary antenna ele
ment located in front of the radi
ating or main receiving antenna 
element so that radiation or re
ception will be strengthened in 
the forward direction. 

direct resistance-coupled amplifier. 
An amplifier in which the plate 
of one stage is connected either 
directly or through a resistor to 
the control grid of the next stage. 

direct wave. A radio wave that 
travels directly from b·ansmilting 
antenna to receiving antenna 
without being reflected or re
fracted. 

dissipation. Unused or lost energy. 
distortion. Unfaithful reproduction 

of signals due to changes occur
ring in the wave f01m of the 
original signal. 

distress frequency. The fre<1 ucncy 
allotted to distress calls, gen
erally by international agree
ment. 

distress signal. Ily code: sos; by 
radiotelephone: ".lvfayday," a 
shortened phonetic form of the 
French expression "priere de 
m'aider." 

distributed capacitance. Capaci
tance dish·ibuted between wires, 
between parts, between con
ducting elements themselves, 
or between the elem en ts and 
ground, as distinguished from 
capacitance concentrated or 
lumped in a capacitor. 

distributed inductance. The incluc· 
tance that exists along the length 
of a conductor, as distinguished 
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from inductance concenb·ated in 
a coil. 

double-button carbon microphone. 
A carbon microphone employing 
two buttons or containers for 
carbon gnmules, one on each 
side of the diaphragm, possess
ing push-pull action which gives 
increased signal output and de
creased distortion. 

double-conversion superhetero· 
dyne. A superheterodyne re
ceiver using two first detectors 
and two IF frequencies. 

double diode. Two diodes in the 
same envelope. Also called duo
cliode. 

double-pole switch. A switch which 
simultaneously opens or doses 
two separate circuits or both 
sides of the same circuit. 

doubler. In a transmitter, a circuit 
in which the output is hlned to 
twice the frequency of the input 
circuit. Also power supplies that 
double the voltage. 

doublet antenna. An antenna com
posed of two elements usually 
strung in a straight line and con
nected at the middle to a single 
insulator, each element being 
some definite fraction or \vhole 
of the desired wavelength. 

double-throw switch. A switch 
which connects one set of ter
minals to either of two other sets 
of te1111inals. 

double triode. Two b·iodes in the 
same rube envelope. Also called 
duotriode. 

drain. A tenn used to indicate the 
current taken from a voltage 
source. 

driver stage. The amplifier stage 
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preceding the high-power audio
frequency or radio-frequency 
output stage. 

driver tube. The tube used in a 
driver stage. 

drop. Voltage drop, due to current 
flow tlu·ough an clccb·onic com
ponent. 

dropping resistor. A resistor used 
to decrease the voltage in a cir
cuit. 

dry cell. A type of primary cell in 
which the electrolyte is in the 
fo1m of a paste rather than a 
liquid. 

dry electrolytic capacitor. An elec
trolytic capacitor in which the 
electrolyte is a paste rather than 
a liquid. 

DT cut crystal. Crystal c:ut so as to 
vibrate below 500 kc. 

dual capacitor. Two capacitors in 
a single housing. 

dummy antenna. A resistor or other 
device which duplicates the elec
tric characteristics of a b·ansmit
ting antenna without radiating 
radio waves, for testing and ad
justing b·ansmitters. 

ox. Code or racliotelcphonic col
loquialism for word "distance," 
referring to distant reception of 
radio signals. 

dynamic characteristics. Tube
characteristic curves which take 
into effect the operating condi
tions. 

dynamic loudspeaker. A loud
speaker in which the coil carry
ing the audio-frequency current 
is attached to a moving dia
phragm or cone, and moves in 
and out in a constant magnetic 
field. 

dynamic microphone. A micro
phone in which the flexible dia
phragm is attached directly to a 
coil positioned in the fixed mag
netic field of a permanent mag
net. 

dynamotor. A rotary voltage con
verter in which usually two 
windings are used on the rotor 
and one on the stator. Generally 
used to convert a low oc volt
age to a high oc voltage, as for 
mobile transmitters, amplifiers, 
etc. 

E 

Err Symbol for grid bias voltage. 
Ev· Symbol for DC plate voltage. 
Ew Symbol for DC screen-grid 

voltage. 
earphone. Sec headphone. 
e.c. Enamel-covered wire. 
echo. Simultaneous reception of a 

radio signal and the part of it 
which was transmitted approxi
mately i / 7 of a second earlier 
and has circled the earth. The 
characteristic "hollow" sound, or 
echo, is produced because of the 
ve1y smaJJ time interval involved. 

Eco. Electron-coupled oscillator. 
eddy currents. Circulating currents 

induced in conducting mated als 
by varying magnetic fields. They 
are usuaUy undesirable because 
they represent loss of energy and 
cause heating. Eddy currents are 
kept at a minimum by employ
ing laminated, powdered. or sin
tered construction for the iron 
cores of transfo1mers, AF choke 
coils, and other magnetic de-



vices. Eddy currents are useful 
as the source of heat in induc
tion furn aces. 

elliciency of rectification. The ratio 
of the DC power output to the 
AC power inp ut of a rectifier. 

E layer. A.n ionized layer in the E 
region of the ionosphere. 

Elcctralloy. An alloy frequently 
u~cd to make radio chassis. It is 
characterized by having non
magnetic properties. 

electric angle. A method of in
dicating a particular instant of 
segment in an alternating-current 
cycle. One cycle is considered 
equal to 360 degrees, hence 1 2 

cycle is i8o degrees and i / 4 
cycle is go d egrees. 

electric degree. One-36oth of a 
cycle of an al ternating current 
or voltage. 

electric eye. A photoeleclTic cir
cuit. A cell or vacuum tube that 
uses a photoelectric effect to pro-
duce an electric cun ent. · 

electrode. One of the elements in
side a vacuum tube, such as the 
cathode, plate, or grid. 

electrodynamic louclspenker. A 
moving-coil loudspeaker in which 
the magnetic field is created by 
an electromagnet. 

electrolysis. The production of 
chemical changes by passing 
current through an electrolyte. 

electrolyte. T he liquid, chemical 
paste, or other conducting me
dium used between the elec
trodes of a dry cell, storage cell, 
electrolytic rectifier, or electro
lytic capacitor. 

electrolytic capacitor. A fo:ed ca
pacitor in which the dielectric is 
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a liq uid or paste electrolyte. 
electrolytic cell. A cell consisting 

of a conducting l i<1uid ( elec
tTOlyte) and two electrodes of 
iclentical composition. Such a 
cell cannot serve as n source of 
electric energy, but c:in conduct 
current from an outside source 
(electrolytic action) . U scd in 
clectroplnting, clcctrof orming. 
production of gases nnd accom
plishment of many industrial 
processes such as refinement of 
metals. If, as a result of current 
flow the electrodes become dis
similar, voltaic action becomes 
possible. 

electromngnet. A coil of wire 
wound on an iron cnrc which 
produces a strong magnetic field 
when current is applied. 

electromagnetic energy. Energy in 
a radio wave. 

eleetromngnctic spcetrnm. Range 
of fre<J uencies of electromag
netic waves . 

Type of \Vai;e \Vacelengtli 
Radio Above i,ooo km to 

Infrared 
(heat rays) 

\ 'isible light 

Ultraviolet 

X ray~ 
Cammn rays 

Cosmic rays 

below l cm 
0.03 to 0.000076 cm 

0.000076 to 
0.000040 cm 
0.000040 to 
0.0000013 cm 
1 o- 0 to io- 11 cm 
1 o-s to 
5 X 10- 11 cm 
io- 11 to io- 12 cm 

electromngnetic waves. Radiation 
taking many different forms, but 
all having in common the char
acteristic of a ,·elocity that is 
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just about 3 x 1010 cm sec. 
electromagnetism. Magnetic e!Iccts 

produced by electric currents. 
electromotive force. Voltage. 
electron. The elementary charge of 

negative electricity. The chnrge 
is - i.6 x i o- 10 coulombs. 

electron coupling. A process of 
couplil1g two circuits through a 
vacuum tube, principally multi
gricl tubes. 

electron gun. Tube electrodes de
signed for the production of a 
narrow beam of elecb·ons in
tended for use iJ1 fluorescent 
screen or microwave tubes . 

electrostatic. Pertaining to electric
ity at rest. 

electrostatic charge. An electric 
charge stored in a capacitor or 
on the surface of an insulntctl 
object. 

electrostatic field . The region near 
an electrically charged object. 

electrostatic shield. A grounded 
metal screen, sheet, or conduc
tor placed to prevent the action 
of any electric fi eld through the 
shield. 

em1ss1on. ( 1) The process of radi
ating radio waves into space by 
a transmitter. (2) The process 
of ejecting elecb·ons from a 
heated material. 

emission types. The classification of 
modes of radio transmission, as 
adopted by international agree
ment. Type A 0 . Unmod11latcd, 
conti nuous-waye transmission. 
Type A i. Telegraphy on pure 
continuous waves. Type A 2. 

Modulated telegraphy. Type A 
3. Telephony. Type A 4. Fac
simile. Type A 5. Television. 

enameled wire. \Vire coated with 
insulating layer of baked en
amel. 

end effect. ( 1) The effect of ca
pacitance at the ends of an an
tenna. ( 2) The effect of induc
tance at the end of a coil. 

envelope. The glass or metal hous
ing of a vacuum tube. 

envelope of wave. A smooth curve 
drawn so as to touch the positive 
and negative peaks of an ampli
tude-modulated wave outlining 
the modulating wave. 

E region. A region in the iono
sphere, from about 55 to 85 
miles above the surface of the 
earth, containing ionized layers 
capable of bending or reflecting 
radio waves. 

excitation. Application of a signal 
to the input of a vacuum h1be. 
Or, application of voltage to the 
field coils of a motor, generator, 
loudspeaker, or other device that 
produces a magnetic field. 

exciter. ( 1) That part of a direc
tional antenna system which is 
directly connected to the trans
mitter. (2) The oscillator tl1at 
generates the cnrrier frequency 
of a transmitter. 

Extra Class license. The highest 
classincation of United States 
amateur license. The require
ments for this license include a 
code sending and receiving test 
at twenty words per minute, as 
well as a test covering advanced 
tl1eory. The applican t must have 
held for at least two years an 
amateur license (other than 
Novice or Technician Class) 
issued by the FCC. If an appli-
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cant holds or can qtrnli£y for a 
General Class license and if he 
held an amateur license prior to 
May, 1917, he can then obtain 
the Extra Class license without 
taking the Extra Class examina
tion. At present, no extra privi
leges are granted to this license 
holder and privileges are the 
same as for the General Class. 

F. Symbol for fil aments of a tube. 
facsimile. A system of communica-

tion in which previously repro
duced images, such as photo
graphs or printed malter, nrc 
transmitted graphically. 

fade. To change gradually in signal 
amplitude. 

fading. A vadation in the signal in
tensity at a given location or at 
a given dial setting of a receiver. 

farad. Unit of capacitance. In the 
practical system of units, the 
farad is too large for ordinary 
use; so, measuremen ts are made 
in te1ms of microfarads and 
micromicrofarads. 

Federal Communications Commis
sion (FCC). A board of com
missioners appointed by the 
President, having the power to 
regulate all electric communica
tions systems originating in the 
United States. 

feedback. Transfer of a portion of 
energy from one point to a pre
ceding point. The transfer may 
be either electric or acoustic; 
and it may increase or decrease 
gain. 
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fccdthrough capacitor. A very effi
c;ient type of bypass capacitor, 
designed so that the inner foil 
is in series with the w ire to be 
bypassed and the outer shell is 
coaxial to the wire. 

feedthrough insulator. A tn>e of 
insulator which p ermits feed ing 
of wire or cable thrnugh walls, 
et<:., with minimum c·urrent leak
age. 

fidelity. The degree of exacb1ess 
with which a system or portion 
of a system reproduces an input 
signal. 

field. The effect produced in sm
rounding space by an electrically 
charged object, by electrons in 
motion, or by a magnet. 

field coil. An insulated w.inding 
energized by nc voltage, and 
mounted so as to magnetize a 
field pole. 

field pattern. Usually expressed as 
a polar diagram, indicating the 
horizontal field strength of an 
antenna. Often referred to as a 
polar plot. 

field-strength meter. A measuring 
instrument used to determine 
the strength of radiated energy 
( fi eld strength ) from a radio 
transmitter. 

filament. The wire through which 
current is sent in a vacuum tube 
to produce the heat required for 
electron emission. 

filament circuit. The complete cir
cuit over which filament current 
fiows. 

filament current. The current sup
plied to the filament of a vac
uum h1be. 

filament emission. Evolution of 
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elecb·ons from a heated filament 
in a vacuum tube. 

filament power supply. A source of 
power for the filament or heater 
of a vacuum tube. 

6lament resistance. The resistance 
in oluns of the fllament of a vac
uum tube or incandescent lamp. 

filament transformer. A b·ansfonner 
used exclusively to supply fila
ment voltage and current for 
vacuum tubes. 

filament voltage. The voltage value 
which must be applied to the 
filament of a vacuum tube in 
order to provide the rated value 
of filament current. 

Rlament winding. A sepnrate sec
ondary winding on the power 
b·ansformer of ,\C-operntcd ap
paratus used as a filament volt
age source. 

filter . A resistor, coil, capacitor, or 
any combination of such parts 
used to block or attemrntc 
alternating currents at certain 
frequencies while allowing es
sentially unimpeded flow of 
currents at other frequencies. 

filter capacitor. A capacitor used 
in a power-pack filter system to 
provide a low-reactancc path for 
alternating currents. 

filter choke. An iron-core coil used 
in a power-pack filter system to 
pass di1·ect current while offer
ing high impedance to pulsating 
or alternating currents. 

first audio stage. The first stage in 
the audio amplifier of a radio 
receiver. 

first detector. The stage in a super
heterodyne receiver where the 
beat-frequency signal is com-

bi11ed with the incoming radio
frequency signal to produce the 
intennediate-frequencysignal.Al
so called mixer. 

fixed bias. A constant value of bias 
voltage. 

Bashover. A disruptive discharge 
over the su.rface of an insulator, 
or between two charged sur
faces not in mutual contact. 

F layer. An ionized layer in the F 
region of the ionosphere. 

fluorescent. Having the property of 
g iving off light when activated 
by elecb·onic bombardment. 

fluorescent screen. A sheet of suit
able material coated with a 
phosphor that fluoresces visibly 
when hit by an electron beam. 

flux. ( i ) A material used to pro
mote fusion or joining of metals 
in soldering. Rosin is widely 
used as a ffux in electronic sol
dering. ( z) A term used to des
ignate collectively the magnetic 
lines of force in a region. 

flux density. The number of elec
b·ic or magnetic lines of force 
cutting a unit area at right 
angles. 

flycutter. A circle cutter. U se<l to 
cut holes in metal or wood. 

flywheel effect. The effect of a res
om:nt circuit. Although the grid 
controls the input energy in 
pulses as in the cylinder explo
sions of a gasoline engine, the 
resonant circuit maintains con
tinuous operation as does the 
flywheel of the engine. 

free electron. An electron which is 
not attached to any one atom, 
but is free to move from atom 
to atom. 



I" region. That region of the iono
sphere extending from about go 
to 250 miles above the earth's 
surface. 

frequency. The number of com
plete cycles or vibrations per 
unit of time, nsua1ly per second. 
F requency of a wave is equal 
to the velocity divided by the 
wavelength. 

frequency conversion. The pro0ess 
of converting the frequeney of a 
signal to some other frec1ucncy 
by combining it with another 
frequency. 

frequency discriminator. A circuit 
that converts a frequency-modu
lated signal into an audio signal. 

frequency doubler. A vacuum-tube 
stage having a resonant plate 
circuit tuned to twice the input 
frequency. 

frequency drift. An undesired 
change in the frequency of an 
oscillator, t ransmitter , or re
ceiver. 

frequency meter. An instrument for 
measuring freciuency. 

frequency modulation. A method 
of modulating a carrier fre
quency by causing the frequency 
to vary above and below a cen
ter frequency in accordance 
with the sound to be lTansmit
ted . The amount of deviation in 
frequency above and below the 
center frequency is proportional 
to the amplitude of the modu
lating intelligence. The number 
of complete deviations per sec
ond above and below the center 
frequency corresponds to the 
frequency of the modulating 
intelligence. 
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frequency multiplier. A frequency 
changer used to multiply a fre
quency by an integral value, such 
as a frequency doubler. 

frequency response. A rating or 
gruph which expresses the man
ner in which a circuit or device 
handles the differen t frequencies 
falling \vithin its operating 
range. 

frer1ucncy shift. A ehange in the 
freq uency of a rad io transmitter 
or receiver. 

frequency-shift transmission. A sys
tem of automatic code b·ansmis
sion that shifts the catTier fre
quency back and forth between 
two frequencies instead of key
ing the carrier on and off. 

frequency stability. The ability of 
an oscillator to maintain a pre
d ete1mincd frequency. 

frequency standard. An oscillator 
used for frequency calibration . 

front-to-back ratio. T he ra tio of the 
eITcctivcness of a directional an
tenna or microphone between 
the front and the rear. 

fundamental. The lowest frequency 
component of a complex vibra
tion, tone, or electric signal. 

fundamental wavelength. The 
wavelength of the fundamental 
frequency. 

fuse. A protective d evice consisting 
of a short piece of wire which 
melts and breaks when the cur· 
rent through it exceeds the rated 
value. 

G 

G. Symbol for control grid of a 
tube. 
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g,,,. Designation for the mutual 

c.:onductance of a vacuum tube. 
gain. T he ratio of output voltage, 

current, or power to the input 
voltage, current, or po\.ver in an 
amplifier stage or system. Usu
ally expressed in db. 

gain control. A conb·ol that can 
change the over-all gain of an 
amplifier. A volume conh·ol. 

galvanometer. A D'.A.rsonval labora
tory insb·ument for measuring or 
indicating extremely small elec
b·ic currents. 

gang capacitor. Two or more vari
able capacitors mecbanicalJy 
mounted so that they can be 
simultaneously turned by a sin
gle shaft. 

gang conb·ol. A number of similar 
pieces of apparatus that can be 
simultaneously adjusted or tuned 
by a single control or shaft. 

gap. The space between the sur
faces of two elech·odes, as in a 
spark gap. 

gap arrester. A type of antenna 
lightning arrester employing one 
or more air gaps connected be
tween the antenna and ground. 

gaseous rccti£er. A gas-filled recti
fi er. May have a hot cathode, a 
merCtt l)' pool, or a cold cathode. 

General Class license. A class of 
Un itcd States amateur license. 
Holders of this license have full 
amateur privileges. 

generator. A rotating machin•: 
which converts mechanical en
ergy into electric energy. 

germanium. A grayish-white, brit
tJe metallic element 'ddely used 
in electronic applications, 'partic
ularly transistors. 

germanium diode. A very small 
type of diode employing the ele
ment germanium. 

getter. An alkali or alkaline eruth 
metal inb·oduced into a vacuum 
tube during manufacture and 
vaporized after the tube has 
been evacuated , to absorb any 
gases which may have been left 
by the vacuum pump. 

glow-discharge lube. A tube which 
conducts by ionization of a gas 
such as a neon tube. 

glow-discharge voltage regulator. 
A gas tube that maintains a 
nearly constant voltage when 
connected across a mildly vary
ing voltage source. Often called 
"VR tube." 

grid. An electrode mounted be
tween the cathode and the anode 
of a radio or electronic tube to 
control the flow of electrons from 
cathode to anode. 

grid bias. The DC voltage applied 
to the control grid of a vacuum 
tube to make it negative with 
respect to the cathode. 

grid-bias cell. A small cell used in 
the grid circuit of a vacuum 
tube to provide C bias voltage. 

grid.cathode capacitance. The ca
pacitance between the grid and 
the cathode inside a vacuum 
tube. 

grid characteristic. The curve ob
tained by plotting grid-voltage 
against grid-current values of a 
vacuum tube. 

grid circuit. The circuit between 
the grid and cathode of a vac
uum tube. The input circuit of 
the tube. 

grid clip. A spring clip to make a 



connection to the top (grid ) cap 
terminal on some vacuum tubes. 

grid cmrent. The curren t passing 
to or from a grid through space 
inside a vacuum tube. 

grid detection. Detection taking 
place due to the action of the 
grid circuit of a vacuum tube, 
as in a grid-leak detector. 

grid-clip meter. A vacuum-tube os
cillator having in its grid circuit 
a sensitive current-indicating 
meter that clips when energy is 
drawn from the oscillator by a 
coupled resonant c ircuit. 

grid clriving power. The wattage 
applied to the grid c ircuit of a 
tube. 

gl·id leak. A resistor used in the 
grid circuit of a vacuum tube 
to provide a discharge path for 
grid current. 

grid modulation. ~lodulntion pro
duced by introd11clion of the 
modulating intelligence into the 
grid circuit. 

gr id-plate capacitrmcc. The capaci
tance between the grid and the 
plate within a vac1111m hibe. 

grid return. T he lead or connection 
which provides a path for elec
trons from the grid c ircuit to the 
cathode. 

grid swing. The total grid signal 
voltage variation from the posi
tive to negative peaks. 

grid voltage. The voltage between 
grid and cathode. 

grommet. An insulating washer, 
usuaJly made of rubber or a plas
tic material , used to prevent a 
wire from touching a chnssis or 
panel. 

ground. A connection, intentional 
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or accidentaJ, bct\\'cen an elec
h·ic c ircuit and the earth or some 
conducting body serving ns the 
ear th. 

ground absorption. T ransmitted 
radio power dissipated in the 
ground. 

grounded. Connected lo earth or 
to some con<lut'ting body that 
serves as the earth. 

grounded-grid amplifier. A circuit 
in which the input is applied to 
the cathode rather than to the 
grid of a triode tube. 

ground-return circuit. J\ circuit 
that is completed hy utilizing 
the earth as a conductive path. 

ground wave. A radio wave that 
is propagated near or at the sur
face of the earth. 

ground wire. A conductor leading 
to an e lectrical connection with 
the ground. 

H 

half-w:we antennn. An antenna 
whose length is a pproximatcly 
equal to one-half the wavelength 
to be transmitted or r<'cdvccl. 

half-wave line. A tran.:m ission line 
having an electric length ecpial 
to one-half the wav('k·ngth of 
the signal to bl! transmitted or 
received. 

half-wave rectification. Tkctifk·a
tion of onlv one-half of each al
ternating-ctn-rent cycle into di
rect current. 

half-wa,•c rectifier. A radio tuhc> or 
other device whid1 com ·crts al
temnting current int·n pnlsating 
direct current by :11lnwing cur-
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rent to pass during one-half of 
each alternating current cycle. 

ham. A term applied to licensed 
am:'t teur radio operators. 

harmonic. A sinusoidal wave that 
is an integral multiple of the 
fundamental frequency, which is 
called the first ha1monic. 

harmonic content. The degree or 
numbers of hannonics in a com
plex frequency output. 

harmonic generator. A vacuum 
tube or other generator which 
produces an alternating current 
hnving many ha1monics. 

harmonic suppression. The preven
tion of harmonic generation in 
an oscillator or in circuits that 
follow it. 

harness. \!Vires and cables so ar
ranged and tied together that 
they mny be connected or dis
connected ns a unit. 

Hartley oscillator. A vacuum-tube 
oscillator circuit identified by a 
tuned circuit employing a tapped 
winding connected between the 
grid and plate. 

headphone. A small telephone re
ceiver, used either singly or in 
pairs. 

headset. A pair of headphones at
tached to a headband to bold 
the phones against the ears. 

heater. An electric heating element 
for supplying heat to an indi
rectly heated cathode in an elec
tron tube. 

heater cmrent. The current flo wing 
through a heater serving an in
directly heated cathode. 

heater voltage. The voltage be
tween the te1minals of a flJa
ment used for supplying heat to 
an incl irectly heated cathode. 

Heaviside layer. A layer of ionized 
gas in the region between 50 
and 400 miles above the surface 
of the earth which reflects radio 
waves back to earth under cer
tain conditions. 

henry. The practical unit of self- or 
rnuh1al inducbrnce. The induct
ance in which a cun·ent chang
ing its rate of now 1 ampere per 
second induces an electromotive 
force of 1 volt. 

heterodyne. Pertaining to the pro
duction of a freguency (beat) 
by combining two fregtiencies. 

heterodyne frequency. The beat 
frequency, which is the sum or 
difference frequency of two sig
nals. 

heterodyne reception. The process 
of receiving rad io waves by com
bining a received radio-fre
quency voltage with a locally 
generated alternating voltage to 
produce a beat frequency that is 
more readily amplified . 

h igh frequency. A frequency in the 
band extending from 3 to 30 
Mc. 

high-frequency choke. A radio-fre
quency choke as d istinguished 
from an audio (low-frequency) 
choke. 

high-mu tube. A vacuum l1.1be hav
ing a high amplification factor. 

high-pass fil ter. A fiJ ter designed to 
pass currents at all frecJ1.1Cncies 
above a desired freguency while 
attenuating the freguencies be
low the desired frequency. 

high Q. Hav ing a high ratio of 
reactance to effective resistance. 
Factor dete1111ining coil effi
ciency. 

high-vacuum tube. An elecb·on 



tube that has been evacuated to 
a low internal p ressure, such 
that its electric characteristics 
are not affected by the small 
amouut of gas in the tube. 

hookup wire. Usually tinned and 
insulated No. i 8, 20, 22, or 24 

soft-drawn copper wire. Used in 
wiring elcc:tronic drcu its. May 
be solid or stranded. 

horizontal blanking . The pulse 
which cuts off the electron beam 
•\•hile it is returning from the 
right side to the Jcrt side of the 
screen of a cathode-ray h1be. 

hum. A low and const;lll t audio fre
<1uency, usually either 60 or 120 
cycles, in the output of an audio 
amplifier. Hum is frequently 
caused by a faulty fllter capaci
tor in the power s11pply or by 
heater-cathode leabge in a tube. 

I 

11, . Symbol to designate plate cur
rent of a vacuum t11hc. Also 11, . 

rF, i.f. Intermediate frequency. 
Used with special reference to 
superheterodyne receivers. 

impedance. The total opposition 
that a circuit offers to the flow of 
alternating current or any other 
varying curren t at a particular 
frequency; a combination of re
sistance and rcactance. The sym
bol for impedance is Z. the lmit 
is the ohm. 

impedance angle. An~lc of the im
pedance vector with respcc.r to 
the resistance vector, represent
ing voltage lag or lead with re
spect to current. 
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impedance coil. A choke coil. An 

inductor. 
impedance match. The condition in 

which the impedance of a com
ponent or circuH is e<1ual to an
other impedance to which it is 
connected. 

impedance-matching h·ansformer. 
A b·ansfonner used to provide 
an impedance match between 
two or more circuit~. 

impressed voltage. The voltage ap
plied to a circuit or device. 

indirectly heated cathode. A cath
ode to which heat is supplied by 
an independent heater element 
in a thermionic tube. 

induced. Pro<lucccl as a result of 
the in!l11ence o.f an electric or 
magnetic field. 

induced current. A current due to 
an induced voltnge. 

induced voltage. A voltage pro
duced in a circuit by changes 
in the number of magnetic lines 
of force which arc linking or cut
ting across the conductors of the 
circuit. 

inductance. T hat property of a coil 
or other radio part which tends 
to prc\'Cnt any change in al
ternatin~-current f:low. Induct
ance is measured in henries. 

inductance bridge. An instrument 
similar to a \ Vheatsto1w bridge'. 
used to measure an unk11own in
ductance by comparing it with 
a l11own inducmnce. 

induction. The process by which 
an object is gh·en an induced 
\'Oltagr by exposure to a mag
netic field. 

inductive circuit. Circ11it contain
ing for the most part inductive 
rcactancc. rather than C'apaciti\'C 
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reactance or simply pure resist
ance. 

inductive coupling. A fom1 of 
coupling in which energy is 
transferred from a coil in one 
circuit to a coil in another cir
cuit by induction. 

inductive feedback. Feedback of 
energy from the plate circuit of 
a vacuum tube to the grid cir
cuit tluough an inductance or 
by means of inductive coupling. 

inductive load. A load that is pre-
dominantly inductive. Also 
called lagging load. 

inductive reactance. Reactance clue 
to tl1e inductance of a coil or 
other part in an alternating-cur
rent circuit. Inductive reactance 
is measured in ohms, and is equal 
to ilie inductance in henries 
multiplied by the frequency in 
cycles, times 2rr. 

inductor. A circuit component de
signed so that inductance is its 
most important property. AJso a 
coil. 

in phase. Condition existing when 
waves pass through maximum 
and minimum values of like po
larity at the same instant. 

input capacitance. The sum of ilie 
direct capacitances between the 
control grid and the cathode of 
a vacuum-tube circuit. 

input impedance. The ratio be
tween voltage and cunent at ilie 
input terminals of a circuit. Max
imum power lTansfer is obtained 
when the source and the load 
or input impedances are equal. 

input transformer. A b·ansfo1mer 
used to b·ansfer incoming en
ergy to the input of a circuit or 
device. 

insulating varnish. A varnish hav
ing good insulating qualities. 

insulator. A device having high 
electric resistance, used for sup
porting or separating conductors 
so as to prevent undesired flow 
of cun ent between conductors 
or to other objects. 

intelligence signal. Any signal 
which conveys information, such 
as voice, music, code, or tele
vision pictures. 

interelectrode capacitance. The ca
pacitance which exists between 
two electrodes in a vacuum tube. 

interference filter. A device used 
between a source of interference 
and a radio, to attenuate or elim
inate noise. 

interlock. A safe ty device which 
automatically opens the AC sup
ply circuit when an access door 
or cover to the circuit is opened. 

intermediate frequency. In super
heteroclyne reception, a fre
quency resulting from the combi
nation of the received frequency 
wiili ilie locally generated fre
quency. 

intermediate-frequency amplifier. 
That section of a superhetero
clyne receiver which is designed 
to amplify signals at a predeter
mined frequency called the in
termediate frequency of the re
ceiver. 

intermediate-frequency transform
er. A transformer employed at 
ilie input and output of each in
termediate-frequency amplifier 
stage in a superheterodyne re
ceiver. 

internal resistance. The resistance 
of a battery, generator, or circuit 
component. 



Internationnl Morse Code. The 
code used universally for radio 
telegraphy. 

interpolation. The process of .find
ing the value between two 
known values. 

interstage coupling. Coupling be
tween vacuum-tube stages. 

interstage transformer. A trans
former used to provide coupling 
between two vacuum-tube 
stages. 

inverse feedback. See negative 
feedback. 

ion. An atom or molecule which 
has fewer or more electrons than 
normal. A positive ion is one 
which has lost elecb·ons, and a 
negative ion is one which has 
gajned electrons. 

ionization. The breaking up of a 
gas atom into two parts, a free 
elecb·on and a positively charged 
ion. 

ionization current. Current flow ex
isting between two oppositely 
charged electrodes in an ionized 
gas. 

ionization potential. The voltage 
reguired to ionize an atom or 
molecule. 

ionosphere. The upper portion of 
the earth's atmosphere beginning 
a t about 30 miles above the 
earth's surface. 

lR drop. The voltage drop pro
duced across a resistance R by 
the flow of current I through 
the resistor. 

iron-core transformer. A trans
fo1mer in which iron forms part 
or all of the magnetic circujt 
linking the windings. 

isolation transformer . A trans
former with independent pri-

J 
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mary and secondary windings. 
Transformers of this type (gen
erally 1 : 1 ratio) are used to 
isolate AC-DC equipment from the 
AC power line. 

jamming. Transmission of noise 
signals to interfere with recep
tion of signals from another sta
tion. 

JAN specification. Joint Army
Navy specification. 

jumper. A short length of conduc
tor used to make a temporary 
electric connection. 

K 

K. Symbol for cathode or any nu
merical value that remains con
stant during a given period. 
Also, abbreviation for i,ooo. 

Kennelly-Heaviside layer. A region 
of highly ionized air in the iono
sphere, at about 30 miles above 
the surface of the earth . Reflec
tion of radio waves from this 
layer pemlits long-distance trans
mission. 

key. A hand-operated switch used 
to send code signals by teleg
raphy or radiotelegraphy. 

kilo-. Metric preflx meaning l ,ooo. 
kilocycle. i,ooo cycles. Abbreviated 

kc. or kc/ s for kilocycles per 
second . 

kilovolt. l ,ooo volts. Abbreviated 
kv. 

kilowatt. A unit of electrical power 
equa] to i,ooo watts. Abbrevi
ated J..·w. 
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Kirchhoff's current hrw. A funda

mental law of electricity which 
states that the sum of all the cur
rents flowing to a point in a 
circuit must be equal to the sum 
of all the currents Bowing away 
from that point. 

Kirchhoff's voltage law. A funda
mental law of electricity which 
states that the sum of all the 
voltage sources acting in a com
plete circuit must be equal to 
the sum of all the voltage drops 
in that same circuit. 

knife switch. A switch in which 
one or more fiat metal blades, 
pivoted at one end, serve as the 
moving connectors, making con
tact with Bat, gripping spring 
clips. 

L 

L. Symbol for coil or transfo1mer 
winding. 

lagging load. Inductive load; the 
current lags behind the voltage. 

lambda. Greek letter >.., used to 
designate wavelength measured 
in meters. 

laminated. A type of consb·uction 
widely used for the cores of iron
core transformers, choke coils, 
and electromagnets. The desired 
shape of core is built with thin 
strips of a magnetic mate1ial 
such as soft iron or silicon steel. 

lamp cord. Twisted insulated wire 
used for line cord, lamps, etc. 

L antenna. An antenna consisting 
of one or more horizontal wires 
with vertical lead-in connected 
at one end. 

lattice-wound coil. A honeycomb 
coil. A coil wound so as to re
duce distributed capacitance, 
having the appearance of lattice
work. 

layer winding. A coil-winding 
method in which adjacent turns 
are laid evenly side by side along 
the length of the coil. 

LC product. Inductance L in 
henries, multiplied by capaci
tance C in farads . 

LC ratio. Inductance in henries, 
d ivided by capacitance in farads. 

lead-in. The conductor or conduc
tors that connect the antenna 
proper to elecl1·onic equipment. 

lead-in insulator. Generally, a tubu
lar insulator inserted in a hole 
drilled through a barrier of some 
sort and through which the lead
in wire can be brought. 

leakage current. Undesirable Row 
of cmrent through or over the 
surface of an insulating material 
or insulator; or, the flow of direct 
current through a capacitor. 
Also, the alternating current that 
passes through a rectifier with
out being rectified. 

leakage resistance. The resistance 
of the path over which leakage 
current flows , normally a high 
value. 

left-hand rule. A rule for determin
ing direction of magnetic lines 
of force around a single wire. If 
the fingers of the left hand are 
placed around the wire in such 
a way that the thumb points in 
the d irection of electron Row, 
the fingers will then be pointed 
in the direction of the magnetic 
field. 



u-, If. Low frequency; the rrcc 
designation for the band from 
30 to 300 kc. 

lightning arrester. A protective de
vice which leaks off static charges 
in the vicinity of an antenna to 
ground, and thus tends to pre
vent the charges from building 
up to the intensity of lightning. 

lightning rod. A metallic rod pro
jecting above a structure, con
nected to ground. 

line. A transmission line or power 
line. 

linear. A relation such that any 
change in one of two related 
quantities is accompanied by an 
exactly proportional change in 
the other. 

linear amplification. Amplification 
in which the wave form is repro
duced accurately, but in magni
fied f01m. 

linenr modulation. Modulation 
which is equally proportionaJ to 
the amplitude of the sound wave 
at all audio frcqucnc:ies. 

line cord. A two- or three-wire cord 
terminating in a two- or three
prong plug at one end and used 
to connect equipment to a po·wer 
outlet. 

line drop. The voltage drop be
tween two points on a power 
line or transmission line. 

line filter. A device inserted in the 
power line to block noise im
pulses which might otherwise 
enter the equipment from the 
power line. 

line voltage. The vol tage existing 
at a wall outlet or other termi
nals of a power-line system. 

line-voltage regulator. A device 
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such as a ballast voltage regu
lator or special b·:msfonner that 
delivers an essentially constant 
voltage to the load, regardless of 
minor vaiiations in t11e line volt
age. 

link coupling. Two or more coils of 
sepnmte circuits coupled by a 
transmission line. 

load line. A straight line drawn 
across a series of plate cur
rent plate voltage characteiistic 
curves on a graph to show how 
plate cunent will change with 
grid voltage when a specified 
plate load resistance is used. 

local oscillator. The oscillator of a 
superheterodyne receiver. 

loctal tube. An eight-prong vacuum 
tube having a lock-in type of 
base. 

long waves. Wavelengths longer 
than the longest broadcast-band 
wavelength of 545 meters. Long 
waves co1Tespond to frequencies 
between about 30 and 550 kc. 

loop antenna. An antenna consist
ing of one or more complete 
turns of wire. Loop an tennas 
are also commonly used in direc
tion-nnding equipment and port
able radios. 

Joopstick antenna. A built-in re
ceiving antenna widely used in 
broadcast receivers. Loopstick 
antennas consist of a coil wound 
on a powdered-iron core. In 
some types the inductance is 
adjusted by moving the core. 

loose coupling. A small amount of 
coupling between two coils or 
circuits. 

loran. Long Range Navigation. A 
system used by ships and air-
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craft for fixing their own position 
from radio signals broadcast by 
two or more synchronized trans
mitting stations. 

loudspeaker. A device for convert
ing audio-frequency current into 
sound waves. 

low frequency. A frequency in the 
band extending from 30 to 300 

kc in the radio spectrum. 
low-pass filter. A filter designed to 

pass cunents at all frequencies 
below a critical frequency, while 
substantially attenuating the am
plitude of other frequencies. 

L pad. A dual volume control pre
senting a constant load imped
ance at all control settings. 

lug. A small strip of metal placed 
on a terminal screw or riveted 
to an insulating material to pro
vide a means for making soldered 
connections. 

M 

M. Abbreviation for mega, prefix 
meaning million. Commonly 
used as megohms, for resistors, 
and megacycles, for frequency 
figures. Also symbol for mutual 
inductance. 

magazines. Construction projects, 
operating notes, i:cc ruJings and 
actions, contests, new products, 
etc., are lrnatcd in several maga
zines available at newsstands 
everywhere. 

QST is the official organ of the 
American Radio Relay League, 
to which virtually all United 
States amateurs belong. Member
ship, including the magazine, is 
$5 a year. Send for details to 

225 Main Street, Newington, 
Conn. 061 u. 

Other magazines devoted en
tirely to ham activi ties are CQ 
and 73, published independently. 
Considerable space is also given 
to amateur topics in Popular 
Electronics, Electronics Illus
trated, Electronics World, Radio 
& TV Experimenter, and Rad·io
Electronics. 

magnet. A metallic material which 
attracts iron and steel, and, if 
free to move, aligns itself north 
and south because of the in
fluence of the earth's magnetic 
field. 

magnetic deflection. Method of de
flecting electrons in a catl1ocle
ray tube by means of the mag
netic field generally produced 
by coils placed outside the tube. 

magnetic field. A region sunound
ing a magnetic or a conductor 
through which current is flowing. 

magnetic flux. The sum of all the 
magnetic lines of force from a 
magnetic source. 

magnetic flux density. The number 
of magnetic lines of force per 
unit area. 

magnetic focusing. A method of 
focusing an electron stream in a 
cathode-ray tube through the ac
tion of magnetic lens. 

magnetic lines of force. Imaginary 
lines used to designate the direc
tions in which magnetic forces 
are acting throughout the mag
netic field associated with a per
manent magnet, electromagnet, 
or current-carrying conductor. 

magnetic poles. ncgions of a mag
net near which the field is con-



centrated, usually the two ends 
of a magnet. The north pole, 
the south pole. 

magnetic shield. A soft-iron hous
ing used to protect equipment 
or components from the effects 
of stray magnetic fields. 

magnet wire. Insulated copper 
wire in sizes used for winding 
coils of electromagnetic devices. 

master oscillator. An oscillator of 
comparatively low power used 
to establish the carrier frequency 
of a transmitter. 

matching. Connecting two circuits 
or components with a coupling 
device so that the imped:mcc of 
either circuit will be equal to 
the impedance ex.isting between 
them. 

matching transformer. See imped
ance-matching transformer. 

mean carrier frequency. The center 
or resting frequency of a fre
quency-modulation b·ansmission 
transmitter. 

medium frequency. T he band from 
300 to 3,000 kc. 

meg. Sometimes used as abbrevia
tion for megolun. 

meg- or mega-. A prefix meaning 
one million times. 

megacycle. One million cycles per 
s~cond . 

megohm. One million ohms. Ab
breviated meg ( s) . 

mercury battery. A type of bat
tery especially characterized by 
extremely unifotm output volt
age and by very long shelf life. 
Mercmy batteries use a zinc
powder anode; the cathode is 
mercuric oxide powder and 
graphite powder. 
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mercury switch. An electric switch 
made by placing a large globule 
of mercury in a glass tube with 
electrodes arranged so that tilt
ing the h1be will cause the mer
cury to make or break the cir
cuit. 

mercury-vapor rectifier. A diode 
rectifier containing mercury 
vapor. The gaseous disc'l>.arge 
permits much larger anode ~ur
rents than could be obtained in 
a high-vacuum h1bc of equiva
lent dimensions. 

metal tube. A vaq1um or gaseous 
h1bc having a metal envelope, 
with electrode leads passing 
through glass beads fused in the 
metnl housing. 

meter. A device that measUl'eS or 
registers an electric quantity. 
Also, the unit of measure in the 
metric system (39.37 inches). 

mho. The unit of conductance or 
admittance. It is the word ohm 
spelled backward. 

mica. A transparent flaky mineral 
which splits into thin sheets and 
has excellent insulating and 
heat-resisting qualities. It is used 
to separate the plates of con
densers, to insulate electrode 
elements of vacuum tubes, and 
for oth er insulating purposes. 

mica capacitor. A Rxed capacitor 
employing mica as the diclecb·ic. 

micro·. A prefix menning one-mil
lionth of. Designated by the 
Creek letter ~l (mu) in abbrevia
tions. 

micronmpcre. One-millionth of an 
ampere. Also writte µa. 

microfnmcl. One-millionth of a 
farad . Correctly abbreviated as 
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µf, but sometimes shown as uf, 
mf, or mfd. 

microhenry. One-milJionth of n 
henry. Also written µh. 

micromicrofarad. One-millionth of 
a microfarad. Abbreviated µµf, 
uuf, mmf, or mmfd. Being re
placed by a newer unit, pico
farad, meaning t11e same thing. 

microphone. A device which con
verts sound waves into corre
sponding audio-frequency elec
tric energy. It con tains some 
form of £Iexible diaphragm 
which moves in accordance witll 
sound-,vave variations. This 
movement, in turn, generates a 
minute voltage which is fed to 
the input of an ampli£er. 

microphone button. A button
shaped container 6lled with car
bon particles and serving as tlle 
resistance element of a carbon 
microphone. 

microphone preamplifier. An audio 
amplifier which initially ampli
fies tlle output of a microphone. 

microphone transformer. An iron
core b·ansformer used for cou
pling microphones to the audio 
amplifiers. 

microswitch. Tracie name for a 
small switch in which a minute 
motion makes or breaks contact. 

microvolt. One-millionth of n volt. 
microwaves. Elec t romagnetic 

waves whose frequencies arc 
higher than 300 Mc. 

mike. Colloquialism for micro
phone. 

milli-. A prefix meaning one-t11ou
sand th of. 

milliammeter. A meter calibrated 
in milliamperes. 

milliampern. A unit of current 
equal to one-thousandtll of an 
ampere. Abbreviation ma. 

millihenry. A unit of inductance 
equal to one-thousandth of a 
henry. The plural is millihenries. 
Abbreviated mh. 

millimeter. A metric unit of lengtll 
cgual to one-thousandth of a 
meter, or approxfrnately 1/ 25th 
inch ( 0.03937 inch). Abbrevi
ated mm. 

millivolt. A unit of voltage equal 
to one-thousandth of a volt. Ab
breviated mv. 

milliwatt. A unit of power equal to 
one-thousandth of a watt. Ab
breviated mw. 

miniature tubes. A type of small 
electron tube. Miniature n1bes 
are eit11er the SC\'Cn-pin or nornl 
(nine-pin ) type. 

mismatch. The conditions in which 
the impedance of a source does 
not match or equal the imped
ance of a connected load. 

mixer. That stage in a superhetero
th·ne receiver i11 which the in
c~ming radio-frequency signal is 
combined with the signal from 
the local oscillator to produce the 
intetmediatc-frcquency signal. 

mixer tube. The vacuum h1be in 
the mixer stage. 

mixing. Combining two or more 
signals. 

mobile receiver. A radio receiver 
designed to be operated while 
in motion, as in an automobile. 

mobile transmitter. A radio trans
mitter designed to be operated 
while in motion. 

modulate. To vary the amplitude, 
frequency, or phase of a radio-



frequency carrier in accordance 
with a desired intelligence. 

modulated wave. A carrier wave 
whose amplitude, frequency, or 
phase is varied with an intelli
gence signal. 

modulation. The process in which 
the amplitude, frequency, or 
phase of a carrier wave is vaiied 
with time i11 accordance with 
the wave fonn of an intelligence 
signal. 

modulation envelope. A curve 
drawn through the peaks of a 
graph showing the waveform of 
an amplitude-modulated signal. 

modulator. An audio-frequency am
plifier modulating a radio-fre
quency carrier signal. 

monitor. A device used for check
ing radio or audio signals. 

Morse code. A system of dot and 
clash signals used in the b·ans
mission of messages. The term 
Morse code by itself is generally 
understood to refer to the Ameri
can Morse Code, which is used 
only on telegraph circuits in the 
United States. The system used 
for radio communication is the 
International Morse Code, which 
differs in a number of respects. 

motorboating. Feedback occurring 
at a low audio-frequency rate in 
an audio amplifier. Resembles 
sounds made by a motorboat. 

moving-coil loudspeaker. A loud
speaker in which a coil carrying 
the audio-frequency current is 
directly attached to the moving 
cone. 

mu. Greek letter 1.t. a symbol for 
amplification fact~r m~d for the 
prefix micro-, one-millionth. 
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1.1a, ua. Microampere. 
mu factor. The amplification factor 

of a tube. 
multigrid tube. A vacuum tube 

having more than one grid. 
multimeter. A test instrument for 

measuring voltage, current, and 
resistance. Volt-ohmmeters are 
of this type. 

multiple-contact switch. A switch 
in which the movable contact 
can be set to any one of a num
ber of fixed contacts. 

multiplier. A resistor used in series 
with a volbneter or ohmmeter 
to increase the range of the 
meter. 

mutual induct::mcc. Between two 
coils. It is the flux linkage in 
either coil due to current flow
ing in the other. 

JLW. Microwatt. 
mv. Millivolt. 
mw. ~.fillwatt. 

N 

NC. No connection. Used on tube
base diagrams. 

negative. A tem1 med to d escribe 
a te1minal from which electrons 
flow. 

negative bias. The voltage used to 
make the conb·ol grid of a tube 
negative with respect to the cath
ode. 

negative feedback. An arrangement 
by which a signal is fed hnck 
from the plate circuit to the grid 
circuit 180 degrees otit of phase 
with the grid signal, thus de
creasing gain. Also called inverse 
feedback. 
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negative-feedback ampliSer. An 

amplifier that employs negative 
feedback. 

neon. An inert gas used in some 
tubes, producing a bright orange
red glow when ionized. Neon
filled tubes are used as voltage 
regulators. 

neutralization. The process of can
celing the effec:ts or in tcrelec
h·o<le capacitance of an amplifier 
tube. 

neutralize. To balance the feed
back voltage of an ampliRer 
stage due to grid-plate capaci
tance, thus preventing oscilla
tion. 

neutralizing capacitor. A capacitor , 
usually variable, employed in 
neutralizing circuits. 

node. Any point in a wave system 
at which the amplitude is zero. 
The type of node is usually spec
ified, since there can be nodes 
of voltage, current, etc. 

noise. Interference characterized 
by undesirnble random distmb
ances caused by internal circuit 
defects or from some external 
source. In radio receivers, noise 
appears as an audible hissing 
or crackling sound. 

noise Siter. A combination of one 
or more choke coils and capaci
tors used to block noise interfer
ence. 

noise level. Volume of noise, usu
ally expressed in decibels. 

noise suppressor. A circuit used in 
a receiver or amplifier to reduce 
noise. 

nonconductor. An insulating ma
terial. 

noninductive load. A load having 
no inductance. 

nonfoductive winding. A winding 
made so that one turn or section 
cancels the fie.Id of the n ext ad
jacent tum or section. For ex
ample, the w ire may be doubled 
before winding. Used particu
larly with resistors to prevent 
them from exhibiting resonant 
effects. 

nonlinear. Not directly propor
tional and hence producing a 
curve instead of a straight line 
when plotted graphically with 
linear coordinates. 

nonlinear detection. Square law 
detection. Detection based on 
the curvature of a tube charac
teristic. This results in distortion 
without complete rectification. 
Either of these effects results in 
demodulation. 

normally closed. A term applied to 
an automatic switching device 
such as a relay, specifying that 
the contacts will conduct when 
not energized. Term is also ap
plied to keys and switches. 

normally open. Opposite of nor
mally closed above. 

north pole. That pole of a magnet 
at which lines of force are con
sidered as leaving; the lines enter 
the south pole. 

Novice license. A class of amateur 
license iss11ecl in the United 
States. Novice transmitters must 
be crystal controlled, and maxi
m um pe1missible plate input 
power is 75 watts; operating fre
quencies and types of emission 
are also limited . A Novice license 
is valid for a period of one year, 
and is not renewable. 

nucleus. The central part of an 
a tom. It consists of protons and 



neutrons, has a positive charge, 
and constitutes practically the 
entire mass of an atom. 

null. Zero. 
null indicator. Any device that in

dicates when current, vol tage, or 
power is zero. 

0 

octal socket. A tube socket with 
openings for eight equally spaced 
pins, and a slot for al igning the 
center key. 

ohm. The practical unit of electric 
resistance. It is that resistance 
across which 1 volt will cause 
ll current 0£ i ampere to How. 

ohmmeter. An insb·ument for meas
uring resistance. 

Ohm's law. A fund amental law of 
elecb·icit:y which expresses the 
relationship between voltage, 
current, and resistance in a oc 
circuit, or the relationship be
tween voltage, current, and im
pedance in an AC circuit. 

ohms-per-volt. A sensitivity rating 
for voltage-measuring instru
ments, obtained by d ividing the 
resistance of the instrument in 
ohms at a particular range by 
the full -scale voltage value at 
that range. The higher the ohms
pcr-volt rating, the more sensi
tive is a meter. 

omega. Creek letter n used to rep
resent the word ohm. 

omnidirectional. In all directions, 
such as the radiation pattern of 
a vertical antenna. 

open-circuit voltage. The voltage at 
the terminals of a voltage source 
when no current is flowing, i.e., 
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with no load connected across 
the voltage source. 

oscillation. Periodic variations in a 
system or circuit, especially those 
of alternating current. 

oscillator. Al.1y nonrotating device 
for setting up aud maintaining 
oscillations of a frequency de
termined by the physical con 
stants of the system. Examples 
are vacuum tube, spark, or arc 
generator. 

oscillator coil. The transformer or 
coil used in an oscillator circuit. 

oscilloscope. A voltmeter reproduc
ing on the screen of a cathode
ray tube, waveform traces of 
one or more rapidly varying 
quantities. See cathode-ray oscil
loscope. 

output. Usefu l energy delivered. 
output impedance. The impedance 

as measured between the output 
terminals of an elccb·onic device, 
generalJy at a definite frequency 
or at a predominant frequency. 
For maximum power transfer, 
the load impedance should 
match or be equal to this out
put impedance. 

output indicator. A meter or other 
device connected to indicate 
variations in signal sb·ength of 
the output circuits. 

output stage. The fin al stage of an 
electronic device. 

output transformer. The iron-core 
audio-frequency transformer used 
to match the output stage of an 
audio-frequency amplifier to its 
loudspeaker or other load. 

output tube. An amp.l iner tube used 
in an output stage. 

overload. A load greater than a de
vice is designed to handle. 
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overload relay. A relay which func

t ions when current in a circuit 
exceeds a predetermined value. 
It may be reset electrically or 
manually. 

overmodulation. Amplih1de modu
lation in excess of ioo per cent. 

p 

P. ( l) Design a ti on for the primary 
winding of a transformer. (2) 
Designation for the anode or 
plate of an electron tube. 

paclder. In a superhetcrodyne re
ceiver, the capacitor placed in 
series w ith the oscillator tuning 
circuit to control the receiver 
calibration at the low-frequency 
end of a tuning range. Also, any 
small capacitor inserted in series 
with a main capacitor, for align
ment purposes. 

paper capacitor. A fixed capacitor 
consisting of strips of metal foil 
separated by an oiled or waxed 
paper dielectric. 

parallel resonant circuit. A tuning 
circuit consisting of a coil and 
a capacitor connected in parallel. 
At resonant frequency it offers 
a high impedance. 

parasitic oscillations. Unwanted 
self-sustaining oscillations at a 
frequency different from the op
erating frequency. 

parasitic suppressor. A combina
tion of inc!uctance and resistance 
inserted in a grid circuit to sup
press parasitic oscillations. 

patch cord. A cord equipped with 
plugs at each end, used to con
nect two jack receptacles on 
switchboards. 

peak. The maximum instantaneous 
value of a quantity . 

penk load. The maximum load con
sumed or produced in a given 
period of time. 

peak plate current. The maximum 
instantaneous plate current flow
ing in a tube. 

peaks. Momentary high amplitude 
levels occurring in electronic 
equipment. 

peak voltmeter. A voltmeter that 
reads p eak value of a voltage. 

pentagrid converter. A pentagrid 
tube employed as an oscillator
mixer in tl supcrheterodyne re
ceiver. 

pentocle. A vacuum tube having 
fi ve electrodes. 

period. The time required for 
one complete cycle of recurring 
quantil)' · 

permanent magnet. An object or 
magnetic material that has b een 
magnetized and re tains its mag
netism over a p eriod of time. 
Abbreviated PM. 

permanent-magnet loudspeaker. A 
dynamic or moving-coil loud
speaker in which the magnetic 
field is produced by a permanent 
magnet. 

permeability tuning. Tuning a res
onant circuit by changing the 
coil inductance by positioning 
an iron core. 

phase. The position at any instant 
which a periodic wave occupies 
in its cycle. If amplin1de is 
plotted perpendicular to a time 
axis. phase may be represented 
as a position along the time axis. 
\Vhen the time of one period is 
360 degrees, the phase position 
is called a phase angle. 



phase difference. Relation between 
two sinusoidal quantities of the 
same frequency . It is the frac
tion of a cycle by which one of 
the waves would have to be 
moved along the bme or fre
quency axis to make the two 
waves coincide. One c1i1antity is 
considered as leading or lagging 
the other by the angle of the 
phase difference. 

phenolic material. A thermosetting 
insulating plastic material used 
fo r countless electric, electronic, 
and mechanical applications. 

Phillips screw. A screw with an in
dented "cross," instead of the 
conventional slot recessed in its 
head. Rec1uires a Phillips screw
d river to remove or insert it. 

phosphorescence. A form of light 
given off by a phosphor after 
the excitation light or electron 
stream has ceased. \ Vhen emis
sion of light occurs during exci
tation, the result is fluorescence. 

photoelectric cell. A gencrnl te1m 
applying to any cell or tube 
whose electric properties nrc af
fected by illumination. 

pickup. A mechanical device that 
converts some fonn of intelli
gence into a corresponding elec
tric signal. Also called trans
ducer. 

Pierce oscillator. A Ct)'Stal oscillator 
circuit featuring a crystal con
nected behveen the grid and 
plate of the oscillator tube. 

piezoelectric. Property of some 
crystals to generate a voltage 
when mechanical force is ap
plied, and, conversely, the abil ity 
to produce a m echanical force 
by expanding or conh·acting 
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when\.'Ver a voltage is appli\•cl. 

pigtail. A flexible metallic connec
tion usunlly consisting of braickd 
wire. 

pilot l;imp. A sm<llJ lamp used to 
illuminate the tuning dial of 
electronic equipment or as :m 
indicator lamp. 

pi network. A network of tliree im
pedances, two across the line nnd 
the third inserted in one line 
bet\vccn the other two, simulat
ing the C reek letter r.. 

plate. T he common name for the 
principal anode of a vacuum 
tube. One of tl1e conductiYe elec
trodes of a capacitor. ..\.lso, one 
of the electrodes of a storage 
battery. 

plate bypass capacitor. A capacitor 
connected to the plate circuit of 
a vacuum tube to bypass high
frequ ency currents. 

plate circuit. A circuit including 
the plate ,·oltage source and all 
other parts connected between 
the cathode and plate terminals 
of a vacuum tube. 

plate current. The electron flow 
from the cathode to the plate 
inside a tube. 

plate detection. Detection of rad io
freq uency signals takes pince in 
the plate circuit of a vacuum 
tube. 

plate dissipation. The amount of 
power lost as heat in the plate 
of a vncuum tube. 

plate keying. The keying of a radio
telegraph transmitter in the 
plate supply circuit. 

plate Ioncl impedance. The imped
ance to current Row in the ex
ternal circuit of a ,·acuum tube 
behveen its plate and cathode. 
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plate modulation. The intToduction 

of the modulating wave into the 
plate circuit of any tube in which 
the carrier-frequency wave is 
present. 

plate resistance. The ratio of a 
small change in plate voltage 
clivided by a small change in 
plate current, in vacuum-tube 
circuit~. The symbol is RP. 

plate supply. The voltage source 
used in a vacuum-tube circuit to 
put the plate at a high positive 
potential with respect to the 
cathode. 

plate voltage. The direct voltage 
between the plate and the cath
ode of a vacuum tube. 

plug-in coil. A coil having as its 
te1minals a number of prongs 
so that it may fit into a mounted 
socket. 

plus sign ( +) . The plus sign is 
used to indicate addition or a 
plus value; also positive polarity 
or the positive terminal of a de
vice. 

PM. Pe1manent magnet. 
polarity. An electric condition de

termining the direction in which 
current Aows. Applied to oc 
sources and to components when 
connected in nc circuits. 

polyethylene . A tough, flexible, 
plastic compound having excel
lent insulating properties. 

polystyrene. A clear thetmoplastic 
material havil1g excellent d ielec
tric properties. 

porcelain. A glazed ceramic insu
lating mate!ial. 

positive bias. The condition in 
which the control grid is positive 
with respect to the cathode of a 
vacuum tube. 

positive feedback. See regenera
tion. 

positive terminal. The terminal of 
a battery or other voltage source 
toward which electrons flow i.n 
the external circuit. 

potential. Voltage. 
potential difference. The difference 

in voltage at t wo points. 
potentiometer. A resistor with an 

adjustable or variable tap. 
powdered-iron core. A core con

sisting of powdered magnetic 
material pressed into the re
quired shape. 

power. Rate of doing work. Energy 
per unit time. May be expressed 
in the electrical field in watts 
or in kilowatts (thousands of 
watts). 

power amplification. A ratio of the 
power output of an amplifier to 
the power supplied to the input 
circuit. 

power amplifier. An audio- or 
radio-frequency amplifier de
signed to deliver a relatively 
large amount of output energy. 
AJso, the last stage of an am
pl ifler as distinguished from pre
vious stages usually classed as 
voltage a.mpli£ers. 

power gain. The ratio of two pow
ers such as output to input of a 
vacuum tube or output to input 
of an audio-frequency amplifier. 

power level. The amount ot elec
tric power passing through a 
given point in a circuit. Power 
level can be expressed in watts 
or .in decibels. 

power line. Two or more wires used 
for conducting power from one 
location to another. 

power output. The power in watts 



delivered by an ,amplifier to a 
load, such as a speaker. 

power pack. The poweJ-supply 
unit of a radio receiver, ampli
fier, h·ansmitter, or other radio 
apparatus. 

power switch. The main switch in 
an elech·ic device. Used to con
nect or disconnect the uni t from 
the power lines. An on-off switch. 

power transformer. An iron-core 
transformer having a primaty 
winding usually connected to an 
AC power line and having a num
ber of secondary windings that 
provide different voltage values. 

preamplifier. An extra stage of am
plification at the input of an am
pli£er. 

preselector. A tuned - radio - fre
quency ampli£er or antenna tun
ing device inserted between the 
receiver and the antenna to in
crease the amplitude of the in
coming signal. 

primary. The transformer winding 
which receives the energy from 
a supply circuit. 

primary voltage. The voltage ap
plied to the primary of a trans
fo1mer. 

primary winding. The input wind
ing of a transformer. 

printed circuit. A method by which 
circuit connections and many of 
the components are p1inted or 
etched on a plane surface with 
conductive or resistive media for 
building compact circuits. 

propagation. The travel of elecb·o
magnetic waves or sound waves 
through a meclium. 

protective gap. The space between 
two te1minals across which tran
sient voltages may arc, such as 
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th (;) gap in a light11 ing arrester. 

push-button control. Control of 
equipment by means of push
buttons which in tum operate 
relays, etc. 

push-pull circuit. A lwo-tube am
plifiel' circuit in which the grid 
and plate of one tube are operat
ing i8o degrees out of phase 
with the grid and plate of the 
other tube. Even-order harmon
ics arc canceled . Pnsli-pull cir
cuits are used at both aud io and 
radio frequencies. 

push-pull oscillator. A vacuum
tube oscillator containing two 
tubes or a double-section h1be 
connected in a phase relation 
similar to that of a push-pull am
plifier. 

push-pull transformer. An audio 
transfo1mcr designed for use in 
a push-pull amplifier circuit. 

Q 

Q. A quality rating applied to a 
coil or resonant circuit. Q is the 
inductive reactance divided by 
the resistance. 

QSL Card. A card exchanged by 
radio amateurs to confirm radio 
communication with each other. 

quarter-wave antenna. An antenna 
electrically equal to one-fourth 
the wavelength of the b·ans
mittecl or received sibrnal. 

quartz crystal. A thin slice of quart'.l 
that vibrates at a frequency de
tennined by its thickness and its 
original position in the natural 
quartz. Used to maintain high
frequcncy stability in oscillators. 

quenching frequency. A locally 
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R 

generated frequency of a super
regenerative detector stage which 
prevents oscillation during recep
tion of strong signals. 

R. ( i) Letter used to denote resist
ance in oluns. ( 2) Symbol for re
sistor in a schematic diagram. 

radar. From the phrase, "Radio De
tection and Ranging." Originally 
developed for wartime use, now 
widely used for such applica
tions as marine and aeronautical 
navigation. It detem1ines the 
presence and location of a dis
tant object by transmitting high
power microwave pulses which 
are reflected back by the object 
to the radar unit. This reflected 
energy or "echo" appears as a 
"pip" on the screen of a cathode
ray tube; the position of this pip 
on a calibrated time axis indi
cates the distance of the target 
from the radar unit. Position of 
the radar antenna indicates the 
bearing of the target in relation 
to the radar unit. In another form 
of presentation, PPI, or Planned 
Position Indicator, shows dis
tance from the center of the 
screen as a function of angle (of 
the rotating beam). Use of high
persistence screens results in a 
panoramic, maplike presentation. 

radiation. Electromagnetic energy 
b·aveling outward into space 
such as radio waves, infrared 
rays, X rays, etc. 

radiation pattern. A diagram indi
cating the intensity of the radia-

tion field of a b·ansmitting an
tenna as a function of plane or 
solid angles. In the case of a 
receiving antenna, it is a dia
gram showing the response of 
the antenna to a unit field in
tensity signal arriving from dif
ferent directions. 

radio broadcasting. A one-way 
transmission of voice and music 
to anyone within receiving range 
of the station. 

radio channel. A band of frequen
cies having sufficient width for 
radio communication and broad
casting purposes. The width of 
a channel depends on the type 
of transmission and the toler
ance for the frequency of emis
sion. 

radio circuit. An arrangement of 
parts and connecting wires for 
radio purposes. 

radio compass. A radio direction 
finder with a zero center meter, 
used chiefly in marine and air
craft radio stations for naviga
tional purposes. 

radio converter. A unit for adapt
ing a receiver for use at the high 
or ulb·ahigh frequency bands. 

radio direction finder. A receiver 
and rotatable loop antenna used 
to dete1111ine the direction from 
which radio waves are being re
ceived. 

radio frequency. Specifically, that 
part of the gen'eral frequency 
spectrum ben'Veen audio sound 
and infrared light (about 20 kc 
to 10,000,000 Mc). Generally, an 
AC frequency whose electromag
netic field can be radiated over 
great distances. 



radio-frequency alternator. A me
chanical-electric generator fur
nishing high power at radio fre
quencies below lOO kc, formerly 
used for radio transmitters. 

radio-frequency amplifier. A vac
uum-tube amplifier stage to pro
vide amplification at radio fre
quencies for b·ansmitting or 
receiving. 

radio-frequency choke. An air or 
pulverized - iron - core inductor 
having a high impedance at 
radio frequencies, and used to 
block flow of radio-frequency cur
rent while permitting lower fre
quencies or direct current to pass. 

DESIGNATION ABBI\. 

very low 
frequency vlf 

low frequency If 
medium 
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radio-frequency signal generator. 

A test instrument used to gen
erate radio-frequency voltages 
for alignment and servicing of 
radio and other elecb·onic equip
ment. 

radio-frequency transformer. A 
b·ansfonner for radio-frequency 
currents having either an air core 
or some form of pulverized-iron 
core. 

radio spectrum. The entire range 
of useful radio waves as classi
fied into seven bands by the 
Federal Communications Com
mission. 

FREQUENCY VVAVELENCTH 

10-30 kc 30,000-10,000 m 
30-300 kc 10,000-1,000 m 

frequency mf 300-3,000 kc 1,000-100 m 
high frequency hf 3-30 Mc 100-10 m 
ve1y high 

frequency vhf 30-300 Mc 10 to l m 
ultrahigh 

frequency uhf 300-3,000 Mc 100 to 10 cm 
superhigh 

frequency shf 3,000-30,000-Mc 10 to i cm 

radiotelegraphy. Telegraphy em
ploying the International Morse 
Code nnd transmitted by means 
of radio waves. 

radiotelephone trnnsmittcr. A radio 
transmitter designed for trans
mfasion of audio-frequency mod
ulation, such as voice and music. 

radiotclcphony. Two-way voice 
communication carried on by 

means of radio waves. 
radio wave. A combination of elec

tric and magnetic fields varying 
at a radio frequency, and capa
ble of traveling through space at 
the speed of light. 

rated output. The power, voltage, 
or current which a device will 
provide when operated under 
no1mal conditions. 
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HC, RC circuit. Designation for any 

resistor-capacitor circuit. 
RC coupling. Hesistor-capacitor 

coupling between two circuits. 
rcactance. Opposition in ohms of

fered to the Oow of alternating 
current by inductance or capaci
tance of a component or circuit. 

reactive . Pertaining to either in
d uctive or capacitive reactance. 

receiver. In general, equipment fo r 
reception of rmlio waves, light 
waves, etc., and conversion of 
these waves to usable fo1m , such 
as audible sound. 

receiving antenna. A conductor or 
system of conductors used for the 
reception of rnd io signals. 

rectification. The process of con
verting alternating current into 
a unidirectional cunent. 

rectifier. A component that recti fies 
altemating current. 

reflected wa,·c. The sky radio wave, 
reflected back to the earth from 
an ionosphere layer. 

refracted wave. The wave that is 
bent as it travels into a second 
medium, as from the atmosphere 
into an ionized layer of the strat
osphere. 

regenerution. A method of secur
ing increased output from an 
RF ampli fier b~1 feed ing part of 
the output back to the amplifier 
input so that it reinforces tho 
input signal. Causes oscillation 
when carried to extremes. 

regeneration control. A potentiom
eter or varinble condenser which 
is used to con trol the amount of 
signal fed back from output to 
input in the regenerative detec
tor stage. 

regenerative amplification. Ampli
fication that provides increased 
gain and selectivity by feedback. 

rcgcnerutive detector. A vac.:u11m
h 1be detector circuit in which 
regeneration is employed. 

regenerati,·e receiver. A radio re-
ceiver which employs regenera
tion . 

regulntcd power supply. A power 
supply c.:onta ining a regulator de
vice for maintaining constnnt 
voltage or constant current under 
changing load conditions. 

regulation. Holding constant some 
condition , like vol tage, current, 
power, or position. 

regulator. A d evice that accom
p lishes regulation within d esired 
limits such as a current or volt
age regulator. 

relay. An elech·omagnetic switch 
employing nn armature to open 
or close contactors. 

relay contacts. Contacts attached 
to or activated by the movemen t 
of the annature of a relay. 

relay rack. J\ standard vertical steel 
frame that accommodates stand
:ml-width ( 19-inch ) panels of 
rnrious heights on which are 
mounted electronic equipment. 
Originally designed for panels 
containing banks of relays in 
telephone centrals. 

remote control. The operation of a 
device from a distance, either 
electrically or by radio " ·aves. 

remote cutoff tube. A variable mu 
tube. A tetrode or pentodc in 
which the spacing of the con
trol-grid wires is wider at the 
center than at the ends. Thu'S, 
the amplification of the tube 



does not vary in d irect propor
tion to the bias, and some plate 
current flows regardless of the 
negative bias on t he grid. Used 
in nF amplifiers. 

resistance. The nonreactive opposi
tion which a device or material 
offers to the flow of direct or al
ternating current. Resis tance is 
m easured in ohms, and is usu
ally designated by the letter R. 

resistance-capacitance-coupled am· 
plifler. A vacuum-tube ampli£er, 
the various stages of which em
ploy resistors for the plate load, 
and in the grid circuit; coupling 
between them is by capaci
tors. Also w;cd with transistors. 

resistance-coupled amplifier. A 
vacuum-tube amplifier in which 
the various s tages are coupled 
solely by resistances between 
output and input. A direct
coupled amplifier. 

resistance drop. Voltage drop clue 
to flow of current through a re
sistance. Also known as IR drop. 

resistance wire. \Vire made from 
an alloy having high rcsistivity. 

resistor. A radio part which offers 
resistance to the Row of elec
tric current. Its electric size is 
specified in ohms or megohms 
( J. megohm equals i,000,000 

ohms) . A resistor also has a 
power-handling rating in watts, 
indicating the amount of power 
which can safely be dissipated 
as heat by the resistor. 

resonance. ' ¥ h en reactance is zero 
or maximmn in a circuit con tain
ing inductance and capacitance. 
If L and C are in series, circuit 
current is a maximum at reso-
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nance. If L and C arc in parallel, 
external current supplied to cir
cuit is a minimum at resonance 
and voltage nearly maximum. 

resonance curve. A graphic repre
sentation showing the response 
of a resonant circuit to various 
frequencies within its operating 
range. 

resonant frequency. T he freqt1cncy 
which produces resonance in a 
coil-capacitor tuning circuit. In 
a series resonant circuit, the larg
est current flow occurs at the 
resonant frequency. ln a parallel 
resonant circuit, the largest vol t
age is d eveloped across the cir
cui t at the resonant frequency. 

resonate. To bring to resonance, as 
by tuning. 

response. Frequency range, or re
sponse, within specific limita
tions of speakers, ampli fiers, etc. 

RETMA color code. One of the 
systems of color markings devel
oped by the Radio-Electron ics
T elevision Manufacturers' Asso
ciation fo r identifying electric 
values and te1minal connections 
of radio parts. 

return wire. A common wire, a 
ground wire, or the negative 
wire in a oc circuit. 

nvc. Designation used on dit1grams 
to identify a radio-frequency 
choke coil. 

rheostat. A resistor whose value 
may be changed with one fixed 
and one movable tc1minal. 

rhombic antenna. A d irectional an
tenna array consisting of fo ur 
long conductors laid out like 
an equal-sided parallelogram 
(rhombus). 
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ribbon microphone. A microphone 
with a moving conductor con
sisting of a single flexible rib
bon of thin corrugated metal 
mow1ted between the poles of a 
permanent magnet. Also called 
velocity microphone. 

rig. A system of components. An 
amateur Jig is the complete ama
teur station consisting of re
ceiver, transmitter, and all the 
accesso1y equipment. 

ripple. The AC component present 
in the output of a nc generator, 
rectifier system, or power sup
ply. 

ripple current. The AC component 
of a pulsating unidirectional cur
rent. 

ripple factor. Defined as the effec
tive value of the alternating 
components of voltage (or cur
rent) divided by the direct or 
average values of the voltage 
(or current). 

ripple filter. A low-pass filter de
signed to attenuate the AC com
ponents of a pulsating unidirec
tional current while passing the 
direct current from the rectifier 
or oc generator. 

ripple frequency. The frequency of 
the ripple current. 

ripple voltage. The alternating 
components of a unidirectional 
voltage. 

rms. Root-me:m-squru·e. 
root-mean-square. \;!,Then referring 

to an AC value, the value that 
corresponds to the oc value that 
will produce the same heating 
effect. It is 0.746 of the peak AC 

value. 
rosin-core solder. Solder made with 

inner core of rosin Bux for effec
tive soldering of electric joints. 

rotary beam antenna. A highly di
rectional antenna that can be 
rotated by hand or by motor to 
any desired position. Provides 
maximum concentration of ra
diated energy or reception. 

rotary switch. A multiposition 
switch operated by rotating a 
conb'ol knob attached to its 
shaft, such as a gang switch or 
band switch. 

s 
S. Letter used on circuit diagrams 

to denote a tntnsfo1mer second
Ul)' winding. 

safety factor. The load, above the 
normal operating rating, to 
which a device can be subjected 
without failure. 

sah1ration. The condition existing 
in a tube when tube current is 
the maximum that can be ob
tained by increasing the anode 
voltage. Also, the condition exist
ing in a magnetic material when 
the flux density is the maximum 
that can be obtained by increas
ing the magnetomotive force. 

sec wire. Single-cotton-covered 
wire. 

sec wire. Single-cotton covering 
over enamel insulation on a wire. 

schematic diagram. A diagram 
which shows electric connec
tions of an electronic device by 
means of symbols which are used 
to represent the parts. 

screen. A metal partition or shield 
to isolate a device or apparahls 



from external magnetic or elec
tric field. Also, the coated sur
face on the inside of the large 
end of a cathode-ray tube. 

screen grid. A grid placed between 
the conb·ol grid and plate ele
ments of a pentocle or surround
ing the plate of a tetrode. The 
purpose: to decrease grid-plate 
capacitance. 

screen-grid modulation. A type of 
ampli tude modulation where the 
modulating voltage is superim
posed on the oc screen-grid 
voltage of the RF ampliSer. 

screen-grid voltage. The direct volt
age applied between the screen 
grid and the cathode in a vac
utnn tube. 

secondary. One or more trans
former windings which receive 
energy by electromagnetic in
duction from a primary. 

secondary voltage. The voltage 
across the secondary winding of 
a transfmmer. 

secondary winding. Any of the out
put windings in a transformer. 

second detector. In a superhctero
dyne receiver, the stage that 
separates the intelligence signal 
from the intetmediate-frequcncy 
carrier signal. 

selective. The characteristic of re
sponding to a desired frequency 
to a greater degree than to other 
frequencies. 

selective interference. Radio inter
ference in a narrow band of fre
quencies. 

selective reRection. Reflection of 
waves of only a certain group of 
frequencies. 

selectivity. The ability of a radio 
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receiver to reject undesired and 
unhined signals. 

selenium rectifier. A dry-disk recti
fl.er made of a crystalline sele
nium layer between two elec
trodes. 

self-bins. Referring to a vacuum
h1bc stage which produces its 
own grid bias voltage. 

self-.excited oscillator. An oscillator 
that operates without external 
excitation. 

self-healing capacitor. A capacitor 
that repairs itself after dielectric 
breakdown. 

semiconductors. A class of solid 
materials characterized by com
paratively high resistances. Im
portant in communications, they 
are scmimetallic elements or ox
ides in which conductivity is 
electronic. Semiconductors are 
used in transistors, thermistors, 
and thermoelectric clements. 

sending. Transmitting, as Morse 
code. 

sensitivity. Characteristic of a radio 
or television receiver which de
termines the minimum input sig
nal strength required for a given 
signal output value. 

series resonant circuit. A circuit in 
which an inductor and a capaci
tor are connected in series, and 
have values such that the induc
tive reactance of the inductor 
will be equal to the capacitive 
reactance of the capacitor at the 
resonant frequency. At reso
nance, the current through a 
series resonant circuit is a maxi
mum . 

sc. The screen-grid electrode of a 
vacuum tube. 
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sharp cutoff. Term applied to a 
tube or the grid of a tube in 
which the conb·ol grid spirals 
are uniformly spaced. The result 
is that as grid voltage is made 
negative, plate cw-rent decreases 
steadily to cutoff. 

shield. A metal housing placed 
around a circuit component to 
prevent interaction of its electric 
and/ or magnetic fields with 
those of nearby components. 

shielded line. A transmission line 
whose elements confine propa
gated radio wa\·es inside a tubu
lar conducting surface called the 
sheath. This prevents the line 
from radiating radio waves. 

shielded pair. A two-wire trans
mission line surrow1ded by a 
metallic sheath. 

shielded wire. Insulated wire cov
ered with a metal shield. usu
ally of tinned. braided copper 
wire. 

shielding. Metnl covering used on 
a cable; also a metal can, or 
plates enclosing an electronic 
circuit or component. Shielding 
prevents undesirable radiation, 
pickup of signals, etc. 

short circuit. A low-resistance con
nection across a voltage source 
or a circuit, usually resulting in 
excessive current flow which 
often causes damage. 

shorted out. ~fade inactive by con
necting a heavy wire or other 
conductor path around a device 
or circuit, usually for protective 
purposes. 

shortwave converter. A radio de
vice which can be connected 
between a broadcast receiver 

and its antenna system to permit 
reception of higher-frequency 
stations which the receiver 
could not otherwise receive. 

shortwaves. A general term usually 
applied to wavelengths whose 
frequency is higher than i ,600 

kc. 
shunt. Any part connected in par

allel with some other part. 
sidebands. Two bands of frequen

cies on either side of the carrier 
frequency of a modulated radio 
signal; including components 
whose frequencies are the sum 
and difference of the can-ier and 
the modulntion frequencies. 

signal. The form or variation of a 
wave with time, serving to con
vey the information, message, 
effect, or other desired intelli
gence in communications. 

signal generator. A test instrument 
that generates rndio-frequency 
signals at any frequency needed 
for aligning or servicing elec
b·onic equipment. 

signal strength. A measure of the 
power output of a radio trans
mitter at a particular location. 
Usually expressed in microvolts 
or millivolts per meter of effec
tive height of the receiving an
tenna employed. 

signal-to-noise ratio. The ratio of 
the radio field intensity of a de
sired, received radio wave to the 
radio noise field intensity re
ceived with the signal. 

sine wave. \Nave form correspond
ing to a pure, single frequency 
oscillation. If amplitude is 
plotted against time, the curve 
is a sine function. 



single-phase. Pertaining to a cir
cuit or device that is energized 
by a single alternating voltage. 
One of the phases of a poly
phase system. 

single-pole switch . A switch lrnv
ing onJy one movable contact 
clement. The word "pole" de· 
notes the number of movable 
contact clements, regardless of 
the number of connections that 
can be made. 

single-sideband transm1ss10n. A 
mode of radio transmission in 
which the l'\F carrier and one of 
the two sidebands produced by 
amplitudc·moclulated signals is 
sup pressed at the transmitter. 
T he one sideband carries all of 
the intelligence. 

single-throw switch. A switch 
which can be closed in only one 
position , thus always closing the 
same contact or set of contacts. 

sinusoidal. Varying in p roportion 
to the sine of an angle or time 
fun ction. Ordinary al ternating 
current is sinusoidal. 

skin effect. Concentration of cur
rent density toward the sm facc 
of a conductor due to the self. 
induced counterelectromotivc 
force of an alternating ci1rrent. 

skip zone. A region around a trans· 
mitter within which there is no 
reception from the transmitter. 

sky wave. A radio wave that is re
flected back to earth from the 
ionosphere. Sometin1cs called 
ionospheric wave. 

slider. A sliding type of movable 
contact. 

slug. The movable iron core of an 
inductor; by moving the slug in 
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or out the inductance is varic<l. 

S meter. A signal-sb·eng th meter. 
smoothing choke. An iron-core in

ductor employed as a Rl ter to 
remove pulsations in the uni
directional output cur.rc11t of a 
rectifier. 

smoothing fil ter. A fllter c:omposcd 
of inductance and capad tancc 
(or either alone) to remove ,, r, 
c:omponents from the unid irec
tional output current of a rcc:ti· 
flcr or DC generator. 

socket. A mounting d evice for 
tubes, p lug-in coils, etc:. 

socket adapter. A device placed be
tween a tube socket and a lube, 
to permit use of the tube in a 
socket d esigned for some other 
type of base, or to pe1111 it resist
ance or voltage measurements 
while the tube is in use. 

solder. An allov of lead and tin 
\\'h ich melts ~t a fairlv low tem
perature (about 500°F ) and is 
used for making pc1mancnt elec
tric connections between parts 
and wires. 

solder gun. A soldering iron having 
an appearance similar to that of 
a pistol. 

soldering iron. A device used to 
apply heat to a join t which is 
to be made pe1m anent by solder
ing . 

solid conductor. A single wire. A 
cond11ctor lhat is not divided 
into strands. 

sos. T he international marine dis
tress signal for rncl iotel<'grnphy . 

sound . A vib ration of a body at a 
rate which can be heard by hu
man ears. T he extreme lim its of 
human hearing are about 20 
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cycles and 20,000 cydes. Sound 
can travel through any medium 
which possesses the ability to 
vibrate. 

sound wave. A traveling or stand
ing wave produced by vibrations 
at a sonic rate. 

south pole. The pole of a magnet 
at which magnetic lines of force 
are assumed to enter. If the mag
net is free to move, its south 
pole will point to the em-th' s 
north magnetic pole. 

space charge. A gathering of elec
trons near the cathode of a vac
uum tube. Being negative, it 
tends to limit the number of 
electrons which can reach the 
plate, for a given plate voltage. 

space current. Current made up of 
electrons moving from the catJ1-
ode to the plate in a vacuum tube . 

spaghetti. Cloth or plastic tubing 
sometimes used to provide insu
lation for radio circuit wiring. 

spark gap. An arrangement of two 
elecb·odes between which sparks 
are to be produced. 

sparking. Intentional or accidental 
spark discharges, as between 
contacts of a relay or switch, or 
at any point at which an induc
tive circuit is broken. 

sparkover. Ionization of the air be
tween nvo electrodes pe1mitting 
the passage of a spark. 

spark transmitter. An early type of 
radio transmitter that utilized 
the oscillatory discharge spark 
gap as the source of its radio
frequency signals. 

SPDT, spdt. Single-pole, double
throw, applying to a switch or 
relay contact arrangement. 

speaker. A loudspeaker. 

spectrum. Any series of radiant en
ergies arranged in order of wave
length. The entire range of elec
tromagnetic radiation extending 
from tJ1e longest known radio 
waves to the shortest known cos
mic rays. 

speech amplifier. An audio-fre
quency amplifier used benveen 
a microphone and the input of 
the power amplifier to raise the 
output voltage of the micro
phone to tJ1e level required to 
guarantee the amplifier's full out
put. 

splice. A connection of two or more 
conductors or cables to provide 
good mechanical strength as well 
as good conductivity. 

spot. The luminous area produced 
on the viewing screen of a cath
ode-ray tube by the electron 
beam. 

spreader. An insulating crossarm 
used to hold apart the wires of 
a transmission line. 

spring-return switch. A switch 
which returns to its normal posi
tion when pressure is released. 

SPST, spst. Single-pole, single-throw 
switch or relav. 

spurious radiation. Any radiation 
from a radio transmitter at fre
quencies other than its operat
ing frequency. 

square wave. The wave fo1m that 
shifts abruptly from one to the 
other of two definite vaJues, giv
ing a square or rectangular pat
tern when amplitude is plotted 
against time. 

squealing. A condition in which a 
high-pitched note is heard along 
with the desired radio program. 

squelch circuit. An AVC circuit that 



reduces or attenuates the noise 
othe1wise heard in a radio re
ceiver between signals by block
ing some stage when the signal 
amplitude is below a value called 
the squelch level. 

stacked array. An array in which 
antenna elements arc placed one 
above the other. 

stage. All the components in a ci.r
cuit containing one or more vac
uum tubes performing a single 
function. 

stand:ird broadcast band. Freq11en
cies extending from 550 to i ,650 
kc. 

standard broadcast channel. A 
band of frcg uencies io kc wide, 
consisting of the carrier and two 
sidebands. Channels are desig
nated by their assigned center 
frequencies. 

standard-frequency signal. H ighly 
accurate signals broadcast by 
rndio station ·wwv of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards at 
Washington, D.C. These signals 
are used throughout the world 
for calibration and testing of 
radio equimcnt. See wwv. 

standoff insulator. An insulator 
used to support a wire at a dis
tance from a building or pole on 
which the insulator is mounted . 

static. Noise heard in a radio re
ceiver due to atmosphe1ic elec
tric disturbances such as light
n ing, or man-made causes such 
as electric motors, neon signs, or 
other appliances which produce 
sparking. 

static charge. An eleclTic clrnrge 
accumulated on an object. 

stator. The part of a rotating de
vice which contains the station-
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ary parts such as the stationary 
set of plates in a variable ca
pacitor. 

step-down transformer. A b-ans
former in which the secondary 
delivers a lower voltage than is 
applied to the primary. 

step-up trnnsformer. A transformer 
in which the secondary delivers 
a higher voltage than is applied 
to the primary. 

storage battery. A unit consisting of 
two or more storage cells. 

storage cell. A vol taic cell which 
may be restored to a charged 
condition by an electric current 
opposite to that of the discharg
ing current. 

straight-line capacitance. A vari
able capacitor characteristic ob
tained when the rotor plates are 
shaped so that capacitance varies 
directly in proportion to the 
angle of rotation. 

strand. One of tho wires, or one of 
the groups of wires, of a multi
wire conductor or cable. 

stranded wire. A conductor com
posed of a group of wires or of 
any combination of groups of 
wires, usually twisted or braided 
together. 

stray capacitance. Capacitance 
e:-dsting between circuit wires or 
parts, or between the mct::il chas
sis of electron ic apparatus and 
the parts mounted on it. 

stray field. Sb·ay inductance. Leak
age magnetic Oux from an in
ductor. 

subminiature tubes. Electron tubes 
of very small si:r.e, generally used 
in miniaturized equipment. 

superhet. Popular name for a super
heterodyne receiver. 
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superhetcrodyne receiver. A type 

of radio in which the incoming 
RF signals are sometimes am
plifled a small amount in the 
preselcctor, then fed into the fre
quency converter section (con
sisting of the oscillator, mixer, 
and first detector) for conversion 
into a fixed, lower carrier fre
quency called the intermediate 
frequency (IF) value of the 
receiver. The IF signals are 
highly amplified in the IF am
plifier stages, then fed into the 
second detector for demodula
tion. The resulting audio signals 
are amplified in the conventional 
manner by the audio amplifier, 
then reproduced as sound waves 
by the loudspeaker. 

superregenerative detector. A re
generative detector in which 
maximum regeneration is em
ployed, but in which sustained 
oscilh,tion is prevented by a sep
arate quenching oscillator. 

superrcgcnerative recch-er. A re
ceiver employing a superregen
erative detector. 

supply. Source of voltnge, current, 
or power. 

suppressor grid. A grid interposed 
between the screen grid and 
plate to prevent the passing of 
secondary electrons from the 
latter to the former. 

suppressor modulation. A type of 
amplitude modulation in which 
the modulating voltage is super
imposed on the suppressor grid. 

surge. A sudden and b·ansient var
iati.on in the current and/ or volt
age in a circuit. 

sw. Abbreviation for switch. Used 
on diagrams. 

s-w. Abbreviation for shortwave. 
sweep circuit. A special oscillator 

circuit which generates a volt
age having a sawtooth wave form 
for making the electron beam of 
a catl1ode-ray tube sweep b:lck 
and fortl1 across the fluorescent 
screen. 

switch. A mechanical device for 
completin g, interrupting, or 
changing the connections in <m 
electric circuit. 

symbol. A simple design used to 
represent a radio part iJ1 a sche
matic circuit diagram. A letter 
used in fo1mulas to represent a 
particular quantity. 

sync. Abbreviation for synchroniz
ing, usually voltage, as requ ired 
in cathode-ray oscilloscopes. 

T 

T. Generally used to designate a 
transformer in circuit diagrams. 

tank circuit. An iJ1ductor and a ca
pacitor in a parallel-connected 
resonant circuit. 

tap. A connection point o·r contact 
made in the body of a resistor 
or coil. 

tapped resistor. A wire-wound fixed 
resistor having one or more taps. 

Technician license. A class of ama
teur license issued in the United 
States. 

telegraph key. A hand-operated de
vice used to telegraph code. 

telegraphy. Communication by 
code signals sent over connect
ing wires. 

telephony. Transmission and repro
duction of audio sounds by elec
tric means over connecting wires. 

television. The transmission and re-



ception of a rapid succession of 
images by means of radio waves 
traveling through space or over 
wires. 

television receiver. A receiver hav
ing complete channels for receiv
ing the television picture and 
its associated sound. 

television b·ansmitter. The radio 
b·ansmitter for the transmission 
of both the video {picture) and 
audio (sound) signals of a tele
vision program. 

temperature-compensating capaci· 
tor. A capacitor whose capaci
tance varies with temperature. 

terminal. Fitting for convenience 
in making electric connections. 

terminated line. A transmission line 
terminated in the characteristic 
impedance of the line. 

termination. The load connected to 
the output end of a transmission 
line. 

tetrode. A four-electrode vacuum 
tube. 

three-phase current. Cunent de
livered through three or four 
wires, with the three current 
components differing in phase by 
% cycle or 120 electric degrees. 

three-pole switch. An arrangement 
of three single-pole switches 
coupled to operate three con
tacts simultaneously. 

tight coupling. Closest possible 
coupling between two radio- or 
audio-frequency circuits. 

time-delay relay. A relay in wh ich 
the energizing or de-energizing 
of the coil precedes movemen t of 
the contact armature by a de
terminable interval. 

time switch. A clock-controlled 
switch. 
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tinned wire. Copper wfre that has 

been coated with a layer of tin 
or solder to simplify soldering. 

tip. The contact at the end of a 
plug. 

tip jack. A small single-hole jack 
into which a single-pin contact 
plug or tip is inserted to make 
an electric connection. 

toggle switch. A small snap S\vitch 
that is operated by a projecting 
lever. 

tolerance. The pe1missible varia
tion from rated or assigned value. 

tone control. A device provided in 
clecb·onic sound equipment to 
alter the proportion of bnss and 
t:reble frequency response. 

T-pacl. A special type of potentiom
eter with equal input and out
put impedance. A T network. 

tronsreceiver. A combination trans
mitter-receiver in which a single 
set of tuning elements and a 
single audio system are used in
terchangeably for b·ansmission. 
and reception. 

transconductance. The small 
change in plate current which 
results from a small ch:rnge in 
grid voltage. Transconductance 
i .~ equal to the amplification 
fac tor of a tube divided by the 
plate resistance. 

tnmsducer. Generally, a device 
which converts energy from one 
fo rm into another, always retain
ing the characteristic nmplitude 
variations of the energy being 
conve1ied. Applied to both mi
crophones and loudspeakers, 
more commonly to the lotter. 

transformer. An electric device that 
transfers electric energy by elec
tromagnetic induction from one 
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or more circuits to one or more 
other circuits. May be used to 
step voltage up or down. Trans
ferred energy remains constant 
except for the coil losses. 

transformer-coupled amplifier. An 
amplifier employing transformers 
for interstage coupling. 

transformer oil. A high-quality in
sulating oil in which windings 
of large power transformers are 
immersed for cooling and insula
tion, and to prevent oxidation. 

transient oscillation. A momentary 
oscillation occurring in a circuit 
during switching. 

transistor. A compact unit consist
ing of semiconducting material. 
Transistors are replacing tubes in 
many applications involving rec
tification, detection, amplifica
tion, or oscilJation. Transistors 
do not require filament or heater 
voltage. 

transmission. Transfer of elecb·ic 
energy from one location to an
other through condL1ctors or by 
rad iation or induction fields. 

transmission line. A set of con
ductors used to transfer signal 
energy from one location to an
other, or to transmit current over 
long dist'lnces for power pur
poses. 

transmission loss. A tenn used to 
denote a loss in power during 
the h·ansmission of energy from 
one point to another. 

transmitter. A te1m applying to the 
equipment used for generating 
an RF carrier signal, modulat
ing this carrier with intelligence, 
and radiating the modulated RF 

carrier into space. Also, in a tele
phone, the microphone that con-

verts sound waves into electric 
energy varying at audio-fre
quency rate. 

transverse waves. '.Yaves in which 
the periodic amplitude varies at 
right angles to the direction of 
propagation. Electromagnetic ra
diation behaves like a transverse 
wave motion in which electric 
amplitude generates magnetic 
amplitude at right angles to the 
direction of travel. 

h·np. Tuned circuit used to elimi
nate a given signal or to keep it 
out of a given circuit. A common 
trap is simply a tuned circuit 
which absorbs the energy of the 
signal to be eliminated. 

trimmer capacitor. A small, adjust
able capacitor, used in the tuning 
circuits of radio receivers and 
other radio apparatus. 

triode. A three-electrode vacuum 
tube, usually having a cathode, 
control grid, and anode. 

tube noise. 'oise originating within 
a tube, such as microphonics. 

tube tester. An instrument which 
indicates the condition of vac
uum tubes. 

tube voltage drop. In a tube, the 
potential d ifference between 
anode and cathode. 

tubular capacitor. A paper or elec
trolytic capacitor having the 
form of a cylinder, with leads 
projecting axially from one or 
both ends. 

tuned antenna. An antenna de
signed to provide resonance at 
the desired operating frequency 
by means of its own inductance 
and capacitance. 

tuned circuit. An inductance-ca
pacitance circuit that may be 



adjusted to resonance at a de
sired frequency. 

tuned Siter. An arrangement of 
electronic components tuned 
either to attenuate or pass sig
nals at its resonant frequency. 

tuned-grid tuned-plate oscillator. A 
vacuum-tube oscillator with 
tuned grid and plate circuits. 
Maximum oscillation depends 
on maximum feedback, which 
occurs when the grid and plate 
circuits arc tuned to resonance. 

tuned radio-frequency amplifier. An 
ampli£er employing vacuum 
tubes or transistors and tuned 
circuits for the purpose of am
plifying radio-frequency energy. 

tuned radio-frequency receiver. A 
radio receiver consisting of a 
number of radio-frequency am
plifier stages that arc l'\med to 
resonance of the desired signal 
by means of a gang-tuned ca
pacitor. The amplified signal at 
the original carrier frequency is 
fed directly in to a detector for 
demoduJation. Often abbreviated 
TRF receiver. 

tuned rndio-frequency stage. A 
stage of amplification which is 
tunable to the radio freqt1ency 
of the signal being received. 

tungsten filament. A fil amen t used 
in incandescent lamps, in ther
mionic vacuum tubes, and in 
other tubes requiring nn incan
descent cathode. 

tuning. Adjusting the inductance 
or capacitance (or both) in a 
coil-capacitor circuit. Or, adjust
ing circuits in electronic equip
ment for optimum performance. 

tuning capacitor. A variable ca
pacitor. 
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tuning coil. A variable inductor. 
tuning control. The control !mob 

that adjusts tuned circuits. 
tuning inductor. A variable in

ductor used for tuning. 
tuning meter. A DC meter con

nected to a radio-receiver cir
cuit to show when the receiver 
is accurately tuned to a desired 
frequency or signal. 

turns ratio. The ratio of the num
ber of turns in a secondary 
winding of a transformer to the 
number of turns in the primary 
winding. 

i:vr. Television interference. Used 
by amateurs to denote interJer
ence by their transmitters with 
reception of picture or sound on 
television receivers. 

twin line. A type of transmission 
line which has a solid insulating 
material, in which the two con
ductors are placed paralJel to 
each other. Several impedance 
values arc in common use (75, 
i 50, and 300 ohms). 

twisted pair. A cable composed of 
two insulated conductors twisted 
together either with or without 
a common covering. 

two-way switch. A switch used for 
controlling electric or electronic 
equipment components or cir
cuits from either of two positions. 

two-wire line. An electric transmis
sion line formed by two con
ductors insulated from each 
other. 

u 

ultrahigh frequency. A Federal 
Communications Commission 
designation for the frequency 
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band from 300 Mc to 3,000 Mc. 

undermodulation. Incomplete mod
ulation at a transmitter. 

unidirectional antenna. An antenna 
designed to radiate with maxi
mum strength or receive with 
maximum sensitivity in a particu
lar direction. 

unmodulated. Without modula
tion. Also applied to the RF car
rier signal alone. 

v 
V. Letter used on diagrams to des

ignate vacuum tubes. 
va. Volt-ampere. 
vacuum. An enclosed space from 

which practically all air has been 
removed. 

vacuum capacitor. A type of ca
pacitor having tubular elements 
which are housed in an evacu
ated glass envelope. Vacuum ca
pacitors are characterized by ex
tremely high breakdown voltage. 

vacuum switch. A switch enclosed 
in an evacuated bulb. 

vacuum tube. Specifically, an evac
uated enclosure including two or 
more electrodes between which 
conduction through the vacuum 
may take place. A general tenn 
used for all electronic tubes. 

vacuum-tube voltmeter. A test in
strument which uses the high in
put impedance of a vacuum tube 
for measuring voltages without 
affecting the circuit being meas
ured. Abbreviated VTVJYt. 

valve. The tenn used in the Brit
ish Commonwealth to designate 
a radio tube. 

variable capacitor. A capacitor 
whose capacitance may be 
changed either by varying the 
space between plates or the 
meshing between the two sets 
of plates. 

variable-frequency oscillator. An 
oscillator whose frequency can 
be varied over a given range. Ab
breviated VFO. 

variable-mu tube. A remote cutoff 
tube. A vacuum tube with a grid 
designed so that the amplifica
tion factor and the mutual con
ductance are variable. 

variable resistor. A resistor whose 
resis tance can be changed. 

variable transformer. A b·ansfo1mer 
whose output voltage can be 
varied continuously over a range 
from zero to maximum. 

vector. A quanti ty having magni
tude and direction. GraphicaJly 
represented by an arrow. Length 
of a vector represents magnitude. 
Direction of arrow indicates the 
direction or angle of the quan
tity. 

vector diagram. In AC theo1y, a 
polar diagram in which volt
ages, currents, or impedances are 
represented by vectors. 

velocity microphone. See ribbon 
microphone. 

vernier. An auxilfary scale of 
slightly smaller divisions than 
the main measuring scale, per
mitting measurements with 
greater precision than allowed 
by the main scale. 

vertical deBectin?: electrodes. The 
pair of electrodes that serves to 
move the electron beam up and 
down on the fluorescent screen 



of a cathode-ray tube employing 
electrostatic deflection. 

vertically polarized wave. A wave 
whose direction of electric polar
ization is perpendicular to the 
earth. 

vertical polarization. The condition 
in which radio waves are trans
mitted with their plane of elec
tric polarization initially perpen
dicular to the surface of the 
earth. 

vertical radiator. An antenna po
sitioned perpendicular with re
spect to the ea1th and used for 
transmitting or receiving. 

very high frequencies. A band of 
frequencies in the radio spec
trum extending from 30 to 300 
Mc. In television, Channels 2-

13, or 54-216 Mc. 
very low frequencies. A band of 

frequencies in the radio spec
trum extending from io to 30 
kc. 

vibration pickup. A microphone 
designed to respond to mechani
cal vibrations rather than to 
sound waves. 

vibrator. An electromagnetic de
vice which converts a DC voltage 
to pulsating DC or AC. 

video amplifier. A stage in a tele
vision circuit which amplifies 
video frequencies. 

vlf, VLF. Very low frequency. 
voice coil. The moving coil that is 

attached to and d rives the dia
phragm or cone of a dynamic 
loudspeaker. 

volt. The practical unit of voltage, 
potential, or electromotive force. 
One volt is the electromotive 
force which will move 1 am-
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pcre through a resistance of 1 

ohm. 
voltage. The electric pressure that 

makes current fl ow through a 
conductor. Same as elect,romo
tioe force. 

voltage amplifier. A vacuum-tube 
amplifier stage for raising the 
voltage level of a signal without 
regard to power. 

voltage divider. A resistor having 
one or more fixed or adjustable 
contacts along the length of its 
resistance element. 

voltage doubler. A rectifier circuit 
that doubles the output voltage 
of a conventional rectifier. 

voltage drop. The voltage devel
oped by the fl ow of current 
through a resistance or imped
ance. 

voltage feed. Excitation of a trans
mitting antenna by applying 
voltage at a voltage loop or an
tinode. 

voltage gain. Voltage amplification. 
voltage multiplier. A precision re

sistor used in series with a volt
meter to extend its measuring 
range. 

voltage node. A point having zero 
voltage in a system of stationary 
waves. 

voltage rating. The maximum sus
tained voltage that can safely 
be applied to or taken from an 
electric or elecb·onic device 
without risking damage. 

voltage regulation. The abili ty of 
a voltage source to maintain es
sentially constant output voltage 
in spite of variations in load. 

voltage regulator. A device or cir
cuit that functions to maintain 
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voltage at a predetermined 
value, or varies the voltage ac
cording to a predetermined plan. 

voltage-regulator tube. A gas-Riled 
electron tube used to keep volt
age essentially constant despite 
wide variations in line voltage, 
or to maintain an essentially 
constant direct voltage in a cir
cuit. 

voltmeter. An instrument for meas
uring voltage. 

volt-ohmmeter. A test instrument 
having provisions for measuring 
voltage, resistance, and current. 
Abbreviated vo::vi. 

Yolume. The intensity or loudness 
of the sound produced by a 
headphone or loudspeaker. 

volume control. A potentiometer 
used to vary the audio-frequency 
outpu t of an audio amplifier. 

VT. A symbol used on diagrams to 
indicate a vacuum tube. 

w 

W. Designates power in watts. The 
letter P sometimes is used alter
natively with W. 

walkie-talkie. A compact portable 
receiver-transmitter unit which 
is light enough to be carried in 
the hand or on the back of the 
operator. 

water-cooled tube. A vacuum power 
tube having the circulation of 
water around the anode for cool
ing during operation. 

watt. The practical unit of electric 
power, and in a DC circuit, equnl 
to volts multiplied by amperes. 

In an AC circt1it, true watts are 
equal to effective volts multi
plied by effective amperes, then 
multiplied by the circuit power 
factor. 

wattage rating. A rating expressing 
the maximum power which a 
device or component can safely 
absorb or handle. 

wattmeter. A meter used to meas
ure the power in watts or kilo
watts which is being consumed 
by a device. 

wave. A propagated periodic dis
turbance such as a radio, light, 
or sound wave. 

wave band. A band of assigned fre
quencies. 

wave-band switch. A muJliposition 
switch used to change the fre
quency tuning range of a re
ceiver or transmitter from one 
wave band to another. 

wave form. The graphical repre
sentation of the shape of a wave, 
showing variations in amplitude 
versus time. 

wavelength. The distance meas
ured along the direction of prop
agation, between two points 
which are in phnse on adjacent 
waves. A wavelength is the dis
tance traveled by a wave in a 
time of one cycle. 

wavemeter. A calibrated variablc
frequency resonator used to de
termine wavelengths of radio 
waves or frequency of oscilla
tions. 

wave trap. A device sometimes con
nected to the aerial system of a 
radio receiver to reduce the 
strength of signals at a particu
lar frequency. 



weak coupling. Loose coupling, in 
a transformer. 

wet cell. A cell in which the elec
trolyte is in liquid form. 

wet electrolyte capacitor. A capaci
tor employing a liquid electro
lyte dielectric. 

Wheatstone bridge. An insb·umcn t 
for measuring resistance. See 
bridge circuit. 

winding. One or more turns of 
w ire fanning a continuous coil. 
Also, the coil itself, as in t rans
former windings. 

wire gauge. A system of numerical 
designations of wire sizes, start
ing with low numbers for the 
largest sizes. The American wire 
gauge, abbreviated AWG, is in 
common use in this country and 
starts with 0000 as the largest 
si?.e, going to ooo, oo, o, and be
yond 40 for the smallest sizes. 

wire recorder. Insb·umcnt similar 
to a tape recorder, except that 
it uses a round stainless steel 
wire about 0.004 inch in di
ameter instead of the tape. 

wrinkle finish . A lacquer or vnrnish 
finish that shrinks and folds as 
it dries. 

wwv. Call letters of the Nationnl 
Bureau of Standards radio sta
tion at Washington, D.C .. pro
viding technical services. These 
include time signals, standard 
radio frequencies, standard au cl io 
frequencies, and radio propaga
tion disturbance warnings. The 
propagation warnings are trans
mitted in Jn ternational }.forse 
Code. 

wwv1-1. National Bureau of Stand
ards radio stntion a t fvfaui, Ha-

x 
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waii. Broadcasts on 5, lo, nncl 15 
Mc. wwvH is received a t many 
locations not served by wwv. 

X cut. T erm referring to the cut 
of n piezoelectric crystal which 
is made perpendicular to any 
two parallel faces. 

y 

Y cut. A c1uartz crystal cut such 
that the Y axis is perpendicular 
to the faces of the slab. 

z 
Z axis. The optical axis of a quartz 

crystal . It is perpendicular to 
both the X and Y axes. Jn cath
ode-ray oscilloscopes, variation 
of the beam intensity by an ex
ternal voltage is called "Z-axis 
modulation ." 

zero adjuster. A device for bring
ing the pointer of an electric in
strument or meter to zero when 
the electric quantity is zero. 

zero beat. The condition of a re
ceiver in which an internal oscil
lator is at the exact frequency of 
an external radio wave so that 
no beat tone is produced or 
heard when the two are mixed. 

zero bias . A condition in which the 
control grid and cathode of a 
vacuum tube are nt the same po
tential. 

zero potential. An expression usu
ally applied to tho potential of 
the earth, as a convenient refer
ence for comparison. 
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abbreviations: 
of basic units, 290-292 
of terms, 290-292 

AC, see alternating current (AC) 
AF, .~ee audio frequencies (AF) 
air-core coils, 285-286 
alternating current (AC), 5, 20-23, 

287-288 
capacitance, 26-27 
electromagnetism and, 24 
inductance, 27 
phase, 28-32 
resis tance, 25-26, 32 
sine waves of, 29 
transform ers for, 27-28 
vnlues, 22-23, 25 
water analogy for, 2 1 

AM, see amplitude modulation ( AM ) 
"Amateur Radio Service" (bulletin }, 

181 
American Radio Relay League, 190 
American \Var Standard (Aws), 54 

ammeters, use of, 13 
amperes, i3-14 
amplifica tion foctor, 77 
amplifier-modulator, 6-7 
amplifie rs , S 

audio, 6-7, 171 
audio-frequency ( AF), 135-136 
function of, 5 -6 
intermediate-frequency (IF), 8 
operntion classes of, 81-83 
power, 5-6, 166-168 
receiver, 8 -9 
trnnsmittcr, 5-7, J 66-168 

amplitude modulation (AM), 7, 128-
129, i72-174 

anodes, 67 
antennas, 199-201, 223-224 

aerials as, 7 
beam, 209-210, 2u, 212 
dipole, 207-208 
doublet, 207-208 
dummy, 214-215 

See the Glossary, pages 305-361, for additional tcnm and d efinitions. 
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antennas ( co11t .) 
feed lines and, 7 
five-band, 2 11 

receivers, 7-8, i38-139, 214 
six meter, 210 

transmission lines for, 213 
transmitter,,, 7, 206-217 
two meter, 210 
vertical, 2 12-213 
whip, 223-224 

arc joint wrench, g 
armature, 287-289 
atoms, 10, 11 , 239-240 

negative ions, 13 
positive ions, 13 

audio amplillcrs, 171 
audio frc<1uency (AF), 6, 8-9 

transformers and, 46-48 
audio voltages, i7 1 
automatic volume control (.we) , I 36-

137 
autotrnnsformcrs, 47 
awls, 93 
AWS, see American \ Var St;1ndard 

(AWS) 

backwave, 169- i 70 
Basic Vac11u111 1'ubes and Their Uses, 

76 
batteries, symbol for, 69 
beam antennas, 209-211, 212 
beat-frequency oscillator ( BFO), i 36 
bias supply, 71 
bipolar headphones, 60 
blocked-grid keying, i6g 
Braun, Karl, 231 
broad-band circuits, i 93-195 
broadcast interference (ncr), 260-262 

call letters, 187-188 
cap acitance ( C), 17-19, 35 

alternating current and, 26-27 
dielectrics and, 17 
electrical formuJas for, 279 
farads (f) and, 17 
interelcctrodc, 74 
units of, 53 

capacitive coupling, 163-164 
capacitors, 17, 18 -19, 29, 33-34, 52-

57, 106 

capacitors ( co 11 t .) 
ceramic, 52, 55 
charging actio11, i7- 18 
circuit annlys is and, 32, 33-34 
discharging nction, 17-18 
electrolytic, 52, 55 
fixed, 52 
mica, 52-5.i 
paper, 52, 55 
trimmer, 53, 57 
variable, 52-53, 55-57 

cnrbon microphones, 58 
carbon resistors, 42-45 

color code for, 43-44 
insulated, .i2--15 
uninsulated, 42-45 
wattage rnt ing~ of, -1-1 

cathode-my oscilloscope, 230-235 
cnthode-rny tube (cm'), 230-235 
cathodes, 13, 67-68, 69 

filament, 67 
henter, 67 
keying, i 6!) 

ceramic capacitors, 52, 55 
charts, enamel copper wire, 286 
choke coils, 51-52 
chokes, 51 

heavy-duty line, 51 
iron-core, 51 
jumble-wountl , 5 1. 
pie-wound, 51 
single-layer, 5 1 

circuiL~, 32-36 
alignment, 152-154 
analyses of, 33-36 
breakdown, 141- 144 
broad-band, i93-195 
capacito rs in, 32, 33-34 
coils and, 32, 33, 34 
current measurement of, 32 
filters for, l l 7 
grid, 71 
impedance of, 35 
modulation, i 76- 1 78 
parallel, 32, 35-36 
resistors in, 33, 34 
resonance and, 37 
series, 32 
series-parallel, 32-33 
tank, 166 



conxial trnnsmission cable, 21:3 
code transmission ( cw) , 265-266 
coil-winding data, 285-286 
coils, 20, 28, 29 

air-core, 285-286 
circuit analysis and, 32, 33, 34 
electrical formulas for, 282 
electromagnetism and, 20 
field windings, 289 
formulas for, 285-286 
inductance of, 34 
multilayer, 286 
Q of, 282 
single-layer, 285 
winding data, 285-286 

cold joint, loo 
Colpitts oscillator, 159 
commutator, 288-289 
coml)onent supports, 104-105 
cone ensers, 17 
Conditional license, 185-186 
conductors, 15, 40-42, 236 

cables, 41 
high-voltage cables, 41 
hookup wire, 41 
multiconductor cnblcs, 41 
shielded cables, .p-42 

Cornad, Frank, 3 
constants, mathematical, 277-278 
construction, radio, 87 

diagrams, 105-uo 
insulation stripping, 102-104 
kits, 88, 95-96, 105-110 
receivers, 140-1 55 
soldering, 92-94, 96-102 
techniques of, 87-110 
tools for, 89-94 
transmitters, 192-205 
voltmeter ( VT\'M), 95-96 
work place for, 94-95 

continuity checking, 150-151 
continuous wave (cw), 6, 7 

nhbreviations for, 272-274 
t-odc transmission, 265-266 
reception, 136 
double, 137-138 
metric, 277 
single, 137 

eonvcrtcr-amplificrs, 8 
converters, pentagricl , 135 

I NDEX I 367 
coupled inductance, clcctric11l fornm

las for, 279-280. 
coupling, l63 

capncitivc, 103-164 
coefficient of, 280 
inductive, 163, 164-165 
interstngc, 163-166 
link, 165-166 

cps, see cycles per second ( qls) 
crystal headphones, 60-62 
crystal microphones, 58-59 

diaphragm, 58-59 
grille, 58-59 

currents, 12-13, 29 
adjustment of, 32 
alternating, see alternati 11g current 

(AC) 
charging, 17-19 
circuits and, 32-36 
direct, see direct current ( oc) 
emission, 66-67 
flow of, 21 
lag, 29 
lend, 29 
magnetism and, 19-20 
measurement of, i3-15, 25-39 
plate, 69 
space, 66-67 

cw, see continuous wave (cw) 
cycles, 25, 29. See also cycles per 

second (cps); kilocycles ( kc ) ; 
megacrcles (Mc) 

cycles per second (cps), 5 

decibels, 278 
De Forest, Lee, 3 
demodulation, 8 
depletion lnycr, 241-244 
detection, 8, 128-129 
detectors, 129 

diode, i 29-130 
grid-leak, 130-131 
regenerntivc, 131-132 
second, 135-136 
superrcgcncrntive, 132-133 

diagrams, schematic, 105-110 
dielectrics, 17 
diodes, 67, 68-70 

detectors , 129-130 
one-way conduction currc11 t in, 69 
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diodes ( co11t. ) 
as rectillcr, 69-70 
tunnel, 246-247 

dipole antennas, 20;-208 
direct current (oc), 20-21 

measurement of, 32 
doping, 239 
doublet antennas, 207-208 
dummy antennas, 214-21 5 
dynamic mi<.:rophones, 59 

Eico Model 222 vTv~r. 227 
Eico Model 315 signal generator, 229-

230 
Eico l\ lodcl 430 oscilloscope, 234 
Eico \lode! 555 ,·0:-.1, 229 
Eico }.!odd 720 cw transmitter, 256 
electrical fonn ulas, 278-284 
electric ian's pliers, 9 1 
electricity ( see also alte rnating cur

rent; amperes; capacitance; cir
cui ts; direct current; electro
magnetism; electrons; genera
tors; ground; inductance; ions; 
phase; power; protons; radio 
waves; resistance; resonance; 
trnnsfonners; voltage), i o 

charging, 17-19 
fund amentals of, 10-39 
henries and, 20 
magnetism and, i 9-20 
measurement of, 13-15, 25-39 
negative, 11, 12 
posi tive, 11, 12 
potential, see voltage 

electrolytic capacitors, 52, 55 
electromagnetism, 19·20 

alternating current and. 24 
coils and, 20 
henries and, 20 
inductance and, 20 
inductors and, 20 

electron-pair bonds, 239-240 
electrons, io-11, 12·13 

p-11 junctions and, 241-244 
valence, 239-241 

emission current, 66-67 
secondt1ry, 75 

energy barrier, 241-242 

cc1uipment: 
insurance rcquiromcnts, 293-301. 
tes ting, 226-235 

farads ( f), 17 
r.cc, see Federal Communications 

Commission ( FCC) 
Federal Communications Commission 

( FCC), 181 
amateur license~. i81-188 

17essenden, Reginald A. , 3 
field windings, 289 
filaments, 67-68 

power supplies, l 13 
llltcrs, 117 

network of, 118 
nux, 94 
r :-.c , see frequency modulation ( n 1) 
force, magnetic lines of, 19 
fonnulas : 

coil, 285-286 
electrical, 278-284 
t ransmission lino, 284 
vacuum-tube, 284-285 

forward-biased junction, 243-244 
four-tube transmillcrs, 193-196 
frequency, 25 

electrical form11las for, 281 
multiplication, i68-169 
resonant, 37 
television channels, 286 

frequency modulation (FM ), 7 
full-wave rectifier, l 14-115 
fuses, 58 

galena crystal, 237 
gas-Riled tubes, 84-85 
General class license, 183-185 
general coverngc, i38 
generators : 

electric, 287-289 
signal, 228-229 

Greenwich Time (<:1' LT ), i 99 
grid-leak, i 30 

detectors, i30-131 
oscillator, 157-158 

grid-plate transconductance, 78 
g rids, 71, 76 

bias, 71 



grids ( ront.) 
circuit, 71 
dipper, 228 
modulation, 175-176 
screen, 74 
suppressor, 75-76 

ground wave, 214 
grounds, 37 

electric, 37-39 
hand capacity and, 37 
tuning and, 37 

half-wave rectifier, 1 q 
ham band, 138 
"hand capacity," 37 
hardware, 57 
harmonics, 137-138, i68 
Hartley oscillator, 158-159 
headphones, 60-62 

bipolar, 60 
crystal, 60-62 
magnelic, 60-6 1 
single-pole, 60 

hc~\ters, 67-68 
Het1th Model 1111-13 vTV?.r, 95, l o6-

109 
Heathkit Model uw-20 "Pawnee," 

200-205 
Heathkit 1'1odel 1M-13, 227 
Heath Mohawk ham-band receiver, 

256 
Heath Tunnel Dipper, 248, 249-254 
henries ( h ) , 20 
hcptode tubes, 83 
Hertz, Heinrich, 2 
J !crlzian waves, 2 
hctcrodynes, 133-134 
hex-nut drivers, go 
hcxode tubes, 83 
high-fidelity, 6-7 
high-voltage cables, 41 
hookup wires, 41 

IF see intermediate-frequency ( IF) 
ig;1ition wrenches, 93 
impedance ( Z ), 35 

calculation of, 35 
electrical fomrnlas for, 282-284 
Ohm's law and, 35 
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inductance ( L), 20, 35 
alternating current and, 26-27 
of coils, 33, 34 
electromagnetism and, 20 
formulas for, 279-280 
henries and, 20 

inductive coupling, 163, 164-165 
inductors, 20 

circuit analys is and, 32, 33 
electromagnetism and, 20 
single-winding, 51-52 

insulators, 16, 42, 102-104, 236 
insurance, requirements, 293-301 
interelectrocle capacitances, 74 
interference, 259-260 

broadcast ( oc1), 260-262 
television ( TVI), 262-265 

intennediate-frcc1ucncy (IF), i33-135 
amplifier, 8 

Internationnl l\ lorse Code, 189-191 
inters tage coupling, 163-166 
inversion, polarity, 73 
ionospheric wave, 216 
ions, 13 

Jacobowitz, H., 76 
jaw wrench, 93 

kc, see kilocycles ( kc ) 
Kemp, G. S., 1 

Kennelly-Heaviside layer, 216 
key clicks, 170-171 
keying, 169-171 
kilocycles (kc), S 
Knight Kit :\lodcl 11-55 receiver, qo-

155 
chassis, 146-1..18, 154 
circuit alignment, 152-154 
circuit brcakdowu, 141-1 44 
completed, 155 
kit preparation, 144-149 
parts for, 144 
resistance checks, 145, 148, 149-151 
schematic diagrnm of, 142 
voltage checks, 151-152 . 

Knight Kit Model T-60 lransm1ltcr, 
193-196 

assembly, 1.gfi-197 
complete, 197 
four-tube, 193-196 
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Knight Kit Model T-60 transmitter 
(con t.) 

point-to-point wiring, 198 
schematic diagram of, 194 

lattice, 239-240 
L -C circuits, 125-128 
licenses: 

Amateur, 181-188 
call-letter plates, 223, 225 
Conditional, i85-186 
FCC amateur, i81-191 
fees, 188 
General Class, i83-185 
Novice, i87 
Technici:'tn, 186 

listening posts, i54-155 
load line, 79 
loudspeakers, 62-63 

magnetic headphones, 60-61 
magnetism, 19-20 
Marconi, Guglielmo, 1-3 
Mark "Hcliwhip," 224 
mathematical constants, 277-278 
Maxwell, James Clerk, 2 
Mc, see megacycles (Mc) 
megacycles (Mc), 5 
meters, symbol for, 69 
metric conversion, 277 
metric-system units, prefixes used 

with, 278 
mhos, 78 
mica capacitors, 52-54 

color code for, 54 
microfarad ( µf), 53 
micromicrofarnds ( µµf), 53 
microphones, 58-59 

carbon, 58 
crystal, 58-59 
dynamic, 59 

mobile stations, 218-225 
antennas for, 223-224 
equipment for, 220-223 
under-dllsh, 219 

modulation, 6-7, 171-172, 175-178 
amplitude, see amplitude modula

tion (AU) 
checks, 178-180 
circui t~. 176-178 

modulation (cont.) 
detection and, 8 
frequency, ,\'<J<J frequency modulu-

tion (H.1) 
grid, 175-176 
percentage of, 172 
plate, 175, 177 
voice, 171 

Morse code, 189-191. 
multiconductor cahlcs, 41 
multigrid tubes, 83 
multiunit tubes, 83-84 
mutual inducl'nncc, electriotl fornrn

las for, 280 

."iational Fire Protcclion Association, 
293 

negative ions, 13 
neon tubes, 84, 85 
neutralization, 167-168 
neutrons, io-11 
noise limiter, 143 
novice license, 187 
11-p junc1ions, 241-244, 245 
11-type semiconcluctors, lattice struc-

ture of, 240 
nutdrivers, 91-92, 99, 101 
nt•t starter, go, gR 
Nuvistor tubes, 85-86 

octode tu bes, 83 
Oersted, Hans Christian, 19 
Ohm's law, i6, 27 

alternating-current analysis and, 34 
impedance and, 35 
inductive rcncta11cc and, 27 

ohms, l5 
open-wire transmission line, 213 
oscillators, 5, i5G-157 

code-practice, 188-189 
Colpitts, i59 
crystal-controlled, 161-162 
function of, 5 
grid-leak, 157-158 
Hartley, i58-159 
Knight Kit, 188-189, 190 
Pierce, i 62 

radio-frcqucncy, 5 
tuned-plate l11nccl-grid, 160 
wiring, 190 



oscilloscope, cathode-ray, 230-235 
output ripple percentage, 11 7 

Pnget, P. W., l 

paper capacitors, 52, 55 
parallel circuits, 32, 35-36 
parallel reson:1nt circuit, 38 
Pawnee, see Heathkit /\ lode! nw-20 

"Pmvnee" 
pcnta&rrid converter, 135 
pcntodes, 75-76 
phase, .28-32 

measurement , 29-31 
phone, see radiotclephony 
picofarad ( pf) , 5 
Pierce crystal oscillator, 162, i 63 
pies, 52 
plate-circuit keying, 169 
plates, 67, 68-69 

current, 69, 72 
modulation, 175, i77 
neutralization, 167-168 
power supplies, ll3-115, 116-117 
resistance, 77 

p lumber's pliers, 91 
11-11 junctions, 241-244, 245, 246 
polarity inversion, 73 
positive ions, 13 
pot, see potentiometers 
potentiometers, 45-46, lOO, 101 
power, 16-17 

nltemating-currcnt line voltages, 
111-112 

B supply, 120·124 
filaments and, 113 
filtering, 116-117 
full-wave supply, 114 
half-wave supply, 114 
plates and, u3-115, 116-u.7 
requirements, 258 
supplies, 111-124 
uni t construction, u7-118 

protons, l0-11, 12-13 
7>-type semiconductors, la ttice stn1c

htre of, 241 

Q code, 271-272 
QST (magazine), 190 

INDEX I 371 
radio (see also amplifiers; antennas; 

detectors; electricity; keying; li
censes; oscillators; receivers; sta
tions; transmitters; vacuum 
tubes), l 

audio amplifier, 8-9 
beginnings of, 1-3 
construction techniques, 87-110 
frequency, see radio frequency 

(RF) 
fuses, 58 
insurnncc reri uiremenls, 293-301 
i.ntroduction to, 1-9 
mobile stations, 218-225 
power supplies, 111-124 
sets, see radio sets 
solid-state devices, 236-254 
testing, see testing, equipment for 
wave p ropagation, 214-217 
waves, 1·9, 23-25, 29, 31, 214, 

216-217 
Radio Amateur Cal/book, 155, i88 
radio frequency (RF), 5-6 

amplification, 166-168 
current, 5 
tra11sformers, 47-48, 50 

Raclio Manufacturer's Association 
(nMA), 54 

radio sets, 40 
electric parts of, 40-65 
used parts for, 63-65 

radiotelegraphy, 2-3, 6 
radiotelephony, 3, 6 
RCA Receioing 1'11be Mmwnl, 76 
react(tnce: 

capacitance, 35 
electrical formulas for, 281 
inductive (XL), 35 
resistance, 35 

receivers, 2, 5 
nntcnnas for, i38-139 
nutomntic volume control, i36-137 
chokes, 51 
circuit alignment, 152-154 
circuit breakdown, 141-144 
construction of, 140-155 
co11!'inuous wave ( cw) , 136 
detection, 128-129 
dilTerences in, 138 
kit preparation, 144-149 
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receivers (cont. ) 
Ustening posts nnd, 154-155 
resistance checks, i 49-151 
superheterodyne, 133-135 
theory of, 125-139 
transmitter combination, 200-205 
tuning, 125-128 
voltage checks, i51-152 

rectifiers, 69 
silicon, 120-124 

reference mntcrial , 302-304 
regenerative detectors, 131-132 
resistance ( R), t5-16, 32-35 

alternating current and, 25-26 
checks, 149-151 
conductors and, 15 
electrical formulas for, 278-279 
insulators and, 16 
plate, 77 
resistors and, i5 
semiconductors and, i6 
symbol for, l 5 

resistors, 15, 42-46 
carbon, 42-45 
circuit analysis and, 32, 33 
color code for, 44 
parallel, 34 
potentiometers and, 45-46 
rheostats and, 45 
symbol for, 69 
variable, 45-46 
voltage dividers and, 45-46 
wire-wound, 45 

resonance, 36-37 
electrical formulas for, 280-281 

resonant frequency, 37 
rheostats, 45 
Hider, J. F., 76 
RMA , see Radio Manufacturer's Asso

ciation ( n:o.rA) 

safety precautions, 256-257 
saturation, 72, 76 
schematic diagrams, io5-110 
scissors, 93 
screen grids, 74 
screwdrivers, go, 91 
self-inductance, electrical formulas 

for, 279 

semiconductors, 16, 236-237, 238-241 
advantage.~ of, 247-249 
disadvantages of, 247-249 
n-type "doped," 240 
71-type "doped," 241 
theory of, 238-241 
transistors and, 237-238, 244-246 

series circuits, 32 
series-parallel circuits, 32-33 
series-resonant circuit, 36 
shielded cables, 41-42 
short-wave equipment, basic clements 

of, 4 
sidebands ( ssu), 172-175 
side cutters, 89, 90 
signal classification, 270 
signal generator, 152-153, 228-229 
silicon rectifier, 120-124 
Simpson "H andiscope," 234 
Simpson Model 261 VOJl.·l, 229 
Simpson Model 311 vTvM, 277 
sine waves, 29, 31 
single-pole headphones, 60 
single-sideband suppressed carrier, 128 
single-tube transmitter, i62-163 
single-winding inductors, 51-52 
single-winding transfoimers, 47 
skip distance, 216, 217 
sky wave, 216 
slip-joint pliers, go, 91 
slip rings, 288 
soldering, 96-103 

irons, 92-94 
tools, 92-94 

solid-state devices, 236-254 
sp;1cc-charge region, 241-244 
spnce current, 66-67 
spnghetti, 105 
speech amplifier-modulator, 6-7 
stations: 

abbreviations and, 272-274 
call sign transmissions, 268-269 
call signs, 187-188 
code transmi~sion, 265-266 
interference, 259-265 
layout, 255 
log for, 269 
mobile, 218-225 
Q code and, 271-272 
safety precautions for, 256-257 



stations ( co 11t. ) 
set up, i98-200, 255-265 
signal classification, 270 
voice transmission, 267-268 

step-up transformers, 2 
stripping insulation, 102-104 
superheterodyne, 8 , 133-135 

kit preparation for, 144-149 
superregenerative detectors, 132-133 
supports, component, 104- 105 
suppressor grids, 76 
switches, 56 

tank circuit, 166 
Technician license, 186 
telegraphs, 2-3 
telephones, 3 
television: 

frequency bands, 286 
insurance requirements, 293-301 

television iuterference ( TVJ), 262-265 
terminals, single-lug, 97 
testing, equipment for, 226-235 
tetrodes, 74-75 
thermionic ionization, 67 
tickler-coil oscillator, i57- 158 
tinning, 99-100 
toggle switches, 106 
transceivers, 220-22 1 
transconductance, 77 

grid-plate, 77 
transformers, 27-28, 46-51, 106 

air-core, 47, 49 
coupling, 50 
iron-core, 47, 49-50 
line, 112 
slugs, 154 
step-up, 2 

transistors, 237-238 
basic construction, 244-246 
collector region, 246 
emitter region, 246 
n-p structure, 245-246 
operation of, 244-246 
p-11-p structure, 245-246 
project, 249-254 
schematic symbols for, 246 
semiconductor theory and, 238-

241, 247-249 
transition region, 241-244 
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trausmiss ion procedures: 

call signs, 268-269 
cw (code), 265-266 
voice, 267-268 

transmitters, 2, 5 
amplilication, 5-7, 166-168 
amplitude modulation, i 72-174 
assembly, i 96-197 
checks, 178-180 
chokes, 51 
coaxial relay in, i99-200 
construction of, 192-205 
four-tube, i 93-196 
frequency multiplication, i68-169 
grid modulrition, 175-176 
illterstage coupling, i63-166 
keyillg, i 69-171 
modufotion circuits, 176-178 
monitoring, 178-179 
oscillators, l 57-162 
plate modulation, 175 
point-to-point wiring, i98 
power, 5-6 
rear connection of, 199 
receiver combination, 200-205 
setup, 198-200 
sidebands, 172-J.75 
single-tube, i62-163 
theory of, i56-180 
voice modulation, 171 

trimmer capacitors, 53, 57 
triodes, 70, 71-73 

amplifier circuit, 78 
polarity inve rsion in, 72-73 

tropospheric wave, 216 
tubes (see also vacuum-tubes), sock-

ets of, 56 
tuned-grid oscillator, 157-158 
tuned-plate tuned-grid oscillator, 160 
tuned mdio-frcquency amplification 

( TDl-' ) , 127-128 
tuner-amplifiers, 8 
tuning, 37 

receiver, 125-128 
tuning coils, 51 
tunnel diode, 246-247 
tweezers, 90, 96, 97 

vacuum tubes, 13 
ampliller operation, 81-83 
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vacuum tubes (con t.) 
cathodes, 67-68, 69 
characteristics of, 76-78 
diodes, 67, 68-70 
emission current and, 66-71 
fo rmulas, 284-285 
gas-filled, 84-85 
multig ri<l, 83 
multiunit, 83-84 
operation classes, 81-83 
pcntodes, 75-76 
polarity inversion and, 73 
principles of, 66-86 
problem in, 78-80 
tetrodes, 74-75 
triodes, 71-73 
voltmeter ( VTVl\I), 95-96, 226-227 

variable capacitors, 52-53, 55-57 
variable resistors, 45-46 
vertical nutennas, 212-213 
voice modulation, 171 
voltage (E) , 14-15, 287-288 

alternating-current lines, i 11-112 
audio, 171 

checks, i51-152 
circuits and, 32 
doubling, i 15 
filaments and, 113 
measurement of, 32 
multipliers, 115-116 
plntes and, 113-115 

voltage ( E) (cont. ) 
symbol for, 15 
wave shapes, 116 

voltage-regulator ( v-n ) tubes, 84-85 
voltmeters, 15 
volt-ohmmeter ( VOM), 227-228 
volume control, automatic (A vc), i36-

137 

wavelength, electrical fonnula for, 
281 

waves, 1-9, 23 
amplitude, 23, 2 4 
cycles of, 25 
electromagnetism and, 24-25 
frequency of, 25 
grnund , 214, 216 
ionospheric, 216-217 
length, 23, 24 
motion of, 24 
sine, 29, 3 1 
sky, 216-2 17 
tropospheric, 216 

whip antennas, 223-224 
wire strippers, 93, i o4 
wire-wound resis tors, 45 
working cross-band, 221 
wrenches, 93 

Zworykin, Vladimir, 3 









Five Valuable Handbooks from Crowell 

HI-FI HANDBOOK A Guide to Monaural and 
Stereophonic Reproduction 

by Steven Hahn 
A practical, easy-to-use guide to high-fidelity sound systems. 
Clear, concise explanations of tuners, turntables, pickups, am
plifiers, speakers, and tape recorders. Discusses advantages and 
limitations of various types of equipment. Buying Guides. 216 
pages. Photographs and diagrams. Bibliography and index. 

GEM HUNTER'S GUIDE Third edition 
by Russell P. MacFall 

This newly revised fieldbook for amateur gem collectors lists over 
one thousand digging sites throughout the United States, Canada, 
and Mexico. Organized by states, it includes directions- and 
maps-with specific details such as farm roads or stream beds. 
The tabular and pictorial i.1formation enables the collector to test 
and jdentify samples in tlie field. Eight pages of color photographs 
plus listings of state mining bureaus and museums and a bibliography. 

THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER'S HANDBOOK 
by Aaron Sussman 

A friendly and helpful guide to the best in amateur photography
complete, easy to read, r nri up to date. Contains everything you 
want to know about the camera and how to use it, from learning 
to "see" a picture to the latest darkroom tec>:niques. 

This, the seventh completely revised edition, contains more 
than 125 color and black-and-white photographs, 100 draw
ings, charts, and diagrams, and 28 special tables. 

THE AMATEUR MAGICIAN'S HANDBOOK 
by Henry Hay Revised edition 

The latest and most helpful book on magic tricks and technique. 
Describes and explains several hundred of the best and most 
famous tricks: sleigh_t of hand. mental magic, apparatus tricks, 
etc. 355 pages, 198 photographs and 21 drawings. 

STANDARD HANDBOOK OF STAMP COLLECTING 
by Richard McP. Cabeen Second edition 

Authoritative and complete guide to stamp collecting, written 
by the Chicago Tribune's stamp editor. There is a glossary, an 
appendix with important tables, and a complete index. 628 pages, 
60 illustrations, including 38 halftones. 


